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PURPOSE OF COURSE

In an era-When the requirement for adrlitional ,sotIrces of power is growing at an eyer-increasing rate and

when concern for the piotection of our, environment is rightfully coming to the fore, it is imperative that an

unbiased, straightforward view of ,the advantages and disadvanliges of the various methods of generation of electrical

pOwei be madeb;i4i1ible

This course is an eff?rt to describe the nee s, environmentartosts and benefits of electrical power generation.
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INTRODUCTION

- - _

Chapters 1 and 2 of this text Present the increasing need for electrical powei, and current, and proposed

methods for meeting ,,this need. Expansion of electrical generafmg capacity in the immediate future-will be limited fo

nuclear power plants or fossd-fueled plants. These plants are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. Basic ecology is the,

sUbject of Chapter 5. Wastes from nuclear and fossil-fueled plants are discusied in Chapfer 6, while health effects are

discussed in Chapter 7. Chapter elnesents some etf the factors that must be talcen into consideration w hen Choosing

the ,site for a new power plant. addition to increasing electrical power generating capacity, we must begin to .

conserve the energy sources we have -Thus energy Conservation is the subject of Chapter 9..FInally, esurnmary of

environmental effects is given in Chapter 10.

Appendix I is a glossarY o f-useful terms, many of which are used in the text. Appendix.H is an extensive

bibliography containing many useful references for further study. Appendix III is a ,decision-making model to help

the reader analkze the informatiOn received. Appendix IV is a brief.outline of the prOcedure whichmiist be followed

by a utility in order to construct and operate a nuclear pbwer plant.

Papers from scientific journals and other supplementary ,information are included in the colorea pages at the

end of`each chapter'. These are for ,course' enrictment, and, may be used or omitted-at the discretion of the teacher.

VII
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CHAyTER I

THE DEMAND/FOR' ENERGY:.
' 1. S. World Energy Consumption

nergy, the abilit; *O do work, is the basic
bug ng-block of civilizaflon. People's use of energy

s once came only from their own museles. /Later
.htThians learned to use to keep warm and cook
food. Then they learned to use the energy of the
wind in, sailboats and windmills; the energy of falling
watei in waterwheelt, and. the energy of animals to
work for them. Today we use a great' Variety of
energy resources, and in doing so, we are able to
control many of the events which affect Ai llves,
and thus raise our standard of living.. -

Figure 1 shows that a country 's standardof
living is directly related to its use of energy. The right ,
side of ithe , chart shows per capita energy
consumptibn for many countries in 1968. The per
capita energy conitimption for a country is the total
energy consumption of that dountry divided by its
population, and is thuS the average amourit of energy
used by each person in the country. The left side

' .. of the chart shows per capita income - the average
?income for each person in the country - for the year.
It can'easily be seen that countries with a high
standard of living, are those wi)th high energy
consurnption. The United States leads the woftd in
both energy consumption and standard of living. In
fadt, with only about 6 per cent of the world's'
population, the United States accounts for about oneliitthird of the world's senergy,e'o su ption. Other
industrialized countrks of. the wo. f011ow the U.S.

.1in energy _ cdnsumption, while , the developing
countries show the smallest energy consumption,
corresppnding to lower standards of living.

Thus, it appears that in order for the developing
-countries of the world to raise their standard. ofiliving
through increased food production, improved
sanitary conditions and increased availability of
manufactured products, they must increase their per
capita energy consumpticia. It also appears that a
continued high per capita consumption ofenergy will
be necessary to maintain the high pandard of living
that the United States and other countries enjoy. This

- increasing demand i_pr energy hy the world's
population is one of the reasons for the curie*
energy shottige and the increasing cost of energy."

"?
In addition . to an increasing per, capita

consuinption of energy, we'must consider the world's
-increa /sing population. Figure 2 shows world
$111.110idn estimates for the-past and future. At tile
beghtning of the Christian era, there were 200*Million
to 300 million peo e in the world. It took about
1,600 .years for th opulation to double to 500-
million. The populati doubled again to one billion
by 1825, in the next 5 years; during this time the
'rust industrial 'revolution, based on steam power,
started, allowing the world .to support a larger
population. By 1930, world populationhad doubled

aMlb

again to tw,o billion in only 105 years. During this
time, the second industrial revolution, based
primarily upon the developrnent and use of Tlectrical'
power, took pike.

(

In,4he 45 years since 1930, the population has
doubled again to four billion. During this period,
medical 'acbrances have increased life spans, causing
even greater population increases. Tome forecasters
predict that the world population may w,ell
again hefore the year 2000.

Figure 2 showi that ipost of this gain will take
place in the underdevelopêtl regksps of the worldg,,,,
Thus, these couçtries have an especially hard taskU,
Since they will h4ve so many more people,they must
increase their ene gy consuMption by a tremendous
amount to increa e per capita consurimtiori.

The effect f growing per capita consumption
and raPidly expanding populatioh has been a great
increase in world energy consumption. This' is shown
in- .Figure 3, which illustrates the rise in energy
demands, including some predictions for the futur.
Note that the demand rises so fait that it goes off
the top of the graph by the year 2000. Figure 3

'introduces "Q" as a measure of large amounts of
energy. A standard measure of energy, is the British
Thermal Unit (BTU), whith you have probably heard

'in descriptions of the -capacity of heaters .or air
conditioners. A Q is a billion billion BTU's of energy
- that is, a one followed by 18 zeroes. It can also
be written 10 8 BTU. One Q is anastonishingly large,
amount of energy. To put it intO perspective, the 74
total world consumption of energy in 1970 was 0.2Q,
while the, U.S: consumption was 0.07Q.

Figure 3 also, shows the =bunt of energy
obtained from the three inajor fossil fuels: coal, oil
andnatural gas. These materials, deposited on- the
earffi hundreds of millions of yead ago, represent the
fossile remains of ancient forests and peat swamps.
NOte in Fighre 3 how the use of fossil fuels Increased
rapidly, starting with anal about NO years ago,
followeil by oil and gas at the *ginning of this
century. For the last hundred yetis 'Or so, fossil fuels
have accounted for most of the world's energy
consumption. Coal, oil and natural ps will be
supplemented in the future by petroleurn products
from sources such as oilshale and tar sands. But note
that the foai fuel use curve is leveling off, and within
a humilreryears, fossil fuel use is expected to begin a
rapid decrease. This decrease'.will be caused.by the
fact that the world's fossil fuel supply, which is not
replaceable, is being used up rapidly. Other energy
sources Must be found to rill in the gap between
world energy needs and dwindling fossil fuel supplir

Prior' to 1850, most of the world's energy was
supplied by the three W's --(wind, wood and water.
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Figure 3

WORLD ENERGY CONSUMPTION..
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These are Still used today, but --even exPanding their °
use could not make up the. difference ° betWeenc
worldwide needs and the availabli kupply ffàssil
fuel: This is Die reason for the increased emPhasis
on research into other energy -sources.. .

. . e . ,

it2. Energy dai umOon in` the United States .

s t
-Figure.:4;' covering 400 years.. for. the United

States; gives more detailed breakaOwn -of the
various energy Sources consumed in the 'Olt 175
years, along with a possible Mate breadown This,
figure shows that oil and gas .froni botridonitstic and
foreign sources will probe* be° cpniumed by the
middle' of the next century. The huge resources from

'tar sands and oil shale, which are just becoming
. eCooOmical to "use, Will probably be consuinedby the

end' bf the next ceiltury.
.

Coal is the one fossil fuel which will last us
dor several centuries. FortunatelY, this country has

t. much of the world's knbwn coal reserves. The area
abeled on Figure 4 also represents the
increasing' use of coal to produce gas and ctil. That
part of the figure representing wood, widd and water

. in the past is expanded to include the predicted
fixture' ute Of tiflal and geothermal power and the
comblistion of agricultural Waite and other refuse'as

'energIA'. sources: This figUre shoWs the' recent
introdUCtion of i'lraniurn-235 in nuclear reactors for
the production of electricity. Note that this source of

.° -,energy cannot be used indefmitely - the eConomidal
upply of Ui5siium-235 Will eventually run out. In the

future will; come the ise of:. uranium-238 and
thOrium-232' in. breeder reacters, which produce More
fuelA*. they Consume. These breeder reactors, along
Addl. IOW, energy and fusion reactors, will probably
he one; majOr energy sources in future centuries.'
There may even be sortie Completely new energy
:source, undreamed Of today.

'

The .need for energy sOurces will, Of course,
depend on bow fast' the demand for energy grows.
Figure 4 shows the demands thitt. three. possible
growth rates would make. Energy-. consuniption has
increased an average of 3.4 -per cent each year
between 1950 and 1970. The Steepest line on figure
4 represents a continuation of this growth rate. All
possible energy sources would ha* to be developed
as rapidly as possible to environmental consequences.
The hOrizontal line' prqiects the reaching of zero
energy growth by the year 2000. Since the':
population Will still be increasing, this. approach
would 'probably result in a gradual lowering of the

.iverage stindard. of living. Even this level of energy
use canntit be 'long maintained by our traditional
energy resourcesi-More efficient consumption of I,hre
energy being produced' would' help stretch our
previous energy- resources. The' ponibility of energy
use intreasing at 14 present rate, but with more
efficient use, it represented by the 1.7 per cent
growth rate.line. .

4

'3, ,Economic Impact Of the Energy Shortage t

Abimdint energy at a reasonable cost is basic
an industrialized' country like the United States.

When this energy is not available; or wheii its cost
1,.'rises greatly, the impact is felt by all of us. For

. example, the petroleum shortages of 1971 and 1974
had effects far beyond the long, lines at the gas
pumps. Oil shortages have also helped to slow our
economic growth and. have teen a-major factor in
the continuing inflation.

The energy pinch is felt in many ways. For
example, the price of electricity_ has increased
significantly for the first time* years, and people are-
buying smaller cars .as fuel', economy becomes
increasingly important.

The shortage of energy sources, coupled with
concern over evironmental.,pollution, has caused

, severe problems for' electrical generating plants and
other industries. They are forced to search for energy
substitutes and to pay greatlyincreased prices for
fuel.

Petroleum products are the basic ingredient in
many man-made products, such as fertilizer, synthetic
fibers, plastics, synthetic rubber, detergents ski
paints. In the future, food will probably join the list.
With such products in short supply, we should

' perhaps consider whether such manufacturing uses
rate a higher priority than simply burning the
petroleum products as fuel. ' .

In the short term, considerable energy savings
can be realized through conservation and careful
energy management. lloiever, in the long run we
molt develop new energy resources. and restructure
our energy demands, since the availability and cost
of energy have a dramatic impact on our lives._ .

, a
4. The Demand for Electrical Energy

Perhaps you have some feeling now for the ,

cqmplex energy problems facing us today. We will
nqw narrow our discussion to only one important
aspect of the energy picture: electrical povier
generation and its environmental impact. The reason
for our concentraction in this arel is that electrical
power generation is . predicted to be the fastest
growing area of energy fuse. In 1947, about 13 per
cent of the fuel used in this country 'was used to
produce electricity. By 1970, this figure bad -
increased to .25 per cent. By the year 2000,it is
predicted that .feen 40 and 50 per,cenr f the 4fel
usea will beirgonsumed in the pr. ) ction bf
electricity. In- the next, century, most of the energy
we consume will probably be in' the form of
electricity.

; A number of factors contribute to the increased
use of electricity over, other agency forms, First,

, shortages and increased costa of gas and op will lead
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-., to mon,..use.of coal and uranium-235. These two fuels
. Table 1are most suited to .the production Of electricity.

Secondly; the burning of fuel to produce electricity !

at * few large installations should make for better Consumption of Zlectricity in the United States
pollution control. Pollution control is extremely '7 ,

. .
difficult whillions of homes, factories and cars

a
en m

.. consume gas and oil for heat, cooling Or power. These
two , factors will lead tO the increasing use of
electricitY, .Probably' including the wfdkspread use of
5lectric automobiles and public transportation.

Electrical consaiiption is also growing because
of new consumer products and industrial processei .

demanded by the American Public to maintain an
ever-increasing standard of living. Do members of .

your family own moreselectrical appliances than they
did five years ago? Chances are good that theY do,
and this use of electricity in the home represents only
part of an individuaPs per _capita consumption,) of
electricity. Much more electricity ,is eipended ,to

, manufacture the goods and . services required to*
. maihtain Ole desired standard of hiring. Most "of the

'
Use

rPercentage
'It.i..s. Average)

. ,

Residential , . 32%

Commercial 22%

Industrial 42%

.

Other Uses . 4%

items which Americans take for. granted, such as
plastics, aluminum and glass, require the use of
electrical energy in their manufacture. In fact, the
nation has &come so dependent onFelectrical power i
and other forms of mechanic :ptiergy that human
muscle nOw accounts for less than one per cent of
the work' done in factories. .

. .
.

ln addition to these increasing demands for ;
electricity, significant amounts will soonbe required
for cleaning up the envirOnment by such uses as .
recycling of wastes and sewage treatinent.

Table 1 shows how the electricity consumed ha.,
the United States is divided among various segmentrt
of 'the economy.

a 15
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TABLE$00F. ENERGY 'SOURC4 AND U$E

From !iBackgrOund Info," Public Affairs ana I nfolinatiop Program,
/ Atomic Industrial Forum, fric.

Nuclçar power
- U.S: energy pr, electricity. This ca

and theirSes over the next :few decades. These proj
electrieity will beconkiribre gly important in the y
nuclear power (aloni* coal)( will be vitally neede
ofn large-scale eleCtric' wer suOly. Today -eleciricity
tept of all energy us d in 'the ,United +States; by the
represent almost 50 .'per'''eentio' ,

For the most part:thiiipropetions in' this paper are in ter
British Thermal Unit (Bin . FOr. comparison purposes sortie
alents follow:

IP

will be of considerable significance irk helping to solve the
lems, specifically in providing meter, amounts of

be illustrated by projecting alter ative power, sourdes
ctiont Uidigate that
ars ahect,nd that

as a ti)ioxspurce-:-
repres4415 ,per

ear ,2900,

.0f
416.-

^

C,q-ABLE 1.

:Gil .

4

Common 4neat Rtus
.%

44,!.
"BarrePoi qk 5 soopoo

Cubic fe4 t '1,032

Art 'ton 40 t 24 000 to'
,000

rallGas

C

t;

Nuclear ,fuil
(such as Uranium235

4,

round 360,000000

Sources: National Petroleum Council and Atomic Energy Commission

" 1 barrel of oil equals 42 gallons of'oil.

US. Energy Sources This table was riut together before the .1973 Arab boycott with the ensuing
shortages and spiralling costs of oil and gas. Though the boycott is officially
over, it is widely believed that shoftages will continue perhaps indefinitely.
Therefore ihe oil and gas figures, particularly those for 1985'4nd 3000,
could be considered optimistic. It is uncertain, that we can import enough
fossil fuels to meet our needs or produce enough to attain selfstufficiency.
Today about 75% of our comes from oil and gas. By the end.
of the century their propor n will declMe, and coal and nuclear use
must increase.

One.Btu Is the standard wilt for mossuring the smouniof him' energy end is @geld
to the *amount of hest entroy. necessary to mho th41 14nlphrIrri of on Pound
of Watsf one degree Fahrenheit.

.
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rgy Comes From (Trillions of Btus)

1971 1975 1980 1985

12,560 (18.0%) 13,825 (117%) 16,140 (17%) 21,470 (18%)

30,492 (44.0%) 35,090.(44%) 42,190 (4,4%) 50,700 (43%)

22,734 (33. ) 25,220 (31%) 26,980 (28%) 28,390 (24%)

405(0.Jè 2,560 ( 3%) 6,720 ( 7%) 11750 (10%)

2,7$9 ("4.4%) .. 3,570. ( 5%) 3,990 ( 4%) j 4,320 ( 5%)

68,989 80,265 96,020 116,630

,

Sources: U.9. Department of the Interior, Decembe'r 1972

TABLE 3

t*.

2000

31,360 (16%)

71,38e ( i7%)

33,980 (18%)'

49,230 (26%)

5#3.50( 396)

191,900

. t .... .i This
,

table was also prepared before the boycott. As a. result, the figures
for "Electrical generation." for' the years 1985 and 2000 nuy be low. In r

the future more energy from coal-and nuclear may be needed to generate
even more electricity thandthis chart indicates to replace our dependency
on Oil and gas.- .,-

-Where Our EnOgy GOes (Trillions of litus)

1971 1975

Household and

1980

coMmircial k - 14,281(21%) .15,935 (201)6) 17,500 (18%)

Industrial - 20,294 (29%) 22,850 (28%) 24,810 (76%)

Transportafion 16,971' (25%) 19,070 (24%) 22,840 (?.4%)

Electrical
Generation 17;443 (25%) 22,410 (7E%) 29,970 (31%)

Synthetic gas 870 ( 1%)

Total .68,989 80,265 96,020
: r;

sourok. us: Depqrtment of the Intetio, liseember 1972

Electrical -Enwgy Sources

a

1985 .

18,960 (16%) 21,920 (11%)

27,520 (24%) 39,300 (71%)

27,090 (23%) 42,610 (22%)

40,390 (35%) 80,380 (42%)

2,670( 2%) 7,690 ( 4%)

116,630 191,900

Even with.,caat more than doubling its current contribution, nuClear will
have to increav fifty-fold to meet ,the inevitable Increape in electriciti'
demand that is sesulting from uncertintief Oyer ps.
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TABLE 4

0 4
Where Our Electricity Comes

1972

m

Hydro 273 (15.64).

771 (44.2961

). Oil 272 (15.6%)

zat's 375- (21.4%)

udear 54 ( 3.1%)

Other. 2 ( 0.196).
....../L

Total 1,147

From (Billions of Kwh)

1980

317 (10.2%)

1,211 (38.994

. 4
1990

381 ( 6.4%)

1,651 (27.8%)

421 (13.2%) - 512 ( 8.7%)
410 (13.2%) 445 ( 7.5%)

790 (24.1%) 21913 (49.3%

4 4 ( 0.1%) 20 ( 0.3

5,9223,113

_

Source! Speech by John N. iihmikes, ChaiiMen, Federal POwer
the ffeW ;Engisnd Conference of Public Utilities':

6.
c/4

TABLE 5
.7

'a

mission, et the Annual Symposium of
issionsrs, July 9, 1973.

'While theClaiesi.AEG peidicti ns of installed nucleaz.capaCity are less than
previous figures, Mainqe use of.po*er plant delays, nuClear is still

. :expected to account for e than half the total electrical generating
capacity by the year 2

United States Nucleai Electrical Generatini Capacity!

Megawatts

Total Electric
in US.

Nuclear's
Per cent of total

.1973

25,000

429,456

1980 19901

102,000

630,000

475,000

11,150,000

1,090,000

2,000,000

Source: Office of Planning end Analysis, Atomic Energy Commission, AA! 24, 1974.

'Thum forecasts ere paw mf a mnp of projections with the above table viewed as the most reelietic.

U6s of Ekt-tricity The make.up of electricity uiage Is not expected to change appreciably
in. The years ahead, but each category will e pand signiacantly..,



TABLE 6

Where Electricity Goes (Sillidiv of Kwh
c.

1973

'Residential

industrial -.

Comnierciar

Other

555.0 (32%)

706.1 (41%)

'3908 (23%)ro

68.0 ( 4%)

Total 1,719.9

Source: Electilcal World, September 1973

.

Estimated Uranium Fte4rves

.0

TABLE

,J1

1980

I.
930,2 (33%)

1,108.7 (39%)

634.0.( 25%),

( 5%

2,795.2

198

.1,310.8

.1,470.1

876.0

169.0

5,825.9 -5,067.7 ,

1990'

(34%) 1,749.3 (34%) .

(38%) 1,942.8 (38%) '
(23%).. 1,141.6 (23%).

( 5%) 234.0 t 5%),

..

Based on favarable geblogic ;indications, it is expected that
States has reserbes to, meet requirements up to..1990. Since
induitiy usually .develops an eight-ybar forward- reserve,
-exploration at a highleel isindicated in order to meet reqUir
1990. Based on favorable:, geolegie Ohiracteristics of . areas .c
known producing areas -.and. elsewhere in the US.,
that ,there 'iv sufficient uranium in.the groUnd to .sa
quirement.

United

continu' g
ments ift
ntiguous tO.
is believed

fy this re-

1

' .

iEC.porecast,,of domestic Uranium Requireme' nts (0.3% U-235 Tails)
(hort Tons 11308)

Year of
Delivery.

1973

1975

1980"

1985

1990

TABLE 8

Annual

10,000

18,200

38,400

71,500

117,900

Cumulative

10,000

42,100

189,700

474,100

968,50b

. "."

bomestic SoUrces of Uranium (Short Tons of t1308 .)

Maximum forward cost
per lb. of U308

Reasonably
assured
reserves

277,000

340,000
, .

520,000.

Evimated
additional
sresources Total

4i0.,000 727,000
't00,000 1p40,000

\iA20,000

Somali' AEC Jemitry, 1074 . .: . .. .1
.

.1-. . . .. -.. ... ,"A. roffnid form of uMnium 'Mod fro'flov; iiike Am: k rowleirod for isie iii' iisalleir.ivA, in tiii:VINICtolli.....
A Woo nudoor,powor plant typically ogrOMInf from 100 tro 150 tons of utordoin of bre omielmmot

14'
. .i
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NEWS RELEASE Bureau of Public Affairs
Department of State
Office of Media Services

LkCl14RE: INtERNATIONAL REALITIES OF
THE ENERGY CRISIS

Following is the..text of a letture given:by Di..
Chauncey. Starr at die ifs.. Department of State :in

,Washington, D.C. Ds...Starr, founder of thy American .

Nuclear SoCiety, is Vice President of the National
Academy otEngineering, a member of thp President's
Task Force-on Science Policy and a member of the
-Office of .Science and Technology's Energy Panel..

Also participating in the presentitilM was a
panel '4 three other distinguished scientists! Dr.
Robeit A. Bell, Dr. Ralph E. Lapp and Dr. Gordon
J. F. MacDonald.

The presentation was one in a series of science
lef\t,ures sponsored 'by the State Department.

Internatinnal Realities of the Energy. Crisis

"Between now .and .2001, just 30 years away,
the U.S. will consume more energy thah it his-in

entire history. By 2001 the annual U.S. demand
' Tor 'energy in all 'forms is expected to double, and

the annual worldwide demand will probably ,triple..
These projected increases Will tax man's ability to
discover, extract and refine fuels in the huge volumes
necessary, to ship , them safely, to fmd suitable

.19cations for seVeral. hundred new electric-power
stations in the U.S. (thousands wolkdwide) and 'to
dispose of effluents and waste products with
minimum harm to himself and his environment. When
one considers how difficult it is. at present to extract'
coal without jeopardizing lives or scarring the surface
of the earth, to ship oil without spillage, to find
acCeptable sites for poWer plants and to control the
effluen'ts- of our present .fuel-burning machines, the
energy 'projections for, 2001 indicate the peed for
thorough assessinerit: O'f the available, options. and

: careful Planning Of our future course. We shall have
..tp exaniine with both objectivity and humaniW the.
neceSsity 'for the projected increase in ener&c"
detnand, its Jelation to our quality of life, the
practical, options technology provides for meeting our
needs and the environmental and social Consequences

, of these oplions:" .

The above quotation is taken front V.Tiaper I
-prepared more than a year ago. It describes the nature
of the .eontinuing problems we face - and which have
recently reached public attention in the .form of the
"enemy crisis.P" The, terM"energy cris&" has served

as a 'convenient laymin's umbrella for encompassing
a wide variety of society's concerns with the energy
situation. Because these do not have a common
solution, it is inip6rtant th examine them .separately
and to clarify the several issues we face.

The "crisis' designation tends td be isleading, .

because it implies that quick-fix emergejcy steps
shoidd be taken to cure situations' which have
developed over many years. In fact, there are no
quick fixes. Further, .the practicer .realities of the
situation have not yet required an Unmediate riationar
"ciisis" response by applying true emergencY
miestires - such as energy rationingand cessation of,.
energy consuming activities."'

. -

The fact that pressing lOcalized issue's have arisen'
should .give us concern; both as indicators of
widestiread inadequacies and as 'they inlay portend
more set ous. things. to come. To use a medical...,
analogy, the patient May ha* aches.ind pain's, but

can still do a *clay'f work and live normally* the. .
situation doesn't justify hospitalization novi; but
could get worse irremedial treatment is neglected.

In like manner, the most pressing energy need
is for a coherent and long-range program to plan and
manage our. , national and international energy.
systems'. It takes 10 to 20 years to Significantly alter
the trendi of these huge systems.. Waiting until the.
situation 'becomes . intolerable -must now. . be
recognized as intentionally planned neg)ect - a
societal irresponsibility difficult to cOndonn;

0

. Our national and international, energy systems,
cOnaist of a complex of interlocked activities,
including fuel resOurces (most notably the fossil fuels
7.coal, oil -and gas); the distribution of these fuels
either by 'pipeline, truck or tanker, the distribution
of electricity generated from .these faels, and finally
the many end uses of energy,

Energy is consumed for residential purpoaes for
transportation, by the manufacturing industry, and
in sundry Other ways. All activities of soy energy
system have Mine envirOnmental impact. For
example, the .development of fuel resources:gives dse
to land use and esthetic issues, The distribution of
these.,fuels involves transportation risks IMO to the
a& and to our ecology.

The conversion of these fuels-, into either
electricity -or -info their end functiOna - such as
antOmobile transPortation, indttsfiial operations, and
the like , creates air polluting effbreirts and waste
heat.: In_ additine . to them .! *more obvious
environmental . impacts, thins ins secondary
by-prodUcts from energy, syster;o. that 'ire not as
directly'.visible to the public,. but -which aie also
important societal Costs - WO as fires, eatplodons and
accidents.

.
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The current public fbcus on the energy ciisis
arises primarily from a few immediately visible
near-term events. First, because of the decisional
shortages and malfunctions of the electricity delivery
system, which eause ,dramatic blackouts and
brownouts in- spot areas, the- public affected has a
discomfortint anxiety about thetreliability of supply.
Th e "disis' ature ot this tends to be very
localized in pjap.e, and time. The great majority Of
our poi) tion have no difficulty With getting

'electric n demand. ,

The second near-terin issue is that related. to
"Urban air pollutionAloweveri air pollution. arises
from a great variety Of sources, many cif an industrial
nature not directly related t the energy systerin. The
contribution ..to air pollutio yihich arises from the
generition of electricity. inificant, but usually
only a modest part of the total. Most nOtablY the
use of petroleum prodnets for private and publie
motor vehieles is '4rnajOr* source. These two items,'

. the continuous delivery of. electricity. .and urban air
. piallatio are ge4rally the stimuli for the public
attelltiOn to, eneggy issues..4,

The continuous delivery ot ,electricitY.,to meet
demands, witheint the penalties 'of drownouts or

r blackouts or other failures, has always been the
traditional objective of the electric utility industry.

' In order to accomplish this, the industry has
anticipated a decade ahead the groWth in demand for
electricity, so as to schedule the constructiOn of
Power generation and -distribution facilities to meet

ch foreseen needs.

Electric.' 'utilities have also tried to maintain a
sufficient surplut Of generation capacity tftrovide
a reserve for unexpected breakdOwni of equipment,
maintenance and other causes -of-disruption. In the,
past several years the normal anticipatory planning
of the electrical industly has gone askew because of
conditions not anticipated at the time when the
original cominitments for future plants, . 'and
equipment were made. These unanticipated. 'issues
have arisen from manY sources, but Perhaps-the two
most important are the lust recently restricted'
avaihthility 'of suitable fuel and second' the new

-environmental ciiteria for power plant performanee.
-

.;The traditional fuel for power plants has been
.. the foisil fuels - coal, oil and gas. Coal, 'While an

abundant mineral in the United States, unfortunately
produces. the largest overall 'environmental impact.
The Mining ...,,operations;.- underground ....,"and strip .

mining, involYe social costs.associated,withrsafety and,
land use which are quite substantial and require very
large remedial investments. In addition, coal contaths
a large nimber of foreign elements, including Sulphur
compounk which are efivirOtim7ntal pollutants.

1,1,

The result has been that while the demand for
. coal has continuously inereased for power production

, purposes, its_ 'Use creates:problems which haire yet to
be solved satisfactorily. In particiilar; the abifity to
remove :the sulphur contamination from, the coal,
either prior to its use of afteyts. .discharge aea gas
in the

Por plant stacks, requires the commercial
developme t of new technologies only now .

Undergoing pilot plant trials.:
. . ,1,

The available indigenous oil in the US. has not .
been 'sufficient . to meet our ;Weds. Be&use of the .

slow development of both our onshore and offshore
oil.. reserves, we. have .beeorhe one of the- great
importers Of oll. Oil, like coal, iotitains sulphur which
generally requires either removal prior to combustion.
or in Ihe power plant itack gas. Naturally, low: sulphur
oil available in relativel34 .3111811 amonnts.

.. The recent environmental restrictions.. on oil
drilling4 on the continental shelf (because .of the
possible leakages into the madne envirorinierit), and
the, concern with the ecological impact of oil
pipelines all have tended to slow down or inhibit the
full exploration and development of oil . resources.

4

I.

. s .

, Natural gas is the least contaminated form of
fossil fuel and is therefore in great demand for' power /
plant. use. It is also in greit demand, for industrial
and dOinestic use, because .of the ease with Which
it can be transmitted 'and distributed and the
simplicity of coMbustion equipment'. For
complicated reasons; -including pricing' polioies;
natural gas has been mostly a bkproduct of .oll
development. M the present time there apPears to
be an insufficient reserve of natural gas in the United
States to permit continned.expansion of its use. Thus,
,this most environmentally acceptable of all the fossil.
fuels is abb.' the most limited foi ,the future.

For all . these reasons the Utility industry
recognized some Years ago that the unique "clean air"
characteristics of nuclear power WbUld make it a very.
.desirable addition to the available 'technical oPtions';"
for the generation of. electricity'. For almost twn-
decades the utility industry. has actiyeli supported
nuclear pbwer development, and underwritten .the

. . higher costa of the ,first stages of commeycirdOng
: nuclear power... '; .

- s,

The rate at which nuclear .poy.sei hit-entered
into the ..troduction ofitcriati, js, however,-
.disappoiniinkly Ass '110i-that:Which yes eipeetea by
Aut.utilitiei; The- hdtial, delays vivre 'associated with
iitablishing the reliability needed*:" for commercial

. Operations. More recutlY. these . plants" have -been
.. delayed. by the intervention of varicital public groups

furful: of their Potential environmental_ impact.

2 2,
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. These interventions ire 'Primarily serving as a
means of public education and communication
obncerning the ielittive safety of- nuclear power.
_Unfortunately, the associated delays, sometimes
extending for aseveral years, have had a serious impact
on reducing the planned expansion-of nuclear power
availability.

a '
Thus, as a result Of the combined effects of an

inadequate supply,"of environmentally suitable ,fotsil
fuels to meet expanding requirements, the time '
needed for technical development of anti-Pollution
devices to pennit,use of available coal and-oil, and,
delays in the authorization for nuclear power plants,

a we face a near-term sitUition where the generating
capacity-of our national electricity system does not
contain everywhere an adequate reserve for meeting
unique peak 'demands and providing protec,tion
against uneXpected power plant failures.

There are many regions of the country Where
these Issues have not .beert pressing. Unfortunately,
there are many urban areas that have had ;At large
expansion of electricity demand, and in these the
margin of reliability has been so reduced that even
minor malfunctions or unusual wEather conditions
can create electricity shortages fifth considerable
public discomfort and, in some cases, public hazardsr,

Shch: problem& can only be avoided by:
....affninistrative removal of unproductive. delays and

interferences, add. by ,the most efficient use of the
available resources of fuel and povier generation .

. faCilities. Because it takes a decade or more to*bring
new technical deVelopments ói 'lie* fuel systems into '
operation in our enelgy system; it is not likely that
these near term pressures will be rapidly removedby
technologies still in the process of development.

The availability of energy has always been of
basic concern because of the intimate relationship of
energy io our societal development. It has become
a major public issue onlyin the past. several. years,
and will probably alwes remain with as as a primary,,
consideration in thewfuture. Basically,_our society
cannot function without ent in various forms.We
utilite, it for elemental phycomfat ,by heating
and cooling, we utilize it to run.our industries, and
we use it for recreational purposes.

All .these uses hive-always had sOme imp4t on
the environment. As our per capita use has grown. .:
in the past seieral generations, and as our population
has grown and also ccitincentrated in large urban areas,"
these enVironniental pactsbave become sufficiently
severe that We., now diust begin to deielop,.pither
better. energy technoiogy 'o; some limitations on
energy use, or both. It mint be recOgnized that there
is no fond, of energy Which "may be used without
some environinental impact.

.l

Th
The issue is not one of "good or bad" but one

of balancing the beneficial aspects of energy use
against its undesirable environnIntal effects. Ai a
nation we, are presently engaged -in, developing a
socially acceptable balance between these twd issues
through. public debate, technical end scientific
reaearch, and through empirical trial and error. This
development of a sound social philosophy fOr the use
and control of energy, so as to maximize the public
good, may be one of the most important national
issues of this decade.

'Long-range planning -of our national and
Wortd-wide energy systems must start with some
estimate of future energy demands. A conception of
the 'fiituie may come, from a simple extension of
historical trends, or may be developed from a More,
soPhisticated analysiigslinging life styles and their
impact on end-use needi.

Since :1900, the araverage per capita energy
consumption in the world and the,U.S.. has doubled
every 50 years, with Some short term perturbationi

.

There apPears to be small liklihoo4 that. thiS
long-term trend of'. increasing per caiita use will

:Ahafige,A34,the next several decades.

f increased public concern with the .

suass4is of suh a growth; there is actually very little
pragmaticelly to limit it - other

iliatatlilitearcity or -rationing - because of the
intimate connection between the life 'styles of
peoples, their aspirations, and deir eneigy:supply.

The: futtire need .... for -energy in societal
development I of two broad types, One characteristic
of the highly deVeloped sections of the world and
one- typical o the underdeveloped 45ortions. During
the past tviO cnturies the industrialized nations of-
the" world 'sign ficantly increased, their energy use in
order to sustain their population growth and to...
improve the condition of their people.

It is likely that in the next century the per
capita energy consumption in theie advaitced-
countries will approach an equilibrium levet, first
because the quality of life- for the majOtity Of the
Population:Mil be less dependent on increased energy
use, and:lecond because environmental constraints
will make energy more costly and `thus encourage
increased efficiency of its end use. The hoped for
population equilibrium in advanced nations .will also
lead to an eventual leveling-offof total .eneigy need
for these, countries.

it is possible filet the future creation of
socially desirable high-technOoti energY 'consuming
"devices may maintain ji tontinuonsly grOwIng energy
demand, nevertheless, 'the' realities of resoutce
economic's will probably create a trade-off ceiling on



energy demand. Only the development Of new energy
resburces (such as fusion) which are, iieth low cost
and extensjve can lift such 'a ceiling. - Even so, the

., availability of. investment 'tapitall a manmade
resource - may limit such fiowth.'

-
For the underdsveloped part "of 'the ,00rld,

which contains most 6f the world's population, the
.

situation is quite different. These peoples are still
primarily engaged in.maintaining a minimurn leveret
subsistenCe. They have not as yet hail available the
power resources necessary for the transition to a
literate; industrial, urban, and ggriculturally advanced

; society. Historically such transitions have alwayi
involved both an increase i population and an
increaie in per capita energyonsurnOtion. We are 4-

,..seeing this now in most of the underdeieloped
countries:, So, th e. inevitable populetiOn. growth,
Csimbined with, an increased per capiia energy use,
could result in arl- enormous worldwide energy
de d.

.

A capsule exainple of'what can occur is provided
by Puerto Rico. It is being shifted to an indusitrial
economy from an 'agrarian' sugar economy by the
pIalined investment, of foreign capital. In 1940 the
annual electricity consumption was about 100 kWhrs

;`per capita, comParable to India's present usage. By
WO this had been more thin doubled to 220 kwhrs
per capita. By 1968 this hid increased to 1800 kwhrs
per capita. This is an average doubling tithe of about
7 years. (By..cOMpirisOn, the U.S. consumPtion in
1968 was about 7200 kwhrs per capita with a present
per capita doutiling; time of about 12 years. Now,
in 1972, the U.S, level "is about 8800 kwhrs per
capita.) Puerto Rico is, of course, a unique case of
accelerated economic development; but the 20-ford

y..,Aincrease in per capita electricity comsumption is
'neverthelesi startling.

, At present the U.S. consumes about 35 percent
of the world's energy. By the year 2000 the U.S.
share will probably drop to-around 25 percent, due

.chiefly to the relative population increase of the rest
of the world. The per "capita increaie in energy
consumption in the U.S. is' now about 1 percent per
year..Starting from a much lower base, the average
per capita energy consurription throughout the world
is increating at a rate of 1.3 percent per year.

It is evident that it may be another century
before the world average efl approaches the-current
U.S. level. At that time the energy gap between the
U.S. and the underdeveloped world will still be large.
With unaltered trends it -wOuld take 300 years to
close the gap. By 2000 the Woild's average per,capite-
energy consumption Will haie moved only from the
present one-fifth of the US. average to about
one-third of the present 'US. average. Of grave

o

concern is the nearly static and very low per capita
energy consumption of areas such as India, a country
whose population gpirth largely negates its.increased
total production or energy.

.: If the underdeveloped parts .of the- world were
conceivably able to. reach by the year 2000 the
standard of living of Americans today, -the world-wide
level of energy Consumption would be roughly 10
times 4he' present figure.. Even though this is a highly
ihirealistic target for 30 years hence, one must assume
that world energY consumption will move in that
direction as rapidly % political, economic and
technical factors will allow. The problems implied by
this prospecf are awesome.

Increasing per capita income is an essential for
increasing the quality _of life in underdeveloped
countries, and this requires energy. It has' often been
suggested that because of its environmental impacts,-
energy use be arbitrarily limited everywhere. This
requires the same type of societal decision that would
be associated with arbitrarily limiting water supply
or food production.

.
Given the objective of providing the peoples' of

the world as good a life as man's ingenuity can
develop, the essential role of energy aVailability must

' be recognized. Wii the. same motivation that causes
the agronomists to k an increased yield per sere,
it is the function. c.) technology to make energy
available in sufficient amount to meet all essential
needs:' and with sufficiently small environmental
impact as.. to ensure that the benefits outweigh all
the costs.

Because even in the industrial societies' the per
capita use of energy in large EUTIOUlltS iS only a
century old, and in most of. the world it has not:.
even started, we have. both a growing need and ap
opportunity to develop long-range plans for optimally
supplying this essential aid to world-wide social
develoPment.

One can better appreciate the energy 'problem
the world faces if ode simply compares the
cumulative energy demand to the year 2000 - when
the annual' rate of energy consumption will be only
three tiMes the present rate - with estimates of the
economically recoVerable fossil fueli.

The estiniated fossil fuel reserves are greater
than the estimated cumulative demand by only a
factor of tWo. If the only energy resource were fossil
fuel, the prospect would be bleak indeed. The.
outlook is completely altered, however, if one
includes the energy available from nuclear power. As

, has often been stated, nuclear fission provides
another major resource - with the, present light %stair
reactors about equal to the fossil fuels, and with the
breeder ,reaitors almost 100 lima as much.
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There is no question that nuclear power is 1
saving technical developthent for the energy prospects
for mankind. Nmising but as yet technically
unsolved is the dev19opment of a continuous sun&
of energy from 'solar sources, The enormous
magnitude of-Athe solar radiation that reiches the land
surfaces of the earth is so much greatecthan any
of the foreseeable needs that it represents an inviting
technical target.

Unfortunately, there appears to bé nto
economically feasible concept yet available for
substantially tapping that continuous supply of%
energy. This somewhat pessimistic estimateof today's
ability to use solar radiation should not discourage
a technolofical effort to harness it More effectively.
If only a few perbent Ofcthe land area of the U.S.
cotild be used to .absorb solar radiation effectively
(at, say, a little better than 10 perCent efficiency),
we would meet most of our energy needs in the year
2000. Even a partial achievement of this goal could
make a tr\emendous contribufion.

The land area required' for the commercially
significant collection of solar radiation is so large,
however, .that a high capital investment must be
anticipatett, This, coupled with theycost of the
necessary energy-donversiOn systemi and storage
facilities, makes solar power economically
uninteresting today. Neverthelets, the direct
conversion of solar energy is the only significant
long-range alternative to nuclear power.

The .possibility df obtaining power from
thermonuclear, fusion has not been included in the
listing ,bf energy resources because of the great
uncertainty aliout its feasibility. The term
"thermonuclear ftision," the drocess of the hydrogen
bomb, describes the interaction of very light atomic
nuclei to create highly energetic new nuclei, particles
and radiation. Control of the fusion process involves
many scientific phenomena that are 'not yet
understood, and its engineering feasibility has not yet
been seriously studied. Depending on the process
used, controlled fusion might open up not only an
important added energy resource but also a virtually
unlimited one. The fusion process remains a
possibility with a highly uncertain outcome.

It has been prbposed that tapping the heat in 10.
the rocks of the earth's oust is feasible, and if it
is, this could be important. At .present, the initial
probing Of thii source has not yet been tried - sa
its" praginatic availability is yet .uncertain.

It Is 'dear from all such stbdies, that for the
next century mankind is unlikely to run out of
available energy: Instead, the important isstre is
whether the increasing, cost of energy ,(including

environmental costs) will become a 'major handical3
to world-wide societal imProvement. Just as an
inCreasing cost.of water with increaiing Usage might
limit t4e devilopment Of an area;. thesame.could
apply to the use of energy inNious parts of the

tworld.

Withinikature's limitations man has tremendous
scope for Planning energy utilization. Some bf the
controlling factors that enter into energy policy
depend on the volUntary decisions of the individual
as well aa on government actions that May restrict
individ fr e question's of feasibility, both
economic and tec cal, depend for their solution on
the priority.. and gnitude of thceffort applied.

The tune scale and ,costs for implementing
decisions, or resolving issues, in* all areas qcf energy
management have both short-term and ng-term
coitsequences. There are so nliany variables t t their
anangement into a "scenario" for the future becomes
a matter of individual choice _and a fascinating
planning game. The tellectual complexiW of the
possible arrangejnentsf for the future can,lhowever;
be reduced to a li ted number . of basic policy
questions that are more sociolagical than technical
in natufe.

I 1
.

Dr. Starr referred to a table, not reproduced
here, showing a partial list of the controlling factors
which enter into energy. planning. He. continued:.

As. shown, the only parameters under our *.

contid which can alter the native and trends of
near-term energy systems are limited number of
individual and governmental choices - life style and
value oriented rather than technological in nature. An ,.

'individual choice of energy device (home heating, for
example) can be made and implemented with a time
constant of about a year. A chOice by a societal trait .

(location of a poweestation, and effluent regulation,
for, example) takes abolif a decade to' make and .

iniplement. Thus, the full effect of such societal
deciiions often doesn't develop until more than a
decade' hJ passed. . .

In the technological . domain . of new_
econornicallY acceptable energy devices, wd are really
working for the ne)Ct generations, rather than our
own. Even &clear' Power, "which was certainly
upported by governnint as enthusiastically as any-

technology in history, has taken 25 years to esablish
a commercial base - and still hasn't made a ieal
impact on our energy supply.

.

.

Of all the energy needs projected for fhe year
2000, noneleCtric uses repreient about two-thirds.
These uses -cover such major caterriet as
transportation, space heating and industriaiprocesses.
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The 'largest energy user at that time will be. the
manufairg industry, with transportatio
about f as much. Transportation is illust tive o

/the possibilities'in societaf\ptanning. The aut mobile
is resioonsible for almost half of the world's oji
.cqnsumption - and a correspodding. part of.its air

a. pbSution. Except for the airplane, the , private
automobde is the most inefficient mode of using
'energy for travel.

For passenger travel,'iiilroads.are 2.1/2
as efficient as *autos and 5 1/2 -iiiries as efficien
airplanes. 'Nies are 4 times as efficient as autos. For
freight, railroids are 3 1/2 times as efficient as trUcks -

and 55 times as efficient as airplanes. aearly, to
reduce -energy consumption an extensive nationwide
network of railroads, with' local bus' servige, is fal
superior to 'an automobile road network..
Unfortunately, the world-Olde irends have been
diametrically opposite, and the htiman preference for
personal mobility have reihforced such 'trends.

f

Yinally, contrary to much public co.tininent, the
development of new speculative energy resources are
invest ents for the future, not a means of remedying
the pro,lems of today. Unfortunately, many of these
.as yet mcertain and undeveloped sources Of energy

i' are often misleadingly cited publicly ashavingi great
. promise for solving our, present difficulties. In

to their technical uncertainties, many of
these speculative sources are likely to be limited in..
their contribution, even it successful.

Unfortunately, ihe attraction of "jam
tomorrow" may persuade us 'to neglect the need for

-"bread and butter" today. 'Because of.the yery long
time required for eny new, energy device .to become
part of the technological, structure of our society,

'these speculative sources could,not: play a' major role
before the year 2000. The quality of life of the
peoples of the world depends upon. the availability
in the-near future of large amounts of low cost energy
in useful forth. This' being the case, we Must plan
an orderly. 'development and efficient use of the
resources available:to us now, and these are primarily
fossil fuels and nuclear fission.

Given situation, what. .are the possible
impacts On U.S. relations with .foreign countries?
Because of Our-present limitations on the use of high
sulphur Coal, 'and the present unavailability Of more
natural gas, a rapid shift to oil is now undirway,
because oU can a found 'with low sulphur or can
be d&ulpfiurized.

.

There is rio ethergency remedy except retioning.
Because roughly half our oil goes to transportation,
this is' the likely area to be controlled, not electricity.
U.S. oil-production can be increased only fractionally
even if all internal controls are removed.

a'

If the jolitically distiateful course of rationin .

is not take , Our .1970 foreign oil Purchase of $5
billion wijY become $10 Ilion in' 1975, and. $15
billion J 1980, at whiclee.. half ourAll consumed
vl b foreign. For Perspective, these dollar Outflows
may b&ompared with ihe totil U.S. annual capital
investmifls of less than 00 billion. I will not dwell
on the international monetary consatepces.

It shohld also be remembered that increased fuel
cost means increased aost of goods, reduced foreign
sales,...and worsened *trade balance. The, .foreign
relations issue is,' of course, aggravated by)the in-
creasing dependencY 'of the U.S. on the oilproduting
nations without e balancing depeilltency on their:.
part. The international .tetis.so produCed cari leed
to consequences of the most seripus nature a variety..
of scenarioi can be imagined': .

A parallel situation exists in..Western. Europe,.
. .

and. bah France andGermeriy have embarkedon the.
construction of oil sicenge fealties to provide at least
three months reserve': (The.U.S. nOw has a 2-3 week
stored supply.) The recent 'North Sea discoveries will
help but .not solve thiSprobleM. These countries-are
also develoPing pipelinetonnections to the USSR and.
eastern European oilfields. Western EuroPe end- the

end up: in for limited.. world
.resources. . d

For the US., the Canadian luppliee are
Ittractive, -but both trade barriers and lack of
incentives have made this a slowly deYeloping course.
itrhaps we should offer the 1)20 (heavy water) for
their oil. The Canadians have no reason *to be
concerned iith our, problem and may be viewing it
with some skepticism& as do many foreigners.

After all, the environmental issues that have
engendered Mir :situation have a very dubious

-rationality. The public health musality relations
which are the reputed origin of our pollution
standards are not, in fact, based on demonstrable or

credible risk-benefit analyses. They ire instead
judginental levels set primarily for esthetic or Cornfortk
purposes; with .health benefit 'marginal. at best. This
is not likely to create iniernational sympathy.

Although the near-term U.S. situifion has no
quick fix, the intermediate term (post:1980) his
several optioinel aids. Offshore drilling,, for example.

-.This is much.lesi Polluting thin tanker imports, and
giyen time cOuld probably meet much of air needs..
Of. course, -we' must resolve the issue of.the la*. of
the sea". if we Wish to exploit the resturces beyond
the One milePlimit., Another option is to eau the. '
enorhmentat and esthetic constraints and reactivate ,

coal mining, and this nay Occur -when .the.public
realizes the situaiioi. Another is :tippet; Up coal. ,

desulphurization, suffocation and liquefaction, and
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é reCovery:from oil shales and tar.sandk. These take
h the.development of commercial technology and

mUch caPital.

,
:

n at
Ping . term (post 2000) * have the

on of nuclear power. The abundance
end The' fast breeder gives us potentially

arnpleoenirgy7-.12bviously,* rate at which nuclear
..

t powee,conrs on the scene. Is dependent:in 'the
',I

on p lic*Ciptance. 4 should be pointed an
does not.exiat in 'most foreign coünfries.

a'toriseqUenc.p, We May be buying foreign reactors

must recognize and resolve the several very
basic tradeoffs .between environment, life stYles,

1

4

v.

_personal freedoms, .amenities, international tensions,
high energy cost and high cost of goods, public
health, personal income, and allocation of national
resources - and perhaps others. The issue may be as
basic as national security vs. social costs. .

For example, based on naj, perceptions of 'the
alternates, I would very much rather accept the
minimal risks of large scale nuclear power than the
already evident risks- of international tensions from
foreign oil. These issues are so important, and the
energy systems so ponderoui and slow to change, that
our national planning must be based -on a
comprehensively developed long-range insight rather
than a fickle public emotion and short-term political
expediency. Let us hope it is. .

-441
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Student Activity:',How much electricity do yoU use?
L'..':.

I, Make a list 4 The electrical appliances in yoin-
home. Do not forget such items as .electric furnace

, fans, light bulliS; air.tonditioners, kitchen appliances,
hair driers, etc. ,; . .

2. From the ta* below, write the annUal
kilowatt-hour (KWH)COnsumption beiide each entry
on yOur list. A

..3.
,

If,

3. Add these for ti!it total annual kilowatt hour
consumption for your:- family.

4. Divide this total ty the number of persons in
your family to arrive at your per capita innual
kilowatt hour. coutumption.

,
,

Electrical Consurnption fdi Some Common Home
Appliances

4 4.
.

ARpliance Estimated Annual KWH
Consumption

Air Conditioner, Windaw
Bed bla nket
Broiler --

Carving Knife
Chick] .

Clothes. Dryer
Coffee Maker
Deep Fat Fryer
Dehumidifier
Drill, Electric
Dishwasher
Fan, Attic
Fan, circurating
Fan, furnace
Fan, window
Floor polisher
Food blender "

Food freezer (15. cu.ft.)
Food freezer, frostless

(15 cn.ft.)
Fo6d mixer
Food 9ste disposer
Fryi Pan
Gril , sandwich
Hair dryer .

Heat lamp.
Heat pump
Heater, radiant
Heating Pad
Hot Plate
Humidifier
Iron (hand)
Iron (mangle),
Light Bulbs

940
147
100

8 --
17

993
104

377
. 65'''

363
291
43

450
170

15
is

1,195

1,761
13

186
33 -
.13
13
13

176

, 90
l 163

158
25

Oil burner or stoker
Radio'
Radio-phonograph
Range
Refrigerator (13 cu.ft.)
Refrigerator

(12 cu.ft. frostless)
Refrigerator-freezer

410
86

109
1,175

728

(24 cu.ft. Ir6stless) 1,828
Roaster 205
Saw 65
Sewing Machine 205
Shaver 18
Sun Lamp 16
Television "(1; & W) 362
Television (Color) 502
-Toaster. . 39
Tooth brush 5

Vacuum Cleaner 4 46
W....a on
winking thine,. automatic

22
103

Washing Machine,- non-automatic 76.
Water Heater, standard 4,219
Water Pump 231

If ybu know the amperage rating of any
appliance, ,you can estimate the Adlowatt hour
consumption by using the formula

r

KWH = Amps x volts* x hours of use
1000 '

*Vse 110 or 220 volts, whichever applies.
,

,t
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CHAPTER 2

MEETING THE DEMAND FOR ELECTRICAL ENERGY'

.1. The Generation of Electrical Energy

Our idea of electricity is tr16sed largely on what
it does and on its effects, rather than on what it
is. We look upon electricity as something that makes
light bulbs glow, or irons get hot, or,sefligerators get
cold. But what is electricity?

Electricity - that is, an electric prrent - is,the
flow of electrons in 'a. conductor. An electronis a yery,
very small negativelY charged subatomic particle. A
conductor is a material which has free electrons that
can be moved through it easily. Among the materials
most familiar to us, metals are the best conductors
of electricity.

The production of an electric current is fairly
simple._ All that is requir, ed is to make electrons run
through a conductor. A loop of wire, preferably
copper ,wire, can be the conductor. This wire
conductor is loaded with free electrons. Since these
free electrons are negatively charged, they will react
to a magnet. :If the conductor wire is formed into
a loop and the loop is moved through the magnetic
field which exists between the north (N) and.south
(S) poles of a magnet, an electric current, will flow
thmugh the loop. Figure 5 shows a loop being pulled .
from right to left through the magneticfiekl lines of

4 force (dotted lines) which cause an electric current
(I) to Tlow in the clockwise direction shown by the,

. arrows. The free ,electrons actually flow in the
opposite direction from the electric current.

If the conductor loop is spun between the poles
of the magnet, the electrons in the loop will move
back and forth within the loop. As the loop passes
back and forth through the magnetic field lines of
force, the current is made to flow first in one
direction and then in the reverse direction (Figure
6). Current produced in this way is called alternating
current (a.c.); .the electrons, and therefore the
current, are moving in alternating directions in the
conductor. This is the kind of current we use when
we plug something into an electrical outlet. .

The largest electric power generator makes
electricity in thi same way, by moving loops of
conducting wire between the poles of magnets. Of,
course, a large plant uses miles and miles of wire in
the, loops and enormous magnets, but tile .same
principles are at work.

The major difference in the many types of
electrical generating plants is the method used to
inove the conductor wires in- the magnetic, field. In
most types of plants, some type of fuel such as coal,
oil or uranium - is used as an energy' source to make

4- 4 'steam. This steam then pushes 'on the blades of a
turbine to make the turbine spin. The conductor
loops are attached to. the spinning turbine so thgt
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they spin between the poles of huge magnets. Any
plant that uses steam to spin the turbine is called a
steam generator, or steam electric station.

The hydroelectric station is different from the
steam electric station, using falling water to make the
turbine spin. Gas turbines use hot gases to spin the
turbine, much like a jet-engine.

Thus electricity is not in itself a source of
energy, but is prodticed by our use of basic energy
resources: fossil fuels, hYdroelectric power, nuclear
poWer and other energy source',

' Figure 7,.shows the major United Staths steam
generating centers as 'of 1970, by size ancigeographic.,.
distribution. Figure 8 shows the projected steam
'generating need for 1990. It should be noted that
the major power expansion will occur in the eastern
and far western sections of the nation.'

2. PresenV ¶v1ethods of Generating Electrical
Energy

The basic resources that provided energy for
electrical generation in 1974, along with the
percentage of electricity produced for each resource,
is 'shown in Table. 2. Table. 3 shows hoW the use of
these resodrces for electrical generation compared
with theirzuse for all other purposes.

, Why tcan't we just build more of these Isinds
of plants fo satisfy ,our growing demands for

?electricity

:As far as hydroeleUric stations are concerned,
essentially all the -economic dam sites are already in
use 'in' the United States. Remaining new sites are
in remote areas away from the electrical demand.
Developing these sites wobld have 'potentially adverse
effects on increasingly scarce wilderness areas.
Hydroelectric plants, unlike steam generating plants;
produce no waste heat, but the effect of high dams
on fishery resources in many riyers has generallybeen
detrimental.

Thus, the Major expansion of electrical
generating capabilities utilizing current tech*logy
must involve foisil-fueled plants (those using coal, gas
and oil), and nuclear plants. These two alternatives
are compared in detail subsequent chapters of this
text.

Before this comparisod it begun, however; a ,
look into ,various other possibilities for electrical
generation is in order. This discussion is included
because coal, gas and oil are nonrenewable natural
resources. We will deplete our supplies in the
foreseeable future, .and we must develop improved
ways to, extend and supplement these natural



PIGURES

. A loop being pulled through the magnetic .field lines of force
(dotted "lines) which. cause an electric.' current to flow.

FIGURE 6

1

a 'conductor !bop passes, back and forth througlv the .magnetic lides
force an equating current is produced.: .

3 0
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TABLE

Electrical Production by Energy Resource in

Coal 45%

Gas

Oil 10%

Hydroelectric 17%

Nuclear

TOTAL 100%

Other sources, such as solar energy andlgeothermal encrgy,
provide a minute amount of elqctricity at that 'time.

TABLE 3

Use of Energy Resources in 1974

For all Other
Purposes

6%
..

26%

43%

Resource . For Electrical
Generation

Coal 11%

Ga's 6% .

Oil 3%

Hydroelectric 4%

Nuctear

TOTAL ''25%

17%

'32%

46%

4%

1%

TABLE 4

Estimated Depletiop of Economically Ricoverable World Fuel Reserves

Fuel

Mineable Coil

Oil

year, ,

2400

2030

Gas 2020

Fissionable Uranium-235
(High grade ore)



,
resources. 'Even our:known AserVes of high-grade

;uranium ores are limited. Table 4 shows estimates
mhen.various. filets will be depleted on the basis .w

..'of anttcipated world-wide demands. It can be seen
that 'except for coal;. these fuels probably be
expended within the lifetime of our children or
grandchildren.

Alternative Methods of Power production
. -

The following paragraPhs describe : some new
methods for the use .of conventional fuel sources,
plans for usA of neW sources of energy,-and new ways
to stor(energy , for later use. Some of these
alternatives are already in un, while others6are still
under investigation. Bear in mind that, most of these
ideas will require .enornious inOstmeits in time and
money tb become reliableApd economical sources of
power. *-

A. ' Power. from FO'ssil Fuels

(l1)9 Solvent fiefining of Coal'
A technique is being developed to purify coal.

Pulverized raw coal is mixed with an aromatic solvent
and reacted with hydrogen gas at high temperatures
and pressures. Tids dissolves die coal and separates
it from its _ash, sulfur, oxygen and water. The solvent ,
is then removeclivleaving a pita41 e product ldw ip
sulfur and ash and with 'a heat cont nt improved by
as much as 60 per cent. ThiT proce will probably
add significantly to the final cost of the cleaned coal;

.
(2) Coal Liquification

Processes are' being developed to produce
low-sulfunand relatively high-heat" value fuel oil from
coal. Coal is reacted- with steam to produce a low
cost gas with a high carbon monoxide content.
Pularerized coal mixed with the oil product is reacterk,

No with the gas and more steam at high temperatureS`
arid pressures, produCing oil, ash and 'hydrogen sulfide
gas.

(3) Coal Gasification

Methods are being investigated for turning coal
into a Synthetic gas suitable as a substitute for natural
gas. The basic process involves crushing coal to a
poWder, then heating this material in the presence
of steam and oxygen. The gas produced is then
refined to reduce the content of sulfur and other
impiritie and to increase . the, me_thane content.. Also

. ynder, investigation are 'Methods of tuning coil in
situ, _that' is buining ,the coal whiles it rernains
undergrolind to produce ,..gas. This eliminates tbe
need fOr physically Jecovering coal from aims

EV or iMpossible to mine:

e the major pfoblems sof both coal
icatiOn and coalgasification s thelarge amount

Wfter; used !fOr the steam which the proeesset
. -require. UnfortunatelY, :in many of the areas where

.".

diere are large coal supplies, there is a shortage of
- water. 'This: swill complicate the large4cale
.' development Of these uses of coal.

.(4) MagnetbhydrOdynamies (MfID/

One Wyanced concept (Of improving the
efficiency of generating electrical enorgy from fossil
fuels is ,magnetohydrodynamics. In this concept, hot
flowing ionized gas Is° sUbstituted for the rotating
copper coils of the conVentional electric generacyrs.

Gasesfrom the high temperature coinbustion of
fossil fuels ,are made': electriCally . conductive by
seeding with suitable chemicals. This efeetrically
conducting gas then travels at high speed through a
magnetic field to produce a flow of _direct current.
The hotgases.can then,be used to fire a steam i(irbine
generator, making: the Overall.- efficiency" oft.: the
composite . systems as high is 60 per. cenWone and
one half times that of 'a modern foasil fuel. plant.
Though laboratory-scale MHD generatora are nOw
operating, it is unlikely that large-scale 'electrieg
production frOM this source' will become practical
before the end of this century. Although substantial
problems remain to be solved in: materials.
engineering, reliability, long-term durability and
emission controlS; MITI) is one of the more gromising
concepts of electrical energy currently under study.

.

15) lhternal Combustion Engines:

One approach which is becoming increasingly;
. .

useful in helping to resolve short-term power shortages
is the use of internal combustion engines in
factory-assemble,d "pPikages. :These. axe currently
available in 40 inegasfatt units' Whichedn be delivered
and Set up far m9ke quickly Mari. any Other type of
eleetrical generating systoms, kis eXpected that 100
-megawatt units lwill be 'available:- by 1990: These
systems burn expeniive, high quality foSsil fuels and

k, produce less environmental pollution..lhey are, used
.4orimarily when the electriCal demand eitceeds' the
Capacity of the cheaper. electricity from. turbine

:igenerators or as ernergency'llower sources dqie to.
. centers of large dernind. This approach represents an
-inefficient uie of our fossil fuel reserves,.

r Fuel. Cells
i!`

Developed initially for,dn-board power for the
Gefnini and Apollo spacecraft, fuel dells are attracting
attention from :utilities as small units or backup
power sources. In' fuel cells, hydrogen, which can be
produced from. just about any type of fossil fuel or.
,the decomposition of water, is chemically reacted
with oxygen from the air.tO produce electricity. Done-
electrochernicallY% without halting to go through the' ,
inefficient cornbustion steps required by most other
fossil-fueled electricaf generating approaches; this
process allows conversion efficiencies es. hlflh as 60 tO
70 per cent.

Fuel cells emit almost no air pollutants, require
no cooling water, and operate quietly. They Would
be relativeli.small and inconspicuous.



Sinall .kilciwatts). usini natural gas
ai, -their energy. source are now being inatalled in,
single-familV residences to stipply the entire electrical
needs of the dwelling. Larger (10 megawatt) units .

have been built and are being tested by :various 4.
utdities. Power plantt with electrieal generating'

. Capadities of Up to several, hundred megaWatts are
envisioned' for the Inture.i Such unita wonlci .not
replace Other power-geneiation sources but woUld
rather suppleMent poWer :systems, giving electric

ilitiesadditional flexihility for providing the' right.
ount .of. power, where and when it is neededi

B. Power from Renevable Natural Forces

41) Solar &Wei

(aL, Thermal Conversion Systems

Thermal conversion, systems would involve in
extensive array of steel pipes coated with materials
heated .. by the. sun's rays. one concept nitrogen
flowing:thrOUgh the pipes would -gather the heat and

. transport-it to tanks of Molten salt. The Molten salt
- can be heated to a temperature of about. 1,000

'degrees Fahrenheit for prOduction. Of steam, which
would power conventional turbines at a projected
efficiency of about 30 per cent. The area required to'
Supply energy *to a 1,000-megawatt power plant
would be about 10 square. miles of collection surface,
plus a 300,000 gallon reServoir of molten' salt: -Sante
type-of energy storage would be ,necessary for nights
and cloudy days: -Unfortunately, technology has not
yet produced 'practical -!energy storage .systems..
Current batteries are impractical because of their high,
cost and low efficiency. '

'On a smaller scale, solar energy collector cells
are presently available for family 'home-heating.

(b) Direct Convertion Systems

Direct conversion devices cap produce
electricity from' solar radiant energy. !One direct
conversion , scheme' is the, launchilis of a
satellite-mounted array of Solar cells In synchronous .

orbit, which would permanentfy place the cells over'
a preselected position on file earth's surface.. Radiant
energy. Would beconverted into direct Current; which

' in turn would- be Converted electronically into .

microwave energy. Microwave (energy would be
---beamed to huge antennas located on 'the- earth's
surface beneath, the satellite. The .energy could then
be convbrted Ito alternating current. At the present
stage of development, direct conversion devices aro
prohibitively, expensive and not very efficient. The
nraximum efficiency of silicon cells so. far achieved

; s about 16 per cent. To meet New. York City's ,

1. present poWer needs would reqUire-a 25-aquare mile
solar collector panel and a 36-square Mile receiving
antenna on earth. Obviously, the initial cost of such
a solar generating station would be much higAer than
that- of present stitions.

Another use of direct conversion devices when
they become more efficient and less expensive would

be to lOCate them on the roofs ofbuildings to supply
a portion of the electrical needs of-the bulldings,
especIll)' that .reqUired to drive air conditioning
systems on hot days.

14(c) Solar Sea Power/

Proposed initially by thefl French physicist
\Jacques D'Arsonval in 1881, solar sea power has
recently revived fenewed interest. The concept

, involves the tise of temperatürericlifferences between
sun-heated surfaces and colder water deep under, the
sufface to power heat engines. Vast area& of tropical
waters 'offer a tremendous source ?of essentially
pollutiortfree energy. Since the water retains the heat
of the sun, such plants, unlike other tyPes Of solar
plants, could operate' at' night: and during cloudy
periods:,

The technology for such 'plants has yet- to be
developed, but they are envisioned to be large,
extending a half mile or more' under the water to
reach the deep cold water. Since the temperature
difference between this cold water and the. surface
waters is only in the range Of 35 degrees Fahrenheit,
such a poyier plant would have a thermal efficiencY
less than one-tenth of the efficiency, of a
conventional, modern fossil-fueled 'Plant-This would
necessitate the pumping of an ebormous amount of
water through the heat engine per kilowatt hour of
electricity produced, The final fproblem with this
approach. is that the tropical areas:where such plants
can be set up are far from most of the places- where
the* elearicity is needed.

(2) Geothermal Power

POwer plants using hot, Water ,or steam th at is
stored in the earth from volcanic activity have been
in operation in Italy since the. turn of the century,.
Sources of geothermal energy are oirrently under
development in this country and Sew Zealand.
Geysers in California presently *date electricity in
the Uniied States.

4n. a.. few places natutal steam is available.
many places, hot' ware? can be tapped as a usable
enfrgy sowce. ARthere are areas of intensely hot
underground rock'tha be used by/racturing the
xlek and'forcing cold er down to it. 'Me heated
water ....ea& be returned :Vie surface to produce

,s,fiiin pcWer.

seeming Simplicity, however,
.- geothermaf:4or.fl -notewidiout its problems: The

hot water iatOrrosiVe and turbinet must be operated
- at loW efficiencies (10 to 15 per 'cent) because of

the relatively low steani temperatures available. The
salt2Water::frork.these wells can become,a pollutant,
atur`there is often an; ennissiOn'of amMOnia And
hydrogen sidfide into the atmosphere. There' also
exists the possibilitY* Of, land subsidence and an
increase in seismic arty:

'4

TOtal exploillitortoCall the country's known
algeotherm resources ultraMount to less than one

qv*.



per eent o rojeCted 'consumption of electricity
'by the ye r 2000. So this energy source presents no
significant solution to energy problems.

(3) ()Tidal Power

T' l power uses the energy of tides, which.
reverse ction four times a day. Power, plants can
be locate oaly where a large tidal flow and head
exist 41 a bay or estuary which can be dammed. The
basin is allowed to alternatively fill and empty, the
water being routed through reversible hydraulic
turbines. Total exploitable tidal energy resources
amount to less than one per .cent of the projected
United States electrical .consuifiption by the year

. t'7
2000.

(4) Wind PoWer

Propeller-driven generators can convert the
wind's energy into electricity, with an efficiency of
approximately 70 per cent. Like water power, wind
power has the advantage of- 'producing no pollution
and no waste' eat. '

It is env] ioned that tich generators would be
located Some 0 miles offshore on oceans or the
Great Lakes where ,they .,FOuld catch the strong
prevailing winds. Becauseqthe wind is so variable, the
success of.wind power will depend on improvements
m methods of energy storage.

C. Fusion Power

The most. probable 4oneange resblution to the
dilemma Of dwindling fuel is fusiOnat the process
whiCh powers the stars. In fusion, two light ifuclei
are. United to form a heavier nucleus, thereby
releasing energy. The fusion". reaction will use.. the
heavy isotopes of hydrogen known .as deuteriUm arid.
tritiun/.. Deuterium can be economically separated
from sea water,' and tritium 'can be obtained in .a.
nuclear reaction involving lithium. Fusion.is expect- ...
'ed to prodnee amounts of long-lived radioactive.

- waste that . are .insignifiCant compared with current
fissiOn reactors. So here may be the Ultimate- fuel--
cheap, clean,eabundant and available to all. .

TO make controlledlusion work, One must heat
an electrified gas called a plasma to temperatures on
the order of 100 milliOndegrees centigrade, hotter
than the. interior of .the sun, This gas. must then .be
sontained`in sOme *ay so that it does mit touch the
Noialls of the-Vessel and held in this Candition until an
adequatehuMber c;fision reactions' take plaCe.

. ,

One approach is to confme a fusion plasma
with.the Use*of specially7shaped magnetic fields which
contrOl the mOtiOns of 'tfie PlasMa. However, when
attempts were made td apply 'this ttchnique;.
-spontaneous turbulenee anct unstable plasma
Oscillations . significantly weakened the confining
effect ' Of.,. the magnetic fields in early experiffients.
After inany years . of intensiVe theoretical ... and

.
. .

experimental -research, the plismainstability problem
. was brought . under reasonable Control by the late
1960's. In fact, -there is.. enough understanding of

instabilities and means for their ctintrol tO permit
experiments in confunnk the plasma and to renew.

pptimism for the successful development .of
. commercial fusion. poiver, '

In current fusion experiments, re energy.is
expended than recoiered. Plants are being
considered to demOnstate break-even fusion power
generation under reactoi conditions, in which the
energy reCovered will equal the eneegy expended.'
This accomplishment, if achieved, .will be a major
national achievement and a majoi step toward a U.S. o'
commercial fusion power capability. ,

Another potentially feasible approach is the use
of high-powereklasers tO initiate and confine fusion
reactions. Here the concept . is:lo bombard small
pellets of frozen dueterium and tritium with many .

'high-powered laser beams aimed from ,different'
directions, instantaneously 'heating .the pellets to
iknite fusion and at-the, same time containing the

. satoms in the pellets, in the converging beams long
enough to obtain useful output of power. Lasers big
enough to test the feasibility of this concept are just
becoming available. The technical problems
concerned with either fusion concept are immense,
probably putting the time of the- first commercial
fusion power plants into the next century.

D. Power from Garbage and Organic Wastes

The same process for coal liquification can be
tied with garbage and-organic wastes substituted for
the coal. It produces a 20 to 30 per cent yield'of oil,
based on the weight Of the dried taw material. The
direct incineration of municipal garbage as fuel is
already being accomplished.

t
E. Power from Stored Energy

The demand for electriCity Varies 'considerably
from season to' season, day to daY, and even hour
to hour, but electricity <cannot be generated and
stored for -the peak times.' It: !mist. be consumed as .

it is' ,generated. Thus$ the generating capacity of a
systeni must. be geared to meeting 'peak deniand;
there are periOds of time, especially duking the night ...

.and weekends, when mtiph of the.generating capacity
is not being used. Methods are being sought to Make
greater useOf this idle capacity by energy stprage.
.ssforage.

.

(I) : Pumped Storage

As mentioned before; hYdrOelectric 'plants aee
useful sources of power, 'but motfiltes on Which.

7. hydrOelectric plants can bel built have., already been .
exploited. In the pumped storage concept,' electricity .'...
is' used tO pump water to high reserVoirs :during

...periods of low electrical demand. Then, during peak
demand, the stored.wateris released to.turn hydraulic
turbines . to prodUce the 'additional poWerneeded.

.



While such systems Inake.better, use of pOwer
plant equipment, losses in the process amount to
about 33 per cent. That is, for every three kilowatts
used to pump the water to the reservoir, only two
kilowatts are later recovered.

This type Of facility is particularly well-suited
for large gpmmunities with a concentration of
industry anl a heavy, but widely varying, demand
for power. Suitable sites for this type of fluxuating
water storage. are limited, and this concept is rrieeting
increising opposition frorn environmentalists, 'be-
cause it invOlvei the flooding of large areas with these
stored water! ;

.(2) Compressed Air ,itoragi

Atiother method of storing reserve energy is by
compressing air in large underground caverns: Unlike
water, air can be Stored almoat anywhere. thatotirm
rock exists underground. A small water,reservoir
necessary to maintain constant air pressure, and the
air system is used only in conjunction with gas
turbine generators. Off-peak electricity is used to run
a large air compressor, which compresses air to about
40 atmospheres, about 1,500 feet undergrpund. This
air is later released to run the gas turbine. The overall
effeetiveneas of an air system is better than pumped
water storage, with losses amounting to about 25 per

. cent, or three kilowatts recovered for every Mir used
to 4tore the- air. .

(3) Hydrogen Fuel Economy

A proposed approach which is gaining .More
advocates is the use of :hydrogen gas as a fuel: Unlike
fossil fuels, hydrogen would not be a primary source
of energy, since it is not found in any significant
quantity in nature in its unreacted forin. But it could
be a carrier of energy With vast flexibility.

Hydrogen it virtoalfy an ideal fuel, since it
burns in air to form non-polluting water vapor. The
Only possible' polliniots: are the nitrogen oxides
formed from the components of air. If it is bumedin
pure oxygen, even tls pollutaqt is eliminated.

Hydrogen woild be easily transported in
existing natural gas lines and readily stored near
wherelt is needed' for power generation. Actually,.
for the long-distance transmission of energy, it would
be more efficient to transmit hydrogen gas than to

' -transmit electricity over power lines, where there are
line losses..

It is envisiorigi that large coastal power plants;
such as nuclear or solar, would use their excess
capacity to electrolyze Water, producing oxygen and
hydrogen gases. The efficiency of these electrolyzers
would be 60 to 70 Per cent. The large plants could,
therefore, operate continually, at 100 per cent of their
installed capacity, and the hydrogen (and, if needed,
the oxygen) would then be piped.to terminals and
dispersed throughout thelocal areas, where it would
be stored until needed. The gas.wmild then be burned
in efficient combustion turbines or in eyen Mote
efficient fuercells.

3 8
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READING ELECTRIC, METERS

Th# purpose of this meter reading information
is to provide eitudents an opportunity to practice
conservation and see the results, to develop the
ability to, read accurately electri meters, and to
develop in the student a desir f conseqe energy.

The student exercise is designed as a two-week
activity involving three meter readings. The teacher
may wish to have the meters read each day at the
same time for more practice, accuracy, and as a
means of comparing daily consumptions. (How does
a weekday compare to a Sunday? Why?)

The teacher may wish to contaCt the local power
company to see if the school could obtain a used
meter for demonstrations.

On some wall-af your home-basement, garage,
or most often outside-you will fmd an intricate
glass-enclosed device. If you are like most people, you
seldom pay any attention to it.--Nor do you need

for modeM electric meters perform their job so
rately and reliably that you need never he

ubled. But, every month or so, a man from your
tric utility company comes tc; see it, and later

you are billed for the exact amount of electricity
used. '
Meters Measure Electricity. Through your meteri
glass enclosure, you can see a revolving aluminum
disk and a series of dials and pointers, or digital'
numbers. Without explanation, they don't make
much sense, but they are really quite -simple.

The amount of .electricityyou use detennines
the speed at which the disk' moves. The more
electricity You use, the faster, it "turns. Each
revolution representa a portion of an electric energy
unit called watt-huur., This watt-hour measurement

' is, transferred froin the disk through a series of gears
to the digital numbers or, pointers on the dials.

,

,just:Vhat Is A Watt-hour? EVery hour a,100-watt
light b'ulb burns, it uses 1001vatthours of etectric
eliergy. Since a watt-hour is such a small unit of
enerretyour electric utility cOmpany uses a unit
equal to 1,000 .watt-houri-a ,lolowatt-hour-tO
measure the amount of electricity used.

What Makes Your Meter Disk Turn? There ire, -s4o
sets of connections which cause, your meter- to
register: (1) the amount of current flowing into your
house, and (2) the pressure or voltage at which the
current is flowing.

Electric current is like water flowijag through a
pipe. The rate of flow of electrons th'rough a line
is measured in 'amperes.. Pressure is the -force That
pushes electrii current through the lines, measured
in volts. To determine the electrical power (watts)
used, multiply ampeies to current by :pits of
pressure. Your electric bill is stated in watt-hours.

Clock-Like Meter Accuracy. Friction inside the meter
is all but eliminated with the use of a
magnetic-suspension system which uses a magnetic
field 'to float the disk and its- shaft in 'air. To help
maintain accuracy provided by magnetic suspenaion
and other design features, the meter is sealed ivith
filters which keep its.interior free of dust and Other
contaminants *that can cause inaccurate meter
registration.

Your Meter-A Small Motor. Your meter is basically
a small induction Motor run hy magnetic forces
created by electricity in a set of coils. The voltage
coil is a winding of wire connected to, the power.,,
supply lines. 'The current coil is a winding of ivire
connected with the household wiring. When current
passes through these coils, the disk is forced to turn
at a speed exactly proportional to the number of
watts (amps x volts) of electrical power being used.-

Meter Progress To Meet Your Needs.. Meters have
changed a great deal in the last 20 years. They have
had to. Television, electric heating, more lights,
freezers, air conditioners, water heaters, and other
new appliances. have more than quadrupled the
average family's consumption of electric power.
TwentY years ago a meter lilted at 600 watts was
enough to meet average household tequirements.
Today's meters are capable of handling up to 48,000
watts. '

41

How To Read Your Kllowatt4iour.. Meter. The
kilowatt-hour meter is an instrument Used to.,measure
electrical energy consumed by a customer.



Two types of meters used by the power companies .are the digital- and dial-type meters. The digital meter is
read directly from left to right as shown in Figure I. Readings on-some digital meters aie obtained by milltiplying bY.
10.

0 8

9

9

2

0

0

9

= 8,290 kwh

= 8,290 kWh

X 10 = 8;290' kwh

FIGURE I
. '

Digital Kilowatt-Hour Meters

Most meters have four or, five dials. (See Figure 11, page .) Th figures above each of the dials indicate

Cs"
the number of kilowatt-hours (kwh) regiitered by the mefer during ttfê time that the hand on that dial made
one complete revolution. So, when the hand on the right-band dial has, passed from one figure. to the next,
1/10 of 10 kwh, or 1 kwh, has been used.

Be sure to read t eter "backwards".4rom right to leftand remer to Tad the smaller of the two
numbers between w1h the pointer on _the clial is standing. This is very Important. '

Note that the pointers of the 10 and 1,000 dials rotate clockwise, and ccianterclockwin on the 100 and
10,000 dials.

Etalitng the time that the pointer on any one dial is making a complete revolution from 0 to 01 the pointer
on the next dial to the left will pass from one figure to the next. Therefore, although. a pointer on one dial
may appear to have arrived on a given figure, .that figure should not be read unless the poiriter on the dial
to the right has reached or passed 0.

kor example, in Figure II, the pointer on `the 1,000 dial looks as if it iseon the 5, but yo,u should- read
that dial "4 " because the pointer on the 100 dial, to the right, has not made a complete revolution to 0:The
correct reading is shown under the dials.

-

FIGURE IX, .

Dial Ithowatt-Hour.Meters
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Kilowati-liour Record
(Student Activity 'Sheet)

Read your kilowatt-hour meter at home and
record the reading. .

Read 1 week later and record the reading. B.

Subtract B f r om A to determine kWh used
during the 1st Week of your expeiiiiient.

During the 2nd week, encourage your 'family
to conserve all the electricity possible.
At the enkof your 2nd .week, again read
the meter and record.

Subtract D from B to .determine Kwh used
during the 2nd week of your experiment.

.

Subtract E from C to determine how much-
electric energy your family saVed over.the
previous week.

4

1. Were you successful or did you use mere electricity?

2. If You used more, can you sxplain why?

..

C.

E.

F.

4 .

3. Why wo' uld someone with an electrically-heated home have to consider -the temperature during the 2 week

4. List all the energy-saving steps your family took.

Jr
40
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ADVAKICED METHODS OF
GENERATION IN THE EIGHTIES

L. G. Hauser P.E.

Introduction

Starting witl; George Westinghouse and his now
famous alternating current power system, inventors
and engineers have continuously, advanced the

: technology of electric power generation. Propess has
been rapid and effective. The large, efficient steam

, turbine generators of today are indeed monuments
to engMeering ingenuity and dedication'.

POWER

1.
Obviously, engineering progress will -not end

With today's;, designi What, then, -Might electric
power generation- of the 1980's be like? Will steam
still- be the 'basic working fluid? Wilk, solid state .

generators beCome the workhorse of eleetric utilities?
Or has the technology reached the, limit justified'
econemically? These, are only samplei of 'the many
questions that face the long r`ange utility planner
today. This paper will present one author's
aSsessment of. power generation in the 80's - which,

, from a commitrnent date, begins just 5. years from
noW.
.

FORECAST OF KEW ;CAPACITY REQUIRED
1970-1990 . .

rt is common knowledge that the EleCtric
Utility judustry has been growing at a rate which
doubles its capacity every ten years.,, This annual
growth-rate in the seVenties'is expected to be slightly
more than 7 per cent per year tapering off to a
growth 'rate ;in the latter part of the 1980's of
approximately. '6 per cent.. Rer year.

1970 vs 1990 REQUIRED GENERATION
,CAPACITY

r.-

.ct

Figure el shows graphically what tis mearis in
required generation capacity. At the beginning of
1970 the installed capacity was slightly in excess of
300 gigawatts,(a gigaitatt d1000 MW or 1 million,
I(W). The outer circle in Figur6 1 is drawn graphically
to show that- the planned and expected additions in
the next twenty years will be equal to 1,070
gigawatt§, o; roughly three times the capacity in
existenc6 at ,the beginning of 1970. These addi "ons

.are eased pn the growth rates mentioned.above p
an installed1nreserve capacity of 20 per cent oit the
annual pealt load. I

a

GENERATION ADDITIONS litY TYPE OF DUTY
YCLE

,

In years 'past tht.4eneia34tactice of utilities
has been to add new geneiattiCCaiiacity in the form
of new, base load unit*, theirsYstem, and to

the older units to a lesser duty cycle. This
enomic sense.;;:since new. base load plants I
taMable in, ever increasing .unit sizes, at

ever M easing efficispcies. Thus, the new plant;
which would, be the moSt efficient, would operate
at pase iload and the less efficient plants would
operate bn cycling or 'standby service.

The significant change has octurred in this
pattern and thiS change will continne throughout the
next, twenty years. That is, ,new, large, efficient base
load flints (boilers and turbines) which have recently
been added to .the systems, are not desirable units
to operate in cycling, loartfolloWing types of service..
Thus, es new. base load units are, added to utility
systems, utilities can no longer place.;:their present
day base load.units into a lesser. duty cycle operation
becauke,- they are not guitable, technically. . or
economically,. (or pperation in a cycling .mode.

S.

,Therefore, the 1,070 gigawatts of neW additions
v011 ,be conipbsed of three different types..of;
generation capacity. .The:iirst is .the nonnal, large,

_efficient units known at:base load units:

relegate
made e
were -o

FIGURE 1

7Manager,NFuels and Eneigyl Systems Power Systems Planning, Westinghouse Elepfrie Corporation, East Pittsburg
Pa.
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The second is intermediate generation capacity

which operates, as .shown in Figure 2,.. On the.
annual -load duration curve, at 20 to 50 pçr cent .
load factor.

This intermediate type ofgeneration normally
has the following characteristics:

CONVENTIONAL GENERATION

The traditional systems of power generation
have three basicIsteps as shown in Figure 4.

FUEL

a. Unit size - 200 to 600 MW FUEL HEAT TO 'MECHANICAL
ENERGY TOb. Relatively low capital costs

c. Designed fo'.4. droary:up
d. Capablepoe.,..opiA load. crylenge
e. Desigdd for.. hotltandht Operation

TO
HMV

,SYSTEM

MECHANICAL
4 ENERGY

MANTURBINES

ELECTRICITY

TRADITIONAL GAS

.

MIMI "SINAI

: .tr
The thirt type. of genera,* capacity is the

peaking and siandby: jeserVogeneration which is
identified on .* ufper poititin of the annual load
duration curve ing,tirb: 2.

ANNUAL LOAD DURATION CURVE

RESERVE T
PEAKING

otO
PEALIAD

INTERMEDIATE

BAtE LOAD GkNERATION

HOURS/YR

FIGU RE 4

ELECTRIC

ENERGY
A

The first step is to conve,rt fuel to heat, the
second is to convert the heat to mechanical energy;
and the third step. is to convert the mechanical epergy
to electricity. This traditional System
happens in the boiler steam turhine-generator systena
and also in the gas turbine-generator system: ,

DIRECT CONVERSION GENERATION

° A new type of.generation. which may find an
application ju electric utility use is known as direct
conversion:This type has' only two steps; in the first
step the fuel is converted to heat, and in the second
step the heat it converted directly to electricity.
Types of direct conversion generation include fuel'
cells, MHD, thermionic conversion And
thermoelectsid generation. None of these sYstems is
in.use toclity4or bulk power generation in the elictiic
utility industry.

Now with the amount of new capaci(y required==:-
during the next 'twenty years determined:.
of duty cycle this capacity must satisfy identified,
the different steps that are involved conventional
and direct conversion generation defined, it is logical
to proceed to examine each of these steps for
potential advancis in power generation.

STEP ONE FUEL TO HEAT,

. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the '1 070 '.'... ?. , - ,

gigawatts to the three types of generat n.
Westinghouse expects base load generation additio
to approximate 500' gigawatts; in termediat
generation, 400 gigawatts; and peaking generation,
170 gigawatts. .

,-

It is 'desgable to haife this basic understanding .

in the growth of generation requirements by types '
of generation before an asiessment of filture methods
of power generation is made.

.0

117041M GENERATION MOTIONS
IT TYPE OT SERVICE

Presently there ;are four fuels utilized to
generate kilowatt hourv namely, oil (12%), gas
(28%), coal (58%) and nuclear (2%). However, by
1980 coal and nuclear fuel will wply 75 ,per cent
of the kilowatt hourrgeneratedAllterefore, we will
only consider advanced methods of generation tht
could be utilized in the conversion of coal err nuclear
fuel to electricity.

TABLE 1

U$. Coal Consumption
(Millions of Tons)

ti 1969 1980(Est)

Total U.S.. 595 793
Electric Utility Industry 325 508
.E.U. % of U.S.:fotal 54.5% . 60
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Table Lshows a recent projection of U.S. coal
consumption. In 1970 the total consumption in the
U.S. will `595' million tons. Consumption ii,eipected
to increase to 793 million tons in 1980. Most of this
increase, as is': shown in the table; Occurs in the
electric utility segment of the coal market: Asa result,
t he electric utility share of the totat coal
consumption increases to 64 per "cent by 1980.

The present method of utilizing coal is in the
very efficientsteam boilers used by electric utilities
today. These lioilers approach 90 per cent efficiency
which means tbat this is not a very fruitful area for
additional ,research and :development effort to
produce significant improvements in efficiency.

However, there is a new type of Boiler, known
as the fluidized bed boiler, now under development
which has the significant potential advantage of much
smaller physical size. If this system of confbustion
is utilized at relatively high:fornace pressures, such
as10 atmospheres, it is expected that boilers will be
greatly reduced iri size. For example, a 300 megawatt
'boiler, could conceivably /be transported on one
railroad flatcar. In this type of comliustion the heat

.transfer surface, : or boiler tubes, are immersed
.diregly in the pressurized, fluidized, combustion

F,orieT: It is expected that heat -tranifer coefficients
would be matkedly improired and tte required
furnace volume significantly reduced.

The United . Kingdom has perfornied
considerable developMent 1,,,,6rk on this type of
boiler, and interest in the U.S. has recently increased
beduse of reduced air pollution (SO2 control) and
potential cost savings that this system romises.-

The other base lead fuel, that is, n ear fuel', *. -
presents an entirely :different picture. The Present
light water nuclear reactor utilizes less than one per
cent of the energy in uranium fuel. lu other words,
it has an equivalent combustion efficiency of less
than one per cent. Therefore, new reactor systems
need to be developed to increase this combustion
efficiency. And this is exactly where the research and
development effort is currently being expended. The
type of system that is being developed in this country
is known as the liquid metal fast breeder reactor or
LMFBR. Westinghouse, in cooperation with electric,,
utilities and the AEC, has ,an extensive. -program -

underway at the Advanced Reactors Division, located!. -

at Waltz Mill, to, develop a liquid sodium ftist.breeder,-:
'reactor. r
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Figure 5 shows g schematic oDsa typical fast
breeder plant with. the primary, sodium loopthe
intermediatcoodium lOop, and the fmal steam loop
with 1000-F, 2400 psig steam. The significant
difference between this and the present light water
reactor in the utilization of the energy in uranium ,
is appro mately 80 to- 1.1n other words, this system
will ve an equivalent Forpbustiori efficiency
appro ching 80 per cent versus the light water reactor
com ustion efficiency of less than one per cent
Obviously, the development of the breeder reactor
is of long range importance to this,nation and it is
a development which the economics of energy
resources will encourage this nation to make.

STEP TWO,- HEAT TO MECHANICALAENERGY

The overall plant efficiekr-Of a steam turbine
plant is comparatively low in- terms of absolute
numbers. For example, a fossil burning, modern
steam plant at 40 per cent overall efficiency would
be about the best that can be dont with present day
technology and economics. This Would be a
supercritical,' 3500 psi, single-reheat machine,
operating at 1000°F. The reason for this, of course,
is that the steam turbine is a hcat engine and
consequently must follow Carnot's Law. One or two
more points in efficiency could be obtained if the
unit were designed for 5000 psi, with double reheat
to 10561, IA. very seldom is such -- a design
econoniically justified.

' .Thus it is'.apparent that significant Otis in
steant turbipe.. efficioncy. are-', nor expect d in .-
the ffe.at:ftiiiire::04, Ole otheihancl, perhaps reduced .

capitaltst'colitcl. be '..cthairied with different cycle
arrangemeets',..:.-At- itii pressures, steam occupies

, tremeridonsvOlainii. A fluid which has much higher
,density .per414 volume might., be preferable in
'turbine de'§igni 'Such a fluid ould beirmonia or.
fredn

A

TYPICAL FAST BREEDER REACTOR PLA
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'AMMONIA I
TURBINE

STEAM
TURBINE

STEAM GENERATOR

FUEL

AIR .

FIGURE 6

gudg iCheitiatic design of a binary
.th6. high pressure and

terimP!'.0010 110i.t oC cycle, aild ammonia in the
temperatu're: 'phq bf the:,-Cycle. 'The steam, generalor wpuldtbe,.a-coriveiitietial boiler, fossil fired,

iteak;,. a conventional .

'At .the crossover point-
.

: HT the .14trkiiie:,` 2CfleF7.'7200.-.psig,. the' steaM:
would cithafist ; ihto a :steaiii'aMdepser-tither than

. going '.46.4frowpresiure..iteatil..t-urbipe...The cooling
fluid in.* stein' 'coltdeppe..cotilii:bc, ammonia. The

.

,

AMMONIA
CONDENSER'

STEAM CONDEVSER-
AMMONIA GENERATOR

,

heat that.the amMonia takes from the exhiOr
would then be utilized a a source of ene ."'
an ammonia turbine on the same shab -the liP
steam turbine. The exhaust froM the ar.pnibpia.....
tulibine would then gct through art ammonia.
.cOn4enser with cooling water as the heat sink-at:the
bottom:end of this thermal cycle.,:

.,



The advantages of a binary cytle are illustrated
in Figure 7. A small ammonia turbine could replace
a large, four flow, low pressure, steam turbine. This
would lower turbine capital costs in the overall plant,
but triay increase the heat rate and fuel Gosts. Recent
economic evaluations of this system have iqdicated
that the cost and efficiency of a binary Ocle is a
standoff with a conventional steam cycle. However,
as units become larger and larger, with larger and
larger low pressure ends, it is possible that in the
fiiture, binary cycles will be more economical than
conventional cycles.

A ; second area for examination 4s the gas
turbine which', in essence, combines two energy
conversion steps in öne machine. It converts fuel to:
heat and heay to mechanical energy in die same piece.
of equipment. Compared to a steam turbine plant,
the present simple cycle gas turbine is relatively
inefficient. But the gas turbine also is a heat engine
subject to Carnot's Law -and therein liei the secret
for improved gas turbine efficiencies:. By increasing
the turbine inlet temperature, significantly higher
efficiencies and resulting higher outputs can be
obtained from the gas turbine. ,

TABLE 2

Effed of Inlet Tempitpure on Gas Turbind Output

Turbine Inlet Temp. °F KWfibisec of Air Flow

1600 90
2000 125
2400 160
MOO 210

temperature. New models currently in :priaduction
will operate at temperatures slightly less than 2000°.F.
By increasing this another 1000 degrees, we can
almost double the output of the gas turbine.
Extensive research and development is currently
being expended on materials and blade cooling methods '
sq.. diet the turbine inlet temperature can be
_increased.

1
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Table 2 shows the iapfdincrease in output for
a given frame size of turbino versus the turbine inlet
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'One of 014/reasons for the low efficienCy of
the simple. cycle 'gas turbine is that the temperatute
of the exhaust gas is still relitively high resulting in
a high ftaction of the total heat input rejected to
the atmosphere. Therefore, cpmfing the gas turbine
with a steam turbine would seem to be a logical
course to follow tiy recover this heat. Westinghouse

'recently ,announced. the PACE Plant, which is a 250
Megawatt combined cycle gas turbine, steam turbine

COMBINED CYCLE

%

OUTPOT .77s
HEM RATE 7000 BTIY/k/VH
EFFICIENCY SO":

FIGURE 8

STUN
MOINE

DIREeptONVERSION - HEAT TO ELECTRICITY

One of the most promisingmethods of power
generation by direct cony`ersion is theluel
cell power plants could have several aaVanfagei;
medium high efficiency, essentially no cooling.water
requirement, minimum air pollution, and
compactness. The efficiency and cell costs pet unit ;
of power do not vary appreciably with total plant

CONCEPT OF AN
ADVANCED COAL BURNING POWER PLANT

. Coal

power plant. The exhaust gases from the gas turbine
which are at approximately 1000F are passed
through a heat recovery boiler, with some post firing,
to make 950°F steam for a steam turbine generator

_set. Figure 8 shows a future combined cycle plant
utilizing a 3000 degree gas turbine and a 1000 degrOt,
steam turbine. The output of this plant would -be
775 megawatts. The' over
per cent compared to
of 40 per cent.

0 Gasil

Gas

Turbine

Rethvei y
Buller

Ileat :
Reeavery

Bailer

'Heat Rate__ _ _9000 BTU/KWH
Installed Cost _S150/Kw

.r

Capacrty _ _ %_?50 MW .
Meets Most Staiht Air Pollution ilegillitions

Applitation for Either Bass,Lcad or Intermediate Generation

. -

yIGURE9

capacity;This allows the sizing of the plants to meet
the optimum generation. requirementi withotit the
necessity'Of coniidering the effect of scale economy:
The seco
the fuel

'electric
natural

efficiency would be 54 .` -of anti
current stearOlant rate most of

'OPIral gals

most importajit point, to -consider is .thal:.*.:s
11 -should be able.....to..utilizi an abunclant.
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Figine 9 shows another cal* for an
. lidvanted coal Innining power plant.71. 's case the
'76oal is gasified ittoi fit3idiied Ise& OSTier, and then

the -gai-is red to gas -turbines in a combined cycle
configuration with an -air cooled steam condenser.
.The expected heat rate on this plant might be 9000
BTU per kilowatt hour with an installed cosEof $150
per KW. Present technology will- allow Ihis plant ta
be built with a capacity of 250 MW, itNiouirl burn
coal and would meet the most strin ent air:pollution
regulations contemplated. The majo developinentil.
effort required' is in the area of c1 gasification:
technology. Several companies ate vestigating neve,

2 methods- of coal gasification and:" technital- progr
seems assured:

. to offer.
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and ions except oxygen ions. In other words,
negatively charged oxygen i ns will pass through
zirconia material but qther i ns and gases such as
nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon m oXide or water vapor
kill not penetrate the material when its temperature

. ,

to 10,000T This is not feasible utilizing present fuels
and materials technology. However, thii requitement
caoa be changed by adding a seeding 'material, such
0 cesium, to the hot .air,. When the hot _gas stream
is seeded, it becomes ionized at approximately\

exceeds 1000 t. While the charajteristicsNof zirconia
seemed to: be promiting.-fize fuel cell applications,
progress- 'towards a reli , long life cell was
disappointing:As a re,sult, developnient effort On this
cell has been suspended. Basic research in properties
of materials continues.

Magnetohydrodynamk, commonly knoWn as
MHD, is another method otdirect conversion of heat.%

**.to electricity. Figure 10 shows schematically we
principles involved in magneOhydrodynainics. Ifan
ionized gat is passed through A strong.magnet
an electrical potential is created much the same
manner. as Soiid vonduetor s g between two
magnetic Poles creates an electrical s tends!. At first
blush3this sounds like an exciting Meth to generate
electricity. In fact, many political i d industrial
leaders, even today, are advocating expenditure
of tremendous efforts and monies hto develop this
method of power generation. Our corporation does
not share this enthusiasm fot some Very valid reasons.

'First, for air to pecome ionized it niust be heated

, .

4000T. Coal can be burned to 4000F provided
proper air. :.preheating is utiliied; hoWeyer, the
technology ank, equipment for this bWttiañ.,
temperature have not yet been ,cleyele.

...so:

In %der to generate a practiCe voltage:the
speed of .the ionized, gis in the-MHD duct should
approximate. 2000 miles per hour. At is true, that
industry know!' how to build supersonic aircraft- to
approach this speed; however; !MeV, have nOt yet
inastered, from the materialt ititi*oint, this" speed
in-:ducts at the temperatUrei required.

51.
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A third point to consider is that the unit
requires an ultrik high magnetic field styength
approximating 60,000 _gauss. The only feasible
method of- obtaining this magnetic .field strength is
with superconducting magnets. The MHD duct would
be surrounded by superconducting magnets operating .
at minus 40P. It takes little imagination sto

I.



recognize bie significant thermal stress blems that
.will be encountemd With iuperco ductivity
temperature's ofi the outside of the duct wall and with
4000°F' gases on the inside of the duct wall.

. . ,

But eVen if all of this is developed and works

COAL'

After the hot, ionized gas passes through the .air
preheating-heat exchanger, it is then fed to the heat
recovery boiler where 1000 degree steam is produced.
This steam turns the steam turbine which generates.
approximately 300 megawatts of AC. The exit from
the boiler would be at coaventional terhperatures of

.!.,

600 MW MHD STEAM PLAV

FIGURE

apiroximately 30&F. However, Ale:no:Saar; to
recover the cesium seed and the fly fish. The
economics of seeding dictate that 99.9 per. cent of
this 'seed be recovered. This will require electrostatic
precipitators with performince values five times those
currently in use in power pbats to recover thinted
and ash.

SinZe sulfur dioxide is produced in this coal
combustion system, a sulfiir' &oxide removal system:
must be' placed in the exit gas stream. . ,

A

properly, the efficiency. of MHD would not be
satisfactory beeause the entering temperature is about
4000°F and the exiting temperature from. the
machine is approximately 'F. MHD is a .heat
engine and hence, will follow Carnot's Law. The
efficiency, with such, temperature conditions, would
not be accepted for a method of bulk pottier
generation.

Most proponents of MHD suiest the combined
cycle approach is shown in Figure 11: The 3000
degree exiting gas front the MUD duct is passed'
through 'a waste heat recovery boiler producing

11 shows Schematically some of the
significant problems that must be solved in a 600
,MW MHD plant. For, example, the coal must .be fed

-4- into the burner where it combines with .preheited
air to form 4 4000 degree hot gas stream. The cesium
seeditig material is added in the burner so that the
hot gas stream .will be ionized at the 400a F-
temperature. When the hot,seeded, ionized gas passes
through the magnetic field in the MHD duct,
approximately NO megawatts of DC is generated.

A third air pollutant, that .of nitrogan oxide,
would result from this process. In fact, this system
is an exceSest generator .of nitrogen oxides becagse
of thi high temperature and long residence tlnievin
the combustor. Therefore, lame type of nitrate
recovery system would have to he *wised and placid
in the exit gas stream in order to mike Ole system
campanile with air pollution requirements.

One fan appisCiate: the many development



Problems that have to be sol4ed .befoie this plant
wpuld be'an acceptable bulk Poiver generation plant.
But the major voint is that after all these

=. development problems are solved, an overall plant
efficiency of 50-55 per cent is th441:11timate reward
fot the many significant deyelopm tal costs. This.

..is the reason our corporation questions the MEM
system as a prOthising 'avenue- for advances .in power
generation. 2.

There is a third . method of direct conversion
that holds promise. And Aha is nuclear fusion. This
is on the very frontiers Of science and it appears that
a long period of development will be required.
Present feeling in the scientific community is that
fusion conlit be a.major source of.power generadon
after the year i I. Of course sich . predictions are
Subject to revis by technological bteakthroug,hs as
they bocur. e this technology will be deVel4ed
by explorin new areas of science, it is difficult fOr'
anyone to p - 'with any degree. of confidence
when, or' if,. will become An acceptable
economic math's of power generation.

. Sumniary .'
This paper is a brief overiiCai of the nir.

Methods of power generation that 'May becorie
available 'to the electric. Utility industry in the nekt
20 years, Table 3 shows A preclletion of 4ie tirne spin

qUired before these methods: "night become
accepted in the utaity industry. Note that a 'question
mark has been placed after fuel cells because
significant development still remains to. be performed
;before' the reliability of the individual fuel cells will
reach the required vklues. It is very questionable if
the:PIHD _combined cycle will ever be developed as
a. source of bulk power generation. ,

TABLE 3

Predicted Timing for Advanced MethoOsof Power
Generation

Type of Generatioc

Light Water Reactors
. Gas Turbine 'Combined Cydle

'Fluidized Bed Boilers
Breeder Reactors
Binary Steam Cycles
Coal Burning Fuel Cells
MHD CombinedCycli
Nuclear Fusion .

lif Operation

Now
bbw

1978-1980
1986-1985
1980-1985
1985?
?
Afte&2000

t

.I

Figure 12 shows the Wesiinghous prediction
of the different Nips of generation addi&ms by fuel
source. In the NIP load Portion of the circle, the
fossil fuel will be mostly coallhowever, a few residual
oil plants may be installed for base load applications.
In the intermediate generation porticm of the circle,
oil'and gas will supply; the Major part because tif the
ease with which these types of boilers can be cycled
and placed under load follow conditions. On the
other hands if coal psification proves to be
successful, coal will take a much larger segment Of

' the intermediate ltit than is shown in. Figure 12.
In the peaking at the.hydrci capacity is mostly
pumped storage and the .gas turbine capacity will`be
mostly bil fired.

.
Some of the Wuclear capacity will be of the

breeder type and a portion of ,the fossil bate load
dipacity will use the . 'fluidized bed boA No
significant generation capacity. pall be sup d by
fuel cells, . MEP, or other methods' 'of "direct
conversion during this time span.
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, ! IS SOLAR ENERGY READY TO ,SOAR?

.'''

Between grandiose schemes for the future and
esoteric rtsearch of the past, some applications of
solar eneigy ai a practical power source are beginning
to enferke.

Joan M. Nilsen
Assoe Editor -

The outlook for harnessing solar energy is
brighter as tjie- energy crisis fosters new examinations.
of all possible. power: soutcesr LOnk censidered. an
exotic concept, solar energy-applicanons are coming
down to -earth as researchers at the university as
well as the. industrialleVel .make interise efforts to.
solve the problems Of collating, atoring arid
transmitting energy -front the sun:

Solar-Heated HoimIn late July, Solar One, an
experimental solar house- built for the University of
Delaware's Institute of Energy Comiersion, was
dediaafed. The 1 ,200-sq. 'ft. hpuie has 24 solar
eoof-panels that will supply "fart of the -:house's
healing and cOoling needs and will also.proeide some
Of kvelectrical requirements. The 4 ft. by 8 ft. solar
panels are-about 6.5 in. 'thick and are positioned in

. a southerly direction. The weather-tight outer surface.
is made of aerylic sheet. ,Beneath this layer, but
sepanitdd with air spaces, is a seCond layer of acrylic,
a layer of 1/16-in.. aluminum sheet that is painted
black, and 1.5 in. of urethane foam. Cadium
sulfide/copper sulfide cells located on the exterior
side of the aluminum act as the heat collectors and
generate electricity.

Air is introduced at the bottom of.each panel
and removed at the top by a manifold. Ducts then
carry the heated air to the basement, where its heat
is stOred bk the heat-of-fusion principle in 1.25 in.
dia plastic tubes containing a molten salt solution.
Experiments by the University of Ddtaware
researchers indica e that 150,000 Elm. 'of -heat can
be stored for up o a week. The energy cells are able
to generate an erage of 18 kw.hr./day of electricity
for household dseon sunny days they. are expected
to generate abo t- 50 kw. hr., about twice the hduse's
needs.

If the solar house is successful, the developers
envision a system wlireby excess electricity that is
generated during sunny days will lite transferrecP to
an electric utility. The utility will then pay back this
electricity at night.

Solar CommunityAt a recent meeting of the
Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering group in

. Philadelphia, three full seisions (out of a total ef 28)
were devoted to solar power. For the most part, the
17 papers That were presented were practical

- discussions of present or proposecPsolutions to the
many technical problema involved.

Cherhical Engineering
October 1,1973

Members of the technical staff of Sandia
laboratories Criteria and Heat Transfer Div.
analyzed die feasibility of using- sOlar energy to
provide most of the residential-energy heeds of a
specially designed solar community. Their evaluation
of five different coMmunity concepts led them. to
conclude that the mist promising approach would

. be a casaide system using focused collectors. (The
energy is cascaded from high-quality power-
generation; to fov.f-quality .uaes. See diagram-) The
solar-collector system woulUcOnsist- of either a set
of panels that. concentrates the sun's radiation on
paraboliC Mirrorynd then focuses Wan pipes sintilar
to 'heat exchanger tubes, or a..group of Pikies coated
with a material that allows the radiation to be
Selectively absorbed.

The admitted major problems in the use of
solar energy lie in the collecting system and the.
storage units, and most reaearch effort is 'being

'devoted to solving these difficulties.
- -

, ResearchAt theUniversity of Minnesota, toiork
is underway to fabricate a small-scale version. Of a
solar-energy 'collector module, including
concentrator, shed pipe, vacuum envelope, and -

calorimeter. The solar collector system will .consist
of. seVeral thousand trough-shaped mirrar-surfaced
devices that rotate . with the 'sdn.. Each Mirrored \
trough will be attached to a length of heat-absorbing
pipe.located in its center so that the sun's heat will
be concentrated and directed onto- the pipes. Fluid
heated in the pipe will then floW te a heat exchanger
at the end of the, system.

Richard C. jordan, professor of mechanical
engineging at the University, notes that one -of the
most challenging . parts of the project has been the

itdevelopment of selective surface;.coatings for the.
refleefors. An analysis of various coatings is being .

.conthicted Sy researchersin the University's physical
electronics labOratories; and studies',..,of neather
resistance' auf UnderWay 'at test siteeiti Aiizona,
Florida add Minnesota. .

It addition, a Model heat-pipe (also 'see Grim.
Eng., Sept. 3,-. p. 58) has been built and tested with
various transfer fluids,- particularly Water, Mercury

. and , potaisium. Several -hundred Mixtures of
chemicabohaVght be used for storing the collected
energy ilSoliave been stuthed. -

At the University of Houston, scientista are -

developing it slightly different approach tO colledting
and. utilizing abler, energy. The installation -being
proposed for study would-;use several thousand

- heliostats-Mounted on a 1,500-ft. tower-7: These would
track the" sun and solar energy:would beintercepted .

and, converted to heat. Lorin L Yanalull ai4 Alvin
F. 1-lildebrandt, members of the -Univrsitysicr
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De 144, are working dunder -a grant trom the National
ence Founc4tiop in conjunction with McDonnell

Astronautics Co., Huntington beach, Calif. A possible'
- way to use the solar energy, saY fhe scientists,.would

be to place the collector-tower adjacent to a starelltrd
generating plantat night or on clondy days the
geneiating .plant could be operated on natufal 'gas.

Another ApproachAlthoUgh ;much of the
research in solar. energy Utilization has involved
conVerting solar radiation to heat, another approach

photo-voltaicsi the direct conversiouof light to
electricity.

At the Philadelphia Energy Conversion
Copference, researchers from Exxoti Enterprises, Inc
discuSsed work underwiy in direct cOnversion. Noting
that this has been technically successful with solar
cells . made from inorgaigo conductorssilicon,,
cadmium sulfide, cadmium telluridethey conceded
that the major drawback has been costs, roughly
three orders of magnitude higher than fossil-fuel-

. power costs. .71gs high cost, explain Ste scientists,
has been due to the extreine purity of the, starting
material, low yields, and high costs of processing
single-crystal inateilal batchwise

HoweVer, a hew company formed by Exxon,
Solar Powero Corp., is marketing a 1.5 peak-watt*
module :packaged for terrestial 'applications.
Developers adniit that applications will be mainly
where other power sources are unavailable. One of
the uses is a system set up by ii-Oeland Signal Corp.
to power the aid-to-navigation equipment fpr afl
off-shore gas -platform.,_kcause of developments in
semiconductor: technd4y and engineering, and
packaging innovations,. Sblar vier haS been able to,
reduce tile price: of dies module systems bf.;
a' factor of five.

;c 'ttn:T.,

Sun and SeaStill another approach to using
the energy frone the sun 'is being explored ikthe
University of Mass#chusetts4Villiam Heronema and
his associates are "toOking at a tombination of sun
and sea to generate efttricity through
thermal-gradients in the ogeaP Different water
temperatures at the equator and the poles produce
a flow-the heated water moves towards the Arctic
regions, and the colder water, at a deeper depth,
flows toward tlie equator. Oceinopiphers sal, this
causes a temperatUreVadiant of about 20 C. atohout
100 meters belowtthe surface. In theory, the Aihie&

vwater would flow through a heat exchange/ft'
ccmtaining a. working fluid that would boil.
ExRansion of the *por would operate a turbine tati'
prcaute., elettricity. The cooler ocean water would
then be used to condense the vapor. Heronemus has
plansto submerged plant using this concept
soinewherco in the Gulf Streatnprobably in the
Straits of Florida between the U.S. coastline and the
Bahamas Banks.

8P
-

o

O.* 1 watt of power produced at standard conditions Ia. 100 milliwatts/sq. cm. softr intensfty, OCcufl temperatui
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THE FUTURE OF 'POWER. FROM THE

by P. E. Glaser
Mothur D. Littlet Inc.

The time to study solar power is now.,This is'
clear to the student of long-term energy trends. In
the, recent past, about SO yearg was- required for
significant shifts in fuel source patterns. Obvious
factors. were responsible for the length of time: the
fuel had to be made available and the machinery tO
convert energy had to be,developed:

Projection of power generation over the next
several decades gives us charts like the two shown.
The righthand chart shows us the proportions of
energy that various fuel sources will supply up to
the year 2200. By that far-off date, perhaps 30 per
cent of the total power will come from .en4rgy
sources other than those available today. These new
sourgts will begin' contr4uting much-earlieraround
2030. We will have to fmd'new ways to obtain energy

° by this data.
r.

,...sare three major sources of energy
available** today: fossil fuels, nuclear energy,
solar energy.'

Fossil fuels represent a finite reserve, however.
The smaller figure shows that the estimated
width of the fossil-fuel impulse function Measures

. only hundreds of years. Decline of fossil fuels'
Usefulness will occur when the availability curve
drops to around 10 per cent of peak value. The
precise location of this point is unimportant. What
is important is to*recognize that the pulse width
is only a few hundred years not thousands.

Nuclear power will reduce our dependence on
fossil-fuel reServes for a time. If we cat remoie
present obstacles in the development of fusion :power,
we can meet. our future energy requirements. The
control of fusion is still the dream of physicists,
hoWever.

Our deileiinteting envirbnment is anbther faCtOr
sugges4ing a 'el:Oise-gook at solar power.

Air pollution and watir pollution already
plague us: Thermal pollution from nuclear power
plants coufd -threaten fivers and lakes in. heavily
populated areas. Cooling towers may partly offset
this problem, but the cOst will be high. Utility
Companies ,may need to spend $2 billion in the text
13 years alone in addition to the basic $19 billion
that the companies plan to inVeit in nuclear 'plants.
Estimates for U.S. investment in
electric-power-generating plants of ill types over the
next 20 years range to $100 billion. Extrapolation
of 'investments for environmental control 30 to 50
years ahead shows us that our major concern will
be ..,altemative approaches to reduce the cost of
cottoning undesirable effects on our environment.

1. .Keeping the long-range view in mind, we should
loOk on solar energy as our major 'future resource.

,We should begin immediately to evaluate varips
means fo harnessing it. 0'

Applications, solar-generated power's edinomics is.*

energy can be directly converted. The matbr sucgsses
of Ranger, Mariner; and SurveyOn'spicecraft7and

ahead 50:years or, mine.tO de time when solar energy

orbiting Satellites came yith the sepport pow4,
from solar cells. Right now, ,exceet for these space, .

questionable, ,but reinember.4that .ave are Woking

becomes' vital. .0'

really firstOur space

Power from lite sun its not, of course, a new
concept. In 1901, the sun's energy ran at 4 14-hp
steam engine in Pasadena. Twelve years later,4-1arger
solar engite near Cairo, Egypt;:was built to generate

.50 horsepower. Since then, man Mt* built many'
energy Systems to asolar hegt. Bxamples are solar
watep heaters, solirdistillation plants, and solar ,

pond''s along with 'solauoviered engines. Any 9f
these devices suffers a kits in efficiendy because of
absorption of 'Solar energy by,- Abe atmosphere,
obscuration Of the -MIT br clouds; dint aposition on
reflecting surfaces, wind effects" on structures, and
partial utilization *hen the sun is near the horizon.

At least -two baiic concents have focusied on
generating power in amounts interesting for U.S.
needs.

_Prie concept sought to obtain 100 megawatts
from sun-produced 'temperature tfferences in the
waters of the Caribbean or the ulf Stream. The
colder lower layers would be a heat sink in this plan.
A floating power plarii would do the conversion.

ette"The er concept, stemming from the space
program advances, is one that deserves oirr special
attention.

In this second Concept; equipment orbiting.the
earth at 22,300 miles altitude would intercept
sunlight op a huge flat collector, convert solar energtik:
to electricity, and beam-the electricity as microwaves
to a, receiving alitenna on the earth.

The problem is a fout-part one, iwolving orbit
characteristics, efficiency oT the conversion devices,
transmitters to beam the energy, and the earth
receiving stitions.4

We can, highlight these problque by roughing
out a possible system, iuch as that shown previously. '

c The orbit location wou41'.1$,_22,300 miles above
the earth and parallel to the earth's equatorial plane.,
In, this orbit, a sa011ite moying from east to west
would appear stationary to ap earthbound observer,
because -the satellite would be rotating ground the
earth at the same angular speed as .the earth. The
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satellite would pass through the earth'S shadow once
a day, however, so the concept reqUires two satellites,
in the same orbit tout separated by 21 degrees. This
phase difference would keep the satellites aboxe the
,horizon and give both of them a direct line of sight
to the\same point on earth.

When we look at saar-energy conversion
delices, we find that "efficiencies, costs per unit
weight, and costs per unit collector will be
unattractive if we confine ourselves to present
otate-of-the-art solar devices.

The table on Solar Collector Areas shows the
41, collector areas ineeded for production of the power

requirements at various dates in various regions. The
.collector efficiency is asiurned to be- 1004,per cent.

- tilicon photo cells have only 15 per eeyt ,`
e ff ideney, so that the collector areas would be abciut
seven thnes those for .100 per cent efficiency.

Newer conversito devices, microcrystalline cells

\
, The teal promise of organic conversion systems
is not only their high potential efficiency but also
their low weight and cost. All these benefits will be
necessaryiltAt 80 per cent conversion efficiency, a
collector supply the 1966 needs of the U.S.
Northeast ,would weigh 330,000 Its exclusive of
support.-

This is a heavy weight, but studies have already e
explored the possibility of' deploying large arrays like
this in , space. One study has looked at a large
radioastronomy antenna which would consist of two
satellites . separated by a 10-kilometer
adjustable-length tether., .

Pointing accuracy is not critical for the solar
energy collector. A gas-fueled reaction control systern
at the edges of the structure would accomplish the
necessary changes in direction to ,keep the,collector
pointing at the sun.. '

AILIle ct or itself, wires would pick up
bsed on single-crystal solar-cell principles, have a power "-from the elementary areas comprising a few.
Trigher efficiency (about 24 per cent is the theoreticat square yards. From a junction point of 'several wires,
limit); but this is still too low to make.such deviees 4another 'wire would. feed the current on toward
urful. ,

Organic compounds have been discovered, it
however, that shpw characteristic semitonductorge
properties, including the photovoltaic effect. Organic ,

semiconductors are still in their infancy. Both'
theoretical and experimental results show 'promise
that organic systems can give' us high efficiency and
low weight and cost.

,

The lower figure shows a possible form for the
thin-film- solar cells. Each cell would consist orthe
fdth thin layers shown. The polymer film exhibiting
the high 'photovoltaic effect.would be only I/4000in

, thick, and the other films would be even thinner.
, In chemical terms, the polymer might be a compound
of*-the ..,oxazolc type . or a .base film containing an
aromatic dye compound.

-,...

Organic compounds can be used in p-n junction
semiconductor's, -nut it is also possible to develop
ot t pes of systems having charge mobilities and
con, ,rivities that do not depend on single structure.
Thes systems ' depend on the long-range

. intramolecular charge transfer in the heavy molecules
found in such biological systems as nerwes. The
serinconductinglifererties of these molecular systems
may be vety .different in character from those of

4 inorganie-semitonductors and therefore may not be
limited in their maximum efficiency,, Unlike inorganic,

:single-csystal 'semiconductors, in, which ,..0arge
creation arid motion are related to the primary act
of light absorption, the nigh-mbjecular-weight organic
systems diStinguish between charge formation in a
molecule and diffusion through the bulk mediuin. In

' the organic viten.' the charge may be-

in tra-molecularly transferred before motion occurs,to
an adjacen.t molecules or yacancy site. ..

. '

Sticeessively More central junctions. At h loeatiön
near the colleetor center, equipment would pass the
power into superconducting lines to the transmitter
several , kilometers away. At the transmitter, an
amplifier having an efficiency of,about 90 per cent
would generate microwave radiation to transmit
power, to the Dearth. High CW power amplifiers having
high efficiency are dose to reality now.

Attitude control devices w uld carefully point
'the antenna, of pafaboloidal s pe, at the receiving
antenna on earth. Success in pøInting at chosen areas
on the moon indieate,s th t we can achieve the
ndcessary accuracy.

Will humans be necessary in the orbiting part
of the system? Most likely, humans will have to be
present during deployment of collector arid &Mina.
In operation, men will perform the functions of
station keeping, equipment _monitoring, and
maintenance.

With a 2-ki1omete'r diameter antenna, sufficieRt
for' the U.S. Northeast's 1966 power requirements,
the power density would be less than one watt per
square centimeter. The voltage gradieni in the,upper
atmosphere would be less than 100 V per *II:Meter,
so that ionization of the atMosphere wotild .be
unlikely.

The beam density offless than one watt per
square centiriieter would be an order of magnitude
larger than the sun's radiation received on earth. This
density might damage objects or living tissues
entering tke ,beam accidentally; but it is not high
enough to cause major destructive effects. .

"On the earth itself, a dipole ,reVing field using



highly efficient solid-state rectifiers would absorb the
energy. A distribution network of superconducting
transmission lines would carry the power to local
destinations. Researai underway now will assist in
developing this method.

The development effort for the luggested solar
power generating satellite will be an extensive one.
At present, development is pot far-enough dong to
allow detailed cOst vs. benefit analyses. Nevertheless,
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costs can be broadly estimated, and we should then
coMpare them with the projected costs of nuclear

.power plants during the next two decades.

v.

The search for power fr
be less of a technological gam
announced our objective to land a man on the moon
and return him to earth by 1970. The developments
stemming from the space program may find projects
such as. solar power) a logical optgrowth of
achievenWts\in space, leading the, world into an' era
where alaadant glower could frye man from his

defiendenee...On fire., .

m the sun appears tO
e than when we first
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quire new power sources. Nuclear fission and solar energy are two possibilities
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CHAPTER 3

NUCLEAR FUEL GENERATING 'STATIONS

The Fission Process.

The building block Or all matter is the atom.
An .atom can be considered to be a dense core of
particles called protons and neutrons forming a
positively charged nucleus, surrounded by a swarm of
negatively charged electrons. -

Any one of the more than 1300 known species
of atoms characterized by the number of neutrons
and protons in the nucleus and by energy levels is
called, a nuclideFor example, an atom of chlorine
with 18 neutrons in its nucleus is a nuclidejvhile an
atom of chlorine with 29 neutrons imnother nuclide. A

' AII. nuclides -can be plaCed into one of two
categories: radioactive or stage. Radioactive nuclides
(rLadionuclides) undergo spontaneousnuclear changes
which transform them into other nuclides. ,4This
transformation is called radioactive decay, and
through the decay, the radioactive nuclide is changed
eventually into a stable nuclide.

There are some 265 stable nuclider and 66
radionuclides found in nature. All the rest of the
nuclides are man-made radionuclides. Thus about 5/6
of all known nuclides are radioactive.

In changing to a stable state, the nucleus of a
radioactive atom emits radiation. Radiation may be in
the form of particles, or in the form of
electromagnetic Lays called *photons. Some
radionuclides decay by ,the emission of alpha
particles, which are high energy helium nuclei. Others
decay by the emission of beta particles, which can be
either high energy negatively charged electrons
(negatrons) or positively charged electrons
(p sitrons). Decay by the emission of these particles

usually followed by the emission of photons Of two
types: gamma rays, which are produced in the
nucleus of the decaying atom, and x-rays, which are
produced as a result of the rearrangement of orbital
electrons. Except for their origin and the fact that

' x-rays are usually lower in energy and therefore less
penetrating, x-rays and gamma rays are the same.

-.-
Less of this radiation changes the atomic

structure of the radioactive nuclide, a process which .

continues until a stable (nonradioactive) nuClide is
reached. Uranium, for instance, is radioactive; it
decays slowly into elements like radium, radon and
polonium,.and finally stops at lead. The time required
for one-half of the radioactive atoms of a nuclide to
decay to its daughter nuclide is known as the half life
of that nuclide. An atom with a short half life quickly
decays. Half lives vary frdm minute fractions of a
rcond to billion7 of years.

When atoms of certain heavy nuclides . are
bombarded by neutrons, the nuclei of some of these
atoms will capture a neutron and become unstable so
that they fission, or split, into two or more smaller
atoms. Together the fission products weigh slightly
less than the original atom and the bombarding

'neutron combined; this missing mass is convertedinto
energy, as described by Einstein's formula: energy
eq4s mass times the velocity of light squared (E =
mc 4). As fission fragments fly. apart, most of this

energy appears almost Instantaneously as heatli the
fragments lose their anergy of motion to the
surrounding material. The heat from `this fission
reaction can then be used to boil water to make

'steam, which in 'turn Spins turbines that generate
electricity. Thus,' the principal difference between

' nuclear and fossil-fueled electrical power is the source
of the heat energy.

When an atom fissions, several frevneutrons are
released. These are available to strike other atoms,
causing them to fission. This is the chain reaction
(Figure 9). If a chain teiction is to continue, there
must be enough fissionable atoms packed closely
enough to insure the capture of enough neutrims to
keep the rate of fission constant. The amount Of
matenal requirdd for this is called the critical mass:

, Generally, the smallePlatoms produced by
fission are radioactilie. These fission fragments usually
decay by negatron emission followed by gamma ray
emission. Figure 10 shows one of more than
possible chains of-decay following the fissioning of an
atom of uranium-235. The fission fragments are
atoms of radioactive bromine and xenon, and they
each decay through many steps by emitting beta
particles. The half life for each part of the chain is
shown. Note the diversity of half life lengths.

2. Nuclear Fuel

go

Uranium is the basic nuclear fuel because it
contains uranium-235, the only nuclide found in
nature that readily undergoes fission. The natural
concentration of uranium-235 in uranium is
seven-tenths of one per cent; .the , bplance is
uranium-238, which does not readily undergo fission.

The United States has become the leading
producer of uranium in the free world. Practically
all 'the deposits of Commerciallgrade uranium ore
found in the United States, to date are in the western
part of the country. Some shallow deposits are mined
by open-pit techniques; however most is .taken from
underground mines.

Uranium. mining disturbs lanfl, though not, as
much as coal mining. It takes about 30,000 :tons of
uranium ore to produce the 3O idns.;oGiiraniurn
needed to fuel a nuclear reactor for. a%year. On the
oilier hand, about 12 million tons of overburden
must be removed to get the two million tons of coal
needed to fuel ,a comparable plant for a year..

3. Nuclear Reactors

A miclea0 'reactor serves to provide an
qnvironment in- which fission reaCtions can be
initiated, susta11 and controlled, and , to. make
possible the re11 of heat for power production. ,

Cettain cpinponents are common to all
reactors, regard10 of their design. These ate the core,
coolant, contror rods and shielding. Most current
types of poWer reactors also include a moderator.

The core itself -is generally Made up of bundles
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Of fuel rods which contain 'uranium oxide pellets..
When a number of bundles of rods are assembled,
a criticals is reached and the chain reaction starts.
Individual Tilel rods do not contain sufficientjuel for
a critical mass.

The coolant, either liquid or gas, flows over the
fuel rods, removing heat from the fuel. The coolant
does not come in contact with the actual fuel, since
the radioactive material itself is sealed within the fuel

\rods.

The-control rods, made of mated& that readily
absorb neutrons, are usually strips of nietal (boron
or cadmium alloy) positioned inside the fuel
assembly. If the rods are pulled out of the bundle,
more neutrons are available to cause fissioning of the
fuel, so the rate of reaction increases. If the rods
are inserted into the fuel bundle, they act as a
neutron sponge, so that there are fewer neutrons
available to the fuel. Thus, the chain reaction slows
or even stops completely. Thii makes it possible to
produce heat at a desired rate, or to shut down the
reac tor. r

The moderator, a material in the corei,is used
it) slow down the neutrons as they emerge from the
fissioning atoms. Slowing is mecessary because
neutrons travelling .too fast are less readily captured
and do not create more fissions. Graphite, water or
heavy water are common moderators.

hielding consfsts of specil materials which
surrqtind different portions of the reactor sysfem to
pre en t radiation from escaping into the
env rianment. Some shielding coMponents reflect
stray neutrons back into the- reactor. Others soak up
radiation to protect important structural parts from
raCliation damage. Still other shielding components
prevent biological damage from escaping radiation.-

In many designs, one reactor part may serve
to complement other parts. For example., a
moderator may also act as a neutron reflector. The
coolant in some reactors also serves as a moderator.
Many combinations like those have been developed;
each has certain advantages and disadvantages.

4. Types of 'Reactors '

The more common types of reactors are the
light water reactors, induding the boiling water
reactor and the pressurized water reactor; and thei
gas-cooled reactor. A major research and development
program, is underway to develop another type, the
fast breeder reactor.
- In the fall of 1974, 52 nuclear power reactors
operating in the United States supplied between seven
and eight per cent of the electrical power generated.
An additional 59 nuclear plants were under
construction, and 118 were being planned. At the
close of 1973, 65 per fent df all nuclear power
reactors sold were pressurized water reactors, 31 per
cent were boiling water reactors, and 3 per cent were
gas cooled reactors.

,

During the latter months of 1974, the
construction of some 80 nuclear plants was halted, .
perhaps _for months or years to come, because of
problems involving money, labor, material shortages
ahd licensing requirements,These delays may lead to
a severe electrical shortage,M the early 1980's. gm.

4/
A. Boiling Water React`ors (BWR)

In the boiling water reactor (Figure,11), water
is used' as the coolant and serves a secondary function
as the moderator and, neutron reflector. The water
brought into the reactor is allowed to boil. It is then
expelled from the reactor vessel as saturated steam,
which dries a turbine to produce electrical power. .

A typic.al boiling 'Water reactor core is
approximately% a right cylinder with, a diameter. . of
about 11 feet and a height of 13 feet (Figure 12).
The core is made up of many fuel assemblies (Figure
13). The fuel assemblies contain the fuel rods, Which
are zirconium alloy tubes. Within each zirConium
tube, called cladding, is a vertical stack of Uranium
dioxide fuel pellets containing slightly enriched
uranium. Enriched uranium contains more fissionable
uranium-235 than natural uranium-for example, 2 to
3 per cent instead of 0.711.,per cent.

Typically, a IIWR operates at a pressure of
about 1,000 pounds per square inch and produces
steam at about 550 degrees Fahrenheit. The BWR
has the advantage of simplicity and the disadvantage
of requiring a large core for cooling. Some of the
materials in the water may beibme radioactive and be
carried through to the turbine section, increasing the
size of the area where radiation exists. The early
models of boiling water reactors had high emissions
of radioactive gases as compared with other reactors,
but this has been significantly reduced in .neWer.
models.

B. Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR)

In a pressurized water reactor (Figure 14),
pressure keeps the water feom boiling. Instead, water
is pqinped through the'core and removed at the top
as a1 heated liquid. The .water is then circulated

Ahrough. a heat exchanger, Where steam kr produced
from water in a secondary loop. The steam drives the
turbine. The cooled water in 4he primary loop .is
returned to the reactor to again cool the core.,

A pressurized water reactor Core is made up of
fuel assemblies such as the on in Figure l. Vie fuel
assemblies contain the fuekrpds hold the
uranium dioxide pellets (Figure 6). As will, BWR's,
the Uranium is slightly enriched so that it contains
morstssionable uranium-235.

The PWR primary loop normally operates at
pressure of 2,000, pounds per square inch and at

an average temperature of 590 degrees Fahrenheit.
The coolant in the PWR core does not directly
contact the turbine,..so the turbine area ,remiins
uncontaminated, with radioactive materials. The ""
higher pressure allows more efficient heat transfer
and rerires a' smaller surface area for the core. The
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PWR, however, requires higher operating pressures
an4 additional heat exchangers, which lower. its°
effiCiency. The high temperature increases the
corrosion of the fuel rods, the cladding and the vessel>

C. High' temperatUre Gas-Cooled 'Reactors
(HTG R)

In 'the high temperature gas-cooled reactor
(Figure 17), as the name suggests, the core is cooled
by certain gases* passing over it, usually -purified
carbod dioxide or heliuni. This type of reactor ha§
a low fuel-consumption rate becaUse very few
neutrons are captured by the coolont, but it has. a
few drawbacks7 Since gases are not as efficient heat
transfer agents as liquids, a large volume of gas must
be circulated. The circulation systerik requires very
largetlowers, and the core must alsp i6b large in order
to present enough surface area for effective cooling.
Gases also are poor eidderating materials, ,so a
se rate erator *stem must be installed. This
m erator ystem usuallY consist& of graphite blocks,
pierced to contain the fuel. Graphite is used beca
it is very strong when hot, permitting the react&
opera* at a high temperature. Neither helium nor
carbon dioxide will react with the graphite. The gas
coolant gives up its heat to water circulating through
a. steam generator. Since the gas coolanfocan be
heated to much higher temperatures than water
cooLant, it can produce steam af much higher
tkmperatures than...water-cooled reactors. This high
temperature operation allows the used of the best
turbine technology and reduces th,e felease of waste
heat. These factors may give this ype of system a
thermal efficiency equal to that of the best
fossil-fueled plants. Currentowater-cooled plants have
somewhat lower efficienc9 tlian rpodern fossil-fueled
plants and, -therefore, are potentially sources of
greater thermal pollution. This concept will be
discussed Chapter 6..

D. Breeder Reactoi-s

It has been noted that uranium is the ,bisic fuel
for nuclear reactors because it contains Ajsionable
uranium-235. It was also seen in Table. 4 that the
high-grade ores of this material are estimated to be
depleted b'y the year 2040. Breeder reactors arc
looked upon as a method of exiending this limited
fuel supply by hundreds of Years because they
produce more fissionable material thafi the9
consume.

Although uranium-238 is not readily
fissionable, it converts under-neutiron irradiation into
plutonium-239,- which is fissionable. For this reason,
uranium-238, which coristitutes more than 99 per
cent of all uranium, is called .a fertile materiel. The

element thorium, which is abundant in nature, is
composed of thorium-232, angater fertile material.
that converts un*,-neutron irrildiation to fissionable
tfraniurn-233. Planium-233 and plutonium-239 cah
be recovered' I& use in other reactors...

41,7
.$,.

This conversion from fertile to fissionablk: ,material also takes place in current power reactors,
but not at such a high rate as in breeders. When an
atom eci uranium:235 fissions, it produces antwerage
oc about 2.5 neutrons. To maintain a chain reaction,
one of. these neutrons on the average must be
captured by another atom of uranium-235 to prodme
the next generation of fission events. This leffes
about 1.5 neutrons per fission which can be captured
in the core; or be captured by the uranium-28 in ,

the 'fuel to produce plutonium. In current water- and
gas-cooled reactors, it V kes the Vssion of two atoms
,of fuel to convert one tom &uranium-4p to an
atom of plutoniuni43,9. ...

. a. breeder reactbr, for each atom of
fissiaable irraterial consumed more than one atom
of fertile material becomes fistionable material.- This
is achieved by increasing the number of free neutrons
released in fission and by decreasing the numbç of
aeutrons wasted,. thereby rnajcing a larger nu
available for absorption in feriile 'material.

Fuel produced in breeder reactors may grafi)/
extend our energy resources, since breeder reactors
could utilize more than 50 per oent of the, available
energy in the world's fissionable and fertile fuel--\\

.reseryes as compared to only one or two per cent
for light-water reactors. One ;Other faVorabIe aspect
of breeder, reactors is that their fuetcanbe,producqd
economically from lower-grade cires. We will need 'to
turil.to these ores as supplies of 4411-grade ores run
'out.

.

.

. 0 -Just-ls there Wete initia1y many thermal.
. reactor cdrieepts, irith the PWR, B and gas coolea

reactors Winning general acceptan
there have been a nurnber of breede
proposed. The concepts which have

- development ,include the light wate
(LWBR) and 'We molten salt breeder

in this country,
reactor concepts
undergone initial

breeder reactor.
eactOr (MSBR),

. which are based primaril , on' the
thorium-232-uranidm-233 fuel sys em'; and the

. gas-cooled f slibreeder reactor (GC R) #nd the
liquid meta cooled fast breedei rea tor (LMFBR),
based p ' ily on the uranium-235-plutonium-239
fuel system. Of these, the LMFBR concept - ls

a-ieceiving the majoy focus of the \research and
development efforts in this country and abroad:Thus
only-this coUcept will b9 treated further.\

:

Thb LMFBR would be able to produce mare
fuel (plutc5nium-239) from te fertile Uranium-238
than it-would consume. A diagram of the liquid metal'
fast breeder reactor appears in Figure re.

v
It is Called a fast reactor because it contains

no.rnOderator material tO cause a rapid sloWdown of .

the fission neutrons. Thus the average neutron
velocity iin t,i!e core will be considerably,greater than .
in conventional reactor cores, At thee .higher.
energies, therp is a much greater pthbabtitylttiat the )

neutrons not needed JO maintain the chain reaction
will be captured by the fertile uranium-238 than by
reactor core components., '41F
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The term liquid metal is used because-liquid
sodium is the reactor coolant. An inert cov6. gas
-(argOn) is used to blanket the sodium.

The fuel in such a system woad probably be
a mixture of oxides of uranium and plutonium.

. jitt
Liquid metal fast breeder reactors Wave the

potential of being more efficient than light water
reactors. Sodium is considerably more efficient than
water in transferring heat from the Core. Also, the
reactor core can be operated at a higher temperature
without pressurization, since sodium has a much
higher boiling point than water. As a consequence,
the thermal efficiency of such a power plant will be
39 per cent or more, compared to 31 to 33 per cent
for light water reactors. This means a decrease in
waste heat.

The LMFBR has some disadvAntages when it
is compared to light water reactors. These
disadvantages are due mainly to the Odium coolint.
Sodium is a highly chemically reactive metal that will
burn, if it is exposed to either water or air. Further,
it is a solid at room temperature and requires an
elaborate heating system to assure that it will remain
lisquid throughout the coolant system. Sodium is not
transparent to light, which complicates refueling and
maintenance.

The sodium coolant captures some of the
reactor neutrons and becomes intensely radioactive.
Since the main radionuclide produced (sodium-24)
has a 15 hour half life and emits extremely
penetrating gamma rays, refueling of the reactor and
maintenance of the primary coolantsystem require
remote control equipment.

The LMFBR is more difficult to control than
a light-water reacfor, because an accidental loss of
the sodium coolant from the core increases reactor
power. The opposite occurs in light-water reactors.

The cost of building a LMFBR is corisicldrably
greater than that of light-water 'reactors, primarily
because of the more exacting specifications and closer
tolerances required.

c-
These problems are now being solved in small

prototype systems, like the Experimental Breeder
Rejtctor operating in Idaho forover 10 years. Besides
geherating electrical powei, it has -demonstrated
hrieding and sodium technology,and, more recentlY,
has served as a fuel-testing unit. This effort is being

, expanded thfough, the, Fast Flux Test Facility' in.
Washington, the forerunner Of the Clinch River
Breeder, which is expecte4 to delivei. about. 350
megawatts of electricity in the late-1980's..

'Other nations, notpbly France and Ruisia,
appear to be moving more gully into the use of
breeder reactors. In mid-1914, e French put into
Operatio% a fast breeder4in their Phoeffix pot,
which is rohtinely generating. 250 mey. watts of,

electrict'k. -The U.S. program is to. develop a sound
scientifit and engineering base to assure perfikrmance
and safety. It remains for the future to' tell us
whether the French plan of acaleration of the
breeder or the U.S. plan of margin assurance, is the
better.

S. Safety Systems in Nuclear Reactors

'No accident affecting public heaith anclpiaTety
has occurred in a commercial nuclear power' Plant,
nor has a radiation injury ever occurred to a worker
in such a plant. This record is due to stringent safety
precautions taken by the builders of nuclear plants,
which cannot be built or opesated without a license
from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission; charged by
law with the responsibility of satisfying itself that
the plant will not endanger public health and safety.
Licensing was previously done by the Atomic EnergY
Commission(AEC), which was abolished in 1974. The
AEC's research and development activities were takeh
over by the Energy Research and Development
Administration (ERDA), while the regulatory and
licensing activitieSAre now the function of the
Nuclear Regolato# 'Commission (NRC).

A. Control During Normal Operations

Nuclear power plants form small quantities
(several pounds per day) of radioactive substances.
In normal operation, more than 99.99 per cent-of
these substances stay within the fuel assemMies. The
small amount that escapes from the fuel enters the
reactor coolant system, Where almost all of it is
removed by purification equipment. A minute
amount of radiation is released to the edvironment
under strict control, subject to conservative and
rigidly enforced health and safety, regulations that
require that releases be kept "as low as practicable".
Releases musi thus be reduced as 'improved
technology permits. This is discussed in greater detail
in Chapter 7.

B. Accident Prevention '

( 1) Natural Safeguards

Today's water-moderated power reactors use:-
uranium dioxide fuel which is enriched with the
uranium-235 isotope to only three or four times its '
natural level. If the rate of fissions were to increase
significantly, more heat would be produced. The heat
would increase the energy of the neutrons in the fuel,
and thus increase thepropOrtion of neutrons escaping4; .

frorn the core and captured by non-fissioning atoms.
The rate of fission would thus slow down. This effect
is automatic 'and instantaneous, and is one reason
why a nuclear ;réactor cannot possibly become a
pont. In% bomt, ementially pute fissionlible material
is ..required and 'Must be rapidly compressed and,r
held tbg for the chain reaction to increase to an

,

intensity o a nuclear 'explosion.

' The use of water' as a coolant and moderator

7 . .
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provides another safety feature of today's power
reactors. If -the reactor were to exceed its designed
power level, it would raise the temperature of the

. water, which would in turn decrease the water's
ability to act- as: a moderator. nit tends to reduce
the reactor's power level. ,

(2) Eneineered Safeguards
.

In addition to natural safeguards, many safety
features are built as.an integral part of any reattor
facility. These are a ,"defense in depth"- against the
release of radioactive and include: ceramic fuel, fuel very .chise astudy. zi,

cladding, primary, coolant system, safeguard 'Systems .

and, finally, a contahunent systernsurrounding the coontly kfis pOnt of AccidentS

(e) EmergencY Core Ccfoling
Network

If, for some reason, there is a rapid loss of
coolant water in a nuclear reactor, it is conceivable
that the core might melt due to heat fromite fission
reactions, releasing a dangerous amountia Mioactive
material. Two independent emergenc)'core cooling
systems are available to provide automatic emergency
core cooling. The network does not require an
operator to get it started. The effectiveness of some
of the rothrent emergency core cooling systems has'
been seriously questioned, so they are now under

entire reactor. The safeguards.include:

(a) ',Monitoring of Reactor
Neutron Interisity

Since neutrons initiate fission. reactions and of the Mum products, eyen when. .they: are
relate to the reactor power level, meaiurements of y OVerheated..then theie is.thefuel-;eleplent4adding;
the number of available neutrons, are 'Made .by a through which fission produCts Must pass ja get MO
number of independent monitoring systems at various the-reactor coolant. Next, there are' thellfills of the
locations in ;the reactor core. These instruments 'ate readto?vesitel itself. Finally, there is the Containineifit
connected to a rapid shutdown .system in case
neutron,intensitf rises above a preselected limit.-

.(b) Reactor Control System

It has been seen that Multiple-physical barriers
in ';reactor systenle guard ,against rattiOactive
subitvides eicapitig to theenvironment. There isfirst!
of ,a11;'the ability of the fuermaterial to retain Most

4 system, constrqcted to Halt any. release Of radioactive.
., Material that: lets Ast all the other barriers. the..
,teactory building itself may be .sealed off', aS't a
secondary COntainment system. '` '

Materials such as boron or cadmihm are able
to absorb neutrons and, by removing neutrons from Price-Andersoe Act.

fissions om occurnng. Cortimbn methods of ,, ducker power began td ;eMerge
introduct-i n -include".the mechanical insertion of of Bpwer generation, the U..V`
control rods into the core and the additon of queVon,.,.. Whit is the best methdd
solutions of these neutron-abSorbing elerfients ia the o for damages arising, -front a 011,CItiat

, ,

water moderator. Most Ikatbr reactors' have bOth" though such an event: is extretriely::,:
methods, of ,control available:

the syst , shut down a reactor, preventing new

PriceAnderson Act eyolyed tri,ansWer,
't ' It requires a; utility iwhkh Op-erste)! tro.'

(c): 'figacetor Safety Circuit , , er plant ,:to purchase the..gtaximunt.f;
; .7nstiumentation pity insulin& it cad' abt ;:cuttently

., . The federal ,g9ve rOYIdte
Instruments .-constantly ',monitor what;;.ii rance, up ta,a4otalnf., 'op, to ....

happening in ,the,,core. Improper signals ,concetrung

' .
I c..-1'

for'daniages from a
temperature, pressure, or other onwanted gpridctions. government cOrrently pr 39 million`,
,will immediately,Shut.down the ieactor. Eich safety OM. y payi urn', tri-,the

. . . .

system has.Onekcir.more backup systemsin'case. there nmentior Price,Andersop.

,./..42:1.4
is tv failure- hr..: the primer./ 'system:I. '' ,

q;

. (d).. EleetriC, POwer keg êntt The PrIO-Anderson. Act r ;of..
ties in the event that da clear ,

Rue *Itierklistume. that at some tingle ' ac clent should exceed .thet$560
iatric 'pa .tota' nhclear plant may ite shut off. 4-Critics of nuclear.. power -quick .to point out this
To allothis,postibility they -whelk design d provision, and uy that untis riot enough.

1
w fo r

reactor systeMs -that ..recThire no , electric lit *er .to
i

, ., .

acheve' e shutdown. Ose: which May requite . . A private insurance.ppearovideiInsarance on
Ipower if shiltdotin, to keitpihe cpolant circ ating finuclear facilities themUlVey. Theie :is 'no

al4 ,equ
batten

",

fo int k. oh nueleirped, with- ergency diesel government-backed cover
'to operate When fio outside '71'.0Perty.
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. Nuclear Power Problems and. Promises

7 ;
The uevelopment of nuclear po,wer stations has

. suffered from sharply escalating construction coats
'. and numerous construction delays.

Original schedules .fOr. many propoied nuclear
plants have not been, Met .becaUse utilities had
difficulty .-obtaining the :necessary licensing. Hearings .-
for. various licenses ,by. the Nuclear Regulatory
COmmisaion, State agenCies, and other groups have
become. battles .between the utilities and
en vironmentalista. and other cOnterned about
radiological safety, plant Siting, thennal pollufion, the

. storage of radioactive, wastes and the possibility Of
. fssionable materials being diverted for use in bombs'. .

Suet' concerna have contributed to increased
safeguards and security..The results of the reset&
safety study included in this Chapter's simplententary
reading list show ihe IOW risk, Of 'nuclear power
compared with other huMan activities .

a

P4, Even thoUgh the electrical powerAndus
generally regards nuclear pOwer plants .as an answert
:for the long term, it has been less than happy with' ;
nuclear plant perforMance. , ManyVanti are Operating' .

at lliwer than expected availaWioS ahd have had,...,- .
ps

.i.,

,problems causing them to shut down'for long gb-xls,

gut the operational performaicebt nuclear' Ants is -

improving, -.shown in a recent Commonwealth
Edison'''. pony repoit which competes the
availaPilitii,' reliability and - economy of their. seven'i;..4

. nuclilk weir plants with their six large fossiVueled i
' P Iplailts b !since 1964. The Tour nuclear, .01a4i ,ip

- .....i.utse'bettifi 1972 and 1974 opeiated at an avrii
of 66 perficent bf their capaeity, while the f...foSsil

,.-.. oper.ated at 54 per cent of'their capacity. MI
figure for the fossil-fueled plants conies

'..k
..- -becauSe at peribdibf lesi than peak load, the ;94';'

',..,,: plants were used...to. a greater. extent"
A

tha
'

-"- fOssil-fuelleil planVecause of their ldwer Nett*A ' '

I The. nuclear units Were available 75 per cent o
**me, the fo01, Imitst 71 per cent 'of the. time: '

coinnionwealth ddison give& theix use of nuclear
OpWet plants tIVcreplit forWeeping inc -in, the ,ii .

. Orist of,,!lectricity well beloW increases P4rts
.e,of texrbuntry.

A.
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The Heat .0'oes Up and Away!

During, this period of mounting concern
Obout our environment, there has been
considerable discussion about the amount
of heat thcif nuclear plants 'eould add,to
our watetWays. Popular public terminology

:for this problem has become "thermal Poi-
"' (ilution." This is not pollution as we normal-
S ty think about it; it is 'the addition of heat,:
; to the water, which cbangei the ecology,

or natural balance of nature, in die stream.

.,
At Three Mile 'bland, we are not 45re,1

.b stinting this problem-. We are not adtling
heat to the Susquehanna River; becquie,We ,

,trt; Ore Aising cooling towers to cool the'water,
used in the nuclear plant,,. We installe

Ihese 37-story towers at a toit of.' some
$15-million to totally, protect against' af-,
letting the river temperature.

C`t.

Since the reoci water is'One enclosed
system and the 'water froM the, coliciensw
to the tooling towehAsAn. another ski-
closed system, the river water-is ntSt "pol-
lyted,"'nor is its temperature affected. As

'the water in.the cooling ,tower is cooled,
some of it. evaporates and leaves the top
of the, towee as water vapor, the tame
principle as when you see yapor from
your breath on a cold daY:' .

The 372-foot-higb natural .dróft Cooling
towers at Three. Mile. Island will stand as
Servants of, preient and future. As
giganbc-as:they, are,' they really are very

. simple,inachines, eipecially when tom-
iediwitli the complexity of the, other

°:pphs'-of the :lotion. The "what" and the
"fiovi'4ese devices are explained

. briefly 1n;i4 diagram. below.

4

4

, The hyborbolic ural draft minting tinkers at Three Mile Island are, in effect, huge
chimneys which: for most of their 372-foot, height, consat of a reinforced concrete
shell. The More complicated part of each structure is contained in the bottom do feet
the"portion Shown endircled in the cutlatway above.

The hot water enters-through the.inkt ',Hirst the top of the crossflow water cell
completely encircling the base of the towei. Air flowing through louvers (1).and up
through the taint tower, cools the water (W) as it trickles down through tbe woo-
flow tilling. , ,

f :The cooled water is then returned lo the plant fur re use in condensing the steaM .

intatusting from the turbine&,
4 :7 8

.,;:ip



Thtee MileAslaymi Nualeikr Genera&g Station
.4

Me trans& of heet 'from the 'Actor to the sawn goner
products tremendous cambia; of Pigh-weeme soma In the
turbine building. the start Mats Nernst turbine badge. tundra
the large turbines ! 11100./Moations pw minute 130 1101'4 p
mond!). The corm* MA of the genietat imam a coil

veicu *idle^ U Alm% and etwaricke Ikms. ..Tiandotware I. '
Ow substa,n smo t si mita. for Ionstlisteme Anpnation.

Mang IMO Up neigh of * WOW in turning gia Mt the
now lowaremme sissm is condensed to *WM ion--mn4 lent
Pak to the seam generator lor reuse. The wow %Minh coots
lho Maw becomes worm. and Is lent to Os mown. loom
Trickono down Owe what seems io be thOusenra of venetian

:blind,. a Mall percentage ol the Ater egasounia cooling the
remainder. TM purpose of the hugs tower is so cam Watt
Ail* will Die In the empotetion and carry the hest high into
the avnesphere, *tam it Agnates. The tooted mos con then
be recycled to the condenser to cool more deem.

ILVIWJIJIII ;
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JNIT NUMBER ONE

818,900 ldlowatts

-

.137 feet

201 feet

,
Cs

3.5 feet

.

THREE MILE ISLANDNUCLEAR STATION
'FACT SHEET

(As of*d-1972)

NET afACITY

REACTOR BUILDINGS

UNIT NUMBER Two

904,500 kilowatts

,
OutsIde Diametei . 138 feet

OVerall Height 202.9 feetA (
.e".

. ,

Wall Thickneu .. 4 feet44 . ,

REACTOR VESSELS

'Outside Diameter: 15' 811°
4' Overall Height: 41' 37

Weight: 804,500 pounds
t: Wall Thickness: 8.4 inches

FUEL

Uranium dioxide, 2 .1/2 - 3,6 enriched
Form; Glued pellets,' 1 inch long; 1/2 inch diameter
Number 144 pellets in 'each 12-foot long fuel rod

Fuel Rods: 208 in sal% assembly
F ilies: 177 in each reactor,

lest' long and15 Inches square

CONTROL

Contiol rock in. 69 of the 177 fuel isielnbIles
, 16 control rodi in each of We .69 iiiMblies.

Boric acid mixed with reactor. water(Cheihical Sh

- PERSONNEL 2

oximatety 155 for both unit"; .

COST

Total ProleCt - Oyez $700;000,000

COMMERCIAL OfERATION,,
Nklyeniket 1973',



THE CASE FOR THE. BREEDER; excerpt from
Nationril Journal, Cpfl, July 1.7, 1971.

V

Promoters of the breeder reactor support their
case with three Principal arguments. .

They cite projections of inunense incr
in. deniand fOr nuclear power; they argue that

breeder is economical because it produces its. olfn
'fuel, and frirther, that it is an essential next step in
nuclear power development since uranium resources
alt'. limited.

They say the breeder would be less
harmful to the environment than, present reactors.

TheY say that the United States stands
to lose its lead in nuclear technology to other nations
unless it proceeds wath the breeder..

Breeder and energy needs: The 'Eederal Power
Commission projectS that the 'nation's total energy
demands will more than ddoble by the year 2000.'

Some of the demand will be met by increased
production 'of fossil fuels-coal, oil and gas. But the
greatest increase ty fai will have to come in
production of electricity.

- in 1965, fossil fuels _supplied/8.4 per cent of
the nation's energy requirements; but the FPC
projects that their. share of the energy market will--
drop tO 50 per cent by the end Of the century. V.S.
'electrical_gertetating capacity must grow six-fold by
that time tc,..,-,..meet the demand, according to the
commission's POjectiort.

'
Since there are relatively feWhydroelectriesites

left that can harness falling water, most electricitY
will have ta be Produced bY thermal plants in which' ,

--heat produces steam to turn electric turbines.

The fOsill. fuels nriw used to produce heat in
most thermal Plants are either-limited in_supPly or

-
. contaminating to-the envirionment. Thus, 65 per cent

of the projecterL increase in generating capability is
; expected coni from nuclear plants7-.

,

Assuliting that the. nation InevitablY will turri
to nucleir power as 4ts most important:source of
electrical energY, the promckeis of, the liquid metal .
fasi breeder reactor argue Ant the eliaracteristic of

"its technologY will result int major saVings-. ,

-- 7 With- r.e breeder reactors. 4d AEC"
Commissioner "Taker T. tkarney, exieritt our
tile of piatiain 1,relerve) fielt decadei, tO a thousand -
years or tnore.-. &

Current Commercial reactors use 'Only 1 to 2
'pet: "cent in the energy in oraniuni. But breeders
wduld effectively use lip to 75 ,per cent;Of energy.

. ; contained in the ore: , -- ; - . #
s.,

.r-
In addition, the breeders would be-ible to uie

utonium; wastes effiCiently as fuel-both the wastes
- . .

they would produce in using .uraniur,....and the wastes
produced at conventional nuclear. piaitts.

Savings in coof power generation 8Vould stem
'largely from . the ruced ...need,. for uranium. A
conventional presen y plant needs 150
tons of uranium a year; a breeder of the same size

,would use only 1.5 tons: Over the course of the next
50 years, the breeder Could- reduce tO 1.2 millions
tons the amount bf required to susiplylhe
natiOn's energy needs.

-

piess'nTreiSsf have
the' side effect 0.:redutingtthe-.
rise in ..the price Of uranitim' ore.;

'producing tavings for the :utilities.

A rece Completed AEC cost-benefit analysis'
Concluded that introduction of commercial breeders
in 1986 would save the United' States . $2 L.5

in power .cOsts ThroUgh the. year 2020, assuMing. that.' .
the funds invested in- the reactors, would. earn 7-per
cent a year if, inliested .otherwise.

Environment: 'greener reactors are expected td
reduce the environmental iinpact- of nuclear po,Wer

plants .in tivo ways. ;

They will reduce- -therMal pollution. The
breeders will achieve a thernial efficiency of 39. per
cent Or better, which compares with 32 per cent for
the light water reaetori arid a national.averageicif-33
per cent for all fthsil-fuel, plants. 7 7

. .

- They, alio will seduce the escape of;
radiation into the air and water. The reactor core
will esientiallY .be sealed, arid the. sniall -amounts of
radioaetive 'fission pmilucts now released by light
,water reactorS will be largely:bottled up in tht core. .

[Most, enVironmentaltsts , cOncede "That these
feattires of the breeder ire.attrictiV.e. Some, however,.
have attacked' the+ breeder .ori grounds .thatemajer
environmental dristert could rekult from wideszread-

- handling .,pf jadipactje plfitOnitint pltitortium
will- have to be stored, bef4re-usei- ihdlransported
aCross the. country to.reactor sites. ad&tion, there .

Will.' he the prog1ens91 disposing of the,ladioletive
40,wasies produced m incressirig quaatitiek.".hy.N* t .

breeder plants.] . '41 1-4° ,

internaciOnal Competition; 2, final argumerit tilit is.
likely to- surfaft more fullg in Wail% meriths ind -Ls

yeateconcernS eiimpetition with other. advaneed
industrial. countries .for the IRO in higl!.t!dhputOgy
liogran*. ;

While
41, Af

AUrdtecl .Ataw....does not have -if , ,

Mrinopoly opAhe sate o( light Water reactOrs..it.,hat
. ar oVerhhadowed all other mntneS. Geneial Elect&

Co. and Westinghouie. kave .sold LWits
abroird to :date: 4

There are now, hover, sixnatio e Soviet



.

'Union, West GernianytPritain, France; Japan and
Italywhich have embarked on ambitious prOirains
to demonstrate the technical. and cOMMeicial-
feasibility of breeder reactor. ,.e.

(01

For the period' 1978-81, all except'. Japan
0 expect to complete construction of liquid.metal fast

breeder reactor plants of 1000 megawatts [eleictric] ,
or more. This is twice the'siz.e of the deinonstration'
plant planned here. v

Commenting on this Niforldwide effort, 'GE
executive Karl P.. Cohen said: "I think the IL& .

demonstration program, though somewhat slower and
more cautious, will ultimately pay off in better
results, the problem, however, is not In the Program
but in the political arena. '-'

"We are faced with a Political, intellectual and'
social Climate in this country that is hostile to-mr4or
new technological efforts likethe breeder. So it's hard
to say how fast .we will be able to proceed.

Cohen4is general manager of QE's rektor, .

development division.
; ., I

(California's Rep. Craig Rosmer, Abe rank. ing
House Republican on the Joint . Atomic Enerify
ComrMitee,'siid: "Well, if we don'thuild,them, then
well end up buying ,thern from other countefes and
further eroding our positiOn as the lead nation m high
technology.

FAST BREEDER COMES UNDER ATfACK
Excerpt from Industrial "Research, kine,_

In government circles today, the mostPopplar
nolufion to. the impendiiig energy crisis is the fast
breeder reactor; the Uranium-238 device that not
only produces poWer, i?ut also lieeds more fuel than..
it uses.

.

Other onties have focused on. pOtential.haaards
of commer4Cbreed reactors. Their 'fears were

. suMmarizecr in a r Statement piit out by thirty
prominent scientists, luding Nobel Laureates Lints
Pauling, Harold Urey', James Watsofi, anrGeorge
Waig ,

,

(LMFBR) reactor's cooling syStem..will
utilize' liquid sodiurn, which is highly reactive and

urns on opntaCt- with air or water," reads .the,'
statement. "Breeder .reactors , are, inherently more

.difflcult to control 'than' taday's commercial fission
reactors, they. operate 'clbser to the melting point of
. their structural matePials, and they generate and use
much larger quantities Of ,plutonium. Plutonium' has

. a *half-life of 24,000 years and is o'neof the most
toxi, c . substances . know : tO Man." .

; The AEC's critis.dO Oot .goistar as to remoVe. .

...breeders from conteiitiOn is, energy sources for the
future. They do, however, call, for the ACE td spend
mo e money on "such basic problems as reactor
saty, . mute storage; and. plutoniftm

. nagement as well as alternative energy sources
such as solar power, '.. .fission, and
rnagnetohydrodYnamies..

,

'The AEC's to it,. critics' iSzthat-,its°
economic and:Safety caleidafions are correbtthat
there is an immediate need:10 develop breeders
because the alternative .-enasgY ;Sources are either'
inadequate or too .far from commercial development,.
and, that safety preciutions 'are sufficient.. To Ala*
up ita Position, 'the ..'agenCy notes...that'. it .has7been
transPorting and stming plutonium for More than a
quarter of a century, as part of file nation'cnuclear
weapons program, with an essentially perfect' safety
record. And ;.the agency :loses, no thance.tO plug the
eiccelient enfironmental .qualities of breeder *.:-
reactorsthey .prdduce: no itir pollution .and onlr.
mnhna! :thermal. pollution.

. .
, Inciseased fundi . mic Rriergy 6

CommisSion liquid . m ç bOtedef spactor
(144FOR) Program, in Iruction Of a
'demohstration. plant - in , was a central
.theine of the-President's 1971 energy 'message. Bin
now the, breeder coneept. Is,coMing under attack. ..

'.- t 's_, Central tO the criticism ha ',been an- analysis . - ...,

'
. of the AEC's claims for the., breeder by ThoMas B.

:Cochran, a physicist. fbr the Washington think tank,
.- Resources for the Future, which questiona 'Many of,

v.' the econornie ass ipth,m the commission osedl.to --.... ,
justify its failfrTh breeders. * . 'I,.

° -' ochraiesuggests, for ekample, &LIAO' agency, .. .
., ...used an unrealistiC ,discount,' rate --in., econonic -

projectiona;' that if underetimated. Ai eAent of
-1,4tiranium reserves int. 11.8;,. that its overesiiimited.-

the demand for elee pownr in the last decade of .-

this century whekthe treaders shoukl become truly
'e6onomic, and that it skated over the costs of the
advanced technology that wili be nedessary to brings

. breeders to' conimercial use: .. .

, r'D?..

,
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THE NUCLEAR FUEL 'CYCLE

The major -steps in a nuclear fuel cycle are
presented schematically in Figure . Because each
reactor concept empletyk its own fuel cycle, this
figure is generalized in order to present briefly the
basic principles involved.

To begin the cycle, uranium is mined by
conventional moans and is then shipped to mills
where: the uranium is separated from the extraneous
bulk.' material and concentrated. At this point, the
uranium compound is refined &id converted to

' gaseous uranium hexofluoride (UF6) and sentito one .

of the governthent owned gaseous, diffusion 1)1ants:

Enrichment is the process by which the
--concentration of fissionable Uranium is increased to
i:diiiirable level. At present the only way to produce
significant quaritities of enriched uranium is ,She

, gasairUS iurbooasmoeess, although some invest'
tviort:ii :being Carried out :tO determine the feasib
Of 'FAS-Ceqtrifugation. The, gaseous diffusionmoce
*o:pratii ph. Mq .principle that the lighter Li UF6

e s thr.00gh aAlarrier fastir_ than the 238UF6. By
pas#1.g.theyUF6 throtle)-AOrtain number of barriers,

. the itesifecf eririOhnient obtained. typically, the
. ;i1,q0Ceqtrati;;M, .OtUrtniuxa-235 is increasedlrom 0.7

Tor titoitinalry occurring uranium to the
iipkooretnt to fi've per. ctht levels which are used
in nuclearb power plants.

,
.

The gaseous diffusion process is the only part
of the nuclear fnel cycle that is not done by privIte
industry. The electric power companies pay a service
charge or toll for the enrichment. 7

v

. ,

f.t A iv
14,34

14.

4

The next step in the.cycle shown in Figure is
the fuel preparation, in which the output of the
diffusion plant is.converted to UO2 and shaped into
pellets. ,

The fuel fabrication step is one ,of the most
expensive, representing _almost 1/3 of the fuel cycle
cost. This cost,is due fartly to the fact that there
are so many type% of fuel rods and fuel rod assemblies
and partly due to the requirement for exotic clodding
materials. The latter is imPor.tant since cletdding
represents the primary containment for both the,fvel
in the reactor, and later for the fission .produciS4.4...
which build up as the fuel is used.

The heart of the nuclear fuel cycle is
reactor itself, which has already been discusse

0 y

Following this phase, 'the complexion of
fuel CjIcle is drastically altered. The fuel elenients tha
are withdrawn from the reactor are now highly
sadioactive as the result of fission product generation
and, furthermore, the fissioh products prosluce so
much heat that cooling is required.

Basically, the function of the reprocessing step,
, is to separate the unfissioned uranium and plutonium
from ihe fission products.

- T After reprocessing, -lhe . currently unusable
fission products will be fed into the waste
Management prIrdm discussed in Chapter 6. The
'fissionable uraniuth and plutonium are then sant
theconversion enrichment and fuel preparativn steps°.
of the fuel cycle, depending on the nature of the
material and the demands of the fuel cycle'.

.

8

4
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Section 1

IntroduCtion and Results
4c.s.

The Reactor Safety Study was sponqprel
by the U. S. ,At,bmic Energy Commission'
to estimate the public risks that could
be involved in pdtential accidents in
commercial nudlear power plants of the
type now in uqe. It .was performed under
the independent direction of professor
Norman C. Rasmussen of the Massachuset
Institute of Technology.' The riSki h

' to be es4matea, rather than ' measured
becellse altholigh there are- about 50 suc

''plants now operating, thereAlave been no t
nuclear accidents to date resultin-g in
significant releases of !radioacti<iity in
U.S. cormercieli nuclear power plants.
Many Of the -methods used to develop
theseh estimates are based on 'those that
Wert ''deireloed by the DepartMeni of
DefenSe and tee National Aeronautice and
Space Adminiiiration in 'the , last 10
years= aria aredoming into increasing use

,in recent yearop., -
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The ohjective f the study was to moke a
realiatic - estimate of these riAlcs 'and,
to prove perspective, to cOmpr theM
with non-nuclear risks to 'which Our
society an its individu4Ls aril; ;already
exposed. This informaffon% be ;of;
help in deterMining the .futUr0,,
by society on nuclear power'As ''NoUro.e
of electricity. .

,

_

The results from this study su
the risks to the public fror.v°
accidents'.*...inr °wee,' .nts are
comparativell s s iq0?-4,0art.01,0

the following c tiona:
";

The possible c ces pOten-

4.? A.gures!1:-.1.0 and Ir2-.shcoof
ly.)Rcl and ,,number ot, fat itle0 ofrett--,3;

: bot mclear. and a."17a4,ety dof. non-
nuci.par acciilenWt,it4d4 .-ritigures
inticate thatnonlmAlear;'events are

ut-_, 10,000 ,timea*'More likely' to
pizo:olicge large n era!of ;, fatalities

udlear plra

bI kFigUre-% ,1-3hows 4th'e
d011ar" valup Ofi popei

'":;sociated Oith'Aituc1iea±

tial rea&tor ac ts are:p.edicted
to ,be no larger, nd in Many ',cases
much smaller,. an tho'Se of non-
nuclear accidentS. The consequences
are predicteg to be smal,ler than .;
people' have been led to bendre by .4
previous stuclieS whiCh delihepately
maximized estimates of these ..,.conse-
quences.

1.The work., originally' sponsored by the ft
U.S...Atomic Energy Commission, was com-
pleted under; the spoasorihip of the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
which caMe into being on January .19,.
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F1aLIRC4:' FreCluency of. FatIli.'ties due to ganrci
Caused' Events-

. .

/. ,. .
Notes .'..1. Pataiities due to:aUto accidents Are not shown becau.se daia a;e 4 ' - ' '1

. i

1:, ., i ..,...ot 'available. :/iyto aocidents.cause about 50,000 fatalities imp' yea0..
. ....

:2 kodioxirnate untertaintles fbr nUClea, events aiiiestimated, ..
reWeiented by tacthr. pi /hi, arid 4 on ionWqi.re,C. rnagnrItrdes'a4d '

. '' ' . '
.. .1 n ..

.1:4- factors of 1/5 *ad 5 dn probetplities: -,
.

.

. abitity of largeu reciuded conseauence magnitude is- estimated to
3: For natural and men cpasedoccutrences the uncertainty'. Prob- t 4
.. .

represented bi. faitOrs 'if 1/20 ..9d 6. Smaller Magnitudes have less '
uncertainty

. , 'r. .

loosma
;

FIGU 'Frequency -of "ti-litiet's due'!;.t:(.5...1:1'at - 1

RI ', Ev,ents .- 4.

"Ir.l. 441. 44,,,tr;,' :3/4I'.: ',:), -,-.I, 4-S'
I. rot natwftiloa man cauied octlitfances ille uncertamtV $n pedit ..

.0ability oTireiesCradardecflope.Zriuscf rpaignitude Is estimatelirtct .'...
11Ikbo represented by factors o 0 0145;;Iraller fragnoudesWive'..,'.-

; less uncerAsinty.

t y darna 4e is associ
effects:

with three

. f.
2. AppillOti uncertadttles for nuclear events'are Mtmatedvtb Silky

more's' ieduby factor:a of 1/4 and 4 tuge
and by factors of 1/5 and 5 dnbobatohiAts. ' .

g
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re ir ulated %hen this
rfo d. l''' The EiVyedi ,1,114.1.eakr
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:.;ifata 4I

..,

at cident ,;-isks are v d
to . °their pOs.sible daU. s
inj ur igt s . 11., .., - '' ,..

''''the cost .-of relocating ,people t
away from contaminated 'area's,

the decontamination op land -::to
avoid overexposing 1:eople". to

p radioactivity.
the cost oif ensuring that people
are not exposed to potential
sources of radioactiVity in food-
and water supplies4

In additicin to the overall risk inforina-
tion in Figg... 1-1 through 173, it
useful to $pinsider the risk to individuH
als of bei*e fat,gily injured by various'
types of accidents. The bulk of the in-
formation shown in Table 1-1 is taken
krprn the 1973 Statistical Abstracts' of
the u.S. and applies to the year 69,

onto- atal,it4
nam 'r -t'cif '0"

;

ectrr
(4 tccpu be, cause ;by. u a detyr.. ...-

Theseko ihdlude ir.j.juilear:'- dl lp g-te*,
hehlth effects such as cancersf snetic 7
EL'Afeclip, lind - toid gland ,j.8.1n ss. 'VIC,.

.. etiN,rly, il Ines '.. pected in gote ipl at:-'i
eiderits wthil e aboat 10 tim s ;,laleni*as the t nalities sho in litig 1-1 ad

-,comparison e are- 8 million
injuri Caused nua y by otiter Acti-
dents. The nuje of cases ofjAenetic ,

effects"and long- cancer -faPtalities
is "Prediopted , to sifilller 'than the
normal incid#riit, rgte of these- diseases.
Even fOr a larg aacidedt4 the. small in-

, creaies in these disetes *Mild be dif-
ficult to ,- sletect frthe ;normal inci- &

14,1,en.oe rate: .* di:, 4, ,



Frequency of Property Damage.due'to
ilaural. and Man.:Caused Events.

lgot41, I.. PlOoertyflamage dne to.auto accdenis .s not included.hee:au.se data
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POWER
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Propepy Darnaci(Dollars)

er

lit

Motor Vehicle
Fallt
Firepand.not Substances
-prowning
Firearms.
Air,Tra/el
Falling ObjeCts
Electrocution
Lightning
Tdrnadoes
Hurricanes

'All Accidents
Nucleat Reactit'Accidents
(100 plants) L.

Tctal Number ,

55,791
17,827
7,451
6,181
2,309
1,778
1,271
1,148

, 160 /

91
. 93

111,992

N.

Individual Chance
per Year

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

in 4,000''
in 10,000
in 25,000.
in 30,000
in 100,000
in 10.0,000
in 160;000
in 160,000.
in 2,000,000
in 2,500;000
in, 2,500,000
in 1,609

in.2,000,000,0007

Thyroid illnesses that might result ilm
a large accident are mainly the %forma,-

tiOil of nodules ,on the thyroid'gland;
these can be.trdated by medical proce7
dures and rarely lead to, serious cOnse7:
quences.- 'For, most accidents, the nuMber
of .nodules caused would be 11.com-
'pared to their normal incidence r e.

.The number that might be produced in
very unlikely accidents would be aboUt
.equal td their normal occurrence in the
exposed population. These vould e'

ir:!'' a..

observedAkuring Ai period cf 10 to,40
year* 1O1.16Willg tkie accident,

While -rale,study.. has presented tbe estiil
mated-risks-. frOm nuclear lx5Wer, plant
accidents and compa ed tAm wi*othtr
.risks that eXist n.o qiety,Ilt. has
made no judgment'. t 4c tabillty of
uclear risks Th vent bp: what

'1 el 'of tit* is acceptable should be
,mad by.a broader' segmen't of society
thap hat involved in t4is siud;"..

. . .

. 1

87 ' A4 I

g.0 4".
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Questions and Answetimbout the Study
10

't
This section of the summary presents
more informatiorlabout the details Of
the study than was covered in the intro=.
ductiop. It ip presented in questiop
and answer' forMat.forpase of reference.

2.1 WHO DiD'THIS STUDY.AND HOW MUCH'
EPPORT WAS INVOLVED??

,

Thestudy was:done principally at the
Atomid Energy.Commission headquarters,by
a group of scientists and engineers who
had the skills-needed to carry out the
study's tasks. They came trom a variety,
oforganizationsvincleding the AECi-the
national laboratoriea, private laborato-
ties, and universities, About 10 people
Were AEC-employees. The Director of the
study was Professor Norman C. RasMus$en
of the Department of Nuclear' Engineering
of the MasS:achusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, who serVed as an AEC consultant
during the coUrse of the study. The

. Staff Director whO.. had .the .day-to-day
responsibility 'for ,,the project was
Mr". Saul:Levirv og the AEC,. The study
waa . Started in,. the summer of 1972. And
took,tw&yeara to complete'. A total of
66, people,i various consultants, 70 man- r

wears of effort, ancl about four million
dpllars were involved. 2.4 HOW IS:RISK.DEFINEO?

2,2 WHAT KIND OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS The idea of risk. Involves both the like-
ARE COVERED BY THE STUDY? lihood. ahd. -codiequences of an event.

Thus; t6estimatet,the risk inliolved in
4

which is- neededboth .t.O. Cool the%fue.i..,^
ande to maintain the fissionN chain'
reaction. .

3

The }pat released in. the uranium by t4k.
fission proceiS heats the water.,a4*
forms steam; &he steam turns a turbipe.
to 'generate electricity. Similarly;
Coal and,dil plants generate electricity...
using fossil fuel to boil'iwater.

k
Today's nuclear power .plants are very
large: A typical plant ties an electri-
:cal capacity of 1,000,000 kiqowatts, or
1,000111megAwatts.. This.is enough elec-

r tridity for a city of about fiVe hundred'
thousand People.'

2.3 CAN A NUCLEAR.POWER'PLANT EXPLODE
LIKE AN ATOM BOMB.?

No. 'It is impossible for.nuc'ldar power
plants to explode -Ake' a nuclear weapon.'
The laws of physics do not permit thip
becauae the fuel contains'only a small
fraction (3-5%) of the special type .>of,
uran&um' -(Called uranium235) that, must
qbe used in weapons.

The study considered large power read- OkiV)14,,an,autforkibpe, one would need to I
tors of the pressurized water and:boil- 6 1 kn %.7 thei.,likelAhOtid%of-:an, accident .in. Z
ing water,type being used .in, the U.9t ch, -tor dX4M0Wi, an individual, Colin
today. Reactors. of ehe present general. ' r.2) Jailed. Thus 'tbere 'Alp
tion are all water cooled, ahd therefore ate 'lw di feteht

,
consequences, injury

,-the: study limited' itself to.'"thie te ofataty, each with.it's own- liken-
Although high.temperature gas cooled'and h. : ,For injury, an individual's

. , liquid metal fast bieeder reactor'de- cZLtce per year is about one in 130 and
sigma are now under. A4Velopment, reac- for, fatality,f it is ebbut one 'n 4000.
tors of this :type are not expected.to
have Any significant role in U.S. elec-
tric AjoWer production in this decade;
.thus they were,not considered. .

Nuclear pOwet'plants prodUce efectricity'
by the fissioning- cot splitting) of.

uranium atoms. The nuclear reactor fuel
in.which the'uranium atom& fitision is:in,
a large.steel.vessel. The:teactor fuel
.consists of about 160 tohs of utanium.
The uranium- is,inside metwi rods about
,1/2 inch in diaMeter and_abofft 12 feet

4long., .These rods areorNdaanto fuer
bundles, of about 50-200 rOds(each. Each
reactor. contains several hUnaked-bun-
dle5.' The vessel' is. filled wit)117 water,

a

0 ,11'
. 89

T a type of deAteconcerns the r'sk to
in ividuals and.can'affectattitud and.

' hab ts _that individual have .t ard'
dri ihg. /

-HOwe\ver, from an overall societal Vie
point, different types of data are o
inte est. Hste, 1.5 millioh injuries
pet. year and ss;000 fatalities per year
due o automobile accidents represent
the J4ind of ingormation that might be:cif .

use in making'dedisions on highway and
autom3bile safety.

/1

The s
tors.
livin

type of logic apPliea-to reac-
,From, the 7vieWOOini Of a person
in the ,general vi inity 'of 4

_



reactor, the likelibood of being..killed
in anY one yeee' in a reactor accident is
one Chance in' 2,hillion,,and the likeli-
hood of bgliniy injured.in any one year in
,a reactoeHaccident is one 'chance in
7.5,00Q,000,

7) '

2.5 WHAT CAUSES THE RISKS. ASgOCIATED
WITH NUdtEAR POWER PLANT XCCIDENTS?

The risks from nuclear power%plants are
due to'the ,radioactivity_formed .by the

fission...5rodess, In normal operation
nuclear Powex plants release 'minute
amounts of'thiNs radioactivity caner con-
trolled conditions. In the event of

.highly, unlikely accidents, larger
amounts of'radiaactivity. could be re-

leased and 'could: cause significant
risks.

The fragmentS ,of the uranium atom tfiat
.remain afterW fissions are. radioac-
tive. .These radioactive atoms are

called fiSsion products. They disinte-

- grate further with the release of

nuclear"radiations. Many of them dpcay

away quickly, in a matter of minutes or
hoprs, to non-radioaCtive forms. OtherS

:',4ecay away more slowly and requiKe
.:::!ixtonths, and in a few cases, many years

4to decay. The fisSion products accumu-
ating in the fuel rods include both

_gases and solids. Included are iodine,
vaSes like krypton and xenon, and solids

-like cesium and strontium.

2.6 HOW CAN RADIOACTIVITY BE RELEASED?

The,' only Way. that potentially large

amounts-of radioaCtivity could be re-

leased:tis r.by melting the fuel'in the
reactole cOre. The fuel that is removed

from :a reactor after, use and'stored t

the plant site.also contains conside
able amounts of radioactiVity.' Howeiver
ccidental releases from such,,used 'fuel

wete found. tio.7be .quite unlikely, and

small compared to potential rkleases', of
radiciactivity.from the fuel in\ple,.re4b-

tor core,

tial radioac#ive releases might OcCur
and has-identified those that. determ
the risks. This involved defining
-ways 'in;which the fuel in the core.t Id

_Melt and the ways in whkch systems to
control the release' of ,radioactivity

,
2.,- HO1 'micAT A COREMELT ACCIDENT

uveo ,

t iS 'Signif:id&nt thatin some 200
-,reaCtor-ryearsOl coMmercial 4etatiOn'of
teactors,of the type considered in the

J report there have been no fuel m
' accidents. 'To meltthe fuel requi

failure in the 'cooling system or et%

e occurrence 'of a heat imbalance. that.

WOuld allow thp'fuel to heat uR to-its .

Melting point, about 5,000°F.

To those unfamiliar with the character-
,

istics of reactots,.it might seem' that
all that ip required to prevent fuel
from ovetheating is a syptem to promptly
stop,' or shut,down, the fission procesa
at the first sign of trouble. Although
reactors have -such systems, they-alone
are not enough since the radioactive
decay of fission fra4ments ih the fuel
continues to generate heat (called.decay
heat) that must be removed even. after
the fission p'eocess Stops. Thus, redun-
aant decay heat removal systems are aleo
provided in reactors. In addltion,

.emergency core cooling systems- (ECCS)
are provided to cope with a series -of
-potential but unlikely acciddhts,) caused
by ruptures in, 'and loss of4coolant

The safety.design of reactors includes a
Series..cf.systems to prevent the over-
heating of fuel and to control. potential ,

releases of radioactiVity from the fuel../. 4K

Thus,.for a POtential accidental release

of radkoactivity to the' environment to,

occur, there1itUst.be a'seriee of sequen-:,
tial"failures'that would Cause.th*.,luel,
to Overheat,and ,release-its.r4dio4Ativi-
ty. .There wbuld,also haVete be fail-

ures is, the Systems designed to reMove

and contain the radioactivity. .

The studybas examined-fa very large num-.-

ber ofpotential pathi:by which poten=. .

Vca,'the normal coolin4 system',

The ReaCtor Safety Study has.defined tWo
road types of situations.that,Mightpo-.

" teNtially lead to a melting of the reac-.
tor core: the'loss-of-coolant accideet
(LOCA) and tVansienta. In the event of
a potential loss of coolant, the normal
cooling water-woufd he lost from the

cooling systems and core melting wodld
be prevented hy the Uqe of the emergendy
ccire cooling system -(ECCS),.: Rowever,
melting could:..occur.in.'a loss of;doolant
if the ECCS Wei-e to fail,to-operate.

The term "transieiltrefer any one
of a' number '471f conditiO h coulct
4occur in a gant and wo4d %re the ,

>eactor: #hiA down. F0114wing.
shutdown, .th&decay heat removal Aystems

; woUld ''opgrate to keep,; the, 'Cdre from

overheatinq. Certain-failuies in either ';
the ShutdOwn the.tecay: heat temoval
!isstemis 4iso havp.th d.t.eentiai.7.to cause
melting the. core-. ,



, 2.8 WHAT FRAITuRES'ARE PROVIDED IN
REACTORS TQ,COPE.'WITH A CORE MELT'
.ACCIDENT? I

Nuclear, power p4ants has1 e numerous sYs-
n

,tems,designed to.prevent core meltng.
PurthekMore, thete ate inherent physiCal.'
procesdes and.-additiOnal ..features hat
come into play tO remove and contain.the. j
radioactiVity released from -the molten'
fuel should 'core 'melting occur. Al-
thOUgh there arer features provided, ,to
keep the'containment building from being-

-damagedfor some time,'after the ''Icore
melts, the contatnment wouLT ultimatelY
fail, causing a release of radioactivi-,
ty.

-An essentially leaktight containment.
.bUilding is provided to prevent the
initial dispersiort.'.of the airborne ra-
.1dioact1vity into tiie environMent. Al-
though the containment Would. fail . in
time 4f the core were to melt, until
that time, the. radioactivity released
from the .fuel .woilld be deposited by
natural processes on the surfaces inside
.the containxhent. Izr additiein! plants

' are provided with.syStems to contain and,
trap the radiOactil?ity released within'
the containment building'. These systems
include such things as water sprays and.'
pogis to Wash radioactivity out Of the
building atmosphere and filtera to trap
radioactive particlesPrior to their re-
lease. .Since the containment buildings.'
are 'made -essentially ,Xleaktight,' tbe
radioactivity is coptained As'lOng as
.4the, building, remains intact. Even, if
tbe building:wezeto have siiable leaks,
large,amounts of *he radioactivity would
ikely be removed by the systems pro-
ided .for that7 purp

deposited on interio
building by natUral p

e or mild be
surfaces of the s

cesses.

,

Even though the containment buklling
would be expectedto....remain intact ',for
smite 'time fVowing,a ccike melt, even,
tually the mol en,masi wouAO be expected
to est its- way through the concrete
floor into the .ground below. Followisg
this, much of the=radioactive material
gould be trapped in the soil; howeyWt, a:
small &Mount would escape to the'surface
and be releASed. AlmOst.all.of the non-
gaseous radibactivity would be trapped
in the soil,

It is possible to podtulatp core Melt
.accidentl3. n which, the \containment'
building would fail by overpreasurazâ-
)ion -or bY missiles created by the

accident. Such-accidents are7-less!lik4-
,ly but could release a larger. amoUnt -of
airborne rdigactlIvity,'and have .moie
serious.co4Sequ4nces. The 'Consequences'
of tOese less likely acCidep*Shave been
included in the siudy!s*reulta shown in r
figs.-.1.rl-thrOugh

0

.2.1 HOW MIGAT. THE LOSe,,OF-cOOLANT ikqc
DENT LEAD TO A-COAlikMEL:T?

L'oss of cdotant accideuts are postulated
, to-result. from faildres in Lhe notIMAl.

, .

reactor cooling water system,.and plants
are deeigned to cope witleeuch failures.
The water in he reactor.cooling systeMs
is at'a very high pressure (between
to 100 times the.pressUre in,a:Car
and if a rupture were to Occur in the '

pipes, pumpsi, valves, or_vessels that
contain it, then.a "blowout"' would hap-
pen. In this case soMe of thewater
Would flash to stearci and blow out of the
hole.- This could be serious sintelbe,
fuel could melt if !additional cooling

pot slipplied :in a rather short

L, . .

The ,Ioss ofcnormal cooling irrthe evept_
of a LOCA wOuld Stop the chain reaction*
so that, the amount of heat produce
would drop very rapidly to a.few percent
of its Operating level. ,HOwever, after
tli5.sudden drop the :amount of heat.
being . produced would:decrease muchIpore
slowly and would.be controlled by the,
'decay of the radioaCtivity in the:fuel.
Although this-depreaSe in ,heat genera-,.
tion ds.helpful, it would-not beepough
to prevent the fuel from melting 'unless
additional cooling 'wese supplied, ,'To
deal with this situation, reactors hRVe
emergency .coresOling Systems (ECCS),.
whose function iti,A6 prOvide cooling for-
just', sich eN:rents.% These systems have .

pumps, pipes, valve$, and.water, Uppli,es
whichAre capable'of dealing wit breaks.
of various .dizes. 'They, are. 1s2
designed to be redundant so*that if s m4
components fail to Ogralte, the core óan
stiiI be,cooled.

.

4

4

.,..The studY has examined a large pumper
%0Otential-'sequences of, vents follówing.
bOCAs of Varidus sizes. lmost all a.
of the cas s, the'LOCA St 'felloWed
by failures in the emergendyc e cool-.
ing -system pecOre tb melt.: %he .

principal exception, teP,thia'-isthe. mas-
sive failure of the large' pressure vesl-
sel that contains 'the% QL!Ore. However,

II
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. T.,-

,

'4he.acchMulated exper4Ode With pressure
vessels,indicatelethatg the chande of .

such a failuref!is sMall. In fact the.
study found.that the likelihood of pres-

..sure vessel failure wee so small that it
did pot contribute to the overall risk

from reactoOaccidents:

,

.2.1.0 A-IOW MIGHT A REACTOR T4ANSIENT LEAD .

TO N'ONRE MT :

ralt

10
e

The tetm !'reactoransiept." refers.to a
number, 'of eVentsicthat:require the reac-
tor 0 be,shut dOwn". Thete range.',1rom

norMal shutdowo'r for suCh things ai re-
fueling to.such "I.Invlanned but expected
.events as foss of power to the plant
Ifrom 'the utility. transmission' _lines.

he reactor, is designed- to cope with.
planned transients by automatically
uttipg down. Following. shutdown,
ooling'systems would be verated to,

remove.the heat produced-byAhe raaioac-.
tivity in the fUel., There .are.'several
diffprent cooling systems capable of re-,
moving this he,at.,, but, if they all should
fail,' the heat leing.productd would be
sufficient tin-eventually boil',',away all
the cooling wa"terand melt the core.

In addition to the above pathWay to core
melt; it is also poesible to postulate.
core melt-resulting from the:-failure of
the ielactor shutdown sYstems following a
transient event.,.In this case it 'would .'

be possible for.: the amounts of heat
generated to be0such that the availaple
cooling, systemt might ndt cope wkth it
_and, cbre melt could retult.

.

".

$02.2.1 HOW-LIKELY Ig A COE,MELT
ACCIDENT?

,
The Reactor afety Stugy Carefully;exaM-
ihed the,varlous pathSNleading to cpre
melt. Using.Methodsdeveloped in recent
-'years fOr estimating the likelihood:
tp4):..abcidepts, a probability of occu
renCef"fEas'deterOned foveadh core
Ccidefit identgi;ed. These.p

2.12 WHAT IS THE NATURE OF.THE HEALTH
EFFECTS'THAT A CORE MELT ACCIDENT
MIGHT PRODUCE?.

It is,qpossible for a Potenti snelt
accident to release enough r dioacti'vity
so". that .some fatalities iht 'aCcur
iwithircla short time (aboUt one Year)
after the. acadent: Other people may be
exposed..to. radiation levels:which would
produce:).6bservahle effects.which would
require, med4bal attentiqp but.from,which
theywould .recover. In addition, some
Teople may;receive even lower exposures,,
'whiCh would 'produce nO'nOtideable ef-
fects but'might increaSe' the incidence

' of "certain diseases over' a period of.;
,.many. years.' The observably effects,
which occur 'eshortiy after the acCrdeh,t
are called early, or acute, effects.

e

The delayedor latent, effeCts of,radi7
ation exposure cbuld cause some increase
in the incidence of diseases such as
cancer, genetic effects, and thyroid4
gland illnespes in the eicposed popule-'
tion. In general these effectt would.

appear as an increase in these'diseates
over a:10 ,i'AD 50. year 'period following ,

the exposure. Such effects may be.difu
ficult to notice because the increase is
expected .to be small compared-to the
normal incidence rate of these discosct.i

'The stUdS,'.has estimated the inereased',
incidence Of 'potentially fatal cancers

;
over the 50 years ,following an accident.
The ntiMber f latent cancer Eatalities'
'are pred ed tp the relatively,small
.compared: tO their normal incidence.

4 Thyroid illness refers mainly to small,/
lumps, or nodules, on the thyroid gland:
The nodules are- treated by medical prb-
cedures thpt scimetimes involve' simple,
surgery, ahd these Are unlikely to lead
to seribaconsequences. .Medication may
alto be .,;needed to.suppleMent the gland
f'UnctiOn. ,

0 ties were'cOmbiined to obtain, the ,

. probability' of melting :the000re: The :-

,,,) per reactor per year. With lt0 react6rS
..value obtained was abOut ,i.,one n 20000

: operatingi'. es is anticipated fol2c the.
6:
"1, U.S. byg abOut 1980-,7this means that the'

hance for one suCh acci4ent.is one in,

200 per.y
0

'

Radlation'ris. recognize0 as one of the.
fdctors that can liroduc4 genetic-effects.
hich aepeai aS defects in a subsequen
generation. .Frodethe total populationyi
epcposuee Causeci by.. the accident, the.% ,

expectedimcrease in.genetic effects
subsequent enetatiOns dan be'estimated..
These.effects are predicted to bew sma4,111,

.cOmperedto iheif normal inckdencg rate:

2.13...WHAT ARETHE MOST 1.41cgLY cal00E-
ObENcES OF A CORE MELT ACCI6ENT2,-. '

As:,stated, the. probability of
melt accadent9 is anft06 average one in
20,000 per reactor per'fear. The *most

9 '. o .

.

-. ,%, 0
.92



likely consequences'o
are 4illen below.

MOST.LIKELY CONSEdUENCES.OF
; CORE MELT ACCIDENT

aCCident

FAtalities-

rnjuries

1

Latent,Fatalities per year

Th

koid

Nodules per year.

en t WG ic Defects per,year
. ..

ia) rProperty Damage:

'!.4

.1.nA.hat,.fi wide range, 4f conseqUences si %

.1.:.
.

poasible' depending on:the exact condi,-
. tions under which the' Accident oCcur,S.

In the 'case of a coremeltthe):oOdSer
'- quences would depend mainly' on -"three

faotoi:s.: the' amount ,of radioactivitY
. ,released, the may it isdispersed by the',

Consequenues prevailing weather .conditionsi arid the

<1

<1'

° P:

<1 .

A <I,

<41;000,000 ,

-
(a)

This does , not include 4amage tteat,

might occurto ihe plant or aoSts for
replacing the'poWer generation lost
by such damage.

2,14 HOW DOES THE AVERAGE ANNUAL RISX
FROM NUCLEAR ACCIDENTS' COMPAR.
TO OTHER commal. RISKS?

COnsidering the 15 million people who
-live within 25 miles of currentor plan-
ned U:S. reactor site's, and based On
current accident rates in the'U.S., the
annual numbers of fatalities and .ipju-
ries expected from various sources are
shown in the table below,

4 ANNUAL FATALITIES AND INJURIES * '

EXPECTED AMONG THE 15 MIIIION PEOPLE .

LIVING WIT N 25.MILES OF U.S.'.
ACTOR SITES

FatalTes

,

Faili- kipsop

F,ire
i
1 '15t0

:',

..! Electrticution ),' ...90

Lightning 4,4 it

Reactors.(10
*planta) 7.:

Iuries
3.75 , 060,

'75,0o

242;090
'4,

2

,

!..2.1 AT IS IME NUMBER oF FATALITIES
, ... .,..

r .' ,' ,' , %.A14111114INJURIES
,
EXPECTED AS A RESULT'.

.: - , ,OF A CORE MELT ACCIDENT?:.

:

)-7JA ,O.Ore-:mOlt accident is similar -to ba4y
, .

- 4

.:.otherypes of majoi'accidents- such kas
',H1lreq4.expiosione, ' dam'fillluree,_

e

:.,
T. :.ii°

.

1,1

numberof,people eVosed" ito the',radia-:
tion.. With .these Ohree .factors known,
it is possible to make a reasonable
estimate of the consesuenOeS., 0
The study calculated the health effect%.'
4nd ;the probability" of occUrrence for_
140,000- poseible combinations-of radio-
actiire 'release Magnitude,' weather type,

. and population eXposed. The probability
of agiven release was-determined-from a

.Careful exaMination of the probability
!of variods''reactorsystem failures. The ;
probability of various weather condi-
tions was obtained from weather data
collected at many reactor- sites. The
probability of Variods.numberi of people
being exposed.. was obtained frop U.S.
census data for current And planned U.S.

. reaceor sites: TheSe thousands of com-
putatu6ne were'carried out with the aid
of a larve digital computer.'

; -

1.

These results:Showed that the probabili-.
ty of.art, accident resulting ,in 10 or
more fatalities'is predicted to be about
-1 in 3,00,.000 -per plant per year.

, -The
probability of 100 or More fatalities'is
predicted-to be about 1 in 10;000,000,

,arld for 1000 or more, 1 in%100,000,0,00.
..The largest value.reported 'in the Study

was. 3300 fatalities, with aADrobability
of about One in,a billiod.

The above estimates are derived from'a-,
t contequence model which includes atatis..7 A.

dalculatiOns. .to describe evacui .

tions,of people out of, the path of
aiiborne .radiosctivity. This'evacuation'

model was developed froin data describing
,evacyetions that have been performed,
.during,non7nuclear events.

r. "

If a grouR of 106 simiI.AF, plants Are
:considered,- thenthe chance bf-ari acCi-
dent causing l0X4 more.fatalities' is A
in 30,000 .per year. For accidents" in-
volving-Him) -Or more 4atalities th%
number isl in .fopoopeliier year. In-
terestil/ly, val4e coincides With,,
'the probability thaO A meteor would'
strike' a u$S: populAtiogircenter And-
cause 1600 fatalitigs.

.

3 .!

The table shown below
compare the likelihood
accident "t0 noh-nUclear
could cause the ° Barad

oAn be Aised to
of 'a nuclear.
,T4cidents that -

consdivenCes.
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AVERAGE PROBABILITY OF MAjOR MANLCAUSED AND NATURAL EVtNTS.,

Type, Of Event

ManCaused

,AiKplane Crash
Fire
EXplosion
Toxic Gas

Natural *

Tornado
Hurricane
Earthquake
Meteokite Impact

ReaCtor§

loo R1ants

.PrObability of
100. or More_
Fatalities''

:1
in 2 years
in*,7 years
in 16 yearS,
in 100 years

1 in 5'.years,
i in 5 years
1 in"20 years.
1 in 100,000. years

.1'i 100:0/00: Years .

./

ProbabilitY-of;-
1900 or-More..
Fatalities

1 in 2000 yeara
200..years
1,20 'years .

1 ift7T000 years

very small
1. in,.25,yeae
1 in 50 years

000;000 yeark'

1 in ,0170,00O ydarg
I

%
$ These include' man-Causedas4,well as ,

naturl events. Man}, ofJ..h00,1"probabil-.
ities '4are ,obtained frolfbisterical .
records but others arerso'SmalI that no
such event' has ever been obserNred.

/ the latter casesi the probability has

, I been calcul4ed ^using techniques,-Similar
thoseused for the nuclear plant.

In regmd to iniuries .frOm pptential.
.nuclearptower,plant acCidents., the, ram-7

.
ber of 'injuries that wou.14grequIele medi-
cal attention shortly after 4p acciddnt
is about la times largezvthan the number
of tatalities predicted.

0

2.16 WHAT I:g THt MAGNITUDE OF'THE'LATEgT.,41
'OR LONG-TERM, HEALTH EFFECTS?

As with the,sh term.effeCts. the in-

..cidence, of 'Ia cancers,, treatable
latent thyroid .ilIness, -and, genetic
effects .would vary with- the exact

accident conditisms. 7 The7 table'beloW 4

illustrates the ,eip hl size cf -Suc
events. ,4The04; column shows the

conseque es tl4tNIO d be produced by-

-core melt ac4.0,044S the most' likely of
.whiCh .has .Cndhance in- 201.000 per'

reAtor per year of oteurring. The

- second column shows the consequenCes for -
an ,accident'that has a chance:of 1 in'a
Million Of occurring. The third 'column4
shows the normal j.nCidence rate. , L'

.

.' 4"
. . -

.
-,- l

;

In- these' Accidents, only, 'induction
:Of ttiyroid podtles wobldOle dbservable,

... , 9.6

-044-

1

;

and this nly', in the case Of larger;
adcidents These nOdules

are\easily* diagnosed and treatable by
medical or surgiCal- rprocedures.: The
incidence of other effectswodId be loW,
and.shatild-Tnot be discernible in view.of
the higp normal incidence Otthese.twa,.
dis.easeS.- '

INCIDENdE PER YEAR OF.LATEgT HEALTH EFFECTS'
FOLLOWING A liOTENTIAL REACTOR AeCIDENT

,

. ..

health 4..110ne,

Effect '

ChanCe per or ,
.20actor.per,

Year
a ,,

,

Norma1924
.' IncFpence

Rate

_,Expoted,:.
Pepulation
.(per year)

....

i

20,06b. /

.,

.., ti

One in
1,000,400(a)

Latent
Canceep

Thyroid
Illness

Genetic
Effecte

<,12

<1

10.

. ,,
, , ;,

1

. /17o:

,146D :

'

.,.

,

-
.

ri,opo

. .

44)00

,"-,,... p
'Y.1.1.:/

6a)The rates dOe to'reactor tccidents are
;temporary ang.would decreaab yiW1 time., I)

The'bulk of.the dahceis7-,a2dthltroid "
.modulesWould'occtir over-1 Yrevieftcaes
474o1 the genetefteâts wo.uld
nif4cantly reduced. th

(h)/fhis'is, the nOrmall'iciden6e that would
be'expected?for.a. Popaation of ,..-

10,0001090i,peop1eho Might receive:,
sops* exposure in a very 1arg0 acoideht-
over the time lieriod that the poltentlal.,
reactdt accident effects might occur.,/



2.12 WHAT TYPE OF'PROPERTY DAMAGEMIGHT
A CORE MELT ACCIDENT PRODUCE?.

A nuclear accident-would cause no physi-
cal damage to property beyond the plant
site but may contaminate it with radio-
activity. At high levels of contamina-
tion, people would have to\be relocated

...,

from their homes until decontamination
procedures permitted their retUrn.- At
levels lower than this, but involving a
larger area, decontamination procedures
would also be required, but people mould#
be able to continue to live in the area.
The area requiring decontamination would
involve a few hundred to a few thousand
equare.miles. The principal concern .in
this larger area would ;be to monitor
farm produce to keep the amount of
radioactiVity ingested through the food
chain small. Farms in this area would
have their produce monitored, and any
produce above a safe level could not be
used.

The core melt accident having a likeli-
hood of'one in 20,000 per prant per year
wou1,0 most likely result in little or no
contamination. The probability _of an
'accident that requires,relocation of 20
sqdare miles is one in 100,000 per
reacton per yew,. Eighty per centg of
all,core melt accidentsyould be expect-
ed to'be less severe than this. Ttle',
largest accident maght require .reloca-
tion from 290 square miles. In an
accident such as this, ageicultural
products, particularly milk; would have
to be monitored foi a month,or two over
an areaabodt 50 times larger until thp.
-iodine decayed away. After that, the
area requirang monitoring would be very
'much smaller.

2:18 WHAT'WOULD BE THE ,ICOST OF THE
CONSEQUENCES OF A CORE MELT
ACCIDENT? .

As with the Other cOnsequences, the cost
would .depend upon the exact cirdum-
stances of the accident. The dost cal-
culated by :the Reactor Safety 'study
included the cost of moving ands housing
the'people that were relocated, the cost
caused by denial of land use and, the
Qost associated with the deniel of use
of reproducible assets such as.dwellings
and factories, and coets associated.owith
the cleanup of cOqamin4lted property.
The -core melt accidentjihlrincy a 4ikeli-
hood of one in 20,000 .per reactor per
year ,would Most likely cauSe property
damage of less .than ..$1",.000,01/0. The
chance.' of an 'eccident ceusing
$150,0b0,000 damage,would be abOut idne
in 100,,000 per .440tor per y9ar..,.The
probat;i4ty woU1dr' be About ."-dne -in

, .
a

;

1,600,000. per plant per year of causing
damage of, aboue one billion' dollars.'
The maximum value would be predicted to
be about\ 14 billion dollars, 'with a
probability of .about one in
1,000,000;000 per plant per year.

This property damage risk frOm nuclear
adcidents can be compared' to other risks
in seVeral ways. The largest man-caused
'events that'have occurred are fires. In
recent years there have beenan,average
of thiee ires pith damage in excess of

. 10 million dollars every year. About
once'every two years there is ,a fire
wiX11 damage' in the 50 to 100million
dollar range. There have been four hur-
ricanes in the last 10 years which
caused, damage in the-range of 0.5 to 5
billion dollars. Recent earthquake es-

. tiMates suggest .that .a .one
dollar earthquake can be expected'in the
U.S. about once every 50 years.

1,

A comparison of the preceding costs
shows'that, although a' severe reactor
accident. would be verypcostly, the'costs
'would be within the range of other
serious actidents'experienced by societY
and the probability of such a nuclear
accident is-estimated to be SMaller than
that of ihe other events.

2.19 WHAT. WILL-BE IME CHANCE OF A
REACTOR MELTDOWN IN THE YEAR

1F.WE HAVE 1000 REACTORS
OPERATING?"

. .

One, hight be tempted to take the.per
plant probability of a particular reac-
tdr. accident and multiply it by 100.Ao.
e.Sti

(L
mate the chance of an accident in

the year. 2000.. This is not a valid
cal;culation, however, beCause.it assumes
that thg reactors to be built during the'
next-25 years will'be,the same as those
being built today. Experience: with
other technologies, gUch as. automobiles.
and airdraft _for example, generally
shows.that, as more units are built and
mOre' expe'rienc'e is gained, theoverall
safetyrecord improves in terms of fewer
accidents occurring per unit.. There are
.changes in plants now being constructed
zthat appear to be,impfOyed as compared
to the plants analyzed in the stUdy, "

2..20' HOW DO WE KNOWTHAT THE ST(IDY HAS,
INCLUDED ALL ACC/DENTS IN,THE
ANALYSIS? . ,

'The study devoted4a large amOunt of its
effort to ensuring that'it covered thope

,Potential accidents. of importance to
determining the Public risk: Itrelied
heavily on.over 20 years of ,eitperience
_that exiets in, the identification and

,.



analysis of potential reactor accidents..
It aled went considerably beyond earlier
4nalyiet that haVe, been performed by
consideKing a large number .of potential
failures that -had never before been
analyzed. For example, the failure.of
reactor systems that can lead to core .
melt and the failure of systems that
affect the consequences of core melt
have betn analyzed. The aonsecidences of
the failure of the massiVe gteel reactor.
vessef and of'the contaihmentwere con-
sidered for the first time. The likeli-
hood that'yarious external forces such
as earthquakes, floods, and tornadoeS
coUld cause accidents'was also analyzed".

In addition there '",are further factors.
that give a .high degree of confidence
that the important and signifitant acci-
dents affecting risk have been included.
These are:: 1) the identification of all
significant sources of radioactivity lb-
cateclat nuclear power plants, 2) the
fact that a large release of radioactkv-.
ity can occur only,if the reactor fuel
were to Emelt, and 3) knowledge of.the
physical phenomena which can cause fuel
to 'melt. This type of approach led to
the screening of thousands of potential
accident paths to identify those that
would essentially determine the public
riSk.

While there is no way of proving that
all possible accident sequences which
contribute to public frisk have been
considered- in the study, the systematic
approach used in identifying .possible
accident sequences makes it unlikely
that an accident was ,overlooked t which
would significantly . change the'overall
risk.

a .

, .

2.21 WHAT TECH4tQUES WERE,,USED IN
PERFORMIN THE ,pTUDY?

Methodologies velpped.Ovet ihe past 10
veers by the Department of Defense and

--
the ,NatiOnal Aeronautics,..and.Space Ad-
Tdnistration were used inAhe study. As'
used in this study, these techniques;
called event' trees and ,fault trees-,,
helped to defipe potential ',accident
paths and their likelihood of occqrence.

An event tree defines an initial failure
wit:hin the plant. It then examines the
Course ..fof events which follow as Aeter-
mined by the operation or -failure of.
various systems that are piovided-tw,

'qDrevent the core from melting and, tO
prevent the release Of radlOactivity to
the environment. Event trees were uspa
in 'this study to .define thouSands of
potential,accident paths which.were ex-
-amined to determine their likeliho4of
occurrence and the amount of radioactIV
iiy that they might release.

ttnaes were used to determine the
1 lhood of failure of the various

'identified' in the event' tree
t paths: A fault tree starts

wi he definition of an undesired
event, such as the failure of,a system
to operate, nd then determines, using'
engineering ,and mathematical logic, the
ways .in which the system can fail.
Using data covering 1) the failure of
components such as pumps,. [Apes arid
valves,e 2) the likelihood of operator
errors, and 3) the likelihood of mainte-
nance errors, it is possible to estipate
the likelihood of system failu even
where no. data on total sreCem ailure
exist.

9.8

96,

*
The likelihood and the size.of radioac-
tive releases .from potential accident
paths were used in combination with the
likelihood of various weather conditions
and population distributions in the vi- .

cinity of the reactor to _calculate ,the
consequences., of the various potential
accidents.



CHAPTER. 4

") "FOSSIL-FUELED ELtCr4RICAL GENERATING STATIONS
,

'.Generel Operation , is normally through,Undergrolind pipelines, 'Which are

,40- Many pillic4ii of years no thg earth laid,down
thick deposps of orianic materializ` Uncle; likt and,'
pressure; these 'materials becarne toil, hil and gas,
composed mainly of ydrogeh and :Carbon. When"

"these' fossil fuels-hinn, they, yelease heat energy and
pioduce carbon dioxide and Water vapor, -plus.

' by-pfoducts such as sulfur' dioxide, oxides of-
nitrogen, 'unburne4 hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide
and ash ' V

'

Most large-fossil fuel-burningplants are similar .

in design, (Figure 19). Fuer in the fonn of crushed
coaloil or gas, Is- blowh (nide/ highinessure into
a brinier, where flamei and hot gases pass oVer and
aroudd thousands of tubes. Water inside the tubes
is convehed fo stC4rn. '

_ Part `Of the fuel's energy is transferred to steam;
part of it ,renta,ins with thtr combustion' products
which are disch to theatmosphere; and part of
it is lost -by acr:lectiOn Snd "conduction to -the/

'N

surroundings..

Stearn from the. boilekis led into a' turbinc,
where part of its energy ks _converted inth 'mechanic*
energy, While the remaindeF is lost in the-condenser
:and to the' siirroundings. The meChanical -energy
produced by the turbine drives the electric generator,
where it is converted to electrical energy.'Again sorrie
las ()cap in the Conversion. The ...overall thermal
effiCiency for most 'tecently7built Steam eleCtric
plants falls between 35 and 40 percent. In an average
fossil-fueled steam electric. plant, 5,587 ,tiO did of
9,000 Btu's are lost in the production of one kilowatt
hour of electrical energY. -

(A 'the wit noteworthy developrnents in
foSsil I generation in.:recent years has been the
in eas plant size, from abdut 300 ntegawatts to
2,000 megawatts. These ,plants have increased tlieir

. efficiency by going, to higher,. steam pressures -and
teMperatures.,

. Fossil-fueled generating planes must be loCated
to insure that an adequate fuel supply is aVailable
fos the _life of the plafft. /he total .cott of fuel over
the , life 74_91 plant will normaIy be the Most
important single consideration in t1 selection of the
type of fuel and the plant' site. °

2. . Nitural Gas-Fired Power Generation
' , , .. ,

, Gas is considered the cteanest-of the fossil fuels,
* since it is essentially methane, which can-be readily
..-k and completely buined to parbon dioxide and water.

It usually_ hit a very low sulfur cont nt. The burning
,...i* of nitlifal gas creates little no water or* air,,

reasonably safe and have little environmental impact.
,

0 4.1nfoitunately, ,natural. gas is being used up
fastei than new reserves are-being discovered. Electric

. utilities ire amo e .ist to suffer from the growingth f
deficiency. By 990 there -will probably be none
available 'for electric utilities. More and more, .the .
natural ga Will have to be- supplied by oil and coal,

, gasifica n and from 'places as far away as Siberia/.. . ,
Thus, .tio new natural gas-biiiVng power plants are°

R

being planned or built. , . ''..:-

e-

1

3. Oil-Fired:Power Generation
a

To'produce 2-,300 megawatts of eleclric power,,
a 'company would usually install t -
geberating units. Each . unit would cô sis of an
oil-fired generator and a reheit tUrbine gen ator

In each of a staiien'S two' boilers, ,ste is
produced by, the' burning of residuilluel oil. full .,

power,' 550,000 ",poun of -fuel oil would
consumed pet . hour. yeai; the' piant :would

- 'require about (6.qy 100,000-ton tankers pil, A
Month's supply, o( oil tored at the .Plarrt Would
require five, tanks.- 50- feet high- and 300 feet in
diameter,. coverink 46 acres. This area.,wOuld be
Orro-unded by ,a dike in' ase the tankSshould spring
a leak. Other facilities ,include vumphouses; pipes, an
Unloadirig dock for, barges or tankers ind waste ,

treatrnewr -
ecause- ofr. laF,k of econo 'cal technqlogy

frdin , coal, m ny; utilites and
es-especially in the northeastern statej-turned

meet 1970 Clean Air. Act reqVirements: The,
thebStilingtfmnuuelear poiwer plants hits
'burd resources,: s,

. ,

Wells in the United States (except Alaska) are
currently pumpnig oil at capacity, and still the°

' demand for oil canhot be met bY dorffiestic sources.
.Already the United States imports nlaily one-third
of its oil. Those responsible fctr" national security
Worry about 'becontigg -dependent :on foreign oil
sources': eopecially oil-rich, politically volatile Middle

'East sources. In ithe. fall of 1973, the U. S. had a
sample of what it is like when Arab states cut off
oil shipments. The einbargo then was' not completely
suCcessful, and our dependence on imported oil was
not as gpeat at it would have been a 'few years later,

EconorniAts also worry atfait the huge increase
in the balance-of-trade deficit if we 'turn Increasingly
to foreign supplies of. oil. For examPle, Saudi Arabia
.has more crude 'teservea than the United States

mbitied. In fact, Saudi Aribiaand I.atin Arneiic
. pollUtion,:With the rnain pollution being theoxides''-`". and' seiredit,R.Thfr d-producing countnes,f arc now

f clitrogeriTortned in the coMbustion charribetfrotil eikrningh-from .oil sales to purchase a major
the nitrOten and oxygen in air: Transmission of gas US. corpoiftion each year, if our government would

,,4allow such' purchases.

A .!
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, ,: In addition to the oil supply problem, there is .
also a prohlem of refinery capacity. Mbst U.S.
refineries ate running at maximum capacity. There_
are no longer sufficient overseas terming capabili
dock . and terminal facilities or tankers to eet
increased needs. Super-sized tankers and ports are
needed for receiving increased oil shipments.

- .. *A
ci'W' i; -

,becorneil serious, problem. ,Undergrouh ':
,. have p011uted !the water table, h tbord
\caused millions pf acres of surface land

-:'breaki g roads and sewers and b4apSin
40e, round; mining is' a hazardons indus4 t

m e accidents and disabling .bjack la

Competition exists for the available oil. For
example, because ;of an increase in the ,number of
cap, plus engine modifiCations to reduce. efnissions.. !
and increasing .use of air conditioning and _power
accessories, gasoline consuMption has; increased,
thereby redu'cing the capacity foffuel oil prodution.
Oil and gas are rapidly becorhing too valuable tabum
directly and the nation must begin. to think in tVrriiS:_.!,..
of 'conserving them as raw materials for'rhaking trie
chemicals and foodStuffr needed in the fri6re distant
future. .

< 1
On-shore oil prqduction fately creates an),"

significant ,pollution problems, although accidental
pollutiop sometimes occurs when...wells blow out or
when ofi is lostin storage or transportation. Qff-shore

* operations pres,ent mo!re problems with oil spills and
fires at: the wells.4',

., Oil-fired plants in the ;,United States usually
?`.:-; burn imparted, lOw sulfur residual oil and are located

near' the coast, where there are facilities flor unloading
large. tankers: Oil spills and *discharges from tankers
need ta be prevented,-along with the contamination
of intend waterways and harbors during the transfer
of-oil be tween,. Or !from, vessels.

,

4. Coal-Fired Poiver Generation

A station designed to produce 2,300 megawatts
of power 'from goal would'use two coat-fired units.

'The station is similar to the oil-fired station, except it
contains a, coal-fhed steam generator rather than an
oil-fired generator. The plant would require coal from,
approximately 59,800 freight cars of I00-ton
capacity each year. Coal' storage and handling
facilities would occupy about 25 acres.

Oil and gas supply iiiree-quarters of U.S. energy
needs, including transportation, and domestic sonrces-
are in short supply. On the Other hand, coal
represents three-quarters of the fossil fuel reserves but
supplies only ,20 per cent of the U.S. energy. Coal
is found in 38 states, and there are some 1.5 trillion
tons of known reserves (Figure 20). The United
States has more known coal reservesthan the, iest
of the free world combined.

On the face of ii, this substantial reserve should
last for fiundreds of years. But coal offeii special
problems. It is the worst offender in producing sulfur
compounds, which are harmful pollUtants. This
problem is discussed in Chapter -7.

Furthermore, getting coal out of the ground
Without major damage to the environment has

0

Strip mining is safer and much chea

oal mines
Tires . and

subside,
.buildings.

in terms
g disease..

rit costs
on13, about half as much to mine by strijaping as by
deep mining. Currently, about 50 per cenCof all coal

.! cornes f?om strip mining. But strip mini*destroys
landscapes' and 'ean pollute river- arid watOr supplies
with silt, and acid 'mine drainage. It i$4 possible,
hoifever, to prevent much of 'this damage, through
proper land reclamation, adequate drainage and'
plviting. to achieve -soil 'stabrization. Supportejs or

an tthripping . legislation estimete that
Ineaninful ,reclamation of _saw:mines would add less
than 1.5 cents pei!month t#1 the average consumer's

electric bill. Some slates nay/ have partial bans on
strip miningand others , have some type of
reclamation requkenierits: Rut -of the more than-1.5
million acres of American land gripped for coal,
two-thifds are unreclaimed; and:these areas keep on
producing acid drainage,, erosion and esthetic blight.

Delivery -of coal is -often hampered by a
shortage of railroad hopper cars' and the closing of
mines by strikes.

.

,Since transportation of coal is so expensive,
some !utilities are building -power giants, atop the coal
mine and sending the electricit}t. /o market by wire. -
For example, many
Philadelphia-Baltimore-Washingtpn consumers get a
portion of their electricity from a trio of" huge
mine-Mouth plants near Chestn(it. Ridge, an immense
coal-bearing mountain in Western pennsylvania. An
added benefit of constructing a.pl`ant near a coal mine
is the ease of ash disposal. The-ash can be used as
back-fill during' reclamation of the coal, fields.

1 0 0
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CHAPTER 5

BASIC ECOLOGYi P.RINCIPLES AND IMPLICATIONS

r` 1. What is Ecidogy?

The term a.ecology" is widely used 'today, but
'often it is only vaguely understood. We hear that
pollution 'has "damaged the ecology" and that we
should "says. the ecology. What . exactly is this
ecology? Recently, people have become increasingly
aware that all living things ase greatly infjpenceci by
their environment. Ecology, is the, studY of' this
relationship of an organism or group of organisms to

ch other and to their. environment. More simply,
ology is.environmental biology.

herbivores and carnivores together are called
consumers. As plants and' animals die and drop out
of the pyramid! they are attaaked by -decomposers,
(usually decay-producing bacteria and fungi), which
reduce the tissues to their chemical components in

, where they re-enIer the cycle through uptaket. ng plants.

Much us-able energy is lost as it passes from
one level of' the pyramid -to the tIxt in the form
of rpizi,-,This energy is lost %largely in maintaining
the life of the organisin through reSpiration.' As a
geReral rule, only about 10 per cent, of the energy

2. Ndtrient and Energy. Cycles -at any one level.will-be transferred to the next level.,
Primary producers are not limited by-this energy loss, ., Circular rhythms called cycles are basic to the be'cause they obtain their energy fLom the .sun,; apd

health and maintenance of the environment. Sunlight ,herbivores ate usually not limited tla)to the presence'
prbvides the energy sourcefor all tliese life cycles. d of the primary producers. Bur the energy loss can -Radiant energy from the sun is. absorbed by plants cause food shortages which affect the abundgee of
and is used for photosynthesis arid growth. The plant arnivores;
uses minerals from the soil and water. When the plant

, dies, the energy (now converted into plant tissue) . 3. Communities and the 'Ecosystem
enters the soil and provides food for decay-causing
orgabisms. These -organisms releav into the soil . A corninunity is composed of all the plant andnutrients that were once .held, in the plant. -The animal species that live and interacf in a particular
nutrients are then free to be abs'orbed by other plants environment, A pine forest with its ass 'ated elantsrooted nearby; continuing the cycle. Inorganic
nutrients which were orginally in the soil, such as
calcium and phosphorus, are part of this nutrient

Every organism represents a strtain tropic con tions present (amount pf sunlight, temperature,
(food) level in this cycle of nutrients and energy. (f, rainfall,-soik type; etc.). The animal species in afor example, ihe plant is eaten by'a rabbit and the community must be able. to live under the samerabbit is eaten by a fox4 the Ode becornes more environmental conaitions and be able to obtain

. complex. The nutrients will eventually return to tlt.,(. energy from the plantvOr other animal' presedt. Aenvironment, but they may travel many comple system- of relationships between a living biological
paths, befpre they"do. The relationship of who eats community and its nonliving physical environment iss

, what or whom is called the food chain. Ustially a oalled.an ecosystem. i
system is' quite -complicated, and there are many
,possible food relationships. These art more ack(rately
callpd a food, web, illustrated in Figure 2). s more
organisms eriter the food relationship, the food web

2 becomes more complicated; and the more
complicated this energy relationship becomes, the
more stabie tne relationship will bt, increasing the

'chances for healthy maintenance and stirvival. For
example, if a4fox has'-the possibility of eating not
only a rabbit but. a sq rrel. or a mouse, his chances
of survival (or his stabiJit y" within the system) "is
increased.

gro

and animals,is a community", as art a n prairie,
a tropical rain forest, a lake pond. Each
community, a unit sv an usually function
indepen tly any er comMunity, is composed
of pla species i can grow in the environmental

Alf communities originally-kveloped on bare
soil. An open field soon becomes covered with grass
and weeds. Then shrubs take Toot, and eventually tree
seedlings grow up through themshrubs. Finally, a
forest may stand'where there was oncekan open field.
The forest -may undergo 'changes until, only a
dominant species of plant life remain. If left
undisturbed, this forest community will maintaiq
itself indefinitely by recycling of ritcessary 'nutrients
through the-food webs in its ecosystem Such a forest ,
is called a climax community. It is the final product

c of what is called succession. Successioh refers to tlaqThe levels of productiomand-donsumption can replacerent of9 one" community with another: more .be illustrated in anecological pyramid (Figure 22). At complex on6r as conditions permit: Therefore; ."the base is fa-Unary input-radiant energy from the sbn communities are usuaV charging systems, with the
goal of becoming a cl- community. Milt
constftutes a climax commulity will vary, depending
on environmental conditiOns. When the,

and raw materials such as water and minerals.
This base supports the primary prdiucers, the plants,
wiiich in turn support herbivore r plant eaters.
Herbivorous . Snlinals are the food source of - westward-moving pioneers saw the yast tall grass
carnivords, the flesh eaters, and these carnivores may prairies of the midwest, they were seeing a climaxbe the food, souyce of other. crivores. The communiti, which could not prbgress beyond .

.
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grassland beeause, of lack. of water. In othei case
tem'peratnre,light and soil can be the limiting facto
restricting cdrnmnnity development throu
succession. - .

; 4. Ecological Balance . .,.
- .

All ecOsysterns, whether they are composebof
one community or Many communities; maintain

'themselves through a complicated system of natural
control and balance. For example, oergin animals are
directly dependent on plants for food and shelter.
These animals are in turn the source of fobil for other

. animals-a prflatory-prey -relationship, Such
predators ate necessary to keep the animal population
stabl'. Very young or old prey, as well as sick and
weak ;pip,. ate easilp caught ,. bg predatOrs, who
naturally ,expend only as much energy as necessary

4 to obtain their food. This remof of the weaker prey *
increases the overall strength .o .tfielirey population
while maintaining, the predator populatiort By the
same principle, only tho healthy preator can

' cons4itntly catch its ,prey, so, that the weaker
members do, not survive. -Such a relationship proves
to be mutualli beneficial4 Mould animatpOulations,illbecome 'too large th through some flucation n the
system, .they are-ustillly reduced by starva on and
disease, but rarely before they cause some, dirnage
to the ecosystem ,which 'they occupy.

,

The mpst -important factor in maintaining ant*
ecological balanct... is competition. When tWo
organism's use the same limIted ,resource, they'.must
compete for it. Such a resource coujd be lighl,vater,
food; space or many other thints. The organisms may
be forced to share the resource, with neither getting

' all it needs; or possiblx one organism will use all the
resource. Such competition can exist bet,ween,gimilar
species, bttween different species or betWeen

I,' individuals .of the same species. As the powlatioh
- increases, so does the competition;' all this;giVes a

measure of stability) to the population. ^,f
5: Upsetting -the' Balance , \'

The dAicate balanee in entire communities can
tx -.tittered by chanees in any one .of.. the Major
ecosystem componets. 4,such changes .ocour
frequently in nature. Usuallyimajor ehanges ,rtake
place over long periods' of thpe. Dinosaurs were
predominant on', the earth for mffiions of years when
temperatures were tropical and plant growth lush.
Then, they slowly; faded away to extinction, giving.,
up their place of d'ominance Co the npvily-emerginr
mamMals. The sabef-toothed cat, and giant cave bear
!tallied Abe tontinent for thousands of years, only
to be replaced by the smaller, tricireThidaptable.
carniNores which exist today. These -were , rnajdf
Changes in the ecosystem, yet they happened.slowly.
The animals .that were loV were reptaced°by others,
keeping the ecosystem in balance. c"-- -

lhere are also natural occurrences which jning
about rapid changes in the ecosxstem such as. fires,
floods, droliglt,-1vo1canie eruptions and earthquakes. c.
&if these are' al .common plenomena, and a naturaP
balance returns in time.

. ,, -
In the Iort time' since modern humans have

entertd the picture, however, ecOlogical balances have
been upset on a large scale. Within Ihe last 200 years,
ceople hilesdammed rivers; polluted pecans, streanq
and air; ctit forests; drained ssyampsand caused the:
extinction of many species. The search -for more'
energy sources has resulted M-mountains.add pkains
being Strip-mined and left in 'barren rubble. Air and
water pollution 19s re*ited from the tremendously
increasing use of energy).

. . AtthoUgh misuse of the ienviromnei has been 4.
going on for,many years, we have only recently begun ,

to. undeTstipd 'the complexity of environmental'
relationshipS It hA been found that pollutants
dumped inth streams adversely 'affect ecosystedis;
deetroying hatural resources. Many species orwildlife
hatte been pushicrto the verge of extinction ,through

wife destruction of their natural habitats. When
ecosystems are drsturbed, the effects are far-reaching
and cannot always..be predicted. Fot example, it was
not realized at first that' DDT used on. crops would
be cycled to the ,balkagle at such concen tilled levels
that'll would affect its nesting success, or thatcutti g
the forests would force 'the passenger pigedn t
extinetani..Such elimination of species without their
succ4ssful evolution and replacement is a permanent
losrid harms the stability of communities.

6. Maintaining' the Balance
- 1

llre firsi step in 'maintaining 'the ecOlogical
. .

balance Would perhaps be to try to cotrects the .
damages already done. More imfortantly, however,
would be careful planninetis, the future. In view of
the style ot life weeXpeccto have, it seems unlikely
that damage to ,2.410,4cOskitein will stop. But :dais .

(Carnage efil0e:Stintzed,. or avoided, wits careful
anning ai1de4Se'10 of natural resources.. In' some

eases, ecostscenii .and individual plants and animals
can adapt to the 'Changes caused.by human activities.
In many cases, they cannot. ,careful planning serves
to limit or.eliminate the situatiOnS where irreversible
harm, is likely to occur. ..

:
This careful planning' muisl, be done at every.,

step in, the generation of elecflicipower, including
-the mining of fuel, the selection ..of plant location
and type, the'operition of the' plant. the transmission
of tke electricity and the disposal of waste prjducts.ii, ... ..

.r
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CHAPTER 6 -

WASTES IN. THE PRODOtTION

Heat 4is a, Waste Producr

Heat is not normally thought of as waste, but it
is p t into the _environment in pip amounts by
mixt r and fossil-fueled power plants._Most of the
energy used by htlinans is producat4y the conversion
of heat energy into other energy forms;- such as
electrical or meehanical energy, The efficiency of this
conversion is limited by natural laws. Thus, a large
porition of the energy involved in the conyersion is
lost, usually 'in the form of heat. Modein steam
turbine equipment .provides relatively high thermal,
efficiency coMpared to other engines. Even with this
modem equipment, the thermal -efficiency of most
electrical generating stations. is slightly moreithan 30
per cent. This ,means that almost 70 per cent of the
total availableenergy is not used and must V'.
discarded into the environment as heat:

,The problem of heat retnoval is greater for
'nuclear plants than for fogil-fueled plants.' One
reason is that Mlet:r power pla tnts discharge most
all their waste at into tffeir cooling water.
Fo -fueled plants, on the other hand, discharge
about 5 per cent of thir waste heat directly into
die air with ,the stack as, so that only4 ab'out 85
Per cent must be removed by the water.

The ther efficiency of most nuclear power
plants is ghtly lower than that of, modem
fossiJ-fuele4 plants. Using high_ tempe'ratures (1,000
to 1,100 degrees Fahrenheit) and high steam
pressures (1, 00 to 3,500 pounds pet square inch):
modern fossil-fueled plants may, attain a therm'al
efficiency of 37 to 40 per mt. 'However, less than
half the presently Operating plants attain this thermal
efficiency. The average efficiency of all fossil-fueled
giants, the older as well as the neWa, is al9put,.33 per
cent. Because opheh design, most 'ttitelearz,Plants

..produce steart 'at lover temperanivtir(SIVA4 600.
degrees Fahrenheit) and at lower Prifitttiret 000 to
1,000 pounds ,per square inch). Thus" dolfthermal
efficiency is er than, that of the best,fossil-fueled
plants, avera g about 7 per cent. Because of this
Iowa effiCien , ust reject more heat.

Today's average ndclear-fueled plant Is larger
than the average fostdjuelecr .plani. Thus larger,

,amounts_of _heat Must bediisipated at one location,

.

Methods of Heat Disposal

GF ELECTRIC POWER

"-spent" steam, it converted back' to water in a
.condenter and returned to.the b'oijelisiwhere it is
reconverted to high pressure steam TO reuse. in the
cycle. The heat removedbfrom the speot steam in
order to condense it 'is She.waste heat released to the
enlionment.

Condensation is accomplished by passing large
arnounts of cooling water through the condenser. In
the least cottly method, the cooling:water 'is tc,ken
directly from a nearby river, lake or other large batty
of water. The cooling water is heated 10 to 30
'degrees Fahrenheit, depending,on plant/design and
operation, and then returned by cooling canals to its'
source. Usually :only a small fraction of the volume

,of a body 'of water is used for cooling water. Thus,
the temperature change is usually less than one degree
Fahredheit at pqints 1,000 fect from ,the point of
discharge of the heated water.-The body of cooling
water eventually loses thet added heat to the
atmosphere. This type of cooling system is called a
once4hroUgh system. If the volume of the body:of
water is not sufficient, the .heated water may be
critically low in oxygen, therefore feoring the rapid.
growth 'of some aquatic plants. if the tempe-fature
change in tit cooling water is excessive, it may create
critical ecol gical problems. The use of once-through
cooling is restrictO in many areas; and new /
installations of this' type are permitted only:if the,
volume of water allows only negligible temperature

:-changes.

Other methods of cooling are more expensive,
but they place leNs strain-on natuialwaterways. Each
has Its own envyonmental effects and economic
penaltie, so that the best system for.,...a particular ,
plant must be decided on a ase-by-case basis in an .
attempt to gain the greatest environmental benefits-.at the least cost.

A cooling method which is finding favor in
many areas is the use of wet o.r dry 69oling towers.
InAuch systems, water is drawn from amearby source,
passed through the condensor., and then passed
through a cooling tower, where-at least part of the
waste heat is transferred to the air.,The cooled water
may then be returned to its sourceiOr be reused in
the ;condenser. i

),In wet cobling' t4wers, the cooling water is
brought it" direct. eddtact With.a 'flow of air, and the
heat- is dissipated primarily by evaporation. The flow
of air -through'the 'cooling tower can be provided by
either -.4n,echaniCal means or' natural draft,a and

--)make-up water must .be added to replace evaporative
losses. Wet cooling towers for a I,000-megawatt
nuclear plant may.evaporate up to 20 million gallons
of water per day. A comparable fossilzfueled plant
would evaporate about 14 million gallons. This excess
water burden in the' atMosphere may affect lOcal
weather conilitions. In cold or humid Weather, the

As previously stated, heat from the combustiorr
of fossil fuels or frOm the fission of nuclear fuels

Usfd_ td make steam in a steam electric station:
The steam drives a turbine connected to an electrical
-generator. M th,e.'heat energy of the siptiniis
converted to mechanical energy, the temperature and
pressure of the steam decrease. This 'steam, called
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likelihood of Jogging apcienreciOitation increases, and
in some eases in dolil 'weather, nioikure frdill these
toWers create icing problems on nearby. yant
structures and roads.. .

I'Dry Cooling towers are ?sirnilar to automobile
radiators', in that the Jt.pat issipatés by conductibn

itict convection wather than,evaporatiOn.. Dry cooling
towers. probably, produce theleast environmental
effects, of all cooling systems. However, they -are
much more costlbecause they require a larger
surface area for heati tta4fer and the circulation of
,a larger volumethf air.eTliey also reduce the plant's
'efficiency.

yet ang,ther method of cooling, artificial
ponds ol takes are constructed to provide water for
circulation through the condensers, A

,000-megawatt plant might require as much as 3,000
acres:for such a pond. These ponds'create some local
fogging od cold days' as warm surface water
evaporates.

Although these . alternatives offer !Jelief from
potential thern3al effects, they are n'ot, a satisfactory
answer to the 4ieat problem. The probable answer

'is two-fold: finding a Use for the excess heat and
inerpasing the efficiency of electrical generation to
desrease the amount of excess heat.

Research is under way on uses fdr the excess
heat. One study involves the beneficial uses of

.low-grade heat in compatiible urban systems. An
example., is the use of discharge heat to increase the
rate and effectiveness of secondary sewage treatment
processes. Another possibility is the use of, treated
sewage effluent ih cooling towers, where the nutrients
can be sOstantially.concentrated by evaporation. If
the evaporated water could be , condensed and
collected, it 'Could become a, source of pure water,
while the eopeentrated nutrients could be recovered
and recYcled to the envirOnment. Sea water Might be
desalinattd in the copling towers, providingi pure
water. and minerals.

_

Controlled heated water ..has been found to
benefit a few forms of fish life, particularly shellfish.
Tests demonstrate that rejected heat can be, used to
extend- the growing season for crops.

These concepts and many others, such as home
heating and cooling, are incorporated into .the idea
of. the 'Wuplex," or "Energy Center Complex." It
is',envisioned that an entire city would. grow up
associated with, and complimentary to, a .nucfear

' electric 6 pOwer source. In this prfuturistio city
practically all the reject heat would be a beneficial
rescnirce instead of waste product.

3. . Radictactive Wastes

A great -deal of controversy exists concerning
the transfer, storage, anCdisposal of the radioactive
wastes from the nuclear power fuel cycle. Some

opponents of nuclear plants cite these as insoluble
probfems, while other people regard them as Merely
technical problems to be solved. Certainly these
wastes are potentially ..clarig'erous. Fortunately, the
amount of radioactive waste is small enQugh to make

° storage feasible. In fact, of all the radioactivity ever
generated in radioactive wastes, most of that which
has not decayed is still in storage. A major goal is to
develop a teehnology, where these wastes would still
be in one place, but so isolated from the human
environment that no maintenance and only minimal
surveillance would be required.

A. So u rhs of Rad ipact ive Wastes
Electrical Power Generation

The first point where radioactive wastes appear
in the miclear power fuel cycle is with the miffing and
milling df the uranium-bearing ores. More radioactive
wastes result from the refining and enriching of the
uranium and the fabrication of fad- elements. The
radioactivity in all these wastes is due to the presence
of naturally-occurring radioactive nticlides.

The nuclear reactor is the first :point in the
cycle where man-made radioactivity (is introduced.

çLarge quantities of radioactivityare created in.reactor-'sdoolants, shielding, and structural materials by the
absorption of neutrons from the fissioning of the
fuel, Most of this radioactivity is of short half life; so
that it decays rapidly. It does appear to some extent
as a contaminant in effluent streams, in solid wastes
from the treatment of effluents, or from maintenance
work.

Another type of inan-made radioactivity From
the nuclear reactor is the fission products. These are
senerated within the fuel in much larger quantities
than are ,needed for research, Medical, or industrial
applications, and will therefore eventually become
waste.

The last type of man-made radioactivity from
the nuclear reactor iS known collectively as the
transuraniwr adionuclidesmaterials heavier than
uranium, formed by uranium-238 atoms A-sorbing
neutrons from.the fissioning of the uranium-235.

The operating characteristics of most U.S.
power reactors are such that for maximum efficiency,
the fuel dements art remove4 at a time when they
still have a potential fuel value (from unconsumeck
uranium-235 plus plutonium-239) of roughly one-halk
their Origiztal value. In addition, the unconverted
uranium-238 is theoretically all convertible to
fissionable plutonium-239 in the prospective breeder
reactor .program. For these reasons, thepartly spent
nuclear fuel elements, as removed from preseut-day
light water reactors, are genetally.considered to be,a
potential energy source and not a waste. Although no
processing of such fuel elemeqts to re-coveithe usable
portions is presentlytoperationalin the U.S., nuclear
engineers and econorlists have generally assumed that
this 'would be standarikpradtice some day. and-that
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the recovered fissionable materials would 1*
refabricated and re-inserted into reactors (hence thi*
term "nuclear fuel cycle"). The netessary

p
l,

transportation, rocessing, and rabrItttion
techuologies would -all be adapted from comparable
technologies in the long-established national defense
nuclear programs.

,

ln this recycling, th jpent fuel elements
-would probably not be "senk, processing plant
until after months of storage water-filled basin at
the reactor. This would permit the decay, before
shipment, of much short-lived: fission product.
activity.. Tlfe elements would be shipped in a ru ed
container with dense shielding material such as lead
oi uranium between double steel walls. These
containers are designed to withstand severe. impact,
fire, and submersion without Joss df radioactive
contents. .

At the procesling plant, ,the fuel elements
would be chopped into small pieces to destroy the
mtegrity of the Yery tough cladding which protected .

the fuel in hie reactor. The mixture of fuel and
fission products would, then be dissolved in strong
acid, and an organic solvent, used to separate the
uranium and plutonium from the acidic solution. The
two fuel materials would be chernically separated '
from each other and put through additional.;
purification steps.

The remaining' acidic solution is known as'
"high-level liquid waste." This is the most important
radioactive waste in terms of radioactivity content,
containing almost all (greater than 99 per cent) of the
fission products remaining in the fuel elements at the
tiMe of processing. .Naturally, its management
requires. cIoseattention, both for shielding the high
levels of penetrating radiation and for confining the
potentially trixiC radioactive materials.

B. Radioactive Waste Management

Some radioactive wastes may be released to the
environment under present standards. Other types of
radioactive wastes ,require ...varying degrees of
controlled storage.

( 1) Released Materials

Most nuclear facilities generate gaseous and
liquid wastes (air and water effluents) which arb
actually 'or potentially contaminated with radioactive
materials. Oyer a number of years, a great deal of
experience has been developed in dealing with these
wastes so that they can be safely released into the
environment. The air effluents can be filtered, and in
the case of reactors, can sometimes be stored
temporarily to permit the decay of short-lived
radioactive Moms. Water ,effluenis can be treated by
evaporation, ion exchange, or precipitation, so that
the remaining concentration of radioactivity in the
effluentis very low.

The gaseous fission product krypton-85
presents a more difficult 'problem. lt is released from
pulp spent fuel elements especially when they are
dissolved at the processing 'plant. Since it is a
chemically inert gas, it is difficult to remove from the
air effluent, and its 10-year half life makes it
impiactical to store the air effluent until the krypton
decays. Studies of possible.population ezcposures
from krypton-85 under future expanded nuclear
power progranis have indicated the desirability of
removing the klypton-85 to keep radiation exposures
as low as economically and technically practical.
Cryogeni6 (extremely low tenlperature) methods have
been used on an interim btsis to remove krypton-85
from procesSing plant air effluents for research and
industrial uses, and such methods could probably .be
adapted to . continuous operatiori. The removed
.krypton could be stored in pressurized gas cylinders,
or,-pethaps adsorbed on-some suitable solid material.

(2) Shallow Burial

A wide variety of solid objects of no value,
containing or contaminated with radioactive
materials, are shipped from nuclear facilities to burial
grounds which are operated under licenses from
either the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or by
certain States which operate their own radiation
control progtams under" agreements with the NRC.
These burial grounds are selected after studies of local
soil and Weather conditions have shoivn anacceptable
probability that the buriekradioactive materials will
not migrate away from the 'site. The radioactfve waste
is packaged. for shipment to meet Department of
Transportation safety regulations, but the soil itself.
and not the shipping container is assumed to be the
confinem6nt barrier after burial.

This general class of waste is frequently called
"low-level solid radioactive waste," although the term
is not precise. Almost all facilhies in the fuel cycle
send wastes to the burial grounds. Some df the types
Of waste; involved are as followS: filters" from the
clean-up of air exhaust streams; ion exchange resins,
precipitates, -or evaporator sludges from the clean-up,
of water effluents; concrete or othet solids made
from small batches of radioactive liquid waste not
practicano clean up; absorbent paper, swabs, plastic
.sheeting, and similar, materials from contamination
cojitrol or clean-up iporki. Scrap from chemical or
metallurgical operations; defective or obsolete piping,
motors, instrumentation, or other prOcess equipment.

The annual volume of this general category of
waste is a few million cubic feet perayear. This will
increase with expansion of the nuclear power
industry, but will still b'e yery small compared with
the volumes of nonradivactive industrial or mtinicipal
solid Wastes.

Another solid radioactive waste which is
managed at the surface of the ground is the uranium
mill tailings. Although the decay of natural uranium
eventually yields stable lead, there is a long series of
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intermediate radioactive dinghter nuclides which
account for more than 90 per cent of, the tOtal
radioactivity- present in a speciman *of naturals
uranium ore. These daughter products are left behind ,
in the tailings., which is the residue from the milling
procesks in which the uianium is'chemically extfacted
from the crashed; and -ground ore. These tailings are
normally stored orf the surface near ,the, mill, graded
and diked -as necessary to prevent erosion by surface

;waters, and Watered to prevent wind erosion. When
addition of tailings, to sa particular pile has been
completed; a vegetation covering can be added ,as
additional wind protection. tt is theoretically possible
for radona radioactive gas, to diffuse through a
tailings pile from decay of the 'radium, and disperse
into the air. Studies of both cOvered and uncovered
mill tailings piles have sbown no significant
concentrations of radon froni them beyond
one-quarter to one-half mile.
. .1

6
- in the city of Grand Junction, Coloradó,
uranium mill tailings were used for construction
purposes :between the early 1950's and the,
nnd-1960's, including some usage as nu in residential
cohstruction. This was later found to lead to,
signifiCant levels of radon within some homes. There
is now general agreement that uranium Mill tailings
should not be Wed ,for any structure intended for
human occupancy.

.

(3) Geological Disposal

Radioactive waste Which presents particular
disposal problems may be expected from the
prospe&ive pi-cicesSing of partially spent nuclear fuel.
As stated previously, more than 99 per cent of all the
fission product wastes within the fuelielement at the
time of proces_Onggo into the acidic residue from the
first ektraction of uranium and plUtonium from the
dissolved fuel. This..high-level liquid radioactive waste
would be solidified, sand then would tie simply
"high-level radioactive waste." On a short term basis,
there is a need for careful conhnement of this waste
because of the fission products theinselves, especially
strontium-90, sand also a need to shield the
penetrating radiation emitted and to dissipate the
heat produced by radioactive *decay.

On a long-term basis, confinement is,
necessitated by, the presence in these wastes of
transuranium nuclides, . especially plutonium-239.
These nuclides have two properties which make them ,

particularlythazardous: they decay by emitting alpha
particles, which are much more biologically damaging s

thensbeta particles; and they are retainedlto a high
degree by the metabolism of the human body, once
inhaled or. ingested. These transuranium nuclides
(especially plutonium-239) may be expected in highly .

radioactive waste from the prospective processing of
partly spent nuclear fuel because a small amount of
the plutonium in' the 'fuel (perhaps as much as
one-half of one per cent) will not be able to be
recovered. Plutonium contamination will also be

s present in the discarded equipment, ion ,exchange

s resins, and 'other kinds of' solid waste described
previously, wherf they come from nuclear facilities
where recoverecr plutonium is being recycled into
fresh fuel.

To stare high-leiiel waste or transuranium-
contaminated waste in any kind of man:made tank,
vaults, or other structure would require human effotst
for surveillance and maintenance over unacceptably
long periods, because of the 24,000 year half-life of
the key contaminant plutonium-239. The only way
to avoid' putting -this burden on future generations
appears to be peimanent placement of the waste
within a deep, stable geological lormation.% The
desired very long-term confinement would then be
provided by 'hature itself. No rebuilding or repair of
man-made-structures' would be needed, and the only
Surveillance requited would probably be the keeping
of property records. s

In-'1970,. as 'salt mine at Lyons, Kansas, wa
tentatively selected (subject to satisfatory completion
of some additional tests and studies),as a permanent
geological repository for high-level and transuranium

_waste 1-lowever, technical questions arose as to fhe
integrify of the protective ovetburden or rock at ihis
specific site, involVing old oil and gas wells and
nearby salt mining activities. These questions led to
the abandonment-of this specific site, but the general
theory of geological disposal was, still considered
valid.;' A. prOgram was then begun to evaluate
geological formations in addition to bedded salt (such
as domedi, salt, granite, and tight shales) aryl to
identify specific promising ssites within the better
formations. Present expectations are that this
geological evaluation program will' lead to

in the late 1970's cif a "pilot", 'or
demo stration, geological repository for
transuranium waste, with a demonstration reposit6ry
for solidified high-level waste to follow, not
necessarily at the same site.-During the demonstration
phase of each of thes4 repositories, theswaste would
be placed in the geological formation in a way
permitting its ready retrieval if necessary, leaving no
contamination behind. If studies during the
demonstration period, with a realistic inventory of
waste in glace; showed that the repository site had
been wisely selecled, the waste would be left in place
permanently;if not, the waste could be removed.

This approach obviously requires safe storage
space to 'be ready' in case it becomes necessary to
-remove the inventory in, the demonstration
repositoiy, plus additional space for any additional
waste not needed for the demonstration. Storage of
transuranium-contaminated solid waste presents no
unusual problems, since most of this material emits
little or no penetrating radiation and very little heat.
However, a development program has been necessary
for the prospeetive solidified high-level waste which
might be. received from commercial spent fuel
processing plants, and three conceptual designs arc
ready for selection. Each is basically an adaptation of
various radioactive materials. handling techniques
already in use for other purposes.

1 i
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In one approach, each canister (probably about
a foot in diameter by 10 to 15 feet long) received
from the commercial plant would be enclosed M a
welded steel cask of several inches wall thickness,
providing rigidity and some shielding. This cask
would be placed within an outer cask of concrete of
several feet wall thickness, providing the additional
shielding needed. These casks,would be stored in an
ofien ut fenced .area: The radioactive decay heat
would be removed by air rising under natUral draft
through an annular space between the steel and
concrete miss. ,

In the second approach, the decay heat would
still be removed by,a natural draft of air, but the.
shielding would be piovided by a reinforced concrete
vault around a group of canisters. In the third
approach, tli-e-anisters would be stored within a pool
of water in a reinforced concrete vault, with the
decay:heat femoved by circulating some of the pool
water through a heat exchange systern. This storage
pool approach is very similar to the way partly spent
fuel has been handled for years at either end of the
transport step from reactors to processing plants. In
all three approaches, the incoming canisters wotild be
Inspected and prepared as necessary for storage in a
remotely operated "hot cell" similar to those used for 4
a variety .of purposes in nuclear research and
production facilities..

A retrievable, repository for high-level waste,
using one of the aboik engineering concepts and
presumably at one of the large existing government
nuclear sites, would be an intermediate step between
the management of the waste at the generating site
and the permanent phicetnent in.. a geological
formation. Regulations of the Nuclear Regulatory
Comtssion permit commercial spent fuel process-ors
to store high-level waste in liquid form no more than
five Years ifter processing of the fuel, and 41n solid
form no more than an additional five years. In other.
words, no more than te* years after processing of
fuel, the resultant high-level waste must be
transferred to Federal custody, with either continuing
retrievable storage or permanent placement in a
geological, formation following under Federal
management.

Several methods for converting high-level liquid
waste to solid form have been deveMped through the
"pilot plant "stage, and another method has been in
routine use it one of the government nuclear sites
for over ten years. Research is continuing to increase
the margin of safety against dispersion of the solid
waste material in any kind of accident situation by
developing a more Monolithic, insoluable form._

Although one prOspective Commercial fuel
processor plans to convert high-level liquid waste to
solid almost immediately after generating it, a more
general assumption has been that storage in liquid
form for at. least part of the permitted five years
would be desirable to permit decay of much of the
short-lived fission product content and thus reduce
the heat output per unit volume of .the eventpal
solidified waste.

1

Considerable concern has been expressed over
storage of .ttigh-level liquid waste based. on
experiences at the government's Hanford plant where,
over a period of years, several hundred thousand
gallons have leaked from tinks into the ground:The
radioactivity was all absorbed in the soil beneath the
tanks, and did not cause any water pollution. It is
even more important, however, to note that all:of the
Hanford leaks were from single-walled tanks of an
early design which was dropped from use in new .

construction in the later ,1960s. Conversely, there
'have been no cases of liquid wiste leaking into the
soil from tanks of the more recent doubk-walled
design, either at Hanford or ai' the Savannah River
site, and there have never been any leaks from the
tankwithin-pa vault arrangement used at the
government's third fuel proCessing site in Idaho. the
regulatory authorities have takep the position that
only the double-walled tank or the tankl-withina
vault approach will be approved at commercial
processing plants, so that it is not correct to assume
that the Hanford leak experience must be expected at
future commercial processing sites.

The managernent of high-level radioactive waste
iS a sltielding and confinement problem, but not a
41tim'e'problem. A nuclear power reactor enerating
1000 megawatts of electricity dischaiges about 30
tons of partly spent fuel per year. After eventual
processing, this can be 'expected to yield about 65
cubic feet of solidified high-level waste, or 10
cahisters of one foot diameter and 10 foot length (a
possible practical size). From past projections of U.S.
nuclear power growth, the cumulative inventory by
the year 2000 would be about 80,000 such
containers. Such an inventory could be handled in a
single repository of practical working size, although
multiple (regional), repositories might be sought to
reduce transportation- costs. Since the U.S. industry
has not processed partly spent fuel from overseas
nuclear power reactors' and has no prospective
commitme ts to do so, it has been assumed that no
space in 14S. waste repositqries will be needed for
waste of foreign origin. The US., however, is
cooperating in the radioactive waste management
efforts of other nations, both through organizations
such as the International Atomic Energy Agency and
through direct exchanges of technical information.

(4) Breeder Reactor Paste yanagement

Since prospective breeder reactors are
important in the long-term energy picture, a few
comments on their radioactive waste management
aspects are pertinent. Breeder reactor fuels will be
irradiated to a higher degree than light water reactor
fuels, and processing plant wastes may thus have a
hOter radioactivity content per unit volume. This
might require longer interim storage for decay of
short-lived activity, or more shielding; however, these
are differences in degree of technology only, so that
no new basic technology would be required. The use
of metallic sodium as a reactor coolent wifi require
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expansion of present sodigim ifëty technology t4.
include liandling of ; contamYnated solid wastes
generated during breeder reactor repairs. The ;
potential ekPloitation of lbse4grade 'uranium (and
poisibly thorium)% deposits for breeder reactor 9..

programs m generate,large volumes of mill, tailings, \
containing ver ow Apicentrations of radium:These
tailings coufa be s biked by methods'in use today
to prevent dispersion to air and water.

4. Wastes from FOssil-Fueled Plants
'

'Other than a small amount of air and flier
pollution, gas-fueled- electril generating sta4ons, r,
prochice little waste.

, ,

, In*-shOre dil production, nearly ,three barreli
. c.Of brine puMped 'from the grolintl Must be disposed.,

?liif for every bacrtel of Oil prodUced.

4.?';': Oil-flied power: plants produce 'liquid cleaning
sU drainag,,e froM tbe oil storage areasInd liquids

i,,f,PreciPitatc4 s tem. TheseN Ates are
to large sedimentaticin,dAsin's1474 the

syhing shidge is "chemiCally neiktralited ,tr it is
4 ,

\rAnoyod: to a disposal site.
4

bil-fired ttetpn w tdd,,requirevir,qualit
kkreduce em onsItJowable1s

`Ico ditperse gas an partic te .
_ .

'-' Cc* is resp6haiblefdi'fitge'dth`ounts of.tisie.
Mentio'n 'tias .already .beenithade pt: th& large, areas .., . ,

disturbed bYliiining. If theie-Ateasiai.e.not reclaithed,
they mutt be considerekmatte,,Laige'..quantities of
wastes are. gen4rated duridg;d4e 'washing,of coal to
improve its quality. Over-'62.; pernt df all coal
mined each year is washed, prOrigheOnlillion tons
of waste annually. The'unsiglitIrpiles of waste, called
cu/m sometimes ignite and burn for years; creating
air pollution. Rainwater leaching salts and acid from
the piles can contaminate nearby streams.

Recently the Enviionmental Protection Agency
started requiring coal-burning plants to use wet
scrubbers to remove pollutants from stack gases,
including oxides of sulfur, nitrogen and ash. This
produces large .quantities sof wet sludge, which is
extiemely difficult to dry and dispose oL It becomes
a potential source of pollution of surface and

. un de rground wa ters.

,
Burb. ning coal also produces solid waste in the

form of ash and slag. About 30 million tons 'of these '
materials are collected each year in addition to that
discharged into the atmosphere. In its 35-year life,
a '1,000-megawatt coal-burning plant would produce

tugh ash to cover a fo tball field to a height of
ut three-quarters' of a e. Some of this ash is

being used, for example, Make cinder block, but
'other uses need to be found for the vast amounts of
waste which are being generated.
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THERMAL DISCHARGES: ECOLOGICAL
EFFECTS
Environmental

2 1972.
Scietre and 'Technology, Matp,

Duriu the past several years; public interest in
environmental quality as it relates to central-station
power generation. has intensified. The continues
doMinant . role of thermal po'wer plants to meet
expanding electrical demands has focused attentidh.
on the 'effects 'of power plant-heated effluents on
aquatic life...

Tlius, one, of the most important questions
being asked today* is, "What are the etitironmental
effects resulting: from waste heat additions to rivers,
lakes, estuariet; and oceans?"'Possible thermal effects .

are of concern to sports and commercial fishermert
who ward game ana conrmercial species of fish
available for their enjcVm'ent and . livelihood;
conservationists who want the, ecosystem preserved

"..in its "natunil" state; government regulatory agencies
.;.that set water temperature criteria and standards; and

Varioususers of water for cooling purposes who must
discheir heated water within certain criteria and
st ards..

Water Use
. .

. .

Estimated projections 'indicate that future
electric.poiver requirements in the U.S. are expected
'to double approximately every 10 years. Even thqugh
hydroelectric power generation is expected to
increase, steam,electrio poWer (including both fossil.-
and nuclear-fueled plants) is expected to supply oiler
90% of the requirements in 2020. By the year 2000,
nuclear power will supply over 50% of the energy
produced.

- .

Uf utrnost i'mpOrtan4 to the steam-electric
power industrY . is available water for condenser
cooling. Estimated water use and projected
requirements, by purpose, for the U.S. was forecaSted
in the 1968 report of'the Water Resources Council.
In. 19659 the steam-electric power industry= used
*proximaiely 33% of the total water withdrawals.
In 1980, the electric power industry will use about
44% of the total water withdrawals, and the forecast.
for water withdrawal for the year 2020 will be 67%
of tke total. Projected consumptive use (nonreusable),
oftTie total Water withdrawal is about 25%, while

,prOjected consumptive use for water withdrawal for
steam-elearic power is only slightly greater than

. Waste heat rejected to cooling water will be a
fiinction of the thermal efficiency of the particular
steam-electric plant. With the steam temperature
currently in use in large fossil-fueled plants, the
maximum theoretical thermal efficiency is slightly
Above 60%. The thermal efficiency of the best

. *Orating fossil-fueled plants is presently about 40%. .

Because of a 'lower thermal' effICIencY for.
nuclear plants . (about 33%)- cooling water

requirements., are presently treater . than for
fossil-fueled. plants of the .same electrical generation
capacity. Approximately 10% of the gross waste heat _

, is dissipated directly td the atmosphere through the
stack in the fossil-fileled plant, while none is
dissipated in this rnannerfor the nuclear4ueled plant..
Thus, about 50% 'more Waste heat is rejected to the
condenser cooling water from the nuclear' plant.

Any method of reducing waste heat discharged
into aquatic ecosystemV would, be useful where, a
temperature rise, in receiving waters is unacceptable.

-Several options,. can reduce ,waste heat discharged
from steam-electric plants into the aquatic ecosystems
Although thermal efficiencies from fossil-fueled
steam plants .havct reached a plateau, 'Then salt
breeder reactors ,andAigh-temperature gas reactors
should increase' thernia1,1ficiencies for nuclear !plants
almost to 45%. liewe e improvenvnts will
probably not.be -available for a east a decade. Since
a dramatic increase in the al efficiency for

',steam-electric plant is not, forecas for the immediate
future, regyCling Oi retaining condenser cooling water
May be necessary f.to reduce waste heat effects on
aquatic ecosystems:, .

By. utilizing Projections of both fossil-' nd
nuclear-fueled electrical-generation capacity, data on
thermal efficiencies, of stearri-electric plants, arid
water withdrawal forecatts, the quantiy of waste
heat that will be dissipated into the coriOnserselooling
waters of steam-electric plant's can fiel-detined.
The total quantity of waste heat discharged to

:condenser cobling waters, by the electric utility
indusity will more, than double, from the year 1967to the year 1980. The contribution . of ,heated
effluents from nuClear-fueled Power plants in this
time period increases . from 1% to 45%, while.
contribution of heated effluents from fossil-fueied
power plants decreases from 99% to 55%.

.
These waste- heat values should re placed In

proper perspective. For example, the total quantity
of water used for steam-electric power for 1980
(assuming once-througl cooling water) is estimated
to be 193 million gallo s.per day, while the estimated
annual heat rejection or steam-cycle' systems for the
same year is 11,7 rillion Btu's. This quantity of
heat, assuming a through cooling cycle, will raise,
the temperature of the cooling water approximately.

'TeMperature inctiMe in' the condenser cooling
water, for condensers installed in the past ranges
between 10° and 30°F. Think the estimated 20°F rise
in once-through condenser cooling water teems io be
a reasonable estimate although this will vary
according to each specific site location.

-Most studies directly concerning. the effects of
. heated effluent's on aquatic biota at the site of
electrical pOwer generating stationt are relativelj,
recent, and few results have been published to date.
Most field investigations are presently in progress.

Cobtinizing' ttudies-of the ecological effects of
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thermal discharges have been conducted at A
4-janford' Nuclear Complex on the Columbia River
tWash.). These+studies conducted- over the last .25
years were mainly oriented toward the salmonid
fishes because of their high value to the Columbia
River commercial and sports fisheries. Although the
temperature of the undiluted reactor effluent wOnld
be lethal to the fish, waste he4 discharged by the
Hanford reactors to the Columbia adds only a
relativel'y small lieat increment to the widely variable
seasonal river temperature (less than 40.°F to greater
than . 65°F). Also, because of. 'the ' hydraulic
characteristics at. the outfall and the..SWimming
behavior of the fish, many seaward migrant salmonids
may be swept tu cooler, waters an& not actually

' experience the 'direct effluent plume.
. ' -*

Laboratory and field studies) concerning
biological effects of Hanford waste-heat on salmenids
show .no demonstrable evidence of damage to the
salmonid resources. There simply has not been any
evidence to indicate kills or unreasonable risks despite

ir -a long history of heated disciarge; from the Hanford'
reactors. -However, direct extrapolation of Hanford's
results to another site, even in the Columbia Rirer
system, must be made onl, with due consideration
for the uniqueness,of.each ecosystem as the snow-fed',
Columbia River isle large, coql river and not typical
of,many U.S. river systems.

,

- The Chalk Point fossil-fueled, steam generating
plant ou'the Patuxent River (Md.6 has been studied
since 1963. Two 335'.:MW units use estuary water for
condenser cooling with a once-through goofing
systeni. The tondenser cooling water temperature
increase is designed to be 23°F under winter operating
conditions arid 11.5°F during summer' conditions.'
While no majpf detriniental effects of theimal
additions' have been noted, changes have occurred in

.liarious populations which may be ettributed to
healed cooling water discharges. Equifaunal
populations in the intake and effluent canals' of the
Chalk Point plant provide a numb 'r of interesting
results,.,: Among them was: A higher rate of
productio4 was -found in the effl ent canal than in
the intake canal dining all- months.studied,- average
production in the effluent canal 'Was nearly three
times as great as produCtionn the intake.An increase
in the maximum size of the barnacle, Balanus, was
noted in the intake ant efflUent, canals over those
in the Patuxent River itself. During July and Auguil,
the warmest months, there was a decline . in the .
number of species .in thejeffluent canal and the
anemone, Sagartia, and, the tunicate, Molgula, 'were
not noted in the effluent canal, although both- were
in- abundance just outside the effluent canal. J .

' The' power plant has not added enough heat
to the Patuxent River to exceed the thermal tolerance
of the zooplankton species studied. On the otter
hand, phytoplankton destruction and productivity
suppression have been reported in the cooling water
supplY of : the Chalk Point plant, although
chlorination may be partly 'iesponsible for the
mortality. ,Also, oysters in the Patuxent River have

high copper levels. The rate of copper uptake in the
oysters could have, been enhanced' by the -wirer
temperature increase,.or concentrations in the water
may have increased due to operation of the Chalk
Point plant. However, no major-effects.on growth,
condition, or gonad . development were *own by
oysters on natural bars near the plant.

:At the Contra Costa Pow er Plant (1298 MW)
on the San Joaquin River, (Calif.), studies showed .
that passing young salmon and striped bass through
cooling condensers was far less hazardous than
screening, them at the intake. At the dine point,
young salmon could tolerate an instanoneous
temperature increaSe to 25°F for, 10' min. with no
mortality.

At the Morro Bay Power Plant (10 30 .MW)
(Calif.) on. the Pacific Ocean, healthy populations of
die pismo clam, Tivela 'astultorion, have been
maintained over the full 13 years that the plant has
been in operation.

The Humboldt.Bay Nuclear Plant (172 MW) in
California is the first -nuClear plant in. the U.S..
btilizin'g estuarine waters for cooling and is located.----
on the Pacific Ocean about five miles from
impOrtant shellfish area. Studies at Humboldt Bay
showed 'that the .elevated temperature regime-of the
discharge canal was favorable for the naturel setting
of native oysters (Ostrea lurida ), cocRles (Cardium
corbis )9 littleneck clams (Protothaca staminae), butter
'clams ?Saxidomus giganteds )9 gaper clams1 (Tresus
nuttalli), and a half dozen other bivalves (even though
some passed through the plant's condenser \s'ystem).

The effects of heated discharges frem the,
Connecticut Yankee Nuclear Plant into the
Connecticut River (Conn.) are examples' of a
well-documented study started in 1965, about 2 1/2
years before the plant began Operation's The plant was
designed to produce 562 MW with a temperature rise
of 20°F in the condenser cooling water. The major
thermal study areas were fish studies; benthic
organisms studies; bacteriology, micro-biology, and
algae studies; hydrology studies; and temperatare

istribution predictions and meisurements.

The Connecticut Yankee Plant has now been
in operation for about four years. No drastic changes
have been observed to date in the overall ecology
of the Connecticut River as 'a direct result of the--
addition of thermal effluents.

However, a statement, in the summary of all
the Itnyironmental studies that were done at
Connecticut Yankee, erhphasizes that a yet no
information is available on the possible sublethal
effects of the thermal discharge. AlthoUgh no fish.
kills have occurred since the plant operation began,,
the white and brown bullhead catfishes undergo a
marked weight loss (average of 20%) in the warm
water of 'the effluent canal despite a constant

`availablity of food in the canal.
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Studies are being conducted at Turkey Point
in 'Biscayne Bay, Fla.,.Iwhere two fossil7fueled units
-of 432 MW each are in operation, and, /wo "nucrear
plantS- *of '721 MW each are scheduled: to begin
ope ation. Heated effluents- from the plant have
redu ed çe - diversity and abundance of algae and
anim i small areas/adjacent to the mouth of the
efflue t anal_Many plants and animals in a 125-acre
area re temperatures have risen 4°C (7.2°F) above
ambient have beep killed or zreatl y. redneed in
number. hi a second zone of about 170 acres,
corresponding to the +3°C (5.4°F) isothrm, algae
have been damaged, and species di'versity and
abundance have been reduced. -In the latter area,
mollusks and crustaceans increased somewhat, but.
the number of fishes .decreased.

Studies at the Martins Creek -Plant on the
Delaware River (Pa.) shoWed that the heated waters
appeayed td have attFarred fish and enabled them to
actively feed throughout-the colder, months of the
year to a greater extent than they normally would,
although there was no concltAive evidence that
heated waters actually increased fish production 9r
glowth ratds.

Studies at the PeterSburg, Ind. Plant (220 MW)
on the White River (Ind.), report :that there is no
evidence that any 'Adverse effects on fishes, such .as
death, impaired grovrth, insufficient reproduction,
increased disease, and movement or lath...of
movement are being observed at Petersburg or in the
entire White River with the exception -of fish
movement away from water above 93°F.

The White River has a sandy bottom and is
quite ,turbid. The principal pollutants are floodwater
and suspended material in the water. The major
aquatic species at Petersburg are the spotfin shiner,
bullhead minnow, spotted bass, longeas sunfish,
gizzard shad, carp, and vihite crappie. Since sand and
gilt are deposite&when floodwaters recedelesearshers
who studied the White River believe that money for
thermal pollution abatement could be better "applied
to the certain and very real need for flood and bank
control.".

Recomniendations

.The.lesult of several ecological studies around
actual bpefating power plants is ,.that, with a few
exceptions,- there has not been any major damage to
the aquatic environment from the heated effluents
of existing power plants. Hcfwever, in the- future
Years, a,s, larger power plants become *rational,
accompanied by multiple units at a single site,
environntental management of heated effluents, at
these siles will become more difficult.

Standards for, limiting the thermal loads
imposed+on aquatic systems have evolved with the
expansi of the electrical generating industry.
However; without feasible alternate methods to
produce :electrical power without Waste heat, there
are onla limited number of alternatives. , At one

4.

/
extreme is,employing methods which recycle 'cooling
water and add no.waste heat to natural waters. This
extreme is n t required to ensure well-balanced
aqu,atic cbmm nities. The other extrenie js to permit
unliniited t mal lOading 'on aquatic ste,ms which
would no doubt', be disastrous (based oh ihe ''.
projectediese of marine .and freshwatef resources for.--
iiidusttiC cooling purposes). The' only option
remaining is discharging waste heat to waters in
amounts approaching the assimilative capacity of the
waters in question. Heat generated beyond those
amounts will have to be dissipated by methods which
recycle cooling water. Based on the knowledge
available at the present time, thelast otition seems
to be the only reasonable approach.

. - .

Pursuing this course requitesdotal, commitment
-to determine the assimilatiVe capacities of freshwater
and marine resources. Management ancl surveillance
programs will be essential as will cooperaliOn befween
industry .and regulatory agencies. Many factors
contribute to receiving capacities,' and requirts
for procruCers of waste heat will:-be highly le
depending on their location. Power plant sites should
be chosen with the advice of competent ecologists,
and base line ecological surveys shoUld begn as soon
as a suitable site is' selected.

While lethal effeCts or heated water.discharges
on fish and other aquatic organisms should present
little problem, assuming proper discharge procedures,
the sublethal effects of these heated water discharges
may produce significant changes in populations.
These sublethal effects could produce physiological
changes that would decrease-growth late and prevent
reproduction. Future studies should be designed to
obtain a better understanding of sublethal effects.

The entire food chain is of extreme importance
in the balanced aquatic ecosystem. Particular aquatic
organisms or plants that fish eat can be affected by
waste heat from power plants. Eliminating a single
component of this ecosystem would affect the
feeding and growth of organisms on all higher tropic
levels. . ..

1 1 ,7

Data are not yet sufficient to permit a proper
understanding of the dynamics of this ecosystem.
Many laboratory studies have led to understanding
many of the physical-chemical functions of aquatic
organisms as well as dispersion in water systems.
Consequently, regulations based on these studies will
be designed to minimize all possible risks of
catastrophic kills of desirable orpnisms. Field studies
are-necessary to determine the 'real-lifeumechanisms
occurring in the.aquatic ecosystems. While laboratory
sTudies are a necessary part of understanding,
extrapolating laboratory measurements to field
conditions must be done cautiously.

Answers to considerations which could alter
regulations will have to be provided from .
nongovernmental sources such,as the electric utilities.
As the assimilation capacity pf the environment is
reached, it is increasingly important 'to consider

Mb



long-term effects. Modest invistment 'programs
looking at the ecosystem to develop and verify
predictive capabilities could themselves pay
handsome dividends.'

To utilize-more fully the assimilative caPacities
_cc natural waters tf' dissipate waSte heat, greater

gJoloi#al managernehr will be required, and
.opessators of steam-eiettric station§ will have to play

**, an iMportant role. In addition to considering effeets
f heat rejection during ndrinal plant operation,

entton must be focused on the effects of
. e perature changes, even . though the actual

... temperatures may be tielow the lethal' liMit.

An effort should be made to establish 'the
assimilative capacity of all natural waters to be.
utilized for cooling purposes. Based on predictiOns
from the biological,,chemical, and physical studies,
litriiting conditionS should'. be established to
accommodate the idiosyncrasies of each site, There
is no substitute for on-site-experimentation- utilizing

. the resident populations and the local water. After
a new unit comes ,on-line, a, less intense program of
siirveillance should become a matter Of routine at all
plant sites. :

n ore of the larger power piants become
operative and as More tips are required, the ability
to predict the response of the aquatic ecosystem to
the heated water discharges must be improVed. The
systems approach to study ecosyStem dyrtamics offers
a valuable t individuaR .who make . decision§
conCerning iting d design criteria for power plants'.

Crit ria and regulations can only be altered
with co idence when accurate predictions can be

de. The .pre- and post-construction studies by the
utilities, if expand&10 consider predictive .aspects,
offer an .opportu ty to obtain nvded data on the
system and to ver y the predictions..

The satisfaci y performance of existing
steam-electric plants suppOrts the belief that
controlled aniounts of heated Water can be added to
aquatic systems without producing adverse biological
consequences. Therefore, in the absence of evidence'
of damage to the: ecosystem involVed, it would be
difficult to justify requiring steam-electric stations,
whiCh have been operating for some time, to install
Cooling deVices because they are not meeting newly
adopted State or federal regulations. A careful
investigation of the issue at each sPecific plant site
should be done prior to any action being' taken.

,

.% In order to,undersiand the dynamic behavior ..:
of theaquatie ecosystem some long-term sttidiess are
required. Of course, there are many attl varied types
of aquitic ecoSystems so that typical rivers, lakes,' estuaries, and ocean systenis shoufebe studied In a,
variety of climatiss. Industry, and, 1n particula t
steam-electric industry, should participate- in. t
studiei Since the power plants will be the majQr4aste

2 heat contributor to the aqdati ecosystem.'Wfite heat
from' thepower. plantsawill become a more signifiCant
discharge to the -aquatic 'ecosystem in the future: it
may be tbat -the effects of waste .heat could be
benefi:Cial when other.pollutafits, such as :sewag-t. and
industrial waste, are limited or remoied (as reported.
for the Thames River .in England)., ,

.Althougli there 'has been :no; ap4Parent major.
. .

.daniage to the aquatic ecbsystems 'by cooling water
*discharge, there have been ecological changes:- The
'domplex interrelationships of species, populations,
and communities in an ecosj,stem is the result of.

years of' evolutionary trial and error. Therefore,,
et although no major Mortalities are noted, shifts in

species diversity or ,abuntlance Might upset delicate
balances which exits, and results might not be known
for years.... .

.

*There are some bodies of water presently
capable of accommodating more thermal loading
without incurring adverse effects on the aquatic
boota, while the assimilative capacities of some others
have already been exceeded.. Thus it is imperative
to evaluate .clynamic changes which are presently
taking place in 'aquatic ecosystems, and to be able
to predict what is likely to occur as the electrical
generating capacity of the nation increases.
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COOLING. TOWE% BOOST WATER REUSE
Environmental Science & Technology, March, 1 71.

Water, the colorless, transparent liquid in fiv rs,
lakes,' and oceans, is a major enyirOnmental conc n.
Water use and pollution increase as population a d
industry erow, until man is made aware of e
necessity for conserving. this precious natu al
resourcer-O.S. industrial gianufacturers require' 2
billion gallons of water per day (gpd); agriCultur s
demand is even greater, 140 billion gpd. Utiliti s
xequire 95 billion, and household use of water tot
36 billion gpd. Althouai the water Oonsumpti
figure will jump to 500 billion 'gpd by 1980, the e,
will be nolWater. famine if it is intelligently used,
says Bob C nningha of calgon Corp.

One Ii ajor but relaliv Unpubricized means t
conserve wa er-through recychng as well as ieducin
the inciden of chemical and thermal pollution-',
through th use of cooling towers. Cooling
towers..thei.r iepr.oblesns, and the-growth-potential
of 'the indus -were discussed at the annual meeting
of the Coo 'Tower Institute in January held in
Houston, TçxSiice effluent volumes and subsequent
treatment 4ots can be reduced' by use of cooling
toweri, thi iieans of increasing the cycles of watere
use can "tav4 industry rillions of dollars per earr
Jim Axsom f Sun bil:Co. emphasizes. A majb
Coast chemi al processor further asserts .that
towers are g nerally more economical than a
cooling styst m.

system and the closed-recirculating system. The
once=throUgh system merely borrows water, usually
from a surface stream, warms it a few degrees, and -
dischargesit further downstream. Of course, chemical
treatment is required to prevent pollution, and these
costs can become excessive due to the large volumes .
of water 'treated.

The closed-recirculating sy'stem is used, for
example, in office building heating and cooling
refineries, and chemical -*plants. There is no
intentional.water loss; therefore, little makeup water
's required, allowing more exotic chemical treatment.
,st-wu1d be feasible in ne of the other systems.

Tytital ctiemical treatments in this system are usually
vett high in chromates (up to 2000 ppm) 'and
boraxnitrite mixtures (2000 ppm).

Prototype

The forerunner of the modern cooling tower
was-a-s-pratcpond--where-water-was-sprayed-into the
air to be cooled. However, high drift rates (water
droplets carried by the air) hindered this early
method, so the first towers were built. These original
"atmosphefic towers" were:narrow and tall (56-ft
high and'12 to' 13-ft wide), depended on the wind
VelOcity moving through thetower to cool the water

4 riickling down, and were usually inefficient. Fans
;.( lie later mounted at the bottom of these towers

toy blow the air up through the structure (forced
.?!diaft). However, the air velocity coming out of the

telger could be so low that wind sometimes forced
tbe air back into the tower, cutting efficiency by as -
much as 50°79.

Then fans were mounted on tnp of the toWer
topidl the air through (induced draft). This operation
is the most widely used in the U.S. today. "The
fo ed draft tower is Only built periodically-just for
spe ial orders. No Manufacturer has a forced draft
as 4 standard model," says Jim Willa, vice president
Of Lilie-Hoffinan Cooling Towers, Inc. However,
un er. certain installation parameters, the forced draft
tower is the most feasible model to install, according
to a spokesman for the Marley Co.-

There are two types of induced-draft cooling
towers:

Design

Aft cooling tower is a component of an open
recirculating cooling ,system which is generally used
for cooling water that has been heated by passage
through process heat-exchange equipment. (A heat
exchanger is a metal . device consisting of a large
cylindrical shell with tubes inside the shell. As a hot
process fluid passes through the shell and cool water

wall).l

tflows rough the tubes or vice versa, heat exchange
takes ace across the tube

Hot water, pumped to the top of the tover,
trickles thr.944gh the fill-redwood boards or polyvinyl
chloride -.eked in a crisscross pattern in the
tower-which ifi turn spreads the water unifornily and
assist; the Cooling process: Air is pulled into the base
or sides.of the tower, and ekhausted through the fan
stack. As air and hot water mix, the' water is

-. -evaporating and condensing thus causing cooling.
d Finally, the droplets fail 'into the sump (concrete

collection basin at .the bOttom of the tower); and
I the. cooled water is ready kir recycling through the

heat-exchange equipment. Chemicals are added to the
water to prevent scaling or corrosibn of the cooling

. system components_ due to various problems
aggravated by the chemicals in the water and, the high
temperatures.

Th4
,

e pen recirculation system is cOmpared with
. two other types of water systems-the once-through

1i9

In the counterflow tower, water enters as a
spray at .,-the top of the tower and trickles through
the fill down to the sump. Air is sucked through inlet
air louvers in both sides of the tower, travels 'up
through the tower, and flows out of the top. The
air and water mixtures travel counter to each
other-the water down, 'the airtup.

The induced-draft crossflow tower still has
water entering the top, but only at each side. The
center of the .tower, where the fan is located, is left
O-pen. As the water falls through the fill on each side
of the tower, the air is pulled through the fill across
the water: The air moves horizontally-through the

9
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side ,louvers, the fill, and
tower. ,Here, it makes a,
top. The air moving hor
moving veptically 'creates

then- to- the center of the
OS turn and flows out the,

ntally across .the water,.
a Crossflow.

*a-

Tower Costs .

The typicar image but recent exaMple of a
cooling tower is the_Lnatural draft or hyperbolic tower
which is, though Tall and graceful, expensive and
perhaps unreliable in this country. These toweri have
a large chimney ,rath r than a fan to force or induce
the air. Air densities sidt and outside the chimney

. 'create differential pressure that causes a draft
to be siicktd through the codling area.

The only justification f& building this tower,
Willa contgnds. is its low power requirement for a
207year period or more. The hyperbolic tower costs

.5 to 10 times more to build than the crossflow or
counterflow unit. However, other majof Companies
contend that the ratio rarely goes higher than 2:1
or 3:1. Presen/ly1 the major .market for these 'towers
is the east'Ern electric utility plants that- previously
used rivers, and lakes to cool their hot water. Not
one client in the U.S. who has ever owned a standard
cooling tower has purchased a hyperbolic tower-, says
Willa. Besides the prohibiting difference in cost, the
hyperbolic tower is not efficient functionally in the
U.S. Designed, introduced, and built in parts of
Europe where _ latitude is equivalent to that of
Labraddr, the hyperbolic tower (in the U.S.) may
yield the least 'performance at the peak period of
demant1;-during the hdttest days of the ,summer
months, (because of Ihe'Small_pressure differential),
according td Willa. (Willa'S company, Lilie-Hoffman,
does sell and build hyperbolic cooling towers,
incidentally). On the other hand, Marley Co.
'customers are ordering additional hyperbolic towers
as well as. mechanica draft models.

Cooling tower ptices range from cheap models
(untreatedl wood or plywood fill, galvanized steel
hardware), whose cost is estimated at $5 per gallon
of water it will eVenttially recycle, to the more
expensive ones (pressure-pretreated redwood flll, and
yellow brass, silickbronze, 304 or 316 stainless steel
hardware), which I/ill cost $12 to $13 per gallon of
recycled water. Performance requirements also affect
the cost considerably. Short range, long approach
(large temperature difference between the cold water
leaving the tower and the. wet bulb temperature of
the air), easy-duty, cooling towers are naturally less
expensive than Jhe long range, dose approach,
heavy-duty tower. For eiample, petroleum and
petrochemical inOstries capitalize only.on a five-year
basis. If the tower cost cannot be justified in five
yedrs, the systeln stands a good chance of being
obsolete.

Water Treatment.
.46.°

Cooling towers have, four common operational
problems: corrosidh, scale, deposition fouling, and
rnicrobiological attack. In cooling tower systems, tlie

problems a* related to cooling tower blowdown (ths
intentional removal of a portion of the recirculafed

, water in* the cooling system ;o limit the buildup oE
dissolved solids beyond a certain concentraiion), high
temperatures, and the air/ sciubbing action 'of, the
cooling tower itseif.' The -Untreated Makeup water
added after blowdown to main6in cOnstant volume .
may also cause these Roble s.

Corrosion is hn cle ()chemical phenomenon
:* occurring in the syste piping, heat-exchange

equipment, and other tallic componevs. Water
soluble corrosion inhibitdrs, .added to, the water to
reduce corrosion, f r a mono toeular film at the ,

metal-water irfaj41 These c mpounds are:

inorganic po yphosp ales.
inorganic polyphosphates plus" zinc.
.Chromate-zinc and chromate-zincphosphate.
..Nonchromate inhibitors, which include*

amino-me thylene-phosphonate (AMP) plus zinc,
polyol-ester phospate with or without zinc, and
polyacryl2mide-si1ica 'polymers

. .

The choice of treatment depends upon the
existing water pollution control laws,' since some ,

cooling water will reach receiving streams during
blowdown. A high:phosphate chemical also-
con tributes to pollutioif problems. Usually, corrosion
is controlled with a mixture of chromate and zinc,'
with OT without additives..,.

Scale formation is a result of precipitation oC
limited solubility salts:Essentially, during continuous ..;
recycling, a salt reaches a concentration ;hat exceeds 4 ,f4
its solubility product, and it is deposited as scale.e.
(usually CaCo3 or CaS011). Scale formation can be
prevented by p1-1 control. If the cycles of
concentration cannot be economically.reduced in a
system, various phosphates are used to alter the
crystalline structure of the precipitate and to prevent
deposition, or to cause the deposit to form a soft
sludge which can be easily washed away. However,
using phosphates in cooling towers with high
temperatures and long residence times may cause
reversion. (The metaphosrhate that controls scale
can rever to orthophosphate, forming an insoluble
salt with calcium that will de sit in'the system.)
Sulfuric acid addition will. lower Ike pH to-prevent
.scale, but this will accelerate rrosion. Using
phosphate-zinc combinatialp lowerl the amount of
potentially revertible phosphate; however, much
emphasis today is placed on AMP which is resistant

j.to reversion and can therefore b used with little or
r no pH control.

Fouling occurs when silt, mud, and debris
accumulate in the cooling tower system. Silt is
treated with a synthetic polymer to fluff up" the
maferial, thus creatifig a larger surface area. The
'particle size expands allowing the force of the flowing
water to scrub effectively the lower velocity areas.
Dispersants have also been used to prevent
deposition. "A major break-through for pollution
control, performance, and ease of control," explains



Paul Puckeriui of W. E. Zimmie, 'Inc., "is obtained
with a combination of organic polymers with
inorganic polymers,. These treatmen'ts with efféctive
scale nhibitors, give a complete scale, and
corrosion . control 2system"

Microbiological attachers fungi, bacteria,
and slime get. into the. coolina
system airough the makeup water or air.
These organisms can foul lines as well as damage
wood fill. The most effective and-least e.xpensive
biocide available is. claxise. With proper pH control
imd Correct dosages, chlorine will not cause wood
deterioration and will prevent pollution in the
blowdown effluent. Over 90% -Vetclustrial cooling
lower users favor chlorine atment. Many
nonoxi(h.,ing ,,microbiocodes, chlorophenols, or
otgano metallic, can also be uselor good micro-

.organism control without signifl ant cOntributionto wood deteiiordtion.

6

,...Za:/)(et growth '

--
\...... . :

. .

Th'e . major 'cooling , rower manufacturers
(Marley, Lilie-Hoffman; and Flotir) forecast rapid
growth' for the inastry. ."Air-conditkoning ess
contribute to this growth. Cooling towers ar ow
widely used in the petrolottm and petroc mical
indus.tries, especially with the present driv,e for
pollution -.Control. The lar,gest market for "Coolihg
towers is electrical giants. Electrical power Use
doubles every 10 yeari, and the number of cooling
towers required by the electrical industry will grow
proportionately. *Cooling towers, and their
contribution to environmental control will become
more evident as time passes.

, .4.
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NA. FUELS MANAGEMENT IN AN ENVIRONMENTAtrJ AGE °

-
Environmental Science. & Technology, January, 1971

I5
Until Die late 1960's, the selec a fuel,

for any use was a matter 'of choosing:. ith the
lowest overall costsvilth little regard Ft effects
on the environment. lhe rising concern about the ,
environment, however,t has Changed the traditiorial
concept of what is 'desirable.

In selecting a fuel, the effects of production,
processing and utilization of each. fuel on,the land,

iwater And air.must now be considered. This presents
. a cpmplex situatiort since all the principal energy

sources-coal, oil, ha;i, nuclear, and hydrdhave
differing environtnental effects. Moreover, 'the
severity of the pollution trade-offs must be evaluated,
and decisions must be made as to which fuel is likely
to have the least harmful environmental impact.

Twd fuels management problems are
particularly urgent. The first, "automobile' fueli,- is
undergoing rapid change, and little can be done in

. the short term to replaceitasoline as a fuel. The
second, generation of elettricity, does have much
substitutability front competing energysources. Both
pose unique managelbent Otoblems that must be
solyed if the nation is to'benefit from low:cost energy
thatis produced and used in a manner that does not
further degrade our environment.

expected to be rea4ied early') in' the next century.
Th4, after 2000, the iiation's energy demand could
`set /he stage' for 'the emergence of uniiroved,systerhs,
such as"i nuclear fusion,' andsotwidespread use of
solar and, mothermal energ

fniportecf liuid ftiejs (crude aild reSidual o ils
and product*. now provide 23% all liquid
petrôleurfi consumed in the U.S. Manager-sent of fuel
resources tci sOlve environrnentaKproblems depends -
.upcin policy -decisions rnAdi, iyith,yeipect .to future
oil import programs, .4i.vin as public land leasing; .

tax treatment, and piorationing policiei which, V.
turn, are intertwined;w11h;other factors of national
interest such as military security and bilanceptof '
piyments. -

The :;cOnsumPtion of fuels muit also . be,
considered : aCCording to the usehotisehokl and
corripercial. industrial, transportation, or :electricity
gene1ation. By . comparing the expected .,:,fuel
consumption in the year. 2000 with use atterns.for
1968 (see table), it can be seen that.total 'ass energy
inPuts, are expected tO increase from - tO,k163
quadrillion Btu.' Electricity generation will' doininate
in the future, increasing both absolutely, from -1f4.0

72.3 quadrillion Btu, and as a per cent' of. total
oss energy input, from 23 to 44 per cent. NuClear .

neration is expected to dominate the generation-of
, electricity, increasing from- 0.1 to 38 quadrillion Btu;

but .coal used Tor this purpose will increase more than
.threefold, from 7 to '24 quadrillion Btu.

,

ConsiimPtion" patterns of different fuels up:to
about 1968 are a 'good indication of the' athotints
and typeS ,s;of fuels thit : would be used : if
environmental problems could be largely ignordd.
Environmental considerations, however, have begun.
to alter ;these supply patterns sharply. For example,
sulfin diOxide emission standards in 1969 caused.,a
shift from coal to: residual fuel oil at, east cotst-
.electricitygenerating plants. By early 1970, the initial'
penetration of reOdual oil into,the Chidago market .

had been approvvl. 1

z

The production, processing, and utilization of
fuels cause the most environmental problems for the
nation. Let us, thenjook at the most significant of
these pollution problems, and the impact on land;
water and air.

Energy demand and reSources
. .

Energy demand is grRying exponentially, and
the established trends are expected to continue
through 1980. Demand for' oil and gas is expected
to. show ,the greatest increase in absolute terms;
however, in relative terms, the 4crease In nuclear
inergy is the greatest.-Projecting to the year2000,
many, technological, economic, environmental and
political-factors will influence the depiand and supply
for various energy sources. These factors have been
studied by,the Bureau of Mines, with The conclusion
that deniand for each 1 the most-used
Tuelspetroleum, natural gas nd coalwill at least
double 'between 1968,and . Uranium, however,
will increase by a factor of about 15.

the cumulative requirements fdr these energil
relources are 'enormous. However, the nation%
resource base...is adequate to supply the demand
tlitough 2000..But, if these demands are to be met,
tfie_nation's coal and oil shale resources will have to
,play an . important role, whether they are used to
generite electricity or are converted into gaies or
liquids and used in these more convenient,
pollutant-free forms.

The nation's fossil fuel, resources are not
unlimited, and a mairimum . of _producibilitY is

4..

1.2:2

Land Use

About 3.6 million tons of solid wastes are :
generatej each year in the U:S'Agricultural wastes
constitute nearly two-thiras of the total, and mineral
wasteslaccount for most of the rest. Mineral wastes-,
ndt inclUding the large iinounts of overburden
removed in Surface nfining but includiu tliose wastei
generated 'by mining, processing and utilizatioc of i
all minerals and fossil fuels, amo0about 30%
of the total wastes. But' fuels acc or, only 125
million tons, or about 3% of all solid . wastes
'generated.



_The last complete. surYe5i of mining gperations
Ad U.S. indicated that, in 1965, aboutT2 million

,res pf; land had been-distrubed by surface mining.
Of ihiS total, about 41% resulted from activities

with coal production:

`;':,...,;!' As yet, only a few tenths stf.0% of the total
land area df tfie U.S. has been.disturfied by surface
mining: Effects' of such mining upon the
environment., howeyer, yary widely and depend upon
such factors as the .typaMf mining, characteristics of
overburden, steepness of the terrain, amount of

Trestpitition, and temperature. Where land
reclamation is not practiced,.water pollution fkom
acid mine drainage and .silt damage occur. It is
possible, however, to prevent much of this , damage
through _proper land reclamation, adequate drainage,
and planting' to achieve soil stabilizdtion. In the

'principal °coal mining areas, the average costs of
completely reclaiming coal lands range from $169 'to

, $36:2;paryacre, an average cost of 4 to 8 cents per

: .

:Underground coal milting can cause subsidence
0.0nle4s -the mining systems are designed to prevent
;deteriOation and failure of abandoned mine pillars.

' ',.'UndergrOund fires may weaken or destroy coal pillars
; 'that suppOrt the surface, causing subsidence with

Consequent;4:damage to surface structures. Aft
additional*eat is the possible collapse of buildings
and openinfp .Of surface fissures and potholes.

procesSing.also contributes large quantities
'of wastes dunng the0 washing af coal to improve its

, quality.'. 'Over. '627,r3 of . all coal mined is ti,ashed,
producing 90 million tbns of waste annually. If not

, returned to die ',Mine:the water,accumulates in piles
near the 'plant *Id mine. At times, these piles ignite
and burn for lông periods, thus creating airvollution.
Rainwater reaches salts and acid from the piles to
contaminate nearby streams.

Utilization of coal also produces solid Waste in
the form of ash and slag. About 30 milliOn tons of
these materials are collected each year; an otifirnated

/8 Million tons are discharged into- the atmosphere.

Uratium mined by either open Pit or
underground methods creates similar land effects.
Mining in quantity is a relatively new industry, the
volumes and tonnages involved are only 17.q of those
for coal, and the adverse effects are- muclk smaller.
Estimates of the solid wastes from the mining of ore
and the subsequent extraction of the desired uranium
product are 38 million tons annually..

-i
Solid wastes resulting from nuclear generation.

of electricity involve only small tonnages of materials,
but have a very great potential for environmental

iumtda age for long periods because of their
r "oactivity. As nuclear plants become more

erous, tie. magnitude of this problem will grow.
. .

. .

r,.

Trans tation of oil and gas, which is Iarge
by under nd pipelines, does not normally produce
land problems. However, the special case of .,
transporting oil from Aiaska by pipeline raises
numerous and, as yet, unresolved land-use problenis:.

Water problems

Two distinct water, problems are of growing
concern in fuels management-water quality and
water temperature. Questions' of quality reldte to
individual energy sources; thermal problems,
however, are common to use of all fuel commodities.

Poor water, quality, whether it be throw&
chemical pollution or sedimentation, is a major
damage resulting from both surface and underground,
mining. Available data make no distribution between
the tWo, but it has been estimated that approximately
48% Of mine water pollution, primarily sediment,
results from surface mining. In the U.S., some 5,800
miles of streams and 29,000 surface acres of
impoundments and reservoirs are seriously affected
by such operations. Mid drainage korn unfiergrOund
mines. is inore difficult to cantrol than that from
surfaCe mines, but preventing water from entering.the.
mine and the rapid removal of water whicti does get
into the mine are effective methods for reducing
pollution. The effecti of acid mine drainage can beTM
reduced by decreasing the amount of acid produced
at the source, or by neutralization of the mine water
before it i discharged "to the streams. The latter
technique, though highly effective, is more costly.
Erosion and sedimentation from surface mining are
seridus problems in many areas, buLthey can be
prevented by controlling the surface runoff that
follows rainstorms.

-1.
, In procesting uraniurn ores, some of the

potentially ha,zardous radioactive element's or
isotopes, particplarly Ra-226 and Th-230, are partly
dissolved during, the leaching operation used to
recover uranium oxide. While most processing-plants
are located in veil), isolated areas, steps are taken to.
avoid pollution of water supplies by radioactive

-constituents of liquid effluents. .

Disposal of 'the . effluent is accomplished
principally by impoundment and evaporation,
controlled seepage into the groundand.injection
through deep wells into saline or nonRotable aquifers.
Where .ore processing plants are adjacent to rivers Of
streams, the effluents may be released directly to.the
streams at-controlled .rates if, after dilution, the'
concentration is within predetermined limits. During
periods of low.stream flow, effluent's are impounded
or may be chemically treated before release.

. Onslvare oil production, except for accidental
occurrences, does not present any difficult pollution
problem. Nevertheless, neall.Se three barrels of brine
must be disposed of for every barrel of oil produced.
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Accidental pollution may o;cur from blowouts of
wells, dumping of oil-based drilling muds, or 'losses
of oil in production, storage or trahsportation. At
sea, the blowout at Santa Barbara, the oil slicks and
the fires and oil spills in the Gulf of Mexico in recent
months have demonstrated that these dangers hre
more than academic in offshote operations:Methods
must. be found for their prevention and control. Spills
and discharges from tankers are al'so important.
However, the greatest, if less dramatic, problem is
the contamination of inland watoways and harbors
resulting from tiansfer of oil b en or frorh vessels.

Thermal pollution

By far the most important watet problem
resulting from fuel use is thermal pollution. Over 80%
of all thermal pollution arises from the generation
of.elegrricity. The amohnt of heat rejedted to cooling
water. Tepresents.45% of the heating value ,af the fuel
used in the most efficient fossil fuel plants, arid 55111kt
in nhclear plants. If projected use of electricity. is
accurate and if nuclear energy:, as expected, supplies
nearly.50% of the electricity iemand, more thari10
times as fnuch heat will be rejected to turbine cooling
water in 2000 as is being rejected now. Even with
greatly increased use of brines or seawater for
cooling, the demands for fresh cooling water will be
larger knits supply:

Thfsuggests that the solution is not in treating
the heat as a waste" product. Rather, the Heat must
be viewed as a resource that can be used. EvolutiOn
of such concepts must not be constrained by current
uses, for huge amounts vqf heat may be used in
systems not considere413eaCticalox feasible at this
time. For exampfe, the'heating indicooling of whole
cities whose environirnt is,ceptrolled by a protective
membtane is one potisiliitW

.- ,
Air Pollution

Nearly 80% of all .air pollution in the U.S. is
caused by fuel combustion. About 95% of all sulfur
oxides, 85% of 411 nitrogen oxides, and over half of
the carbort monoxide, hydrocarbons, and particulate
matter are produced by fuel use. Management of
fuels, therefore, is critical for the rdhimization Of
the nation's air pollution problems.

The most competitive-market for fuels is the
generation of electricity. Not only do the fossil fuels
compete with each other, but they also compete with
hydropower and, 'more recently, with nuclear energy.
Obviously, from- an air pollution standpoint,
hydropower- is , the perfect method of electricity
generation. During the generation of electricity from
fossil fuels, production of oxides of., nitrogen or
carbon monoxide is not greatly different for any oT
the fossil fuels used: The production of electricity
using natdral gas produix- no sulfuroxide emissions,
but the use of coal and residual oil in electric
generating ,plants is the stko14e of 74 % of alL the
oxides of sulfur emitted into\,the air.

e:

About se4en times as much 'coal as oil is, used
in electricity generating pldnts. For this reason, and
because of its relatively high sulfur content, coal
adcounts for nearly two-thirds of the sulfur oxides
emitted to the atmosphere. In addition, nearly
one-third of the particulate matter emitted into the
atmosphere is from burnitig coal for generation of
electricity.

-

About one-half of the coal consumed by
industry is used to make coke. Part of the sulfur
appears in the coke oven gas and, if this is used as
a fuel, it eventually appears as sulfur remains in the
coke and is released as hydrogen sulfide in the blast
furnace gas. Mien the gas is used as'a fuel o{ flared,
the sulfur appears as sulfur dioxide.

Local air pollution problems in the vicinity of
plants that make coke aresevere. Alternatives to thg
use tif coke for the production of pig iron are
available, and these Processes might reduCe the
'amount of air pollutants releised to the air.
Uncontrolled surface and underground coal fires emit
smoke, fumes, and noxious gases. .

Aout 17% /if all the oil consumed in this
country is 'Used by industry. Much of it is residual
oil, which in most cases is high in sulfur. Moreover,
residual oil is difficult to burn efficiently and is
usually burned in large equipment at high
temperatures.Because of these two factors, industrial
uSe of oil tends to contribute larger amounts of
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and oxides of
nitrogen than the household and commercial sector,
which consume about 25% of the fuel oil.

The largest use -of oil is for gasoline to power
the nation's 100 million vehicles. About 42% of each
barrel of oil is used in this manner. If we include
diesel and jet fuels,'about 54% of each barrel of oil.
is used for transportation.

The use of fuels in -transportation causes
approximately one-half of all the air pollution in the
U.S. There are alternatives to the use of gasoline for
automobiles "and trucks, such as natural gas and
liquefied petroleum gases. But it is doubtful that the
massive changeover that would be required by two
of the country's largest industries would occur if
other solutions could be found to'reduce air pollution
generated bY the transportation sector. Moreover, if
a switch to electric cars .were made, the total
pollution load might actually be increased, although
controls would be needed on a relatively few electric
power plants, rather than on millions of autos and
trucks.'

Management Problems

Ideally, the management of fuels to satisfy
environmental requirements .should be guided by a
system model that relates energy needs to 'damage,
emissions and fuel availability. Included in the model

.would be an assessment of the relative damage among

,1 2 4°.
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dissimilar pollutants; for example, esthetics of land
vs. air pollution, as well as comparisons between a
small, constant hazard (nitrogen oxide) vs. a large,
infrecntent hazard (nuclear). Detailed knowledge of
what I happens to spegific pollutants: both
geographically and over lime would also be included-
in the model. In addition, economics,' supply
availability and the broader question of national
security would all need to,,be examined. .

No such model now exists. However, many
factors can be approximated so that a number of
problems associated with fuer use can be examined.
Two such problentareas are the automobile and the'
generation of electricity.

Autos and Air Pollution

Much that is written and saidabout autemotive
pollution indicates that very little is really being done
to change the polliftion characteristics of
internal-combustion engines. It is alleged that, in fact,
little can be done. Such negative views are
unwarranted, since both engines 'and fuels offer
opportunity for modification to reduce markedly the
pollution fr,om internal-combustion engines in all
applications. Nevertheless, in the long run, other
supplementary methods of transporting people may
be needed. All of the alternatives proposed to
eliminate automobilejcaused air pollution have great
implications for fuels and materials management.

.Some reduction in pollution from the
automobile has resulted from federal standards
alreadY,enacted through 1971. These standards will
result in a continuous improvement in air quality
through the 1970's as the controlled vehicles
comprise an increasingly larger portion of the car
population. Unless further progress is 'made to clean
up exhaust emissions, however, an upturn in emission
output is expected near the end of the 1970's as the
increasing number of vehicles in use begins to
overcome the effects of the standards. Technology
is available for continued progress, but lead times of
two years or more are required to manufacture and
distribute modified fuels and (or) engines. Thus,
continued progress will ,depend upon the decisions
made between 1970 and 1975.

The impact of change in fuels and engine design
will be far 'reaching and long lasting. Trends now
developing and those established within the next few
years will be, in practice, largely irreversible within
,the next decade. in terms of today's dollar, costs will
be higher for each mile driven, and some of tfie broad
options that are now available for fuels manufacture
and for designing high-performance engine and fuel
system .will be lost.

The types and effectiveness of control methods
depend upon the composition of °the automobile
population in the 1970's. Early in this decade,
pre-1968 cars will represent 50% of the 'automobile
popplation. Even in the last half of thp, decade,
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pre-1968 cars will still be a significant part (#f tlie
population. These vehicles are i portant, since they #
generally do not have exhaUst-e -ssion controls.

There are options available to reduce pollution
from the various automobile pppuletions. Relatively
simple engine and fuel-system modifications have
been or will be made in 1968-74 model vehicles to
meet emission stanllards. But the major impact of
these changes will not be seen until the mid-19.70's.
Extensive engine redesign and exhaust treatment is
expected for the 1975-79 cars. This possibility is
Widely disdussed in the popular4press, but the
maximum effectiveness of such technology as
catalytic conversion of exhaust gases will not be until
1980 or latera decade away. Gasoline-composition
modification is applicable to. all cars on the road
today, and its effect would be immediate. Field tests
of this contrdl method have met with dissappointing
publit response and, in the absence of compulsork
legislation, engine returning will probably.not result
in a significant reduction of polluted air.

Changes in the composition of gasoline which
limit volatility during the summer months and
eliminate C4 and C5 olefins would reduce smog by
25% or more, according to recent research by the
Bureau of Mines. This is the most rapid solution
toward improving air quality, because such
modifications can be accomplished quickly and are
applicable to all cars now in use, without requiring
any changes in the cars themselves. However, the
olefins to be replaced have high octane ratings and
their removal would make it more difficult to
rimintain the octane levels of fuels without using lead.
%is, this control' method must be carefully
coordinated with lead removal if undue dosses in
engine performance are to be avoided. It has been
estimated that the modifications to gasoline can be
achieved without significant changes in the product
mix from refineries ands at a cost to the consumer
of less than I cent, per gallon of gasoline. No
estimates are yet available on, the cost of
accomplishing the same, thing with lowlead and
unleaded fuels, but the cost should not- be
significantly higher provided all fuel composition
changes are carefully coordinated.

The lead-in-gasoline issue evokes a strange
mixture of emotion, politics, and fact. Lead does
contribute to the, contarninatiqp of our
environmentnearly 170,000 tons ware released
annually. It also-forms deposits that foul engines and
emission-control systems, unless cOntrolled by
additives, leading to increased emissions. Of
particular iniportance, it presents difficult problems
in developing exhaust-treatment catalysts. For
effective use of these advanced control systems, the
lead content of gasoline should be near zero.

Any move to modify fuels must be guided by
the types of vehicles already in cuse. Many of these
vehicles may have marginal acceptable performance
using a, low-octane, unleaded gasoline. High-octane
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unleaded fuels that contain large amounts of
aromatics blended into the gasoline could increase the
smog-forming potential of the 'exhat(St gases up to
as much as 25%; depending on 4hectane level to
be achieved. The cost of manufatturing unleaded
gasolines with acceptable octane levels,:would be
reflected In gasoline price increase4f 1 to 4 cents
per gallon.

The lead issue demonstrates the difficulrfuels
management problem that has arisen as the result of
invironmental a(/reness. For example, if engine
compression ratios are lowered to accommodate
lower octane unleaded gasoline, the efficiency of the
engine may drop and gasoline consumption increase.
This would significantly reduce our already declining
petroleum reserves. The manufacture of tigh-octan.e
unleaded gasoline could set up severe competitian--for---
the stocks normally used as raw materials for the
petrochemical industry. Significantly greater amounts
of new oil may be required, and the needed fractions
would be stripped from this oil. In this case, large
volumes of oil products without aromatics would

indicate thlt into the 1980's the best combination
of costs, utility and potential for reduded pollution
output is the current gasoline-powered automobile.

The need for further reductions in total
pollution output, however, may force-a move to limit
the size of both the vehicle and the engine. The
increasingly sev re problem of urban traffic
congestion win suit in increasing efforts to develdp
Mass transportation systems. These pressures may
cause a significant reduction in the deman,d for
gasoline. This, when combined with adoption of
proven technology that will enable a 95% reduction

, in all automobile pollutanis, indicates that air
pollution caused by automobiles can and will be

7sol-ved,--Howevor,-the accomplishment of this task will
present .a challenge of fuels and materials

6'. management unexcelled in a peace-time economy.
.,.

Sulfur and Electricity

need to find a market.

A sweefing change-over to unleaded gasoline
would be a massive technical and economic
undertaking, the results of which have not yet been
adequately delineated. For these reasons, the gradual
transition to unleaded gasoline must be encouraged,
the timing to depend on the distribution of the
existing car population and on the types of vehicle
yet to be manufactured.

Materials management will also become vastly
more complex in the 1970's. New metal alloys are
being dei,eloped for use in thernial reactors. A new
horizon is opening in the catalytic fieldboth iri
refining of .modified gasoline and in materials for
catalytic conversion systems. And, as lead may be
removed, a significant jump in the use of additives
to maintain engine cleanliness is expected. All of
these will have significant impacts on the current usb
of raw materials.

Natural gas (methane) and propanethave had
wide publicity as substitutes for gasoline.Although
these fuels have chemical characteristics that permit
cleaner:exhausts, the crisis over natural gas supplies,
prOblems of distribution, and the added complexities
of the fuel system probably preclude general use by
the motoring public. Use of these fuels in
urban-operated fleets, however, is feasible and will
probably increase in the future. Moreover, synthetic

. gas from coal or oil shale could be.'an added source
'for the needed fuel.

All of the alternatives proposed'as substitutes
for the internal-combustion engine must meet three
key tests: Will there be a significant change in
pollution? If so; at what cost?: Is near-domparable
performance obtained? Ultimately,it may be cheaper
to meet air-quality standards by a totally different
approach that if)volves engine systems yet to be
developed'. Present analyses of all competing systems

The immediate and pressing question
concerning fossil fuelis for generation of electricity
r lates to their sulfurecontent. Of the coals shippedt,

ielectric utility plants in the U.S. in 1964, 21%
ad a sulfur content above 3%, 60% had between

1.1 and 3.0% S, and only 19% had less than I% S.
Regulations being established for sulfur in, fuels are

° based dn sulfur dioxide believed allowable in the air.
Each community translates its requirements into a
certain maximum sulfur content' of the fuel. For a
number of communities, a 1% sulfur maximum has

. been established. Obviously, much of the.eoal being
mined and that in the ground cannot 'meet this
requirement. Moveover, some regulations alreifly
scheduled call for a fuel having an effective su ur
content not exceeding 0.3%. Such coal is t
aliailable, and only exceptional supplies of petrol
residuum Meet this requirement.

Tt options for solving the sulfur problem are:
. .

.Fuel substitution. .

.Fuel preparation (coal).

.Stack gas removal of sulfur oxide.

.Coal and oil shale conversion low-sulfur fuels. ,

.New combustion methods.

Substitution of naturally Pcc,urring low-sulfur
fuel (gas for coal) is not practical in the immediate
future since adequate supplies are not available in the
U.S. Two promising options for the next several years'
are removal of sulfur before combustion and removal
from the process gases after combustion. Conversion
of coal to other low-sUlfur fuels land nbw corfibustion
processes -are long-range options.

Fuel Preparation
. .

Improvement in coal preparation involves the
removal of iron pyrite from coal. Often,`the pyrite
content accounts for a half of the sulfur in the coal.'
However, even with improved-ipyrite removal, it is
evident that the degree of sulfur removal necessary
to meet anticipated regulations cannot be achieved
by this- means alone.
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Livtitic coal, mostly located in the West,
represents a vast national resource, and it typically
has a sulfur .content of about 0.6%. (The effectiv

) sulfur content is a little higher than this, since lignit
contains about 7,000 Btu/lb, compared with abou
12,500 Btu/lb for bituminous coal). Moreover, lignite
is an inexpensive fuel, priced at only about $1.50
per ton, which is equivalent to about 10 cents per
million Btu. Lignitic coals should be helpful in certain
areas, but obviously do not solve situatigns where
regulations call for 0.3% S. Moreover, lignite deposits
are generally 'far removed from population centers,
and shipping costs can be excessive. One possiblity
is the *ration of electricity in huge plants in the
West; oitkpled with a system, of long-range, low-cost
electrical transmission through a cable cooled to yery
low temperature.

Stack gas removal

The once-through process for removing sulfur
oxides from combustion gases, typified by wet
carbonate scrubbing (Combustion Engineering), and
being installed in three plants, ranges from 125 to
450 MW. Iv offers the advantage of relatively low
capital investment in plant equipment (perhaps $6
to $13 per kW) and low operating cost ($1.50 per
ton of coal). However, it does pose problems in
disposal of calcium sulfate (or magnesium sulfate)
prOductindeed, there is the uneasy fear that an air
pollution problem may transform into a land or water
pollution problem. It seems likely that with pressure
for meeting new regulations, systems such '6 'wet
limestone scrubbing will be adopted extent
in the short-term future.

Regenerative processes for stack gas sulfur
removal are expensive to install and to operate.
Investments might run from $17 per kW to more than
$30 per kW, and operating costs would be in the
$3 to $5 per ton of coal range. Such systems involve
a' solid or liquid which chemically reacts with and
removes sulfur oxides. The sorbent is regenerated, in
a separate step, usugly with the production of sulfur.
Included in the "regeneradve absorbent" group are
potassium bisulfite (Welman-Lord), magnesia
(Chemico), caustic plus electrolytic regeneration
(Stone and Webster/Ionic),molten carbonate (North
American Rockwell), posassium formate
(Consolidation----Coal), copper °On silica (Houdry),
alkalized alumina (Bureau of Mines), and others.
Recently, it was announced that a regenerative-type
plant, based on magnesia sorbent .and costing $5
million, wcauld be installed in the Boston area.

Thel conversion-type process is typified by the
Monsanto Cat-Ox \process. Although well defined, it
is relatively costly to 'install and produces sulfuric
acid that may not be desired. Bureau of Mines
estimates an investment cost of mo?e than 130 per
kW for such a process, and an operationg cl:Ist of
about $4 per ton of coal,,

New combustion methods, such as
fluidized-bed combustion, offer opportunity for some
improvement, if not prevention, of air rollution.
However, conversion of 3 high-sulfur to a low-sulfur
fuel appears to present the fundamentally best
opportunity for a long-term solution.

Synthetic fuels

From 4a supply . standpoint, natural
gasessentially methaneis now in the most critical
stage of all fossil fuels. For the second cqnsecutive
year, recoverable reserves have declinedthat is, more
gas was used than discovered. Yet the use of gas is
the,most rapidly growing of all the fossilofuels (about
7% annually) compared with a growth rate for energy.-.. as a whole of about 3%.

Looking ahead to 1985, projected rates of
development will not fulfill the projected need for
natural gas, even including importation of gas by
pipeline from Canada and Alaska, or by cryogenic
tanker from overseas. Anticipating this situation, and It
in the search for new markets for-coal:a vigorous
research and development program h been in

- progress for a number of years to provi
t

ocesses
for conversion of coal to gas. Several p oce ses are
currently in advanced stages of develoPment

Pilot plants are under construction for the
Hy-Gas (Institute of Gas Technology} and the CO2
acceptor. processes (Consolidation Coal Co.) under
the sponsorship of the Office of Coal Research of
the Department of Interior. Scale-up of the Bureau
of Mineifteam-oxygen, fluitlfzed-bed coal gasification
proOese has also been. initiated.

In the Bureau of Mines process, coal is reacted
with steam and oxygen in ga fluiclipd.:13d at about
600 to 1,000 psi, to prod5R iinixtnre of C1-14, H2,
CO, H2S, and CO2. After the CO2 and H2S are
removed, the CO and 1-12 are reacted MI form
additional methane. For a 250-million ft3/day plant,
the capital requirenient has been estimated to be
$160 to $180 millidn, the. manufacturing cost 43
cents/ft3 and selling price 54 cents/I,000 ft3 using
utility company-type. financing. It now appears that
if the price of gas increases enough, or if adequate
technologic-economic improvement in coal
gasification can be made, synthetic gas from coal may
soon become a commercial reality.

The piice a synthetic Pipeline kas noted above
is too high to be used by electrical utilities. There
is a very interesting related posSibilitythe production
of low-Btu sari from coal Asing air instead of oxygen,
followed by sulfur and ash removal, and generation
of electricity .''by gas turbines. In this case, a
hIgh-temperaturesulfur removal process is needed, in'
cooling, the gas and heating it up again.

UndergrOund gasification of coal .
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gasification of oil 'shale offer additional possibilities
for gas supply if new technical ,advances can be
achieved. It should be emphasized that all processes
contemplated, for' manufacture of synthetia gases or
liquids, from coaf result lin..a low-sulfur: product. ,

It is possible to sonyeit coal ,to liqUid fuels,
including high-quality gasoline. MoreoVer, the Cost of
doing so is afhtroaching the Coat of refining gasoline
from petroleum. Thereft1obably within the next
.15 years, it will be botb. ssary and economically
feasible fo,make gasollynthetically;

,
Another very important possibilify which has

not yet received emphasia,is the convbrsiOn of coal
to a low-sulfir, low-cost utility fuel. In such a
process, coal is contacted with hydrogen and solvent

or without an added catalyst, thbs transforming
the'coal into 'a new fuel product low in sulfur and
ash.! It is not important to upgrade the aroduct by:
removing asphaltenes. as .in the case Of gasoline
production. By operation 'of relatively low,pressure
and relatively mild temperature, a minimum of
hydrogen is Used, so, that a low-cost fuel can be
manufactured.

Petroleum desulfurization

With new regulations and increased demand, it
has become necessary to desulfurize petroleum to'
achieve a more adequate supply. Fortunately, the
petroleum industry has developed effective
hydrodesulfurization prociesseS. Of a .tota1 of-about
14 million, barrels of oil produced per day, about 4
million are being desulfurized in the U.S. At.present,
most -desidfurized 'oils consist of lighter petroleum
fractions. Significantly, 'processes for, desulfurizing

Tesidua are now coming on stream in different parts
of the world. The cost of desulfurization,ranges from
about 2finto 80 cents i barrel. As an example, for
a .high-Mfur (2.6%) residuum costing 32 'cents per
million Btu ($2.00 a barrel), it wOuld cost°4 eents
per million Btu for each 0.5% by...which the sulfur
content were reduced. Desulfurization to 0.5%,would

Aim, add 16 cents, bringing the'Cbst to 48 cents per
million fitu, a 50% inctease over the undesulfurized
oil. Costs rise sharply, however, below abouf 0.5%
sulfur.,

ide natural sulfur content' of. oil varies greatly:.
For example; residuum from Algeria is low in sulfur,
about 0.5%, whereas that from Venezuela is relatively
high, about 3%. .No large supply of domestic
low-sulfur residuum is available. The iniportaSion of
a high proportision Of utility fuel from..abroad poses
a probleni from the viewpoint of national security
since the east coast -noW imports nearly '94% of its
requirements.,Part of the current shortage in availablq
residuutn is due to its increased initial ,costs and
increased tanker°rates.

r During the past few years, the substitution cif
low-sulfur petroleum/ residuum from- abroad for
high-sulfur domestic coal has been widely adopted

s

on the east coast, where there is no oil import quota
on. fuel oil. Moreover, governmental approval recently
provided for one plant to use imported residuum in
the Chicago area. In this instance, the oil, containing
1% sulfnr; will replace coal,, at a reported cost of
464cents per ,million I;ltu at that location as compared
to about 30 cents for coal. This illustrated forcefully
that pollution control is expensive.

New technology

Finally, we should not overlook new energy
conversion de.vices which can become important if
certain technological breakthroughs are achieved.
Specific cases are fuel cells and
magnetohydrodynamics; The former would permit
the widgeread use of gas for the tranAhission of
energx4a11oWed ,by generation of electricity, in the
horde --lar Corrirnitnit,x.

Manageriieni 'of fuels also should take into
account one human habit sometimes not recognized
in the fuels systemthat is, the production of
so-called urban and agricultural refuse. Much of this
is about half paper. In the U.S., 7 lbs.of urban refuse

is collected per person per day, and nearly 10 times
that amount of agricultural wastes is produced. In
the past, urban refuse has been used as landfill or
incinerated, causing significant air pollution. Now it
is possible tq recover energy by controlled
incineration, by p`yrolysis to make, gas and oil, or by
hydrogenation to produce a low-sulfur oil. Recent
experiments by the Bureau of Min,es have shown that
heating a tone of garbage to 380 C for 20 minutes
in the.presence of carbon monoxide and water, under
high presgure produced over two barrels of low-sulfur
oil per dry ton of garbage. Perhapg some such novel
means will be necessary for conversion of cellulose,
grown by solar energy and discarded by man, into
a fuel:that can be utilized withless pollution.

0,



CHAPTER 7

HEAI",TH EFFECTS: A COMPARISON

Health Effects of Nuclear Power Plants aluminum foil :or several layers of perion's skin.
, In air, its range mai be as much as a yard.

e greater part of this chapter will describe
pts of exposure...to radiation. The reason for

tWo-fold: much more researeh has heen chine
e' effects of radiation than on the effects. of.

pollutants: from fossil-fueled plants; and radiation
effects are poorly understood by th average person.

t ' :

Humans" have dways lived with low level
background radiation and wsrewmawate of, i
existence until about 1895, whelnbnizirtZ radiatio
tiv?i discovered. Early experiments With x-rays soon ..
produced a number of injuries to the experimenters. ,

Almost immediately, the use of radiation began to
be Controlled. 13Y the dine Power reactois.began to
:be built. in the mid-1950.'s, radiation emissions from
these plants and radioactive by-products Were 'under
strict regulation. This is in contrast to the case 'fat
fosiil fuels, whith were not regulated until long after
their use as* energy ioutces.

A: Fundamental Information

As noled in Chapter 3, all matter is made up of
simple units called- atoms. Each atoM has -a nUcleus
with an electrically pOsitive (+) change:, A cloud of

gri electrically negative (-) electrons orbits the :positive
renclts Ordinarily, the number Of negative electrons-. ,
equa thenumber of positive' Charges in the nucleus.

The atom is then electrically neutral. If energy is
suPplied to an orbital electron, it pan be moved to a
position further from the nucleus; then the atom is
said to be in :an excited state. it large amounts qf
inexPY are supplied, the electron can eicape froni the
atom completely. When' one or more electrOns is
separated from the atom, the atom is said to be
ionize*. The atom has a net positive charge since it is
miss* an electron. This positively-charged atom,
taken with-4ts separated negative-electron, is called an
ion pair. (See Figure 23.)

/Is discussed In Chapter '3, some atoms are
radioadioe and emit radiation as they decay to a
stable state. Table 5 shows the cOrnposition of the
varibus kinds - of decay radiation.

When these types of 'radiation pass throUgh
matter, they interact with die electron clouds of the
atoms in the matter. In this process' the radiation
loses iti energy by eNciting the ato and/or

. producing Ion pairs in the matter. This 'c process
is essentially the same 'for all kinds of erials-air,
water,people; cement blocks, or steel.

. The mosk. Penetrating of these types of
ta4iatiOn are the gamma rays. High' energy gamma

fa9s' Can completely penetrate person,, a concrete
block or a sheet of lead.

,) .

: Beta radiationi,,Which is high energy lectrons
or positrons, isabIç of penetrating a piede of

. ,,4%

./Alpha radiation, which is high energy helium
nuclei, can soinetimes penetrate a wry, thin piece of

'per but cannot penetrate conventional alumiiium.
HOwevery alpha. Partieles ere dietnost haiardmis

of all types of radiation if they enter the body as
a 'result of swallowihg or 'inhaling an alpha emitter.

The potential.;.of injury frOrn any kind of
radiation depends on .the .rate of energy loss as the .

radiation travels through Matter. This tate of energy
losi in 'turn depends. on the type of radiation, its ,

electrical charge end its energy. The energy Joss :IP
produces chemically reactive species, such as id!' pairs
in the absorbing Material, and these species do :the
damage, such as disrupting the functions of cells of,..
living orzanisms. ,

.

' B. Radiation Detection. .

Atomic radiation is Mit detectable by* .the
'human, senses except in massive doses, but it is easily
detected by several types of instrilments: One of the
siMPlest radiation' detectora is ordinary photographic
film, which darkens onl exposure to radiation 'and is
routinely used in flirty badgei 'for measuring, the
ctunulative arnount Of elposure received bY peoPle
wild work with lourcei Of tadiation.LOther types of
detector's such :: as Geiger counters, ionization
chaMbers atitl? prOportional..counteri, are .used to
detect the 'presence and'ineasuie the Intensity. of.
atomic radiation. TheseAtistfunients can detect the
presence of extremely imalLamounts of radioactive .

. materiels. Radiation deteCtiOn is also vety.sensitivein
its ability to idenrIfy ,specific ridiiiaOtive substances.
This is poisible because eitty species of fadioadtive .

atom has a characteristic pattern of radioactitte deciY.
C. Units for Measuring Radiation Exposure

'The roentgen is the. unit of exposufe. related .
. to. the number of ion .pairs:produced in air by x-rays
and:. gamma rays. It :is::the.goiclunt of such radiation
required to produce ions cairyiAg a Standard electrical
charge in standard amOnot 'of air. The roentgen can
be measured directly sinap the electric Curreni.Can .
be . meaSured by an ammeter.' . '

. . ,

The radiati4Osabacithed dose (rad) incficates the
amount of energy:deposited in materieby any typ.e

iof radiation: It is a measurement' Of npt only on .
. pails, but .of all energy deposited. A rad is a .very
small unit.. For example, one rad eqiials the enerry

:required to raise, the,., bPdy tenTeratu,ke
two-millionths of a :degree 'Fahreolteit: '-

The roentgen ecphient man (rem), is the unit
of dose equivalent. It is a 'measure not only of energy .
deposited but OM theresUlting biological effects.

-.For instance, suppose.S00 fads of gamma-rays
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Definition of Types of Decay Radiation

Radiation . Protons

Alp (CO

Beta (ne ), '0
Beta (positron) ,(e)

Neutrons Electrons 4 Charge
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prodtice.:'a Cer6Vchange in a fissile and 50 rads of
alpha pkiiele 'radiation produce' the same. change. We.'
then would say that the alpha:radiation was 10 times
as powerful as gamma .radiation in causing this
change. In other. words, the alpha .radiation Would
have a quality,factor of 10 when it is compared [cc the
gamma ray.

We can use the formual rems = rads x quality
factor to convert to.reins. In our example, the quality
factOr for gamini fidiation is 1. Therefore, 500 rads
multiPlicd by a quality factor of 1 gives 500 rems.
For the alpha radiation; 50 rads multiplied by. a

.0.quality factor of 10 gives,500 rems. The number of .i.

reins is thus the same for the two types of radiation
which produced the ..same biological effect.

- Since radiation protection deals with the
safeguarding of people from unnecessary radiation
exposure, regUlations. and recommendations are
usually written in terms of rems. However, it is 'often
desirable to.' work with smaller units, so millirem
(mrern), which is one-thousandth (.001) of .a rem,

often.used. For example, the Maximum permissible
exposure allowed for a radiation 'worker iS 5 rems,
or' 5000 rnrem, per year.

To summarize the units. of radiation exposure,
a roentgen refers to the ions produced in air .by x-
and gamma radiation. A rad refers to the energy
deposited in ally material by any ionizing radiation.
A rem refers to the results of that,energy deposited
in tissue.

D. sources of Radiation

As -mentioned,. humans hire always been
exposed to radiation. This natural or background

-radiation comes from many tsources:

One source. of natural radiation is high Energy
cosiffic radiation from the un and stars.- This
radiation interacts with our atniosphere to produce a
shower of charged particles. \

1,

A n o ther source of natiisal radiation is
radioactive nuclides like the uraniihn and thorium
widely distributed in soil and ro&s: The, niore
energetic radiation from these rachonliclides.irradiate
us continuously. Alsd, a small part oNlIpotassiunt is
radioactive. pot,assium-40, and a small .part of
carbon is radioactive carb -44. This radionuclide is,
constantly formed in the upper atmosphere by thec-
interactiTn of cosmic radiation with atmospheriC'
Mtrogen. These -natinally-occurring radionuclidelac4dk,,,
about 5(I mrem/y.ear to our exposure.

Siniilarly, the dose from radiation in rocks
varies with oCation. Moving from one part.of New
York City to another may add an additional 15 .

.rnrem/year dose, because of this difference in the
natural background.

Even the type of house a person lives in affects
the amount of background radiatieoireceived. People
living in a wooden house r eive abdut 100 ,
mrem/year. If they move to a brick-and-concrete
house, they snay get as much as 300 mrem/year
becauk ,,of higher radiatilevels in the earthen
building materials. /

Man-made radiation adds to the average dose
that everyone receives. Most significant is the 'dose
from medical and dental x-rays.. A, small amount of
iadioactivity is also received from fallout from
weapons-testing and from nuclear reactors (SeeTable
6). The radiation doses in this table are genetically
significant Iloses, which. means that they estimate the
potential genetic effects of radiation on future.
generations.

E. Factors Which .influence Radiation
Effects

- Radiation effects are not dependent solely on
the amount of radiation received. Other factors must
be considered.

( I) Dose Rate., Effects
I.

The rate at which a radiation dose is received is
an important factor in determining its effect. This is
because living tissue is not inert; A-s soOn -as damage is
produced,, healing begins. Thus, if a particular dose is
diglivered over a long period, it is possible that repair
may keep up with the dainagei so that mi detectable
change would be produced. On the other hand, if the
same dose is delivered all at onde, the change may be0
noticeable.

Knowledge of; .the effeqls of radiation has
generally resulted from data on large doses received
in a short time. Data sources include Hiroshima
survivors' victims of radiation accidents and patients
receiving radiatimk therapy. However, most humans
are expose to low doses and low dose rates. to-see
the ...biologic
would have to
many. generations.

' general praCtice is t predict the results of the low
doses and low dose rates on the basis of high dose:
and, high dose rate data.

'..ftifttfe9riore7 in order to be congerVative in
estimating 'radiation effects, one must assume that
some injury results from any exposure to radiation.
According to the International Committee on.

Troteetion (ICRP): "The, objectives of
radiation, PrOtection-ae- to' prevent acute, radiation
effects, and 'to the risks of late .effectS to -an '
acceptable For purposes of radiation- -
protection,' anytxposure. is asSumed to eiatil a risk
of biological,clatntigeo" It should be stressMhat This

. .

.44
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. The amount of radiation dose from natural
background varies according to location. F6r example.

°the cosmic radiation dose increases with altitude; it
doubles from about 40 mem/Year t6 about 80';
mrem/year when Sonieone antives from Philadelphia
to .a town high in the Rocky Mountains 10,000 ft.
higher. Exposure also increaSes by 15 per cent as one
moves from the eqtiator to a geomagnetic latitude of
50 degrees.

ffects of this type of radiation, one
serve large groupstbf People over.

Because -of this difficulty, the
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TABLE. 6

Sources of Man-made Radiation

Sourte Average Genetically
Significant Dose
(snrem/year)

Medicine and Dentistry

Diagnostic -(1970) . 35
Therapeutic 5

Interne (Radionuclides) 1

Environmental

Weapons fallout
Reactors (Livtng at site

boundary)
Reactors (Average person

in the ,population)
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is not known tO be the case. There 'are certahtv levels
of radiation that produce_ no defectable
effects-background radiation and routine diagnostic ..
x-rays, for example. But the most conservative

u ptions are used to insure maximum protection
for a population.

(2) Age of the Individual

The age of the exposed individual can greatly
affect his/her sensitivity to radiation. When organs
are developing before birth, sensitivity is high,
because differotiating cells and cells'undergoing
rapid diVisionTare more easily damaged. Similarly,
from. Iiirpt to maturity, high rates of cell divisign and
possible:further differentiation makeA child more ,
sensitive to radiation exposnre. An iduli is more
resista'nt to radiation effects. Exposure, however, may
giye rise to genetic effects jn the exposed'-aclult'S
children. For a person beyond the reproducti've age,
genetic effects are not important. Silarly, radiation
effects which might appear only after a long time
(for .example, tumor induction) Would not be as
significant to older people as to younger people.

(3) Part of Body Irradiated
Some parts of the body are Tore sensitive to

radiation effects than other patts. For example, if the
upper abdomen is irradiated, the radiation effects are
more severe than if a body area of similar size
elsewhere were exposed to the sameAdose. This is

4 because of the presence of vital organs in the upper
abdominal area. The ICRP has recommended dose
limits for the general public for different parts of the
human body. These doses range from, a low of 500
mrem/year to the reproductive organs and red bone
`marrow to a high of 7,500 mrem/year for the hands,
forearms, feat and ankles.

(4) fxtent of Body Irradiation

Irradiation of a small part of tke body surface
will have much less general effect thh an equal dose
per unit area dellVered to the whole body, since the
unirradikted portions can help the affected portions
recover.

(5) Biblogical Variation
A1thoug4 it is possible tb determine an average

dose which produces certain effects, individual
responses will' vary from the average. For instance a
dose of about 600 rads in a single exposure killed half
a group of rats within 30 days. On the other hand,
some rats died after 400 rads abd some lived after
800 rads. This is biological variation.

radioactive materials inside the body results from
nu clear medical techniques. These radioactive
materials move through the body in the same manner
as nonradioactive materials. They are also eliminated
in the same manner and constantly become' weaker
through radioactive decay..

External radiation doses to an individual can be
reducedby shielding, i.e., placing dense material .

betwee0he individual and the source; distance9 i e.9,
moving aWay from the source; or shortening the time
that the.individual is exposed to e source. When the
ikdiactive source is inside the y, reduetion of the
dose is not to simple. Also, e amount of internal
radiation necessary to bring about a given effect is
inuch sipallei' than that required from an external ,

source.This a is because the internal radioactive'
material becomes a part of the living tissue. .

The effect of internal radikton depends on
several factors. One is the sensitivity to 'radiation of
the organi or tissue to which the material goes.
Another factor is the type and energy of the radiation
emitted; this determiftes the quality factor. The
phyiical and chemical form of 'the radioactive
material also helps determine its effects. A major
factor in the effect of internal lidia'tion is the.
effective half-life (TE), of the radioactive material.
This is the time it takes a person to reduce the
amount of radioactise material to one-half the
original amount. The e 'ye half life is in turn
determined bi the biological llf life (T B), which is
the time it takes the body to re ove one-half of the
radiactive material; and the physi 1 half life (Tp) of
the radioactive material, as defin d in Chapter 3.

These sth e term are related by the e pression
., = i -+ 1

TE Tp TB

Thus a long-lived radionuclide emitting alpha particles
and-deposited in bone, would be more harmful than
an equivalent amount of a shorta-lived radionuclide
emitting gamma rays', which are dot readily absorbed '.
into tissue and do not concentrate in any organ. ..

F. Internal Radiation

Most of what has been said so far about
; radiation effects has been in terms of external dose,

that is, from. sources outside the body, When
radioactive materials are taken into the body, whole
body tffects. may occur. Radioactive material may :

enter the body through food, water or air, but the
most common soorce of significant leVels of

G. Radiation Effects
Biological effects of radiation are divided into

two general classes. Somatic effects are those
observed only in the Person who has been irradiated.
Genetic effects are those seen in the off-springs of the
person irradiated.

t)
(1), Somatic Effect

(a) Cellular esponse

The fust event in the ab orption of ionizing
radi4Lion is the production of e cited atoms and ion
pairs. Wh these are produc d in the chemical
systentis' of ell, new and possi ly harmful chemicals
are produce tiworiginal chemical structure of the
cell is distur ed by Alia radiation. Thus, toxic
materials.. may be produced. Furthermore, if the
radiation affects chromosomal Material within the
cell nucleus, cell division may be effectkd. Thus, a cell
may respond to irradiation in several ways:
chromosomal charges, cell death before division,

134i.
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failure to specialize, failure td divide completely or
slowing its division rate. Some cells will be unaffected/ by the radiation.

The cellular r'esponsetd radiation is deteripined
by a number of factors. Among these are the cell's
stage of specialization, its activity and its division
rate. These factors pargally aecount for an embryo's
great sensitivity to radiation. In the embryo, a small
groupiot cells will eventually specialize or form an
organ, so these cells are especially radiosensitive.

These factors also help to make radiation
therapy Asible. A patient with cancer, for example,
receives a number of exposures, giving him/her a large
total radiation dose. Through the phenomenon of
repair following radiation exposure, the cells begin
to repair the radiation damage between exposures.
However, the rapidly dividing cancer cells have a
'greater chance .of being destroyed.because they are.
more frequeftly in the radiosensitive stages of cell
division:

(b) Organ Sensitivity. .
The radiosensitivity of organs and iissu s

depends on cell multiplication. In the lining of t e
gastrointestinal tract, for exarnple, scaly 'cells e
mattue. These are crinuoulsy being discarded and,
replaied by new cells produced nearby. If a high dose
of radioactivity is received; these rapidly dividing cells
will be severely decreaSed in number. If the dose is
not nit) high, 11* surviving cell's will be able to replaCe
those destroyed'. . .

.

If a large do`se is given to,a small area of the
body, the general and local effect§ depend on which .

organ is irradiated. FOr instance, a large radiation
dose to- an arm will very likely cause detectable
changes in the arm. BLit it will not result in death
or severely damage the blood-Making system, because
the majority of this systerh was not exposed to the
.radiation. On the other hand, a moderate dose to
'the smdll reproductive organs can result in temporary
sterility. .

p.

(c) Total Body Doses
A large, sudden, whole-body dose of radiatiOn

produces the acute radiation sickness syndrome:
nausea; vomiting, general aches and pains and
possibly a decrease in the number of white Cells.
Localized phenomena, such as reddened skin or logs
of hair, may be produCed. Laiger. doses cause
weakness, drastic dernassion of all blood elements,
and possibly lterility. Exposure to the eyd may eaur
cataracts. At still higher dose levels, death will
probably 0c:cur.

' It has been shown ,irrtniinals that high radiAon..
doses cause the bodily changes tliat oecur with iiging.
It is obviously difficult to obtain ,such data*r
humans, 'but it is probable that' sinne degre;'41;
life-shortening may occur following high dtiii0f

4exposure.

Identifying the effects oft:my levels of radiation
is difficult because no nevi/ type of malady &is

1 j5

produced. Instead, there is an increased frequency of
disorders which are also pro ced by other,
eni4Fonmental factors or which occu ontaneously,;'
with no known cause. For example, cance; and
leukemia may -be long-delayed cons4.quences of a
single large exposure to radiation, and they may also.
follow chronic exposure. Bart* they are by no means
an inevitable result of any form of human exposure
Jo radiation,

Muchilecent attention has been 'directed at the
increased incidence of lung cancer in uranium miners.
This maybe due to the inhalation and deposit of the
decay products of radon in the lining of the lting.
Radon is a natural occurring radioactive gas resulting
from tire "d ec ay of uranium and thofium
radioisotopes. °.

NGenetic Effects

Genetic effects refers to the production of
mutations, which are permanent, transmissible
changes in the characteristics of an offspring 'from
those of its parents.

Mutations occur in all.living organisms. They
may occur of their own accord, Apart from any
known alteration in the environinent. Whatever their
origins, most mutations are undersirable. Every
individual has some of these undesirable mutations..

Radiation-induced mutations are dividet ,into
two classes: gene liutations and chromosomal
abnormalities. Most radiation-indUced alterations are
gene mutations, whichttend -to. be recessive. In other
words, the effect of thp mutation is not seen in the
offseoring unlesvthe ,altered gene is carried by both
parents. Even though the'mtitation may not be seen
in first-generation 4fspring, it makes such offspring
slightly less fit.t ,

Chr.omoso mai abnormalities 'include
chromosome Aoss and chromosome breaks. These
effects are,severe, the result usually being the death
of the embryo before birth. This type of genetic
effect happens much less frequently than floes gene
inutation.

The increase M genetic damage to be -expected
from radiation is sometimes discussed in terms of
doubling dose. This dose would eventually, cause a
donbling in the Tate of gene mutations that occur
spontaneously.,

dose Of a riadiation were applied to present and future
generations, it would eventually lead to a gene
mutation rate of four per cent. It would take on the
order of 10 generations, tojeach tfie four pei c..ent
rate. The doubting dose ?tited by the National
Academy of Sciences report; "The Effects on
Popplations etf Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing
Radiations," is estirna.ted to be 40, rata 140,000

In the United States, about 100 _million
rdren are born in a generation. Of these, about two

cent will have detectable genetic defects° as 'a
thatisequence of spontaneous;unavoidable . genetic
changes passed on by all their ancestors. If a doubling
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mraVj per generatidn. In other words, if' the average
dpse to the -reproductive cells of all of the individuals
of the:- p8pulatiOn was a total of 40 rads from,
conCeption to age or 1.3 .rads per year above
background for every generation, after aboUt 10
generations the rate of aimpairing mutations wOuld
gradually increase so as to eventually double from,
two per cent to four per ^cent. This amount of
radiation is far above that obtained from any current
mariqbade source. (See Table 6).

It should be pointed out that only betOreen five.
afid. 12 per sent of all genetic changes, are.9aUsed
by -environmental radiation. The bulk' or all genetic
changes is .procluced by other natural substances,
indbding eniiiimméntar.pollutants.

H. Nonhuman Biological Effects :

; In hature, hundreds of thousandi of species of
plants and animals -have been identified. I/ is
tegonable fo expect tiiat a wide range Of sensitivities
to radiation would be seen in this great,iaarietY. While,:

-radiation, protection guides .are written tegor the
prOtection of kumarts, much Of :the data upOn which
such guides ate based w.4 'derived' ftom animal ,

experiments.
. .2.

The basic conditions .!that lend td predict
radiosensitivity in humatiS, such as'velkiivision Tate,
and age, aPply to all other lifeform's. Hoxever, there,
is a wide range of variation among species. the 'more
complex the organism; the jnore senilOe it is. td
radiation egfects.

A number of types of organisms have been
.,, known to reconcentrate radioactive materials in their

odies. An example is shellfish such as oysters and
clams. These organisms 'can reconcentrate certain
radionuclides up to 100,000 'times the levels found
in the water in which they live. This reconcentration
does not, appear to affect the wall-being of the
animal, but people who .use these shellfish as their
solesource of food could receive significant fraction
of/their maximum permissible dose in the process.
For this reason, edible shellfish living near the outfall
of a nuclear -plant are used as monitors for
czosschecking radioactive discharges.

, .

I. Radiation .Effects from Nuclear. Power .

Plants

What is the risk Eff harmful radiation effects
from nuclear power plants? To quoteLauristbn S.
Taylor of the National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements: "There is a
considerable region of. radiation. eXposuce about
which we Pave very.'Iittle positive knowledge. This

. is in (he iegion of doses of one or two or .even a
few rads, delivered all at once and not repeated too
freqiintly; larger doses, say up to 10 or .20 rads
recelVed essentially dll at once but rarely, if ever
repeated; and finally,exposures at very low levels and
at low dose rates, say at millirads or less per day,

but persisting over long periods and totalling only
some five or ten rads distributed over tit lifetime.'

"It is) particulatly this latter condition which
is of concern to the piiblic with the.use of nUclear
reactors,, and' it is this ranie and kind-of exiiosure
?lpon which we have little posifive and direct
knowledge. But it is in the same range of exposure
that we have made a tremendous effort,of attenitpting-
to discover effects, with all resuks so far being
convincingly negative. This inability to find effects
is itself extremely, important, but it must be
.recognized that the test samples may not have been
large enough.....The levtls of dose about whieh the
public is cOncerned in the nuclear power industry are
at the most it. few. thousandths of a rad pe)- 'year,
and more likely*ss :than a thousandth....The upper
dose. limit to ?he population for all mati-made
radiation is 700 times less than, the lowest dose of
gamma rays which has been statistically :shown to-
cale leykeink

.Vw same time the population':ilbse limit
is;404st some hundred times higher thaittite average
dose' t'6' the population from all the reactors ezpected
to be installed between now and the year 20°0,,
assuming no improvement in our protection
techniques."

.. .0

Perhaps the only problem. is that we do nYt
know how td measure the effeets ci(aph very low
Mies- of radiation, because they ar-0719oN small of
happen' too infrequently, to be measured by an3('
presOnt teChniques. This means that if the effects
.cinnot be Measured by any of art fairly sophisficated
methods available today, the 'Potential hazard-if it
exists at allis sufficiently small so that.there is time
to further study and analyze the problem without
a, serious risk.,

However, this very fact of being unable to
detect any effect, accompanied by an unwillingness
Ito say that there is no effect at all, has led us into
a dilemma. In order to avoid setting standards which
would expose the public to utinecessary radiation,
and what future knowledge , may show to be
'dangerous' amounts of radiation, the National Council

a of Radiation Protection and Measurements has set
exposure limits based upon the following' very
cautious assumptions:

1. Thefe is a single, linear dose-effect relationship
for the effects of radiation, from zero dose with
no' effect to the knoWn effects of high revel
doses.

2. ,There is no threshold of radiation below ivtii h
*there is no effect.-

3. All doses received by an individual are
additivethat is, their effects add up.

4. There.is no biological recovery front the effects
of radiation.
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Much of the available evidence indicates that seyeral
of the.abot,e assumptions are probaly not true, but
in the interest of safety, we assume that they are,
under the conservative philosophy that it is far better

/ to be oversafe than to be sorry at some future date.

The radiation protection guide, arrived at as a
result of these assu tions, gives a maximum

Thpermissible dose to general population. e

maxiMum iS presently 70 mrem/year above natural
background. This figure does not include an
individual's radiation dose from medical procedures.
The NCRP does not attempt to regulate or limit
radiation exposure for necessary diagnostic and
therapeutic purposes, but it does recommend
reductions in the exposure which does not contribute

, trkecptment or diagnosis.

To keep the dosage which we may expect to
receive from nuclear power plants in perspective,the
maximum exposure to tht public from the combined.
effects of all. nuclear power plants expected to be
constructed by the year 2000 will not be a totd1 dose
greater than 10 millirems. ,

The Nuclear Regulatory -Commission insures
that release of* radioactivity from nuclear power
plants is ii lou, as practicable. Proposed guidelines
for defining these `as-lovi-as-practicable levels would
keep radiatian exposure of persons living near nuclear
power stations to less than five per cent of the
average natural background. radiation. Such Aposure
'Would be about one ger, cent ,or 1ess4of that which
federil projection guides allow individuaknembers of
the public. .

.

2. Health Effects of Fossil-FUeled Power Plants

. Health effects from fossil-fuel use come mainly
"from the air pollution caused by the burning of such
fuels. Fossil-fueled plants.produce air pollution'in the
forrn of ".oxides of sulfur and nitrogen, carbon
monoxide, unburned,hydrocarbons and particulates
in the_form of fly astrfable 7 shows typical amourtts

'of pollutants released to 'the environment by a
..1,000-megawatt power station. The figures in Table

7 assume the .usq of 2.3 million tons of coal
.containidg. 2.5;per cent sulfur, 460 million gallons
of oil containing 1.6 per -cent sUlfur bY weight and
68 billion cubic feet of gas. They also assume a nine
per tent fly ash content for the coal and .97.5 per
cent fly ash removal efficiency. No other pollution
control equipment % assumed in determining these

,figures.

In tail( about air pollotants, the term parts per
million is frequently encountered. This term is an
expression of the concentration of one material
within another material. For example, it is used, to
express the conceptrtition of a gaseous pollutant, such
as sulfur dioxide, in another gas, such as air. One part
per million (ppm) means one part of the pollutant to
one million parts of air.

0

A. Sulfur Dioxide

Sulfur dioxide (S0'7) is an air pollutant of
major concern. Power plants emit more of it than
any other pollutant. It is a colorless gas produced
when fuels containing sulfur are burned. Most people
can taste it at concentrations greater than 1 ppm,
and,it has an irritating smell at concentrations above
.7 ppm. In the environment, sulfur dioxide is
transforme&to sulfur trioxideor to sulfuric acid and
particulate, sulfate salts. These transformations'
depend on the presence of moisture in the air, on
the presence of dusts and smokes, and on the
intensity and duration of sunlight.

Oxides,of sulfur affect the respiratory system,
which includes the lining of the nose, the throat drid
lungs. Laboratory studies haVe shOwn that sulfur
dioxide constricts the bronchi41 tubes in experiment ;I
animals' lungs.

In general; the laboratory work performed thus
far is not entirely relevant to the real, environment.
In the real environment, the 'concentrations of, a
whole spectrum of pollutants are constantly
changing. The amount of moisture in t.he air changes,
So do the intensity of sunlight and teMperature..
Although it is very difficult to reproduce all these
changes in the laboratory, valuable information on

Isulfur dioxide has been gathered. It has been shown,
for instance, that it is not wise to measure only one
pollutant in the air and then use that data alone to
describe the quality of the air. The interaction of
the various pollutants can Owe effects different from
those produced by an individual .pollui-ant. For
example, sulfur dioxide alone acts as a bronehial
iestrictor that can cause breathing problems,
especially for those who already have a breathing
impairment. Certain aerosok such as iron, manganese
and vanadium, which may'be present in particulate
matter, react with the sulfur dioxide to form sulfuric
acid. Sulfuric acid, a mote-Nevere irritant to the
bronchial system, can penetrateNeeper into the lungs.
Therefore, combinations of particulate matter and
sulfur dioxide are potentially rriore damaging than
either. alone.

Another way -to study the problem of the
oxides of sulfur is through epidemiology, the branch
of medicine that deals' with epidemic diseases or
illnesses. The epidemiologist must think of all the
possible causes for the disease in diegroup Of people
and then carefully eliminate all.the eauses but one.
Epidemiological studies lack the controlled
conditions of the laboratory, but they are carried out
in the real-life environment. Frorti these studies, it is
_clear that the oxides of sulfur in the air affect the
health of people, and that the severity of the effect is
directly related to pollution levels.

The results of some epidemiological studies of
.,the effects of sulfur dioxide, are listed in Table 8.

e



TABLE 7

Typical, Emissions from a 1000 Megawatt Fossil-Fueled Generating Station

Pollutant Annual Emissions (Millions of pounds)
Coal Oil Natural Gas

-

Oxides of Sulfur 306.0 016.0 0.027
Nitrogen Oxides 46.0 47.8 26.6
Particulates 9.9 r.6.
Hydrocarbons 0.46 1.47
Carbon Monoxide 1.15 0.0)8

TABLE 43

Effects of Sutfur Dioxide

Location S02 concentration (ppm) Effects

England 0.040 This annual mean produced an increase in death
from bronchitis ,and lung cancer, with cigarette
smoking, age, occbpation and class taken into
consideration.

England

London

London

London

0.046 This long-term level increased frequency and
severity of respiratory diseases in children

0.20 - This one-day average accentuated symptoms in
persons: with chronic respiratory disease.

0.25 Rise in daily death rates after abrupt rise to this
level.

ft
0.35 Distinct rise in deaths with concentration over this

level for one day.

London 0.52 Death rate appeared to rise 20 per cent over
baseline levels.

Wotteridam

New York

New York

Chicago 0.2t This one day average increased illness in
..-----'.. . ,plitients with severe bronchitis.

. N..

0.19 Apparent increase in total 'mortality after -a few
days at a mean concentration of this level.

0.007 \a' .9 Rise in upper respiratory infections and heart
to disease complaints during the '1 Otday period.

0.86
0.5 Excess deaths were detected after* 24 hours at

concentrations over 0.5 ppm.
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Under the 1970 Clean Air Act, the
Environmental Protection Agency has set-air quality
standards for several pollutants, including S02, to be
met July 1,1975. The act limits the use of high sulfur
fuel unless some practical method of SO 2 removal is
devised. This regulation was the primary cause of a
large number of power plants converting from Coal to
oil in the 1970's, thereby,aggravating'the probleM of
increased dependence On foreign oil sources.

Since coal is relatively plentiful in the United
States, Isome practical method fop reducing the SO1
emissio m coal-burning plants would greatly
increase our usable fuel supply. Four approaches
seem possible: mine and burn low-sulfur coal; mine
high-sulfur coal and' clean it- before burning; burn
high-sulfur coal and take out the S02 with scrubbers;
and burn high-sulfur coal and diSperse the S02 from
tall stacks.

As noted in Chapter 2, there is not much
low-sulfur coal in eastern U.S., where much of the
demand for electricity is found. One solution would
be to ship low-sulfur coal from- western fields to
power plants. in the east, but our current
transportation system inhibits this to a significant
degree. Nutnerous studies are underway to develop
efficient rail systems, and research is also being done
on making coal slurry (coal particles carried in water)
and transporting it in a pipeline. Howeyer, there are
problems in getting the. right-of-way for such a
pipeline and in obtaining enotth water in the arid
regions where the coal is found. This water shortage
also limits building mine-mouth power plants in the
west and sending the electricity to population centers
by transmission lines. Another problem in pie use-
of the western cdal is, the uncertainty of when;
large-scale mining will be permitted because of it§
environmental- impact.

Because of these limitations, attention' must be
focused on finding ways to use high-sulfur coal. There
is currently a great deal of debate on the acceptability
of tall-stack dispersal. The Environmental Protection
Agency is unwilling to accept it as a permanent
solution, but since tall stacks do reduce the S02
concentration at ground level, it is willing to accept
it as a temporary solution. The EPA is thus insisting
that electric utjlities either burn low-sulfur coal,
remove the sulfur before burning the coal, or remove
the sulfur bg_fore. stack gases are released.

Today, several systems are, used to conlrol the
emission of S02. Most of, these sy4stems usefa slurry
of ground limestone and water 4ti onvert the S02
to compounds of calcium sulfate and calcium sulfite.
A description of one such system is as follows: the
hot exhaust from the furnace is passed through a
large electrostatic precipitator,'-where most of the fly
ash is aemoved. It then goes through a series of
scrubbers, where the hot gases react with the
limestone slurry, removing 90 per cent or more of
the S02. The gases, now containing mainly water

--vapor, carbon dioxide ,and nitrogen, are then reheated
so that they.can be exhausted out the stack. Such
systems produce lame amounts of wet sludge, which
has Bettie or no comniercial value, poses formidable
disposal problems and has the potential for polluting
ground water: Research is underway to develop ways
of solidifying: Oais sludte so that it can be used as
fill material milepleted cpalpines, both underground
apd, strip mines. It' is estinilited by some developers
that these systems would 'increase the cost of
electricity to the consumer by about 10 per cent.
Some ,utilities fear that the cost will be 30 to sa
per cent, especially when the sludgeslisposal problem

-considered. This illustrates that having a Cleaner
environment will require the additional expenditure
of etfergy and make the energy which we use more
expensive.

B. Particulates

Particulates'are primarily mineral ash, plus 0.5
to 5 per cent unburned fuel. The effects of
particulate air pollution on health rolate to the
respiratory system. The- damage may be due to the
particulate itself or to the gases, like sulfur fioxide,
which are carried on the particles. Here again, it is
difficult to separate the effects of particulates from
the effects of other known pollutants in the air. 1 he
particulate load in the air was proportional to the
sulfur dioxide concentrations in most of 'the studies
cited in Table 8. .

In one system for removing particulates, hpt
flue gas is passed through a dust removal s57.stem as
it leaves the boiler. This dust removal system, a
combination electtostatic preci ator and änical
dust remover, traps more th 9 per 'of the
particulates in the flue gas be re it is re eased ,to
the atmosphere. The ash, often referred to as fly ash,
cap then be collected and transported to a disposal
site.

e: Oxides of Nitrogen

This class of pollutant inclus four different
oxides, but most studies have been conducted on
nitrogen dioxide (NO2). During corpbustion, the
nitrogen. in air (79 per cent by volutne) combines
with oxygen to form nitric oxide. Although the
amount of sulfur oxides released by a plan.t can be
readily Calculated, the concentration of oxides of
nitrogen depends on tha temperature of'the furnace,
the gas-cooling rate, the amount of excess air in the
furnace and the method of firirig..The concentration
is thus difficult to -calculate. -

Nitrogen dioxide wai significantly correlated,
to increases in respiratory disease when mean daily
concentrations between 0.062-and 0.109 ppm were
reeorded in Chattanooga, Tennessee. Nitrogen oxides
also play a significant part In the formation of smog.

Combustion modifications and stack-gas
scrubbing offer possible cOntrol of pollution from
oxides of nitrogen, but no process has yet been.
proven really effective. Some exploratory work has

1 3,9
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\
been reporPed on simultaneous removel of the Oxides
of both nitrogen and sulfur.

D. Hydrocarbons, and Carbon Monoxide

The 'production f hydrocarbons and, carbon
monoxide in power plants is currently overshadowed
by their large-scale release from motor, vehicles. Both
of these pollutants can be reduced by more efficient
fuel combustion, which converts them to relatively,
harmless carbon dioxide and water.

HydrOcarbons can react with nitrogen dioxide
to become a Major cause of smog. They have also
been directly linked with an increake in the incidence

`of lung cancer:

c:Carbon monwdde primarily affects jons
.suffering frorri poor -blood circulation, heart dise
anemia, asthma and various- lung diseases.

.
E. Radiation 'from the Burning of Coal

:
All coal contains a small amount of

naturally-Occurrink radiactive materials, such as
potassium, uranium,' thorium' and their 'decay
producti: On the aSsumption that there ape fixe parts
per million of radioactive material is coal (0.0113gand
per ton),-then 0.1,000-megawatt electrical generating
prant, burning-about 10,000 tons of coal per day,
liberates about 100 pbiinds'ofJadioactive materials.
Most of thii radioactive rhatetial is contained irrthe
unburned particulate matter and ash, but some of it,

'such as radon gas; is released. to the atmosphere.-
Thus, the average coal-burning plant will release more
radioactivity ditto the environment than many
modern nuclear power plants. These amounts of
radiogtivity are well below established radiation
levels. Islo environmpntal datniige by radiation has
been detected near such plants, and so no effori has

- -been made to date to cOntrol it.
-P .4

F. OccUpational Health Hazards from
Mihing Coal

n .

An occupational health hazard frequently
associated with the mining and handling of coal is- a
family of respiratory diseases commonly -known Is-
"black lung. Black' lung, also known- as: miners'
asthma, includes anthracosilicosis; coal miners'
pneumodoniosis, chronic bronchitis and emphesema.

These diseases result from the inhalation of coal
- dust and\ its associated materials. The lung injury

frequently occurring is a kind ,of fibrosis, which is
an abnormal growth of lung tissue 'which, displaces
working lung structures.. This injury severely rtstricts
a person's ability to breathe and work. The added
stress on the heart contributes to heatt attacks.

The degree of impairment appears to depend
on the type of coal mined and the,smoking history
of the victim. More significant irripairment occurs in
anthracite miners who smoke (about 40. per cent of
the miners), "as compared to a rate of nine per cent
athong nonsmoking bituminous miners. ,

Federal health and safety regulations regarding
the control of dust and the nedical surveillance of
miners will have a beneficial e ect on the incidence
and severity of this disease.

3. How S4fejs Safe Enough? Risk Versus Benefit

Fallowing "ClOsely behind the tremendous
technological grow.th in recent years in the advanced
couiltriq of the world have been social and economic
kenefits. But each advancement has aTho brought a
cost or risk to the people. Both bene d risks

'aff4t the quality of life of the population. BnefIts
include tfigher ,standards of living, better health care
and more leisure time. Risks include urban problems,
pollution, technblogicak unemployment and the social
stress and 'stiain :of. Modern life.

, .

There is no precisCdefinition of "quality of
life," but dk -,:idantifiaa1iori of several major
components ós1bIe.. First, the Natibnal.
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 is strong evidence
that most Citizens accept, the cOnservation If the
natural environinent as important to the quality of
life. Second; there is little doubt that relatively full
emPloyment avid at least modest affluence for, most
indilkluals are important to the public: Third, goods
and services dependent on electrical power play a
large part in shaping the man-made environment, ,

especially indoors, Where most people spend t4e.
majority of their time. The typical citizen want
lighting, forced-circulation heating, radio, television,-
air conditioning and, seores of other things requiring
electricity.

We cannot demand more benefits from electric
'power without accepting the iisks involyed in its
generation. We have seen sdine of these risks in this
chapter-risks from radiation and risks from the fossil
fuel pollutants. What must be done is for the public
to assure 'that through proper regulation and
engineering these risks are minimized,:so that We can
continue to enjoy the benefits of electricity,
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StAident Activity: Compute Your Own. Radiation Dosage

We 'have seen that radiation is all about us and is part of our natural envirOnment. In this exereise yoi
will get an idea of the amount you are exposed ta every year.' The unit of radiation used here is the millirem.

S.

WHERLYOU
LWE

CoMmon Source of Radiation

Location: Cosmic radiation at sea level
Add I for every 100 feet of
elevation where you live

House construction':

v
lam

Wood '35
Concrete 50
Brick '75,
Stone 76

Ground (MS.:Average) .

WHAT YOU EAT Water and food (U.S. Average)
DRINK AND
BREATHE Air (U.S. Average)

/HOW YOU LIVE

.HOW CLOSE YOU
:LIVE TO A NUCLEAR
PLANT One Mile Away: ,Number.. of hours per day x 0.02

Pive Miles kway..::NuFibr.k. f hours per day x 0.002

Jet Airplanes: Number of 6000-mile flights x 4

Radium Dial Wrist Watch: Add 2

Television Viewing:
Black and white: Number of hours per 4y
Color: Number of hours per day x

Your Annoal Inventory
tmremlyear)

40

56

X-ray Diagnosis .and Treatment

Ce -
Lilt-ray: 42P

h -ray: 150
Stomach)c-ray: 350
Colon x-ray: 450
Head x-ray: 50
SPinal x-ray: 250
Gastrointestinal tract X-ray: 2000 %
Dental x-ray: 20

At Site Boundary: Number of hours per day x .2

. . -
Compare your dose to the U.S. Average of idelikrnietiiiyear

. ,
, Courtesy of San Diego Section
American Nuclear Society
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A COMPARISV OF PUBLIC HEALTH RISKS:
CLEAR VS', OIL-FIRED POWER PLANTS

-

C. Starr, M. A. Greenfield, and D. H. Hausknecht,
Nuclear News, October, 1972.

- Unless there is e major breakthrough in the
technology and production., of gas, (as by coal
gasification).there are probably insufficient suppliis .
of- gas to meet .the near-term requirements without
substantial increases. in cost and nreliability of
supply. Consequently, this. ana1ysisiill be restricted
to the comparative Pitly,fio,-health aspects of oil-fired
and nuclear power'plants and their associated
actiVities of a typical urban setting. Operations, of
these plants upon conditions up to the present federal; .1
regulatory limits are estiM4ted in this example to
cause 60 times more resPiratory deaths due to fossil
fuel Rollution than cancer deaths due to nuclear
plant effluents. In normal practice, neither plant
would be expected to expose the public to these
limits, primarily because the routine effluents must
be reduced below regulatory levelS ta meet a liariety
of conditions, and would, thus be expected to be
sitbStentially less (by a factor of IQ or more) under
iyerage citcymstances.

1 :;" .

i .1n7. :66th, -.types ;of . plantS!,*.-.PAc risks of-- . . . .

. .:Contittious. operatton- at regulAtOrY limi& ire in. the
.vriegtof ithase '44- to othei activities of man which
ihaye-,0fierar io4kete1 acceptance. They are in: the

part: OC'this socially acceptable range for the
plint-(60 deaths per year in a population,

erJO:piillielln) and in the, 'negligible" part of the
range,fot -the nuclear plant (one death per year in

poptilition of 10 million). .00

:In both cases the integrated accident risk
(averaged over time and all episodic events) is about
10...of the continuous exposure, for either the
Mielear plant or the oil-fired plant. For the analyzed
-' acCident and equal probability of occurrence, the

..a'..tiii-ftred plant has a substantially worse public health

." .than the ntttlear. For example, the
one- n-a-million-years event for the ofl-fired plant
',TOW lead to.approximately 700 respiratory deaths

population center of 10 million people; while
the one-in-a-million-years event for the nuclear plant

. Ould result in approximately one death in the'same,
population.

N.2

Table 1 summarizes the estimates of mortality
for exposure of large populations to routine and
accidental releases from both the nuclear and the
oil-fired plant.

Pollutants and their effects

Information on steady-state releases to the
atmosphere and to bodies of water is plentiful and
well established for bath fqssil and nuclear fuel
plants. Estimation of the frequency and magnitude

of transient or accidental releases is les; firm. In
either case, the correlation of levels of pollutants and
public health risks is primarily based' on
epidemiological studies:' These characteristically
represent small samples of.the population with many
variables that are not as controllable as , in a
laboratory study. Experiments on animals in
controlled situations are numerous but extrapolations
to humans do riot generally rest on a proven modeL
Hence -the correlation of public. health risks, with
pollutant levels is on a much less firm basis than the
correlation of pollutant emissions with plant size or
type.

The ce4p1 difficulty in making a comparison
of the health effects of poiNer plants that use
different fuels arises from the problem of-comparing
pollutants with totally different effects on humans.
For example, the somatic risks due to sulfur dioxide
or radioactive iodine'depend. not just pn the relative
quantities involved but on the naturel.and Severity
of' their effects on humans. ConsidfrAgstiti oil-fired
plant alone, e types of pollutants 'rdleased may
change sign 'candy when different. fuel Applies are'
used. For xample, some available Spigh American
oil reserves yield an h that is 60`Pertent vanadium
pentoxide, the health effects of which. are not well
known. For Chronic lo -level exposures of the public
to any pollutant, the -difficulty is compounded by
more subtl Synergistic effects, which have been less
susceptible' te quantitative measurements-such as the
ubiquitous combined of sulfur pxides and
particulates. In addition, the sensitiiity`Of individuals
varies widely.

In spite s of the' lack of) precision in our
knowledge, some perspective on the relative effects
of important pollutants is possible. Figure 1

summari,zes available data and uses known lethal
levels as a benchmark for radiation, sulfur dioxide,
and nitrogen .dioxide. Because of-the uncertain data
for large population, the trastition from medically
perceivable effects to disability and lethality are
indicated as three approximate ranges in Figure 1.
Ranges of medically perceivable effects are-about 10
times lower othan lethal levels for radiation and sulfur
dioxide and about 100 times lower for nitrogen
-dioitide. In this discussion "medically perceivable" is
being used to mean "in vivo" clinical measurements
on man, in contrast to studies on other forms of life.
Included on the graph are the natural background
levels which have been man's normal environment
during most of his evolutionary history. For all three
pollutants the natural background levels are about
100 tithes lower than the ranges of medically
perceivable effects.

4,
Included in Figure 1 are regulatory limits

governing radiation, kulfur dioxide, and nitrogen,
oxide. Each of these limits applies to an average level
to which large populations ,might be e -Rosed on a
continuing basis. They Ire, howeve , not all
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implemented in the same way; The limit for average
radiation dose to large popuPations is complied with:
by continuous monitoring of reactor effluents. In the
case of fossil fuel pollutants, measurements are
usually conducted off-site and the ambient levels are

'usually the restiltant of contributions from poWer
plants and ther sonrces-e.g.; fuel, conibustion for
other purpOses such as industrial plants and
transportation.

In examining the figure and noting; that the
AEC- limit on reactor emission levels is the only
regulation that iS below bickgrouncl, it is enlightening
to calculate the per cent above background permitted
by the various regulations. The values are 1 per cent,
10,000 per cent, and 400 per -cent for radiation,
sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen dioxide, respectively.
Much greater excursions above background levels are
allowed for' pollutants that are less well understood
as to their medical implications. This is especially true
with respect to the possible careinogenic or genetic'
effects of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide when
compared to the information on radiation.

. In revising its regulations in June 1971,
establishing 1 millirem as the maXimum acceptable
large population exposure, the AEC explicitly stated
that no new biological evidence had been presented,
but "that the new regulations reflected a further
implementation of the as low as practicable" Point
of view. Similarly, the very loW ambient
concentration level required for nitrogen cipxide
might .also reflect a practicable limit: The high
regulations for sulfur dioxide implies that abatement
methods are gpli,presently economically feasible. This
suggests thatvitderal regulations ire not consistently
or solely deteFiineg,by the aliailable medical data
or public heantriteria.

Cellular ec f pollutants

Chemical ttack on DNA, the genetic material
of living cells, poduce mutationschanges in the
structure 9f D that are inherited by succeeding
cell OnZtrations.elyhen the DNA is in a germ cell,
ihe mttation bee es pit of our load of mutations;

ncreased frequency of occurrence
,ajor afflictions as cystic fibrosis,
emophilia, and pbenylketonuria,

f ohe' of' the innumerable minor
a 414 :are "the differmtkl cause of

Irk ate& Wreproduce of between one-fifth.
t'wo-thirdi of tire pefsons who escape being killect

oi ,being prevented .from
reprodWit-qbthit; PtirVy'extrinsic causes." When

7 the.DNA is,in,thelieggepipt fetus, the mutation may
: -Tesu)t:M, felal Wastage on in: One or another of -the

borifterillg WO' -defeCtt`that afflict some six to eigit
:-per.-Cent74:4Wrieybeborri. ,Vhen 'the DNA is in a

sorpatic- celtd4 child iik'dii,aault; the' mittatipn May
re,sultiiii the: fraiisfOrmitiCitlf. "of: the normal cell to a
malignant cell ,'Oid,thu.s. induce' a. potentially lethal
cancet ;r t` '

.

lit may result i

%,
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One of the principal modes of action 'of
ionizing radiations on living cells is through the
produCtion' of free radicals in,the water within thee
cell. Thesekee radicalschemical species with an odd
number of' electronsare highly reactive and attack
DNA at 'many sites. But radiations are not unique
in their ability to initiate free radicals within cells.
Ozone, for: example, when dissolved in water,
decompose§ to form free radicals. The normal
amount of ozone at sea kvel, 0.02 ppm, if entirely,
converted to free radicals in the.body, would-produce
about 4,000 times. more free radicals than' are
Pi6duced by the natural background radiation levels
of about 0.1 rad per year.2.3 Ozone contents of 0.02
to 0.2 ppm are not uncommon, in the Los Angeles
basin, and the "alert leveL" of ozone in smog in Los.,
.Angeles is 0.50 ppm. Not only Ozone, but also
oxygen, is converted in the body intd free radicals
by normal metabolic processes. Thus the action of
radiation' is not qualitatively different from -that of
other environmental agents, and the risk of increasing
radiation levels by the operation of nuclear power
stations must be weighed against the qualitatively
similar risk of increasing the ozone and other
pollutants in the atmosphere by the' operation of.,.
fossil-fueled pbwer plants. 6

9

At llie molecular level, mutations. sail result
from the reaction of a single molecule with a
molecule of DNA. Therefore, single ionizatiens can
pr9duce mutations or activate latentviruses in living
cells. Similarly, carcinogens (benzo(a)pyrene, for
example, which is found in cigarette smoke and is
produced in the burning of oil and other fossil fuels)
can induce cancer when bound to DNA in ratios of
one molecule or less of carcinogen to one molecule
of DNA.4_ From this viewpoint the notion of a
threshold, a level of radiation or ozone, or
benzo(a)pyrene, or other of the innumerable
carcinogens, below which there is absolutely no risk
to the population, is illusory. Thus there is a potential
hazard from the ejnissions of -nuclear puvVer
stations-fission or fusionor from .conventicinal
power stationsoil, coal, or gas. ;This,tis-also

Aevery natural and rr1anmade4)hysical :or chemical
agent in the environntent. The important'Oestion is, -

'How great is the hazard associated .with 4r44;en-level
of each emission?"

A general statement that .can be made abrAit
the magnitude of the hazardk asstiCiated; "with;
environmental- agents is that the hazardi'hetotkolvith:
the level of the ,agent and the duration ore4osure..
of the population. A more specific sfettériS mint r7
be based on detailed data about the action of eac4,
agent. Even closely -related chemical 'agents,,,
example, when tested at equal concentrations on
:isolated mammalian cells, differ,bY seVeral Orders of
magnitude-in .their abiliV to bind tp DNA orcause .

mutations in the DNA? Interactions among agents
further complicate the picture. Radiation, for
example, can increase 'the efficiency of oncogenic
viruses in transforming normal mammalian cells to
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malignant cells. This comAxity incfeases gr
going from isolated cells to laboratory animals, and
increases en'ormously in the human population.
Therefore, to- the extent possible, estimates of the
magnitude of the risks associated with the exposure
of human populations- to various environmental
agents must be based on data accumulated from
observation of human populations that have been

The effluents of fossil-fueled plants are
comprised of a wide variety of materials including
sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, hydrocarbons.
carbon monoxide, heavy metals, particulate matter,
radioactive radon and daughter products. Some of
these substances take part in photochemical reactions
leading to other species of concerne.g- ozone.

exposed to these agents.

Respiratory effects

From this variety Of materials there is .a
spectrum of physiological effects. Deleterious effects
on the respiratory system caused by sulfur dioxide
and nitrogen dioxide acting in_ concert with
suspended paiticulate matter are generally assumed
to be the primary areas of public health concern. This
assumption will be +.adopted fOr this study only
because more quantitative health effects data are
available for these materials. In particular, for chronic
exposure of populations to low levels of episolic
exposure to high ley* of sulfur dioxide An& :,
particulate matter, an estmate of the correlation of
mortality risk can be made from available data.
.Nevertheless, there is an additional unquantified risk
:from the other components of fosSil fuel emissions.

Ranges of concentrations of sulfur dioxide and
exposure, times for -,significant health effects and
mortality rates in excess of normal expectation are
summarized in Figgie 2._ Particulates are not taken
into account in this figure, but they must be present
for sulfur dicirtide-1.0 be effective as indicated. ,

Detailed analPic studies of several types of
populations in Chicago indicate a significant
incremental point for the occurrence of increased
death rates, increased symptoms in bronchitis and
increased ,occurrence of respiratory infections. This
point, oCcOrs...between sulfur dioxide levels of 0.1 9

'ppni:alidEi.29 ppm (12-hour average), associated with
the2-other Owl urban pollutants. Considering the

24-ho standard (0.14. ppm), these data
..indicate. an i dequate margin of safety for the

. .

;:Popplationr.. tudies. Indeed, these' investigators,
exttapolapng mortality figures, suggest that for some
segment's -of the population (susceptibles) no
threshold for health effects or mortality effects can
safely be assumed.

Stui of pulmonary function measurements in
healthy human siThjects indicates a significant effect
on airway resistance and mid expiratory flow rates
after 15-minute challenges with sulfur dioxide at 0.5
ppm, when administered with distilled water or saline
aerosols. Heightening of this physiologic response,

persistence of it, and provocation of attacks might
'well be expected in Susceptibles such as asthmatics,
severe bronchitis, or individuals' with genetic

. susceptibility to respiratory disease.

Air concentration .data reported only from
. locations remote from major point sources of sulfur

dioxide and particulate effluents may significantly
,. -underestimate the. leYel tif challenge experienced by'

general population in the immediate downwind
.Catchment. In ageneral population up to 10 to 20

,: per cent may be expected_ to exhibit more lung
functional changes- or more .episodes of respiratory ?

,disease symptoms on experiencing intermittent
high-level pollution 'episodes (SO2 approaching ;0.5
ppm) than their. -average ruirmal neighbors: In t,he
downwind conurbation of the Los Angeles power
generating belt,.a population of upwards. of 530,000
individuals would:thus offes some 53,00asusceptibles
whose illness responses to few aS four. high sulfur
dioxide episodes per year could cosr them between
$10 Million and $20 Million.

No standards are published-, orIts-:
hydrated form despite the potential 'fill Sxldat,oii Qf I;
sulfur dioxide to this form in the iluMidifiedAr
coastal population centers. This SubstailQ: is of
concern because of its nwnified (three-49:4)41.NA .;
effect'ori respiratory mechanics when compared Witt *

¶ sulfur dioxide.
- _Risks from steady-state effluents

.. r
. For'a given basin with a fixed volaine of

the question of relative puhlic health risk attributed
to various types of poWer plants can be posed as
follows: How many plants of a given type can be
operated without reaching a pollutant concentiation
level having public health significance? , Table II
presents quantitative answers to this question.

A simplifiecLapproach has been taken to arrive
at the [lumbers shown in the table. This approach
was meiant to eliminate as many' complexities as
possible, while maintaining a valid comparison of
different types of power plants. For this purpose,
meteorological considerations have been precluded by
assuming- the pollutants are released Into a large
mixing chamber. Each power plant operates at full

aCity for one day, and' no natural rethoval
nictianisms such aS washout bY rain or impaction,.
on obstacles have been allowed tokleplete.thc-Meons.
effluents from the plants. Although incluSitin of these ...'
mechanisms might be expected to penal opeiation -

of mote plants, they are irrelevant for the .purposes..::::,:.
of this ..cOrnparison. Many more
meteorological conditions can.be postulated.than-th&''
one-day vghtilation rate used hefe.-.1trtlia;table
"tolerable :js used t6 mean the maxitninn number
of 1,0% MWt_ -plants that could operate for one day

-withont ekeeeding an average concentration in the
air basin volume corresponding to legislated limits.
The limits used were:

.45
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QUality Standards and Regulations
- for RadOactive Effluent

S02 (24-hour aVerage, federal) . 0.14 ppm
NO2 (1-hour average,State of CaliforniaX).225 ppm
Radioactivity (federal) 2 x 10-19 Ci/crn3

The assumption made here is that these
legislated limits are related to prevention of health
effects. As mentioned earlier, there is in fact a very
large (orders :of magnitude) safety factor built into
the concentration limit for radioattive, releases. In
contrast, the inafgin,between health effects 'and air
-quality standards i.s quite narroW, especially for S02.
This can...readily be seen by referring back toFigure,
1. As pointed out earlier, there is sufficient evidence
to connect a substahtial cost with increased illness
responses in an area subjected to as few as fOur high
sulfur dioxide episodes per year in a setting such as
the Los Angeles basin.

This comparison is based on...a different
approach than the continuous exposure column of
Table 1. In the table the public he"alth risks associated
with the ex,Rostu,e of large populations to regulated
limits is compar.V.,In Table II the degree to which

. plants contrihutd_tvards using up the regu'Tad limit
,is comOqd.:...::,*;,:,

.

M'etifiriogical stagnation of sevetal ays
duratiorQs:n6t.an.. uncommon event in several areas

CalifofriidtAi an historical fact that the AQS
are exceeded regularly in some areas and that these
occurrences coincide with meteorological stagnation.
Increased mortality data fort these occshrrences is
iinpossible to glean from the public heath data,

ac unless the meterological conditions are extremely
tibadverse and of long duration resulting in substantial

mortality and. morbidity, such as the New York,
Donorra, oi London episOdes. Nevertheless, lesser

. occurrences should not be assumed to have no
impact.

Transient releases

If the public hpalth risk of any technOlogilkal '-
system is to be determined, the frequeney4tid
consequences of accidents must be -eonsidered. Fo;
a well-established system, such as k.fossil-fueled
power plant;4 the, frequehcy, .and.:*agnitude . Of
public-risk accidents cah-berislimatedfrom historical

. records; where .. they are..aiellabe,lk.the case of
- nticlear POWer.,4Plants, theirAttorya4horf and their

number' is relativek -sibaILilergitr More than their
:recqrd IS needed' -to estimate ihe frequency and
magnitude .of their releases. -

. 01'4
/ A, deductive approach for making this estiMate

for nuclear plants has beenAeveloped artd applieL, lowiproha
to reactors for a number, of years: It consists of siralyze
determining how, an accident can occur hy assuming basi.(1-,
failure of one Or more elements in die plant 'arid the, 'tare

. probability bf such failure. Once the Rlant haslbee0:47á .

studied by-analyzing all the "iterilibte paths leadintt.....34.1:
,

, t,
.4

'to aec'ideNtsithe 'question of other accidents that
migVttr'Eut have not been thought of must be .
fadta:. a'ssumed that the accidents that have been
analYztd represent a sample of a corhplete spectrum
of 'possible accidents and !fence; can .1)9 used to
establish the entire spectrum..

This ptobilbilistic approach to quanitying risk
haS hot been the historical approach to poiver plant
safetyeither fossil-fueled or nuclear. Three baSid
approaches to safety 'analysis can be identified. The
most common is the. empirical (or inductive) Study
of actual iperfortnance history to estimate .the level
of risk of various eventi. The second is the
judgmental (or . intuitive) review .by experienced
profess,irgials to determine if adequate design
precauliOns have been, taken. The third is the
estimaiidn of system risk as derived from the
reliability- of individual components and their
interactiona deductive process. Only the first
(empirical) and the., third (deductive) provide...a
qu'antitative resdlt..ju the absence of a subspuflatr-.
operative flistory.Ohclear planti have typically, leenr.,...71

'.stildies by thelyseeond. (or judgmental) appixii-C.fr:;!,
IlOwever, Abider, to'inake a meaningful compraifidtt.
between oil-fired arid nuclear plants, this repOrt üs
the third (deductive) method based on recent studies.

An illpstration of the outcome of thkapproach
is presented in Figure 3 for a 1,000 4Wepl'essurized
water reactor as sttididll by Otway and Erdmann).
The /alidit suchpaniaccident sequence analysis
depends on TiaIi.ty. 'of the plant :safety devices,
their ability td functlen in,sequence aS expected, and
pn the '. inherent dynamic characteristics of the plant
type. Becausecof the'adry low PrObability of large
releases, the over-all ptiblic health risk calculation is
not sensitive to the accuracy of\ the accident sequence
analysis. The study presented ln Figure 3 should be
representative of a modern PWR plant and has
therefore been used in this report. A
liquid-metal-cooled fast breedet reactor was analyzed
in an analogous manner as part of the present study...
and the 'over-all risks chie4o. accidents was fouredto",

gnificantly different thaOhose from the:.-be no
PWR.

the P
.freqUen
itcident
morta
for a

aximum-consequence accidents for both
Ind the LMFBR arq cOnsistent _Wall a
cited early study of' cataitrophic- reactor
In the sequel it will be seen .11utt the

Id= a loclear plan't are no 1;ICioiseikran
1$11fueled plant.

N 4 ,
atplunt of radioactive

thic kin equivalant curies
.4k=i ("?-iV.:.-.01eases 'from the more

I : large. ones, from 'the(:
mall cjrclais:.represent

ejsmooth cgrves: are:
sem "a distinction in
ée- whiCNiesults from

colding sYttem 'or in the -
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together 'in some situations. Others may be explored
in a-specific Plant study. In addition to the accidents .:
forming these cuEns, a cluster of accidents of higher
probability (10V to 104 per year) were 'also .. 1.

included. These *ere s ch things as fuel handling ,...
mishaps Ind are Mown s &dotted extension in thee':
figure. .

. .

.4.,For a 1,C160-MWe oil-fired planti there isx.,,u
sociated storage capacity of the order of 2 million

barrels. Although some Of this storage mayebot be
on the plant site, itoris . never far femoved.
Conflagrgtion ,of some. friction or all (*these .fuel
supplies. is 0: .possibllitf and as siich must be
considered in estimating the over-all rislis of oil.-fired
plants. As in the case of htkelear reaolors, the public
health risk due to accidents' askociated \kith -an
oil-fired plant is greater from the relea§ed pollutants .
than from the . direct effects of an. explosive fire.
Hence, an, estimateuf the frequency of occurrence
and the arnount of oil burned is needed to assess
the risk from released pollutants.

No 'data specificagy for power plants' has come
to liglit, but the Arnerican Petroleum Institute (API)
has ta)aulated data forfire losses occurring at various
types of kiroperties over a number of years. During.
the pask five years '(l966 through 1970), API has
qabulated data that categorize the magnitudes of the
fires into four sitegroups. After examination of the
tabulations for these five years, two ciasseS of
properties were selected as bei4g repres6ntative,ot,the
sizes 'and types of oil praucts associated '-with
oil:fired power plants:-They were bulk terminals and
pipeline ,statiOns. ,TheSe data, after conversion to
quantities 'of oi/ lOst in pounds, and with
normalilatibn to tfiV-unit of property-ye , are
presented in Figure 4.

- ,Fioni" this graph;the-,probability of releasing
quantities of sulfur; ditpeidè, oxides of nitrogen,
hydrocaibops, preciuseis UQoxidants and heavy
metals can be estimated,,ThiS.' was carried through
only for SO2 by assuming ,ti.ie..yalues $3 and 331
poundsver barrel of uil conlaining 0.5 per cent by'-
weight of sulfur. The pounils of SO2 emitted with
varying frequency are also given in the figure.

:Figure 4 for an oil-fired plant is then the
analogue of Figure 3 for the nuclear planv They are
presented together on a common probability scale in
Figure 5. For the oil-fired plAnt the entire
release-probability distribution falls within the regime
of high-frequenc small:release accidents of nuElear
plants: Aguither y of contrasting:the two graphs
is that the least bable, maximum release (a
Imillion-barrel-fire) o an' oil-fired plant is More
likely to occur than 'a y of 1 e releases:from the

:nuclear _plants, which could be
seyere than -a Minor mishap.

Assuming the oil-fired plant
are located at the same site,Atm
of the pollutants from an datele

considered more

d nuclear plant
pheric dispersion

t. and fumigation

of the surrounding population can be handled
identically in either case. This comparison was llasid
en a- stable meteorological condition (Pasquill F
category) with a wind velocity of 2 meters per second
blowing constantly into a 30-degree-sector.

In order to correlate mdrtality with prevailing
pollutant concentrations, the following cbrrelations
were used: .

"'.
x 10-6 per person per rem is the mortality

risk from thyroid 'irradiation with., .

no available data demonstrating a
risk ,below 1 rem

3113x 10-6 Tostality risi per person per rem
for whole-body liradiation down to
the.' backgrbund level of 100 fnrem

1

4 x 10-5 .X(SP0112 mortality risk (death due
to respiratory cause only) per person
exposed to.S(ppm) of S02,P(gm/m3)
of particulate matter for 5 years)
down to 10-4 (ppm-(gIn/m )-year) .
which is a routine urban exposure

.
,

Although These..d9rrelations, which are based on"
statistical analyses; of epidemiological clat,.. are Jar
from proven ptOcal laws, they are in.:keepitirwith
the state- of knowledge at present.

A comparifen of the cumulative mortality risks
with. distance from .the two. types eplants is shown
in. Figure 6. These results suggest ,the accidental
releases from the two types .of plants are -not
substantially different in their over-all-Mortality
effect during the life of the plants. The :ralatively

_greater likelih000f occurrences at an oil-fired plant
-.:iS''dffset by he'gre'aier lethality but less likely
'radioactive release,s from a nuclear plant.

Another important perspective to be gained
from this.analytic approach is'that the occurrence
of a large oil fire is a rare event.in our conscious
eicperience, but .reratively commonplace when,

,cOmpared with signifieant ?reactor releases. In other
-words, events that occur with frequencies of less than
once ill amillion years approach the meaning of
'never al, everyday language. .1 ,..Z.; .f-' 7-,

The puilli. reaction (or Socie a') that
might result from the very rarest and*oitAxtreme
accidents is difficult to gauge, but is not likely to
be large in either case. In the Case or an oil-fired
plant, the combination of the most adverse

. Meteorological conditions and largest fire Might be
expected once in a million ygak.and could cause
about 70 respiratory deithS.péf`rnillion population
(about one-half of the- noinial annual rate). Because

' the incremental mortality (and morbidity) Wduld
occur in .a short time interval, the impact of such
an accident probably would be publicly noticeable.

. In the case of an extreme nuclear kcident, a
probability can be assigned to a maximum impact
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of about 500 cancer deaths per million population
(about`one-thirT of the normal annual cancer rate),
estimated to occur less than -once in 100 million
years. Because most of the fatalities resulting from
such radiation' exposure would be spread over very
many years, the public impact of suGh a nuclear plant
accident is unlikely tO have nuch general visibilitY.
It wonld be postible to measure the full impact only
by maintaining lifetime statistics Of the exposed. .4populatiOn.

Consequences of accidents are graphed with
their corresponding probabilities in Figure 7..For the
oil-fired plant,, there is not 'enough kaown to estiinate
the worst hypothetical case. It is generally known
that respiratory ailments can be increased by the
synergistic interattion of various "insults" to the
system. An extraordinarily rare hypothetical
combination of a variely og airborne pollutants,
respiratory epidemics (such as influenza), and chronic
irritants (including asthmogerwic allergens) might
substantially increase regional fatalities. It is quite
*ale that because of the focusing of all these
impacts on the respiratory system, the oil-fired plant
maximum hypothetical accident *could cause as many
fatalities as the maximuni hypothetical nuclear plant.
accidentwith a probability of occukrence equally
low. Also omitted from this estimate is the synergistic
effect of' ()Vier polluting effluents from the oil-fired
plahtsuch as nitrogen oxides, heavy metals (lead,
mercury, cadmium, nickel), radioaCtive elements,
cafbori monoxide and carcinqgenic. compounds.
Nitrogen oxides, in particular, may be a serious
hazard, but little is known about their quantitative
heatth effects as yet. Insufficient daia on respiratory
effects are availuble to eValuate thetfull impact of
all the multiple synergistic combjnations that might
possibly occur.

Transportation of hi:Wear liuelt
k

For a thermal power plAt to operate on a
continuing basis, fuel transportation is a necessary
ldjundt. For oil- or natural-gas-fueled plants this takes
thb form of pipelines, while for nuclear plants, trucks,
rail cars, or barges are used. Public health risks from
pipeline rupture accompanied by fuel burning exist
but are not analyzed in this report. Because of public
concern regarding radiation, the shipment of spent
nuclear fuel elements has been examined.
Additionally, the location of a reprbcessing plant for
nuclear fuel might be contingent on the degree of
risk involved in transportation.

alk

There hits never been a recorded major accident
that has killed, injured or overexposed people as a
result. of the transportation of radioactive fuel
materials. The accumulated experience of such

- shipping is -relatively small. However, accident rates
can be estimated if the assumption is made that spent
fuel shipments Will suffer at the same rate as
shipments of explosives and other dangeroui
materials. This assumption is supported by the fact
that the standards in the U.S. (10CPR71,

,
49CFR I 71-178 and 46CFRI 46) place primary
reliance for safety on packaging rather than mode
of transportation, of radioactive material. Hence,
commercial carriers can be used. A survey oC,

transportation accident data suggests a reasonable
expectation to he 2.5 accidents pei million vehidle
miles for either rail or truck modes of transportation.

Because of the stringent requireintnts on spent
fuel packaging, most accidents will. not result in a

° rele ase of radioactive material to the environment.
The AEC operational experience froth 1949 through
1967, has been used to estimate that in.2.5 perxent

. of the accidents; some .ifletion of the radioactive,
material' being transported will be released to, tlie.
environment. In order to atimate the distances to
be covered, three potentie reprocessing plant
locations 1,t ere considered. They included botti an
optimally located plant' in thb state (California) and-.
an inexpediently (with respect to distance) lo6ted?
plant but of the state. The average distance from
power plants in the state to the' latter location was

'2.4 times greater' than the former'.

- Choosing the greatest" average transportation
distance and assuming everY accident which leads to .
a radioactive release to the envircinmept is 'a
maximum credible accident (all fission gases' in the
shipping container plenurn are 'released),
conservative, projection can be made for the yea
2000. The number of serious injuiies in the state w
found to be less than one in 1,000 years for t
projected fuel logistics requirements. This conclusi
was based on an average population density
would change jn proportion to the actual population
density on any chosen route. Two conclusions are
derived from this result:

.Transportation of spent nuclear fuel does not
measurably add to the public health risks of the

.power plant.

.Siting of nuclear power plants does not depend
ah the location of reprocessing plants, because the
tWo can be decoupled with Ravi ncv. change in
the total risk.

-These conclusions are not meant to imply that
the public health risks associated with the siting of
facilities for either chemical. reprocessing of fugl. of
waste disposal can be neglected. However;4t is
expected that future AEC regulations governing
feleases from any new chemical reprocessing plantor
Waste disposal facility will be as stringent as those
presently applicable to nuclear Power plants.

How safe is safe enough?

In comparing the public risk from fossiltueled
and nuclear power stations, it is importaii to
understand what is really meant by risk. The pBblic
is confused and misled when leaders and experts
make statements with qualitative comparisons such
as "safe" versus "unsafe", "credible" versus
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"cautious" versus "incautious; "
"reasonable" versus ;4frireasonable"in reference to .

the risk of injury to t individual. These terms imply
absolute boundaries of risk that do not really exist.

Therefore we must ask question, "Plow safe
is Safe enough?' and provide qu'antitative guidelinet
which will:make possible a rational approach towards
defining acceptable levels of public risk.

.

Risk in this study has been used to niean tit
quantitative probability of injuryi.e., the predictable
chance of some specified personal' damage occurring
in.a specified time interval: PublicriSk is the averaging
of individual risks over a large Population. The
injuries involved may vary froth minor annoyances
and discomfort (not enough to prevent ;normal
actiitities), to disabilities that cause reduction in
rformal pro ctivity (morbidity iate) to loss of life
(inortality ate). 'Because .of the drarnaticallis visible
nature death, publid risk is :usually cOnceived of
in term of fatalities or mortality rate. HoWever,'the
importan of the public welfare of the .1eSs visible
mdrhidity (disabilities) may be much.greater i
terms of humanistic, economic, and social values. Fo
example, the annual number of deaths in the United

,States due to automobile accidents is often quoted
with alarni, but one rarely hears., of the disabling
injuries whicli number hundredS, of fillies alt.many,
and may have an equal c% greater social importance.

The same situation has existed in environmental
pollution issues. Mast public discussions relate almost-

- exclusively to short-term episodes of extreme
pollutioneither real , or projected. In fact, Most
professional concern has been, focused on these
infrequent extreme situations. However, from the
viewpoint of social costs or of the public health.

--..burden, it is important to consider long-terM effects
of low pollution levels as well as the short-term
effects of the more visible episodic highlevels-and,
in addition,morbidity as well as mortality.

Averaged over a large poptilation and Along
time period (rnan's lifetghe), there exist two
continuous ranges of events. Thefirst of these is the
range of accident magnitudes or public exposure. The
second of these is the end result of iuch exposures,
ranging from discomfort to disability to death. It is
interesting that- 'an , approximate relationship of
frequency varying inversely with magnitude appears
to apply to most public evosures to risk, (either
man-made or natural)7 and very probably to the
pollution effects from both fossil-fueled .andmuclear
power plants. A statistical and theoretical basis fdr
these relationships, can be suggaged, but the
inadequacy of epidemiological data makes it difficult
to verify its generality.

Because mortality data is most readily available,
the foregoing quantitative power plant comparisons
have dealt with the public risk, of fatalities,
recognizina that this is only indicative,, of the total
risk, and that the social cost should include a
multiplier that acconnts for associated disabilities.

Similarly, a usually neglected but important factor
from low-level exposures is, the time required for
physiologic iinPairment to develop. If the time for
the effects of exposure to develop is long, then only
the yo

te ter members of the population may have
.

their i life affected (as with smoking). ',These
factors -. of degree of,morbidity, age,, arid duration of
exposure, :Changing .social value as a fUlietionoof age,
and -other similar public health plrameters
theoretically should be included in any complete
study. Unfortunately, basic physiologic -and technical
data in the air 'pollution field ar,e generally so
uncertain quantitatively that such a 1-efined analysis
is only occasionally justified. "Order of.magnitude"
ansWers are usually all that can be expected in such
areas of public risk.

.

A. study of the public acceptance or mortality
risk arising from involuntary exposure to
socio-technical systems' such as motor vehicle
transportation indicates that our society has accepted
a range. of risk exposures as a normal aspect of our'
life.7 Figure 8 shows the, relation between the per
capita benefits of a systeni and the accePtable risk
as expressed in deaths per exposwe year (i.e., time

'of exposiire in units of a year). The highest level of
acceptable risks that may be .regarded as a reference
leyel is determined-13;T the normal U.S. death rate
from disease' (about one deatiOter year per. ,l 00,

,people). The lowest level for' reference is set by the
risk of death from natural events=lightning, floods,
earthquakes; insect-and snake bites, etc. (1 death per
year 'per mill& people).

In between these two bounds, the public is
apparently willing to accept "involuntary"
exposures-i.e., risks impo'sed by societal systems and
not easily modified by the indiyidualin relation to
the benefits derived from the operations of such
'societal systems. Although an individual often
"Yoluntarily" exposes himself to much, higher risks,
the public nevertheless expects the regulatory
institutions of aabg,ociety to maintain a consistently
cautious approacirfo its,hazards. The principal. point
of the relationship in Pigure 8 is that societ); does
pragmatically accept in existing systems a level of risk
related to the benefits it derives.

In commonly familia; terms, an iverage
involuntary risk may pe considered "excessive" if it
exceeds the incidence rate .qf disease, "high" if it
approaches it: "moderate" if the risk is 'about 10-100
times less, "low" if it approaches the level of natural
hazards: and "negligible if it is below this. Events
in these last two levels of risk have historically been
treated as "ttcts-of God" by the public generally-in
recognition of their relatively' minor impac't .on bur
societal welfare as compared to the effort required
to- avoid 'the risk.

-Thn-sy any risk created by a new socickechnical
system is 'acceptable ''safe enough" if the risk level
is below-The curye of Figure 8. More accurately, when
the increment of-additional risk added by the new
system,is aisociated with an incremental benefit equal
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to or greater than tnar indicafed by the curve, the
system is "safe enought" If, .as is usually the case,
a new system has a ra4ge of uncertainty in its risks,
a. design target may be set below the curve by an
equivalent,ambuntpossibly as much as a factor of
10 or 100.

0

The position of electric power plants in this
erilffiterisk relationshiP is shown in Figure 8. The

risk Calculation based on regulatory limits has been
described earlierwith -oil-fired plants 'setting:, the

, ;Inver value and nuclear the lower' value. As
previously noted, actual risks may be very much leSs*
becaUse such plants will operate -at less than
regulatury limits. The benefits of electricity includes
an estimate. of 'both the incremektal contribution to
industrial-'output and it; other social- needs. It is
evident that both types of power plants are well
within the acceptable .risk range.

.
To summarize, death, disability, and discomfort

ha've always been a normal part of life. Society has
historically adjusted its acceptance of these sO that
changes in societal systems are associated with
adgquate benefits apd also do .not substantially or
drastically alter l.he public:s involuntary exposure t2
*Usk. None of this means that efforts tO seduce the
..risk of death, disability and disconifoit should not

made.'-HoweVer, in the applieation of our resources
'to reducing public risks, the economic principle of
marginal .utility should be usedi.e., the resoul-ces
should be 'applied where they will do the most good.
There is little point in spending effort on improving
the safety of a system- that is already in the category
of "negligible risk." The effort would be better
applied, to the higher risk systems that will
substantially influence our public health statistics.

,The evident fact that the risk perspectives of
an individualmay differ. frOm that of a sotiarsector
creato a problem in a democratiC political syst$411.
Rational decision-making on a societal level may thus
require an 'intensive 'public education and public
discussion of the issues and trade-offs. This,is
particularly difficult in emotion-laden areas, and
perhaps especially so when 'death; disability and
discomfort of human beings are involved.
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PUBLIC RISK iel)1,41 P ARISON

PLANT

TYPE

Nuclear reactor
(cancer deaths)

EXPECTED ArritaL Amuse
(Deathri per 10 .million population

per 1,000-MWe plant per year)

-COntinuous Operation
at Regulated Exposure

Limits

Oil.filred . plant
(respiratory deaths)

Tot-al Risk
from

404ccidents
Negligible
(0.00006)

,Negligible
(0.0002)

TABLE 11.

TOLERABLE ,NUMBERS .0F. POWER PLANTS .AS IMPLIED BY

CURRENT PRACTICES IN Los. ANGELES COUNTY' It*

PIL,ANT TYPE CRITICAL
POLLUTANT

Oil
Natural gas
Nuclear reactor

(LWR)

,

SO2
NO2

Radioactive
gases

TOLERARLE NUMBER. OF 1,000-Mwe
PLATO S (EXCLUSIVE 00 . POLLUTANTS

FROM Own SouacEs)
10
23

160,000' ".

°Based on the folloring assumptions:
1. Unspecified mixture of radroacti've isotopes released from nuckar

plant (Moil restrictive assumption Wised on 1 Intern). c--Fc

2. tompliance with 0.5 percent by weiight sulfur content for oil.
3. Air volurite of Los Angeles County wis assumed to be 3.165

km,) which implies a mean inversion height of 300 m.
4. Ventilation of this volume requires one day,
5. Effluent volume rate for 1,000-MWe .reactor is taken as

0.5 X 106 cfm which is an estimated upper limit. :*
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SOCIAL BENE-FIT VERSUS
TECHNOLOGICAL RISK

What is our ;society willing to pay for gafety? by:
Chauncey Starr, Science, Sept. 19, 1969.

The evolution of technical approaches to
solving societal problems customarily involves
consideration of the relationship between potential
technical performance and the required investment
of societal resources. Although such
performance-versus-cost relationships are clearly -
deful for choosing between alternative solutions,
they ,do not by, themselves determine how much
technology a socie0 can justifiably purchase..This
latter determinativ requires, addititnally, knowledge
of the relationship between social benefft and
*ustified social cost. The two relationships may then

used joihtly to determine the optimum investment
societal resources in a technological approach to

.
0

a social need.

Technological analyses for discNsing the
relationship between expected performance and
monetary co.;ts are a traditional part of all
engineering plaiwin0 and, design. The inclusion in
such studies of tilt societal costs (indirect as well es
direct) is less customary, Ind obviously makes the
analysis more 'difficult and less defimlive. Analyses
of social value as a function of tecpmical perfOrmance
are not only uncommon but are Purely quantitative.
Yet we know that impliar in every nonarbitrary
national decision on the use of technology is a
trade-off of societal benefits and societal costs.

In this article, I offer an approach for
establishing a -quantitative measure of benefit relative;
to cost for an important' element in our spectrum
of social valuesspecifically, for accidental deathso
arising from technological developments in public
use. The analysis is based on two assumptions. The
first is that historical national accident records .are
adequate for revealing consistent pafterns of fatalitiesn
in the- public use of fechnology. (That this may not
always be so is evidenced by the paucity of-data
ielating to the effects of environmental pollution.)
The second assumption is that such historIbl1y
revealed social preferences and costs are sufficien
enduring to Permit their use for predictive purposes.

r
In the absence of economic or sociological

theory which might give better results, this empirical *N.".
approach provides some interesting insights into
accepted social values relative tO personal risk.
Became thisgmethodology is based on historical data,
it does not serve to distinoish what is "best" for
society from what is "traditionally acceptable."

a

Maximum Benefit at Minimum Cost

The broad societal benefits of advances ill
technology exceed the associated costssufficiently to
make technblogical growth inexorable. Shef's
socieconomic study (I) has indicated that

technological growth
in this century, doub
having advanced te
growth has apparent
in socioeconomic benefits and a slower associatsn
growth in social costs.

0 .

as been generally 4xponential
ng -every 20 yearslin nations
nology. Such technological
stimulated a parallel growth

. .

The conventiiinal socioeconomic
efits-health edtication incomeare presumably_

indicative of-an improvement in the "quality of life. '
The cost of this socioeconomic progress shows up
in all the negative indicators of our societuurban

and environmental problems, technoibcigal
unemployment, poor physical and mental health, and
so on. If we understbod quantitatively the casual
relationships between 'specific technological
developments and societal values; both positive and
negative, we might deliberately guide and regulate
technological developments so as to achieve
maximum social benefit at minimum social cost.
Unfortunately, we have not as yet developed such
a predictive system analysis. As a Jesuit, our society
historically 'has arrived at acceptable balances of
technological benefit and social cost empiricallyby
trial, error, and subsequent corrective steps.

In advanced societies today, this istorical
empirical approach creates an inereasingl
situation, for two basic reasons. The first is the
well-known difficulty in changing a technical
subsystem of Mk society once it has been woven into
the economic, political and cultural structures. For
example, many of our. environmental-pollution
problems have known engineering solutions, but the
problems of economic readjustment, political
jurisdiction, and social behavior loop very large. It
will take many decades to put into effecl the
technical solutions we knoiv today. To give a specific
illustration, the pollution of our water resources
could be completely avoided by means of' engineering
systems now available, but public interest in making
the economic and political adjustments needed for
applying these techniques is very limited. It has been
facetiously suggested that, as a means of.motivating
the public,.every community and industiy 'should be
required to place its water intake downstream from
its outfall.

In order to minimize these difficulties, it would
be desirable to try out new developments in the
smallest social groups that would permit adequate
assessment. This 'is a common practice in
market-testing a new product or in field-testing a new
drug. In kith these cases, however, the experiment
is completely under the control of a. single company
or agency, and the test information can be fed back
to the controlling group in a tiMe that is short relative
to the anticipated commercial lifetime of the
product. This makes it possible to achieve essentially
optimum use of the product -in an acceptably short
time. Unfortunately, this is rarely the case with new
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technorogies. Engineering developments involving
new technology are likely to appear in'tnany places
simultaneously and to become deeply integrated into
the systems of our society before their impact is
evident or measurable.

This brings us to the second reason for the
increasing sevefity of the problem of obtaining
maximum benefits at minimum coks. It has often
been stated that the time required from the
conception of a technical idea to its first application
in society has been drastically shortened by modern
engineecjng organization and management. In fact,.
the history OF technology does not support this
conclusion. The bulk ofithe evidence.indicajes that
the time from conception' to first application (or

demonstration) has been roughly unchanged by
modern management', and depends chiefly on the
complexity of the development.

However, what has been reduceesilbstantially
in the past century is the time from' first. use to
Widespread integration into our social system. The
techniques for societdl diffusion. of a new technolo
and its subsequent, ekploitation are now high
develope d.

Our ability to organize resources of money,
men, and materials to focus on new technological
programs has reduced the diffusion-exploitation time
by roughly an order of magnitude in thipast century.

Thus, we now face a general situation in which
widespread use of a new technological development
may occur before its social impact can be properly
assessed, and before any empirical adjustment of the
benefit-versus-cost relation is obvioulsy indicated.

It has been clear for some time that predictive
technological assessments are a pressing societal need.
However, even if such 'assessments become available,
obtaining maximum social benefit at minimum cost
also requires the establishment of a relative value
system for the basic parameters in our objective of
improved "quality of life." The empirical approach
implicitly involved an intuitive societal balancing of
such values. A predictive analytical approach will,
require an explicit scale of relative social values.

For example, if technological assessment of a
new development predicts an increased per capita
annual income of x per.. cent but also predicts an
associated accident probability of y fatalities

' annually per million population, then how are these
to be compared in their effect on the "quality of
life?" Because the penalties or risks to the public
arising from a new development can be reduced by
applying constraints,. there -will usually be a
functional relationship (or trade-off) between utility
and risk, the x and y of our example.

, There are many historical illustrations of such
trade-off relationships that were empirically.
determined. For example, automobile and airplane
safety have been continuously weighed by society

gt,,

against economic costs Ind operating, performande.
In these and other cases, the real trade-off process
is actually one..of dynamic adjustnitnt, with the
behavior of manY portions of our social systems but
of phase, due to the many separate "time con'stants"
involved. Readily available historical data on
accidents 'and health, for a variety of public activities,
provide an enticing stepping-stone to quantitative
evaluation of this particular type of social cost. The
social benefits arising from some of these activities
can be roughly determined. On the assumption that
in such historical situations a socially acceptable and
essentially optimum trade-off of values has 'been
from disease, their inclusion is not significant.

Several major features of t benefit-risk
relations are apparent, the most° ious being the
difference by, several orders of magrjitudein society's
willingness to accept "voluntary' ahd "Int;oluntary"
risk, As one would expect, we are loathe to let others
do unto us what we happily do to ourselves.

_

The rate of death from disease appears to play,
psychologically, a yardstick role in determining the
acceptability of risk on a voluntary basis. The risk
of death in most sporting activities is surprisingly
close to the risk of death from' diseasealmost as
though, in sports. the individual's subconscious
computer adjusted his Courage and made him ake
risks associated with a fatality level equaling but not
exceeding the statistic4 mortality due to involu tary
exposure to disease. Perhaps this defines the
demarcation 'between boldness and foolhardiness.

'In Figure 2 the statistic for the Vietnam war
is shown because it raises an interesting point. It is
only slightly above the average for risk of deiith from
disease. Assuming that some long-range societal
benefit was anticipated from this war, we find that
the related risk, as seen by society as a whole, is
not substantially different from the average
nonmilitary risk from disease. However, for
individuals in 'the military-service age group (age 20
to 30), the risk of death in Vietnam is about ten
tiines the normal mortality rate (death from accident
or disease). Hence,the population as a whole and
those directly exposed see this matter from different
perspvtives. The disease risk pertinent to,the average
age of the involved group'probably would provide
the basis for a more meaningful corpearison than the
risk pertinent to the national toterage 'agedoes. Use
of the figure for the single group would Complicate
these simple comparisons, but that figure might be
more significant as a yardstick.

The risks associated with general aviation,
commercial aviation, and travel by motor vehicle
deserve special comment. The latter originated as a
"voluntary" sport, but in the past half-century the
motor vihicle has become an essential utility.
Generaionfiation is still a highly voluntary activity.
Commericial aviation is partly- voluntary 'and parely
essential ahd, additionally, is subject to government
adminiskation as a transportation utility.



Travel by motor vehicle has now reached a
benefit-risk balance, as shown in Figure 3. It is
interesting to note that the present risk level only
slightly below the basic level of risk from &ease.
In view of the high percentage of the population
involved, this probably represents a true societal
judgment on the acceptability of risk in relation to
benefit. It also appears from Figure 3 that future
reductions in the rA level will be slow in cOming,
even, if the historical trend of improvement can be
maintained (4).

'Commerical aviation has barely agproached a
risk level comparable to that set by diseasth.The trend
is similar to that for motor vehicles, as show\
Figure 4. However, the percentage of the population
participating is now only 1/20 ttiat Or motor
vehicles. Increased public participatibn in commercial
aviation will undonbtedly increase the pressure to
reduce the risk, because, for the general population,
the benefits are muclt.less than those associated with
motor vehicles. Commercial aviation has not yet
reached the point of optimum benefit-risk trade-off
(5).

For general aviation the trends are similar, as
shown in Figure 5, Here the risk levels are so high
(20 times the risk for disease) got this activity must
properly be considered to be in the category of
adventuresome sport.. However, the rate of risk is
decreasing so rapidly that eventually the risk for
general aviation may be little 'higher than that for
commerical aviation. Since the percentage of the
population involved is very small, it appears that the
present average risk levels are acceptable to only a
limited group (6).

The similarity of the trends in Figures 3-5 may
be the basis 'for another hypothesis, as follows: the
acceptable risk is inversely related to the number of
people participating in an activity.

The product of the risk and the percentage of
the population involved in each of the activities of
Figures 3-5 are plotted in Figure 6. This graph
represents the historical trend of total fatalities per
hour of exposure of the population involqd (7). The
leveling off of motor-vehicle risk at about 100
fatalities per hour of 'exposure of the participating
populatidn may be significant. Because most of the
U.S. population is involved, this rate of fatalities may
have sufficient public visibility to set a level of social
aeceptability. It is interesting, and disconcerting, to
note that .the trend of fatalities in aviation, both
commercial and general, is uniformly upward.

The hour-of-exposure unit was chosen because
it was deemed more closely related to the individual's
intuitive process in choosing an activity than a year
of exposure would be, and gave substantially similar
results. Another possible alternative, the risk per
activity, involved a comparison of too many
dissimilar units of measure; thus, in comparing the
risk for various modes of transportation, one could

use risk per hour, .N4- mile, or per trip. As this study
was directed toward exploring a methodology for
determining social acceptance of risk, rather than the
sifest mode of transportation for a particular trip the
simplest common unitthat of risk per exposure
hourwas chosen.

The social benefit derived from each activity
was converted into a dollar equivalent, as a measure
of integrated value to the individual. This is perhaps
the most uncertain aspect of the correlations because
it reduced the "quality-of-lifee benefiti of in activity
to an overly simplistic measure. Nevertheless, the
correlations Aimed useful, and nO better measure
was 'available. In the case of\ the "voluntary"-
activities, the amount of money spent on the avivity
by the average involved indiyidual was assuped
proportional to its benefit to him. In the case of the
involuntary" activities, The contribution of the

activity to the individual's ,annual income '(or the
equivalent) was assumed proportional to its benefit.
This asiurnption of roughly constant relationship
between benefits and monies, 'for each class of
activities, is clearly an approximation. HOwever,
because we are deating in orders of magnitude, the
distortiOns likely to be introduced_Aby this
approximation are relatively smalf.

In the case of transportation modes, the
benefits were equated with the sum of the monetary
cost to the passenger add theivalue of the time saved
by that particulp mode relative to a slower,
competitive mode. Thus, airplanes were compared
with automobiles, and automobiles were compared
with public transportation or walking. Benefits of
public transportation were equated with their cost:
In all cases, the benefits were assessed on an annual
dollar basis because this seemed to be most relevant
to the individual's intuitive process. For example,
most luxury sports require an investment and upkeep
only partially dependent upon usage. The associated
risks, of course, exist only during the hours of
expOsure.

Probably the use of electricity provides the best
example of the analysis of an "involuntary" activity.
-In this case, the fatalities include those arising from
electrocution, electrically caused fires, the operation
of power plants and the mining of the required fossil
fuel. The benetits were estimated from a United
Nations study of the relationship between energy%
consumption and national income; the energy
fractidn associated with electric power was used. The
contributions of the home use of electric power to
our "quality of ,life" more subtle than the
contributions of electricity in industryare omitted.
The availability ' of refrigeration has certainly
improved our national health and the quality of
dining. The 'electric light has certainly provided great
flexibility in patterns of living, and television is a
positive element. Perhaps,.however, the gross income
measure used in the study is sufficient for present
purposes.
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by individuals as a function of income benefits is not
easily available, although we know that such a
relationship must- exist. Of particular interest,
therefore, is the special case of miners exposed to
high occupational risks. In Figure 1, the accident rate
and the severity rate of mining injuries are platted
against the hourly wage (2, 3). The acceptance of
the activity to the individual risk is an exponential
function of the wage, and can be roughly
approximated by a third-power relationship in this-
range. If this relationship has validity, it may mean
that several "quality of life" parameters (perh5ps
health, living essentiali:-- and recreation) are each,
partly influenced by any increase in available personal
resources; and that. thus the increased acceptance of,
risk is exponenfialfy motivated. The exten't to which
this relationship is "voluntary" for the min rs is not
obvious, but the subject is interestin evertheless.

Risk Comparisons

The results of the societal activities studied,
both "voluntary" and "involuntary,: are assgmbled
in' Figure 2. (For details of the risk-benefit analysis,
s.ee the appendix).. Also shown in Figure 2 is the
third-power relationship between risk and benefit
characteristic of Figure -1. For comparison, the
average risk of death for acc'dent and from disease
is shown. Because the avera e number of fatalities
from accidents is only about one-tenth the number
achieved we could say thjit any generalizations
developed might then be use for predictive purposes.
This approach could give a rough 'answer to the
seemingly simple question "How safe is safe
enough 2

The pertinence of this question to all of us,
and particularly to governmental reelatory agencies,
is obvious. Hopefully, a functional answer might
provide a basis for establishing performance "design
objectives" for the safety of the public.

Voluntary and Involuntary Activities

Societal activities fall into two 'general
categoriesthose in Which the individual participates
on a "voluntary" basis 'and those in which the
participation is "involuntary," imposed by the
society in which the individual lives. The process of
empirical optimization of benefits and costs is
fundamentally ;similar in the two casesnamely, a
reversible exploration of available optionsbut the
time required for empirical adjustments (the time
conssants of the system) and the criteria for
optimization are quite different in the two situations.

In the case of "voluntary" activities, the
individual uses his own value system to evaluate his
experiences. Although his eventual trade:off may not
be consciously or analytically determined, or based
upon objective knowledge, it nevertheless is likely to
represent, for that individual, a crude .optimization
appropriate to his value system. For example, an
urban dweller may move to the suburbs because of

a lowe crime rate and bawl- schools, at the cost
of 'more time spent traveling on highways and ,a
higher probability of accidents. lf, subsequently, the
traffic density increases, he may decide that' the

. enaltiii are, too great and move back to the city.
Such a,' individual optimization process can be
comparatively ,rapid (because the feedback of
experience to the individual is rapid), so the statistical
pattern for a large social group may be an important
"realtime" indicator of societal trade-offs ind values.

"Involuntary ! activities differ in that the
Criteria and options are determined not by the
individuals affected but by ;controlling body. Such
control may be in the hands of% government agency,

'a political entity, a leadership group, an assembly of
authorities or "opinion-makers," or a-cambination of
such bodies. Because -of the complexity of large
societies, only the control group is likely to be fully
%ware of all the criteria and options involved in their

, decision process. Further, the time required for
feedback of the experience that results from the
controlling decisions is likely to be very long. The
feedback of cumulative individual experiences into
societal communication channels (usually political or
economic) is a slow process, as is the process of
altering the planning of a control group. We have
many examples of such "involuntary" activities,war
being perhaps the most extreme caSd of the
operational separation of the decision-making group
from those moq affected. Thus, the real-time pattern
of societal frade-offs on "involuntary" activities must
be considered in terms of the particula dynamics of
approach to an acceptable balance of social values
and costs. The historical trends in such activities may
therefore be more significant indicators of social
acceptability than the existent trade-offs 'are.

'
In ,pamining the historical benefit-risk .

relationships for 'involuntary" . activities, it is
important to recognize the erturbing role of public
psychological acceptance risk arising from the
influence of authorities or ogma. Because in this
situation the decision-making is separated from the
affected individual, society has generally clothed
many of its controlling groups in an almost
impenetrable mantle of authority and of imputed
wisdom. The public generally assumes that the
decision-making process is based on a rational analysis
of social benefit and social risk. While it often is,
we have all seen after-ifie-fact examples of -

irrationality. It is important to omit such
"witchdoctor" situations in selecting examples of
optimized "inVoltintary" activities, because in fact
these situations typify 'only the 'initial stages of
exploration of options.

Quantitative Correlations

. With this description of the probleni, and the
associated caveats, we are in a position to discuss the
quantitative correlations. For the sake of simplicity
in this initial study, I have taken as a measure of
the physical risk to the individual the fatalities
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(deaths) associated with each'aciiitY. AlthOugh it
.might be useful to inclUdealkinjuries-(which are 100

to 1,000 times 4 nitiplerous as-deaths); The difficulty
in obtaining data aii..d...the ;une-ciiial significance of
varying disabilities? would Fintrqdue, IncOnvenient
complexity for 'firis«Stuchj.:'SO.ithe risk measurevsed
here is-the statistidApiobabili.ty dfiatalities per"Ilour
of exposure of the indiwidiraL;tOr: the activity
considered. C.. : <

4

Publibc Awareness ':

Finally,,I..atteinpte&tO:relate. these risk data
to a Crude; measiiiC, .15f pübIi aWareness of the

-associated soc(al ,tedifiis (see, Fig.,.7): The "benefit
awaieneg,F". was ar6ltiarq defined as the product of
the relati:ve level,' of iiilyettising, the square of the
percentage of popiilatiorri0Olved in the activity, and
the relative4isefulijeSs"..(6itniporta'nCe) of the activity
to the individual' (8)A3ei-h4ps *Hies() asstinIptions are
too crude;'. butiRigmfe.7 does suppbrt the reasonable
position :thai .akettisin g. the benefits` of an activity
increaies aceeptanCeof,,a,greater level 'of risk.
This, Of coUrse 4 sikbtly :produce a fictitious
benefit5risk. rationas may-fie'the case fOr smoking.

Atomic Re.yer Plant Safety "1

1 recnpize the- uncertainty inherent in the
quantitatiVe approacnadiseussed. here, but the tfends
and .'magnitudes.:may;T,nevertheless Ie. of ? sufficient
validity .to warrant. their Use in determining national
"design' 6bjectivq):'0.-technological activities. How
would-this.1150.,,:tione'?:. . , .

-.:71,:er us`considei as ah,,example'the introdiictkri
of nuclear '.powei ..Plarits:.:as a prinCipal soUrCe:
electric power..Tbia. is an especially 'goo:A -exaM
.becatise, the, technology:,haS been primarily' nuture
guided.: rand. regulated. :by the government;: .with
indUstry,...undertakirivihe engineering development
and': the.,..cliffilsion: into.,public use. The government..

.2sPeCificallY,maintaMs responsibility for public safety.
-iFiiit-ber,'-the...entineering of nuclear plants Permits

COntidigiiiS.:,tecinCtion of the probability of accidehtsi
..-;at...a-sti,batintial increase in..costc. Thus, the trade-oft,:

rigk'canbe made quantitative.

2 X 10-9 fatality per person per hour for exposure.
Fossil fuel plants 'contribute about 1/5 of this risk,
or about 4 deaths per million population per year.
In a. modern society, a million people may require
a million kilowatts of power,' and this is about the
size of most new power stations. So, we now have
a target risk limit of 4 deaths per year pep
million-kilowatt power station (9).

Technical gudies 'of the consequences of
hypothetical extreme (and unlikely) nuclear power
plant catastrophies, which . would disperse
radioactivity into populated areas, have indicated that
aboutIO lethal eancers per million population might
result (10). On this basis, we calculate that such a
power plant mightstatistically have one such accident
every 3 years and still 'meet the risk limit set.
However, such a catastrophe would conlpletely
destroy a major portion, of the nuclear section of the
plant and either require complete diSmaritling or

,years of costly reconstruction. Because power
companies expect plcants to last about 34.years, the
economic consequences of a catastrophe every few
years would be completely unacceptable:In fact, the
operating companies would not accept one such
failure, on a statistical basis, during the normal
lifetime of the plant.

It is likely that, in order to meet' the economic
performance requirements of the power companies,

1' a <Catastrophe rate of less than 1 about loft,.
p t-years:would be needed. This would be a public

of 10;deat-hs per 100 plant-years, or 0.1 death_.
0,ear per million population. So the economic

: !investment -...criteria of the nuclear .plant user-the
*k power ,comppnywould probably Set a risk level

, 1/2(W.the present socially accepted risk associated
with : electric power,, or 1/40 the present' risk

'.associdted with coal-bUrning plants. .
;

,:'ObviOus design .question is this: Can a
nuclear Power plant be, engineered with a Predicted
performance of less tlia'n 1 catastrophic failure in 100
plant-years of oPe6fion9 I believe the answer iS yes,

lb, but _that is a subject-for a different occasion. The
,poiht is that the, issueof public safety can

be focused ,1511; a Ongible, qiiant1tative, engineering
deslgn ol;jective.. t.

; Moreover,. in the case of the nuclear power
plain the:historical' empirical approach to achieving

, an Optimum benefit-:risk trade-off is hot pragmatiCally
7feasible.*All stiall plants are nOw so safe that it may
-be' :30. yeari. or longer before meaningful ,risk

. eXPerieriee Will t3e- accatpulated. BY that time, many-
.; plauts:Of varied design will be in elcistence, and the

--. Priipixical. 'accident data may not be applicable' to
- those,:being built. So a very real need exists noW to

.eitablisb "design objecTives"- on a
predietivacerformance basis.

. I.et us first arbitrarilyassume that nuclear power
plants should be as safe as coal-bUrning plants, so

.' as riot to increase public risk. Figure 2 indicates that
the total Pisk to society for electric poweris about

. .

.

: "' .. tThe example :reveals `publitc safety
consideratiOn:;whrch nia apply to °Many other
activities: the, :. iteonomic requipriiiiik'for the
'protection Of':majOr apital investMen.ti mar often
be a ,InOri, dertilnding safekt onstraintAn toncialacceptability, ,

:

,

The aPplication!of -Otis atyibacf tO,akho areas
of PulAiresp4trtsiblity, If'<ffrOvide$ a
use fuLkie tho dologr for answerini the:Auitftioh
safr is'safe N.enpiqh? --Rather, *hough.:this,s0dy,

only :.explOratOry,:it.0eVea ls?. evera1,4-NerestitTg
points. C the ilications are that.the ptibljcis willing
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to accept 'voluntary" risks roughly 1,000 times
greaier than "involuntary" risks. (ii) The statistical
risk of death froin disease appears to be a
psychological yardstick for establishing the leve*of
acceptability of other risks. (iii) The acceptability of
risk appears to be crudely proportional to the third
power of the benefits (real or imagined). (iv) The
social acceptance of risk is directly influenced by
public awareness of the benefits of an activity, as

'determined by advertising, usefulness, and the
number fof people participating. (v) In a sample

application of these criteria to atomic power plant
safety, it appears that an engineering design objective
determined by economic criteria would result in a'
design-taiget risk level very much lower than the
present socially accept risk for electric power
plants. . og.

Perhaps of greatest interest i§ the fact that this
methodology for revealing existing. social preferences
apd values may be a means of providing the insight
on social benefit relative to Cost that.is so necessary
for judicious national decisions on new technological
developments.
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Detailssof Risk-Benefit Analysis

Motor-vehicle travel. The calculation of
motor-vehicle fatalities per exposure hour per year
is based on the number of registered cars, an assumed
1 1/2 persons per, car, and an assumed 400 hours
per year of average car use (data from 3 and 11).
The figure for annual.benefit for.motor-vehicle traitel
is. based ,on the sum of coses for gasoline,
maintenance, insurance, and car pyaments and on the
value pf the time savings per person. It is assumed
that use, of an automobile allows a person to save
1 hour 'per. working day and that a person's time is

. worth $5 per hour.

Travel by air route cariier. The estimate oi
ssenger fdralities per passenger-hour of exposure fix

certified air route carriers is based on the annual
number of passenger fatalities listed in the FAA
Statistical Handbook of Aviation ,(see 12) and the
number of passenger-hours per year. The latter
number is estimated from the average number of seats
per plane, the seat load factor, the number:of revenue

. miles flown per year, and the average plane. speed. (data from 31 The benefit for travel by cettified air
route carrier is based on The average annual air fare
per passenger-mile and on the value of the time saved
as a result of air travel. The cost per passenger is
estimated from the average, rate per passenger-mile
(data from 3), the'revenue miles flown per year (data
from 1,), the annualflumber of passenger boardings
for 19674(132 x 106, according to the United' Air

.Lines News Bureau),-'and _the assumption of 12
boardings per passenger.

General aviation. The number of fatalities per
passenger-hour for general aviation is / function of
the number of annual fatalities, the number ofplane
hours flown per year, and the average number of
passengers per plane (estimated from the ratio .of
fatalities to fatal crash-es) (data from 12). It is
assumed that in '1967 the cash outlay for initial
expenditures and maintenance costs for _,.g&rat
aviation was $1.5 x 109. The benefit is e:'Wed
in terms of annual cash outlaylper person, will the
estimate is based on -the number of passenger-hourS
per year and'the assumption that the average person
flies 20 hours, or 4,000 miles, annually. The value.

of the time saved is based on the assumption that
a person's time is worth. $10 per h'our and' that.' he.
saves 60 hours per year through traveling the 4,000
miles by air instead of by automobile at 50 miles
per hour.

Railroad travel. 1fie estimate of railroad
passenger fatalities per posUre hour per yearv,;is
based on annual passenger fatalities and-

'passenger-miles and an assumed average train speed
of 50 miles per hobr (data from 11). The passenger
benefit for railroads is based on figures for revenue
and ,passenger-miles for commuters and
noncommuters given in The Yearbook of Railroad
Facts (Association of American Railroads, 1968). jt,
is assuMed that the average commuter travels 20 Miles
per, workday by rail and that the average
noncommuter travels 1,000 nmiles per year trly rail.

11;

Skiing.. The estimate for skiing fatalities per
exposure hour is based on information obtained from
the Natkonal Ski Patrol fbf the 1967-68 southern
California ski season: 1 fatality, '17 days of skiing,
-16,500 skierS per day, and 5 hoUrs of skiing per skier

daY. The estimate of benefit for skiing is based
the ayerage n,umber of days of skiing per year

firpe4.101,1 and the average cost of a typical ski trip
((Nita eIn 'T/re Skier Market in Northeast' North
Anwric.eiru U.S. DePt. edrnmerce Publ. (1,..465)). Iti.
adc4flok.,..fit assumed tlit a skier'spends an average
of 425 per 'Year on equipngent.

k
iirlAtigi. The dstimate of Me risk in.hunting

is based- on an assulhed value of 10 hours' exposure
per hunting slay, the annual numbei of hunting
fatalities,Ahe nuMber of hunters, and the average
number of hunting days per year (data from 1 1 ,and
from 'National Survey of Fishing and Hunting."'U.S.
Fish Wildlife Serv. (1965)) The average annual
expenditure pef 'Atter was $82.54 in 1965 (data
from 3).

Smoking. 'The estimate of the risk from
smoking is based on the ratio for the mortaiity of
smokers rel'ative to nonsmokers, the rates of fatalities.
from heart Ilisease and cancer for .the general
popdlation, and the assumption that' the risk is
continuous (dat4 from the Sumtnarv of the Report
of the 'Surgeon General's _Advisory Committee on
Smoking rid Health (Government Printing Office,

Wathington, D.C., 1964)). The annual intangible
bendit to' the- cigarette smoker is Calculated from the
American Cancer Society'S estimate that 30 per cent
of the population'smokes cigaretts, froni the number
of cigaretts smoked per year (sec 3),ditid from, the
assumed retail cost of $0.015 per cigarette.

Vietnam. The estimate of the risk associated
with the. Vietnam war is. based on the assumption
that 500,000 men are exposedghere annually to the
risk of death and that the fatality rate is 10,000 men
per. year. The benefit for VietnaM is calculated on,
the assumption:, that the entire U.S. population
benefixs, intangibly from the annual Vietnam
ekpenditure of $30 x 109.

Electric power. The estimate of the risk
asisociated with the use of electric power is based on
the number of deaths froM electric current: the
number of deaths from fires caused by electricity;
the number or deaths that. occur in coal mining,
weighted by the percentage of totaLcoal production
used to produce electricity; and the number of deaths
attributable to air pollution from fossil fuel stations
(data from 3 and 11 and from Nuclear Safety 5,325
(1964)). It is assumed that the entire U.S. population
is exposed for .8,760 hours per .year to the risk
associated with electric power. The estimate for the
benefit is based on- the assumption that there is a
direct correlation between per capita gross national
product and commercial energy consumption for the
nations of the world (data from Briggs, Technology
and Economic. Development (Knopf, New York,

J963)). It is further assumed that 35 per cent of the
energy 'eonsunie4 'in the U.S. is used tb produce
electricity.
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Natural disasters. 'The risk aisoaated" with
natural disasters was computett for U.S. floods (23
x 10-10. fatality per pergOit-14Cur of exposure),

A tornadoes in the Mid-west 4.46 x 10-10..fatality),
major U.S. storms (0.8. 1040 fatality), and
California eathrquakes (1%9 '5( '10-10 fatality) "(data'
from 11). The Value for flood risk:is based oh the

1

I .

1

-assumption that everyone in the U.S. is exposed tO
the danger 24 hours per day." No benefit figure was
aSsigned in the case of natural disasters:

Disease and,accidents. The average risk in the
US. due to disease and iccidents is computed from
data given in Vital Statistics.of the U.g.(Government
'Printirs Office, yashington, D.C., 1967).
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''.. -tecalculating "benefit awareness!; it is assumed that
. the public's awareness of an activity is a function

of A, the amount of money spent on advertising; P,
the number of people who talc() part in the activity;
and U, the utility value pf the activity to.the petson
involved. A is based on the imount of money spent
by a particular Andustry in advertising its prodUct,
normalized with respect to the food and food
piodUcts industry, 'which is the leading advertiser in

:ttlie U.S. .
. .,.

.:I,: ''.
:In comparing nuclear and fossil fuel poWer stations,
.,,the risks associatea with the plant effluents and.
yrniningof the fuel should be included in each case.
The fattflities, associated with to-al mining are aboutcei .

-1/4 the,total attributable to fossil fuel plants. As the
tonnage of4ranium ore required for an equivalent

Minerals Yeatbook (Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., 066):

, U.S.Statistical Abstract (Goyernment4Printing Office,
WashingtOn, D.O., 1967).

,4The procedure outlined in the appendix wavused
calalating the Iisk associated lith motor-vehicle a ,
travel: In, order to.. ealcuke eiposurd hours for.7 var ious years, it wasissdmeTthat the aVerage annual
giving time per' car idd,reaged linearly from.5G hours
in 1900 to 400 hours.ip 160 and thereafter. The
percentage of,people introlved is based on. the U.S.
population, ihe nUmber of 'registered cars, and the
assumed- value of 1.5 people per' car.

, . niiclear plant is less than the coal,,konnage by moreThe procedure outlined in the appe'ndix was used in _ -.' than an order of magnitutle,tbe nuclear plant,calculating the risk associated with; and the number .' problem primarily involves hazard,6om effluent.of people who fly'in,ceitified air route carriers for
1967. For a given year, the number of people who '' This number is my estimate for maximum fatilitiesfly is estimated from the total number of passenger ,; fit= an extrerne 'tatastrophe resulting fromhoardings and the assumption' that. the average thalfunction of a typical power reactor. For apassenger makes six round trips per year (data from methodology for makihg this calculation, see F. R.3) Farmer, ' Siting criteila-t-a new approachr" paper .e - . . . . presented at the International Atomic Energy AgencyThe method of calcUlating risk for

..bgeneral aviation ,Symposium in Vienna, 'April 1967. :Application ofis 'outlined in the :appendix. For a given year, the Farmer's method to a .fast 'breeder power plant inpercentage of people involved is defined by the a modern building,gives a prediction of fatalities less ,number of active aircraft (see 3); the number of. '',,,than this assumed limit by one or two orders of. people per plane; as defined by the ratio ofAtalities ' magnitude.
to fatal crashes; and 'the population of tite./U.S.

..

-vs. Accident Facts, Nat. Safety Counc. fithl. (1967). .Group risk per exposure hour for the involved group "''
is defined as the number of fatalities per person-hour FAA Statistical Handbook of Aviation (Governmentof exposure multiplied by.the number of people who . Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1965).
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Air Pollution from Combustion Sources

Robert H. Essenhigh, Professor of Fuel Science
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Introduction

The majority of the man-made pollutants
present in the air today originate from combustion
sources. Table 1 illusttates this with a liteakdown of
data for 1966 and 1968 published recently by the
National Air Pollugon Control Administration. Five
types 'of pollutanfi from five categories of sources
are identified, and, of the five source types, the first

' four and a substailtial fraction of the fifth originate
in combustion chambers. The quantities' listed
account for more than 90 per cent of the problem.
in the United States. The total weight of all emission's
is, perhaps, the most startling figure of all. At 200
million tons or more, this is greater than one;third
of the annual coal tonnage used as primary energy
kith*, yet it is made, up of components measured
in the parts pei million range. On the breakdown,
certain category types of* pollutants stand
outnotably, carbon mono:6de from transportation
alone provides roughly .30 per cent of the total,
mostly representing inefficiency of automobile
engines; next is 50x" from stationary combustion
sources-mostly power stationsat 10 to 11 per cent;
hYdrocarbons, i.e., unburned or part burned fuel
from transportation, and carboh monoxide from
miscellaneous sources tie for third place at about 8
per cent each. These four account for over 50 per
cent of the total. The type totals amplify this in
another way. Carbon monoxide from all sources
provides about half the Overall total; the-remaining
types each .provide only about 8, to 16 per cent.

These 'figures underline the serious need for
abatement; unfortunately, however, ,the necessary
technology has not always been able to keep abreast
of desirable legislative requirements. The purpose of
this article is to point out.some of the problems and
difficulties of reducing pollution from combustion
sourCes.

I

Health Hazards

Quantity alone, however, is not necessarily the'
sole criterion of significance in assessing the impact
of pollutants. Their physiological effect is what is at
issue, and this is generally function of exposure
and concentration. The longer the exposure time the
lower the concentration that can be permitted if ill
effects are to be avoided. This is illustrated in Figures
1 and 2 for sul ur dioxide and carbon monoxide,
resp tively. ;f14;.,

produc
concent
taste and

.

ws th exposure time required to
sta e .1)hysiological, effects at a' given
tion. Points of interesi in this graph are the

resbol.. 3 a 0.5 p. p.m.). These

would seem to be good danger signals. Evidently,
half-a-day to a day's exposure at these levels should
cause discomfort, and a week to a month's exposure
could be expected to produce adverse effects even
in a healthy man.* For comparison, average
concentrations in ' cities in the United States have
been reported to range rrom near zero up to
0.16p.p.m., but significanfly higher values are
occasionally reported. In London in December 1952, -.

sulfur dioxide concentrations averaged 0,57 p.p.m.
over a four-day Period, during which time 4000
I/ excess" deaths occurred.

Figure 2 provides somewhat similar informatiog,
for thsi effects of carbon monoxide. Hemoglobin hit.
a greater affinity for CO than it has for oxygen (by
a factor of 200), and the toxic effects follow frdm
the reduced oxygen circulated by the hemoglobin.
The percentage of hemoglobin saturation by CO
(which fortunately in reversible) is a good indicator
of .the,itoxicity level. 'While Figure 2 also.shows the
saturotion level achieved in a givep time at a given
CO percentage, it gives' no information on the longer
term exposures. If this should last for a day or more,
physical sickness becomes evident at 25 to 50 p.p.m
and for longer terms (a week or -more) human
performance is probably impaired at anything above
10 p.p.m. This is possibly, achieved by one-Pack-a-day
cigarette smokers.

Comparable graphs for NOx do not' seem to
have been constructed. Of the six most commonly
encountered nitrogen oxides, NO2 is evidently the
most important since all the others tend to form it
given time (from minutes to hours), although NO is.,
the principal:, product in flames. At, sufficient
concentrations, NO2 is toxic and, can cause severe
damage, leading to death. The odor threshold is just
over -1 p.p.m., and irritation starts in excess of 10
p.p.m. By contrast, an otherwise clear sky would just
show slight discoloration at something under 1 p.p.m.
The toxic levels, lying between 10 and 100 pipfm.,
are not generally. reached" Ifowever, at, the lower
levels, NO2 participates in the photochemical,
reactions leading to oxidant smog. ' This smog
formation also involves hydrocarbons; hence the
concern is reducing both'NO2 and hydrocarbons.

Solid particulates usually have More of a
smothering effect than a directly toxic effect, as most
are biologically inert, particularly fly-ash and carbon,
although they eVidently play somClart in coating the
lungs and reducing the oxygen transfer surface which
can be important in bronchial patients, This is usualfy
accepted as having been a factor aggravating the S02
effect during the London smog of 1952 when many
of,' the "excess" deaths were among' thosp Viith
bronchial difficulties.

Processes of Pollutant Generation from Combustion

The gross processes generating the pollutants by
combustion are quite simple, although their detailed
mechanisms may be exceedingly complex.
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Ar; The inorganic particulates ate inert materials
that enter the flame as mineralsand emerge is fly-ash
after partial alteration. "

t!i!,

Organic partjculat eg are carbon or carbonaceous
solids formed by4tracking the fuel (coal, oil, Or gas)
in the flame. Their emissions represents poOr

-combustion control; at the higher concentrations,
they art apparent in the combustor ''exhaust as

. "snloke." It is then cpmmon to find CO alsopresent:
and if a sample of the exhaust.is cooled, condensible
hydorcarbons may .be found. Control of these
pollutants obviously depeiits on good combustion.

. .

By contrast, NOx and SOx are almost indicative
f..!) of too good _I::Imbustion. SO, tesults, of course, from

sulfur in the fuel, and a sitbstantial fraction,wially
oxicljzes, further to SO3. The SO3- coritersion

_Met-gases with ekcess air, so this ean be controlled
to 'V.' considdithle extent by firin& any furnace iSr
combustor as near to stOichiomcei conditions as
possible.

Low to zero excess aii also reduces the NOx
problem.. The nitrogen Oxides are formed primarily
by react& of oxygen with afinosaherit nitrogen,
although nitrogen in the fuel can also participate..rn
the initial flame reaction, ND predominates, being
formed by what is known as the Zeldovich
mechanntl,,,The NO formation riate is Apprnximately
proportional to the square root' of the oxygen
concentration, so it is reduced by low excess air. The
conversion of NO to NO2 then depends on relatively
slow reaction in the atmosphere, at near ambient
temperature, in a late excess of oxygen afterescape
of the effluent from the*Stack.

Flaw Control of Pollutants

Although the. potential for flame control of
pollutants is Obvious, the details of any procedule
are less so. The reduction Of excess,air-to control
S03 formation and reel* NOxis 'only perminible
when the combustion system E.:Nider such good
control that there are no significant unburned
combustibles in the effluent gas (CO, hydrocarbom,
orgafiic parficulates) either4before or after the excels
air reduction. Table 1 shows that, as a generality,
this is hardly the case.

The problem centers on the speed of mixing
in the combustion chamber related both to the time
required for reaction and to the average residence
time of the reactants in ihe chamber. The mixing
aspects may.include mixing of the fuel and oxidant
in the chamber, Which are frequently supplied
Separately for safety or' other reasons. The dominant
mixing behavior in rfiost,sases, however, is between
the fresh,aincoming reaWnts and the part-burned
combustior'gases already in the combustor. This
requires "backmix'' flow, in contrast, for example,

- with .the,.bunsen burapr, where the gas and air tnix
e burner tube wig:then carry straight on through

the,Rame and out into the surroundings without any
feedback to the burner tube.

In most practical situations, however, the

Mixing is produced by a combination of turbulen,ce
ind hackmix.. In gcneral, there are looellY identifiI

streams, some nibving in the same direction and some
in the opposite direction to the main flow. These
'forward' and, "bacirrnix" streams .move groSs

quantities of reactants and products arcffild in the
mixing region of ate combustor, and turbulence
proMotes cross-mix between the streant. Turbulende
is frequently pictured as motion of sma1 l. volume
elements of fluid, or eddies formed by shear flow;
with a finite but decang eddy ,age. The eddies
ultimately ir_lisipatetto. purely MaeCular Motion,
finally repretenting absolute Mixing', bur dufing the
eddy lifetime there are loCal inhomogeneities in
concentration, and it, is these that are likely to be
important in pollutant* formation:

If the backmix streams are large and few in
number, the turbulence eddies must be
correspondingly large 'With correspondingly, long
lifetimes so that they can surviVe for the necessarj,
penetration distance into the backmix streams. In the
limit of marginal backmix with stirring dominated
by turbulence, the mixing distance must be of they
order of the combustor diniensionS, and tife-se,Vy
lifetimes must be Comparable with the residence
times in the chamber. However, since the lifetimes
have distributions, there is, thenot finite probability
that a significant propoitiorof eddies can escape

, from the chamber before/final decay. If the ecj.dy
is almost pure fueL it ca,n emerge almost intact, or .

as a range of cracked fuel products, carbon
motIoxide,. hydrocarbon intermediates, and carbon,
deMiding on,jts temperature history. If.the-eddy is

' 'fuel and oicygen, the vblumé element might reaCt
explosively,: and this may possibly be a source of ;-
combustion noise. Such localized "hot spots" cam.%
also contribute to NO formation because of the
localljthigher temperature.

t* Even if there is sufficient time for the eddies°!;,z,c
to decay, lip, al burn-up may still noj be complete.
Intermediatesformed (patticularly carbon) may be
so 'much less reactive that the reaction time is
increased and exceeds the chamber residence time.
This is furthei aggravated if the products iire then
quite rapidly copied. In a small coal-fired boiler (of
abotO 100,000' lb. steam/Hr.), cooling of gases
throtigh ;the tube banks can approach 104 cfeg./sec.,
which is..a rate found from. post-flame studies that
would effectively quelich the CO dmversion to CO2.
In reciprocating engines, the reaction time is
substantially shorter, and the rate of cooling even
faster. In,,,consequence, th4high level of CO And
hydrocarben emissions fro transportation power
units is almost 'inevitable aggravated in ,many
instances by bad maintenanc

argument stiggests that the objectrve
should be to increase baCkmix .1vhile?reducing the
turbulence. The; possible limit of this is mixing
without turbulencea process known as "blending.
At the present time, however, abe tendency seems
to be to go in the opposiiiiii direction.
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,
Abauiment

In pfinciple, something can., he done about
\potential contamitthts by treatment before and after

the flame. Five ways elair be suggested, although not
alt are suitable for each of the five principal pollutant

,14. types.

'',:M,e)Pretreatment Cleaning of the fuel would,
be aimed 'at removing mineral matter and sulfur.
Remeing inineral matter to cut dowaly-ash applies
only ,io coal. Cleaning coal is a welt-developed
technique, but for use in power stations- it is usually
omitted because of cost, particularly in mine mouth
operations where the mined Coal goes straight to the

JU,rushers.ln this case; the inorganics are then removed
.71grom the stack gases as .flyeash.

4. If pretreatment of coal to remove sulfur is ever
.pticticed (as it is on occasion for oil), simultaneous
removal of mineral matter might be practicable.'
Desulfurization by hydrogenation is also potentially
possible, withulfur conversion to H2S, and has the
advantage ovapost-combustion cleaning in that the
weights or volumes of gas to be 'handled are
.substantially smaller, with pnwortioriately higher
Component concentrations: A possible reactor scheme
to achieve this was published recently, but only the
first steps have so far bCen taken to implement the
proposal.

(2) Flame C'ontrol This is altogether More
"promising, in -spite of the problems outlined above
(Sec. "Flame Control of Pollutants"), by the
recycling of flue gas and staged air addition. These
.do at overcome the turbulence problems already
men4.,iited, but, ate aimed rather at reducing overall
temperobre levels, an0 particularly temperature
peakspither by direct dilution (flue gas recycling)
or by delaying the total air addition by staging. This

-staging is aimed particularly at the NOx formation,
although tl'le staged air addition will reduce the local
oxygeriloncentrations through the flame, which will
alstA. help to reduce the. S03 formation.

recycling in sufficient quantities can'":.
also cut chtwn smoke formation byzmechanism that
I-4, not yei been elucidated. Experiments some years
ago showed that -smoke from combustion of No. 2.
oil could be,eliminatecity firing a 50 per cent excess
air, or at Zero excess air but with 50 per cent flue
Os recirculation (and in a little more than direct
,proportion between these limits). Even more
surPrising, ,was the discovery that when' the flue gas
recirculthion was increased still further, the yellow
flame, turned..blue. This_ betinvior is nOw:the basis for
a number of attempts to' conimercialize a bluitgame
oil buiner for the domestic market with prospecrs
for reduced noise and emissions,

, p

(3) Exhaust Effluent Treatment This has
traditionally beeii practiced to cut down fly-ash and
particulate emissions, particularly in po*er stations
generally- using cyclomes and electrostatic

precipitators. Additional freatment to include
removal of sulfur and nitrogen oxides has been
attempted more recently, particularly for but
success has not been widespread. Straussndescribes
several liquid absorption methods for SO2, with three
applied to power stations, but he also states that no
really satisfactory solution of general applicability has
been found. The alternative to liquid_ absorption is
solid absorption with calcium og5de or calciumed
dolomite, as possible. choick Activated carbon is a
further: possibility.

Treatment of automobile exhaust with its high
level of CO and hydrocarbons has centered on
catalysts tlz burn up bdth, but again these are still
in the development stage.

(4) Dilution If the exhaust effluent from a
stack cannot be cleaned by existing techniques, the
final resort is dilution. This is achieved by building
stacks so high that when the plume reaches the .
ground the contaminants have been reduced, under
most conditions, ta below the statutory, limit.-The
atmosphere has, of course, been the traditional sink
for most effluents.in any case, but the.vety high stack
is the logical outcome of arguments that the
atmosphere is stillsemi-infinite so far as cursent levels
of contaminant generation arc concerned. lf, for
example, it is true that the S02 average concentratIn
as it exists naturally in the atmospherp would bnN,
double in 15 years at the present rates of S02
generation (and disregarding vAshout), then it would
seem reasonabIC only to make sure that it was well
dispersed by a high stack.

Such an Operation:would be satisfactory for
most of the time although lower sulfur fuels would
have to' be available for use under special atmospheric
conditions such as inversions, or those allowing
fumigation. It has been estimated that this would
occur only about 2 per cent of the time in England,
but in some parts of the United States it could be
a good,deal more. The maritime climate of England
would account for the relatively low figurenof 2 per
cent but the6continental climate.of the United States

"could easily be responsible for a single.pollution alert
lasting a week or more.

(5) Thermal Efficiency This is one finhl
possibility for pollution abatemes* that deserves
,some attention. The rate of yroduction of
contaminants will be roughly proportional to the
total fuel consumption, so reduction of this total by
using thC fuel more efficiently must reduce the rate
of generation of pollutants. A breakdown of the
energy market iluto four groups of users gives the,
following: (1 )fflectricity generation and transmission
"15 per cent;.(2i tesidential and commersial 20
per, cent; (3) transpOrtation 7,25 per cent; and (4)
industrial - 40 per Cent. There is noLnow too much

...scope for improvement in thermal 'Ibfficiency in the
electricity generation area without radical

,gnodification *existing methods, so this will leave
ine iariest SOx and Mx sOurces as they are, with

r.1)

1 trausi,,W., Industrial Gas CAsarning, Pergamon Press, 1966.
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abatement based orr other. factors. Thpre should,
however, be room for improvement in the other three
areas, aitd particularly in industry, which uses the
-largest fraction of energy and where there is
conSiderable scope .for additon of heat recovery
equipment.

There has not usually been too much incentive_
to do this in the past because 2f, the difficulty of
justifying such equipment on thY basis of recovery
of costs. The fraction of manufacturing costs that
is due to energy or fuel is only 3.5 per cent for all
manufacturing, although it is rather higher in heavy
industry (ferroous and nonferrous metals,
refractories, chemicals, etc.), where it ranges from 10
to 25 per cent. The cost recovery situation might
be improved, however, if manufacturers were to pay 4.
for the air they use directly or indirectly
(traditionally regarded as free) by a tax on their fuel
and electricity consumption.

Judging by Table 1, efficiency improvements
would ,have only a small impact on the pollutant
erRSVO-ns since. indusery evidently /enerates only
about 15 per cent of the torala surprisingly low
figure-but it Would provide a lead and would also
contribute to alleviation of .the power shortage.

Conclusions

Air pollution from combustion sources is a
problem, and in some areas of the country a serious
one, but' it has still not yet reached the uniformly
catastrophic proportions that some of the
self-appointed priests and polionen moralizing over
the sills of industry ottla have us believe. However,
such catastrophic proportions could'well be achieved
within a generation if effective uniform action is not
taken very shortly. Unfortunately, what can lit done
is still somewhat limited as much of the.needed
technology is still undeveloped.

Of the five pollutant types listed in Table I,
particulates are the -easiest to live with without
further action, although here the removal techniques
are also tc most advanced; indeeil, in a number of
instatee they depend, only on payment for
installation costs. The easiest to elitninate on the basis
of current knowledge ought to be ,the combustible§
(CO, hYdrocarbons, *and . sometimes organic
particulates) emanating from all sources except
transportation; although 'extensive supplementary
development research may still be necessary in some
cases, .pagicularly in incineration. Knowledge of the
basis for controlling NOx is gaining groufid, although
again extensive, development research will probably
be needed in a nurniier of cases to apply the results.
The biggest problems still seem tb be: COiemissions,
particularly from transpottation, and SOxzemissiov,

garticularly
from poWer lAtions..Elimination of Cd

y. catalytic after-burning:I outside the engine 'is A
stopgap answer at best. The groblern really.stems
from the nature of the reciprocating enginq,whieh
cannot really be regarded as an example ofAegant
(ngineering desjgn. Can a bejter unit be prodUced to

1

displace it? And will society pay the cost, in view
of the immense capital investment already involved
in reciprocating engines? Finally, SOx emissions still
seem to be currently the most intractable. A number
of promising possibilities exist, but there is still no
commercial process that is simple, cheap, effective,
and reliable. It isperhaps, fortunate that the tall
stack solution is avaifable as a stopgap, as long as
local ordinances are not 'unimaginatively rigid and as
long as sufficient lo-w-sulfur, stand-by fuel is available
for periods when meterorological conditions are
adverse.,-,

.
Prodded by environmentalists, the research is,

slowly mbving toward solutions, aided by much
verbal encouragement from-bystanders and occasional
financial assistance from appropriate fundirtg
agencies. The problem exists, of course, very largely
because of( too little rather than too much science,
although some of the mtire excitable members of the
community advise a return to .'the primitiv0 to
eliminate both science ,ap.cr pollution. t Such
suggestions, however,' miss the 'point. Man, like all
living things, geherates wastes. This he must live with,
It is not the waste of itself that constitutes pollution
but the generation of so much waste that adversely
affects the environment. This is not unique to, man.
Even animals can so adversely affect their
environment that they suffer for it; for example, by
overbreeding when food is plentiful, they overgraze
when it is not and may die. Man can do this, too,
but he has also learned how to avoid it. Measureg
to control wastes are not new. One of the most
significant steps in waste control ever taken was the
production of cheap steel pipe, in ipantity, that
enabled the separation of drinking water from
sewage, and it probably did as much for the general
health and reduction of mortality as all medicalArch to date.

There is no reason to suppose that the current
problem of air pollution cannot be solved, given.the
will and the means. Curiously, one of the big
difficulties at presentin additibn tO the invariable
shortage of research fundsis availability of trained
manpower to undertake the necessary, research.
Preaching and legislation are useless without the
technology.. If those who are so vocal in criticizing
the shortcomings of science, industry and the
universities in solving "relevant" problems were to
take a hand in developing the necessary technical
solutions, even if it means getting their hands' dirty,
we should get' there a good deal faster.
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Table 1

Emission Rates of Dominant Pollutant Types
and Sources for 1966 and 1968

Millions of Short Tons per Year
These data account far mon) then 90 percent of all emissions in the United States

From U.S.

Pollutant &mice, t,

,:Transportation "

-
Stationary,Combustion 'P

Sotirces is;

Pollutant Type
_

Total
'.Hydro- Partic- by

CO carbons f.70. SO. ulates Source Year__ ___-______ -
68.8 16 6 8.1 0.8 1.2 90.5 1968
64.5 17.6 ,. 7.6 0.4 1.2 9E3 1966

1.9 0,7 ' 10.0 ,24.4 8.9 . 45.9 1968
1.9 0 7 .'6.7 ' 22,0 . 9.2 41.4 . 1968

Incrnis tial Processes 9.7 4.6 0.2, 1C.3 7.5 29.3 1968
10.7 3.5 0.2 7.2 4 7.6 29.2 1966
7.8 4.6 %Olin; of 1.1 1112 1968'
7.6 .. 1.5- 0.5W' 0.1 . 1.0 10.7 1966 6

ailiscellaneous ) ,46.9 8.5 1.7 1. 0,6 . 9.6 ,37.3 1968 -
. 4 , c 16.9 8.2 E7 0.6 9.6 37,2 _1968. _,-......____

Total by Type 101.1 32.0 20.6 33.2 28.3 214.2 1966
e4: 1,3 10141 31.5 16.7 0 31.2 28 6 209.8 1966

Refuse Incineration'
;.

lncludeilurh sources -as forest 'fires, structural pro, coal refuse, agriculture, organk solvent evaporation, and
gasoline marketing

raa Source:. Piational Alr Polintion Conts4 Adathsistratioa
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CHAPTER 8

PLANT SITING' AND ENVIRONMENTAL 'IMPACT

1. Siting Criteria

When the public demand for electricity dictates
the building of a neW 'generating plant, the utility
company involved . must make a careful study to
determine its best site. It takes into consideration the ;

poiker network in the region, the type and ivailab,ility
of fuel and the impact that the plarit.will have on
the environment. Traditionally, power -plants have
been located on the surface of the ground,.eitber near
the Source of the fuel or near the Urban market And
major .transmission 'lines. Such sites Were selected for
economic reasons, without deference to.
environmental cOncerns. Today there is greater
awareness -of the.: need for increased . care 'in this
selection piocess, and a utility company nnist-rnake
a careful assessment of the impacts. that a:proposed
planf will haye on the environinent. The. utility must
file with' appromiate government' agencies an t
environ men tal', impact statemen t ,whicfi describes
these impacts. . .

The following paragraphs7 describe important 1.

criteria 4.for plant site selection.

A. Power, Network 'Considerations
,

The service area of an individual utility should
be determined: The location of major urban areas
should lconsidered. The location. of 'existing
generating plants within' the region should be noted.'
In some i stances, i't inay be desirable .to site a neW
plant next to an existing' one. The concept:of, an
ener0 park has recently emerged. It TriaY be
advantageous to locate siveril power plahts in :rite
same vicinity. An exam* of 'a ,rnap of major iirbanx
areasInd genetatihg plar0 is sho4n in Figure 24. Tilb,
locatiOn. of transmission and ;intereonnçaiona
with other po?/dr suppliers stout4, be Considered. Ifa
plant is bilt, ir 'from existingtrlismission line's?
thge will be additional eilvirionAental impact from
.est.iblishing neW ling.'s and rights of way. .

Y 0..

. 40-my . Type: antl 'Source'. . . ,

Cansiderations, .

machinery to the proposed site through he use of
existing facilities as much as possible.,k1f jor new
roadst rail lines or canals must be conitructed, their..

environmental impact has to be considered. Some of
the equiement that must be brought in is very large,
such as the massive generapts, and, in the case of
a nuclear, plant, the,reactocr Pressure vessel. Ready.
acceskito the site is highly intportamt and one of the .^
first fastors* to be ; considered. .t .

.

7 (2),-gGe.41.o.pt, .

4.* w7lif
The best Sites la( po*er.:plarits are.in areas that

are, relatively flat and ;havt :adequate drainage. The ...
stability, of sloprsAsTiould be high. Mduntains, t
foothills, Marshe?. and flood plains are. cOnsideored -..-
unfavorableRock formations with excessive areaSNA.-
.weakness, such' as, faults, should je aNdided 'unless:
adeqUate ertglneeTing' com'pehsates'; for the seologic ,

hgaid'.. Areas that have had, or are *mile ta,
earthquftes, volcanoes, lindSlides, 'floods -and' tidal*
waves shourd be excluded from conSideration: Ar.éis

4 w)th ..undergroupd sinkhcpes, and caves might
,

prove. hazerdnus dueto sudden; gurface

" (3) .ilitydrcilogji

Today's inailive nuclear and fossil:fueled blants
need large quanti la of %rater fo'r cooling: It. is,
theret e, necessa for a plant tc; be riear stiitabEe 4-

so detailed studY of th :surface aria.
st acirpany any site .eitajuatiorit. .

ies t also Consider.
*sting lavis or policies. For irxairiple,.",.
a, surface 'and ground" water tights
with land rips, and- Upitreatdf

ve precedence' in water .use. tibwevdr,,'
downers mul teShect dOwnstreany -

he water. If a downstreamewneins '-1';

irrigation, a ';,redtictiotlfh .tha. flow
,

power plant bpstreain uld 4.iire' an',

gr
In
irn

u t

ct.

(4)' Meter-old&

N ause,pf
,are ..

availabili 'of 'fuels (other than r). po or,' if site is otherWise
as

.. , .

+.aries Featly' f. enkireographic locations. Ot po the wea eke]or coal '.aViirable. in...many areas, special engineering of the ant: The. Power
, ..44sportat- tosttór high stiltur ContentOimit their 'Plant site would have sie ditioniihat alloW'

. ; .

; 11.4. Hydn;ieleOtric ,,' and._ .geotkermal sOufiss are
'.extreinelrlimitert occurrenee . and locatibb.

0, vfrx iiien I 'Clididerat4Ons ;

Site cess.
, ponds should not be located where extreme. fogging

d sufficient dispersal of d staCk gases to
atinosphere, there eloreiipting:.detrimental

eil'ieicti to the surroundinglii*omnent. Also; areas

nndivally high winds pre -.Special engineeting
'ch are prone to tornados, or.

prnblefns. Power plants haAng cooling toters'.or,

ebonnnitcally featible or icing 'Would
ipment andOwer, plant . transpottation:
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(5) Ecology

Some aquatic species, such as salmon 'and
loblir, must live in water temperatures of a narrow
rajW. Water bodies containing such species should
generally be avoided as a planrsite. This is especially
ag*Plicable in the extrenfe souttitin or northern parts
of the United States, whete.,kbe tr .teMper.ature
is naturally yery warin 11.1 y6..ry cold. Nesting,
spawning and nursery area At species of
wildlife, fish or shellfish' - be consideied
as a power plant site. Fu.x.1,?).... site should not
be located where it could g Iterfere with the
migration of important am IFIS:-Or' whew rare or
endangered species of wildlife live. Ln some cases,
however, the development of a site may actually
benefit some rare or endangered species by serving
as a .wildlife sanctuary.

(6)1 Land Use'

A power. plant site should be compatible with
other existing Uses of ihe area. Local zoning rules
may have to be considered. The amount of 136d
required for a power planj will depend on the fuel
used (See Table 9).As mentioned, a coil-fired station

Plant Fuel

Coal

Oil

Gas

Nuclear

4,

requires much space Lr its coal supply and waste
storage. The relatively large area required by a nuclear
plant is necessary ;0 provide distance between the
reactor and people. This distance,elled an exclusion
distance, is required by federal law. There must also
be a low population zone surrounding the exclusion
area. This is discussed in ate next section.

417) Human Factors

In the case of 'nuclear plants, sites must meet
federal requirements that protect the general public

:from radiation exposure. Thus, nuclear plant sites are
situated away from densely populated areas.

No power plant should be located in, or next
to, unique natural resources or scenic attractions,
such as national and state parks and wilderness areas.
Similarly, a power plant should not be located in or
adjacent to historically significant and
archaeologically significant areas. Finally, Public
opinion should be sampled and should p.13y a part in
the siting decision.

TABLE 9

Land Area

4

for Power Plants
e

Average Acres Required

173

1050

25Q

150

1160

fi
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WISING OF PON REgioRS

How are centralstation atomic power plants licensed

and regulated? The U.S. Atomic Energy Cornnivion

requires two separate licensesone to INA b
edit), and another to operate it. Let's trace the stepa
in the process bf obtaining a construction permit.

rfai
----4Panivomy

SAFEGUmp,,sier) I

APPL5YG1NT

tc=Q

I.
a

mananummanir
I v

The Utility submits a formal applicatioqfiescribing the'

design and location al the proposed plaill and the
safeguards to be provided. The application.alsd 'Covers

the utiliti's.technIcil andl.finaocial qualifications.. ':.:''.....

8As construction progresses, additional informa
tion is developed, and the utility applies to the

.AEC for an, operating license. The same careful anal;

ysis is made -by the AEC in deciding whether or not,..'w
to issue the operating perrhit.

IrAPNLATIONII
TOR

opi RA T

7A construction permit is then

granted or denied and public

notice is given!lf granted, con.
' .. struction of the plant may begin.

subject to inspection by. the
AEC's Division al Compliance.

1 .

6 n Boardi decisiOn is sub.
ject to review by the Ilvenern.

ber Atomic Energy Commission,

!f--Dieti6-.1

PERM IT')N

7

"NOTE..
A newly required ;Arettrr4ntal

. port must be tiled by the applicant
whicq is reviewed by ell interested'
state and Federal agencies.' They
must approve all ,of the plant's et.
facts on the environment befOre the
AEC 6an issue a construction Omit.

41

DIVISION OF CoteLLANCE INSPECTpi

V5After reviewing the testi.
,mOriy and the DIR 'and

ACRS findings, ,the Board de
cides for or against .0anting a
constructian permit.

APPilt 'ON

tolancAL WIRTZ
OF COMMISSION a.

UULA SlAFF

a AEC's. Division of Li.
qing & Regulation males

of the. application avail

1.the public and'ACRS,

hnical expertNstudy the

lion, review it with the aP

and .prepare an analysis.

enalysia is sAmilted to the AEC's statu.:

ItafrY.ContmIttee on Reactor Safeguards,

of'iridependent experts. ACRS studies

ari%indetall ind holds &nferences with
and DLR staff. The ACRS lindingsine
AEy and madipUblic.

ADVISON omKITTEE OH REACTOR SIOGIODS

(ht!Rj

A public hearing is held, .

usually near the proposed, .

site.. by an AE,C appointed..
Atomic Safety & LicensIg
Board. Privatia citizeirtato&
,local officials; anktthwmunity
groups may attend 'and give
testimony. y

75



BACKGROUND 1NFORMATION

POWER PLANT SITINGACT OF 1971 DRAFT OF
V PROPOSED FEDERAL GUIDELINES

SECTION 1 - SCOPE Nt

These proposed guidelines are intended to;isetve as
the basis foi meeting the requirements set Oikain the
Power Plant Siting Act of 1971,1egislation sdbmitted

tto the- .Congress by the President on February 10,
,.1971, and designated H.R. 5277 and S. 1684
(hereinafter' "the Act"):

SECTION 2 - PURPOSE

The purpose of these guidelines is to assure the
establishment of State or regional certifying agencies
capable of providing the judgments required under
the Act. To this end, these guidelines provide the
basis for the establishment of a decision-making
process and timely and effective procedures within
each dertifying agency to assure competent, prompt
determination and resolution 'of environmental and
power issues within its jurisdiction. Additionally,
these guidelines are designed (i) to integrate to the
extbnt 'possible, any associated review, licensing, and
permit granting activities of the Federal Government
with the State or regional procedures, so as to achieve
as close to a complete .ope-stop certification
procedure as is possible; and (ii) to provide guidance
for the certification procedure of the Federal
cirtifying agency.

SECTI01.q.. 7 POLICY

The polky 'intended to be carried out by these
gqidelines is tO allow the States' (or groups of States
which eleet to act as a regional certifying ageqcy)
maxirntfm flexibility within the requirements of this

. Act to .experiment- and tp develop those procedures
for the; certification of 'Sites, -reutes;..and facilities t.
which hest fit ate particular conditions and /
requirernents of each jurisdiction. Td'e primary
requirethent is that the certifying. agency be capable
of ptofessionally evaluating and balancing both the
need for elecpc. power facilities and the need to
protepnvironmerttal values. .

'SECT! zt . COMPOSITION' OF THE STATE OR
REGIONAL CERTIFYI4G, AGENCY:

ark

a. Type of Agency 4 'these guidelines' Seek to
.

provide the framework f& a broad variety of options
; to State goveritinents in the forma Z.1. f State and

cerOring agencies. Thai '" on-making.
bodies may, -existing agencies, newly 'created
agenties, cot boards 'consisting of members frorif ap-
appiopriate spectrum of eXisting State aieheiet-.'llie
decision-making authority may be Jocated with the .

State .PUblic Utilities Commission, although in such
cises. care must be taken t,o, insure' adequate
consideration-of enVitonmelital aspects -through 'the
requirements for participation discussed hereafter and

in the manner discussed in Sections 7 and '8 of the
Act. It may be lOcated within a State environmental
protection agency, although in .sUch cases care must
be taken to insure adeqyate con'sideration of the need
for facilities through`, participatibn requireinents

-hereafter. Other possibilities with perhaps greater
potential for balancir* roWer and environmental
needs -would be the State land-use planning agency,
the State natural resources agency, .,cr a Srate siting
agency with representatives from the interested
existing State agencie4. In some cases, tAes m'af
wish -to. place- final authbritY- with.the Governor. To
the exfent possible, the Fedetal. certifying agedcy
shall allow each State to adopt''a State lOdy. that.
best serves the purposes of the Act Within its,
jurisdiction,

,In some casets, a pie-existing agency of the Stat
government may be qualified as the State certifying
agency, or may serve as the bask agency to which
a neW' office is attached tO carry out'the functions
assigned under the Act..Where the pre-existing agency,.
has a clear identifiCation with either .aspect of the
power-environment equation, extreme care must be
taken to insure that the criteria set out in this section
are fully met. It. is .the intention !of this section-.0.
encourage the, formation of a State or regionA

-certifying agency meriting the confidence of the !

public as to its competence and ..objectivity 'with
respect to both electric poNfer needs and
'environmental proteCtion..

b: Pqrtieipation - Section 5.(a) of the Act.-
requires partkipation in the decision-making process
of the certifyingagetky 9.1Fifonmental prptection,
natural resdula planahg, aqd electric pOwes
regulatory- agenOies of the Sfate government and
authorigtes partieVation -by members of the public.

Vaiticipation"*.by components, of State goverpment
means either taking part as, a- voting member of the

.,decisiOnkrnaking' bodY of the cerqying agency_ Or
acting iican acivis.ory Rpacity to that agency. with
respect to the 'aspect Of its decision within the
p'articipant's afewN of copipetenhe. Whpto such
particiPatton Is limited' to an .advisOry capacity in the
partieipant's gea of special parnpetenYt such advice
shall -be-subsiitto* in writing and Made public ancj,
the certi mg agency may Aepart , from 'sucWadvice
only i it deteffnines -and.-oan --tietmcinstrate: tbat
.departure is necessary to accomplish the overall
objectives -1-if.the ceitificati-On process. Iti, any typo Ca
certifying awiciesMuStescertat that 4ir aPplitabV
Federal sta VM.:rds,.perrpjfK, or liceeses for thevroject
have been satisfied or obtained as required by ectioii .

, 7 of the 'Act In the' cateld Peaerat %ter ,and-Itrya ° 4-
% ,

qUality standards,the satisfaction shalt* drmimd
by the. duly aulhorized.Stat*vater. and aii)oolltition;
control 'agencies. "Federal standards" 'ineari§'.

-standards. established appioVed by a Fellefal
agency. "?'

_
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t
"Participation" with respect to the publiC Means bj, distribution.:of th report by die certifying agency
making commen ts Or being permitted to.' become a shall be"accor ck the requireMents set forth in
party to proccgdings involving 4.1411catiohS in which Section 8(a) 4 e Act. .
such person his an intelest.

_SECTION 6., - PRELIMINARY REVIEW AND' '
c. Staff - the State or regional certifying agencl :1-1EtER1NGS ON PROPOSED SITES

I - ..must, have a competent and intercOsciplinary . .' profeSsional and technical staff capable of dealing. AS part of its September 1 'report on long-range
with those environmental and power issues which . planning by the electric entities within if.0-.'
come before it. The Governor, in his request Mr a jurisdiction- the certifying agency Shall also publish
Certificate of Qualification from . the federal the compilatiorr,of proposed power plant sites and
,certifying agency shall describe the .composition of general locations Of IransmisSion lines as required in
the staff. In' some cases, the State or regional ,Section4(a) (2) and Section 8(b) or the Act for all
certifying agency may find that employment of iuch facilitiei, . construction of which is planned toa staff on a full-time basis would not e justified Commence -within fiVe, -years.' With respect to
based on the anticipated work-load. Where thii proposed power plant sites, public hearings shall be
occurs, the Governor shh11, specify the manner in 7 held during the period,September 1 to December IS
which the State or 'regional certifYing agency will calt . of each year onteaph riewly-identified site, ancrthe
upon consultants or experts from other agencies bf. ertifying agency'sliall de.termine whetheror not suCh
Government to assure -a. balanced: determination of ', site is to be placed On the list of approved sites by
issues. .

. February 15 of the next year, less than.one year after .
. . . ,such appeared on theplahs of the electric entiiy. The

d. -Finance - The State or regional certifying frdeciiion of the certifying agency shallsbe according .agency shall be authorized to assess 'and collect fees . . to the Standards set out in Section 8(c) -of the Act. -- -:.'>.:
,from electric entities within its jurisdiction to cover Each site shall feCeive either: '1. e.. . .,.tile cost of administration of its functions under the:t
Act. The appliCation for a Certificate of Qualification. .',' (1) preliminary IpProval as a site, subject. to.review. .mist show to the sattifactiOn of the Federal." at the time .of application- fee certification' only With
certifging agency how the State of regional,certifying respect to -changed 'conditions -(other factors' not
agency will be finahced in a manner adequate to carry .' considered in this -preliminary reyiew such as the. .,
out the purposes of the Act. . .: facility design' wbuld,.of course, be ,reviewed during

,the certification' piocedure); or
SECTION S - REVIEW AND COMMENT ON :.
LONG-RANGE PLANS :. . , (2) prellminary tiMthtionahapproval as'a site, subject

, . . .'. to revieW at the time of applilation for certification
Section 8(a) of the-Act setS out the responsibilities with respect to Changed conditions, and with tiipeot
of the certifYing agencies to review and cobunent to conditions placed :on the_ eature elk extent of the ''.,--..
upon the long-range plans prepared and filed pursuan't ' facilities to be placed,thereon. (APpreval here woWd,,`.'

eto Secion 4 thereof Each electric entity' operating be the same 8 (1) except : that. site may :.be".
'within the jurisdiction' ofA.cer t g agency shall Conditioned for a nuclear or lossilfuelecrplant only

with.. -file it the annual'Id* '-ia tring dOcument for ekample); di .
. .

.. by Agril 1 of each feitd,*, al entities ..wilr be
encouraged to combip"' . id% single' regional (3) suspension pending further study, beCause; the

4.. n

plan in coordinatibn'
. ,::', rpjdures outlined in -. Construction of any bulj c. power facility; on the site

-Qider 383-2 of the ,litsitIniP- chier Commission, . might unduly *pair important environmental values.-
authorizing volimtary afhltial- repprts fr9m electric SUch suspension' may extend for tiO more' thari three.
feliability.ccruntils: covering the cOntinental United, years. during Whitt' time the electric inti4y tstether
States. The Act, howeverzjec4res the provision of, '..,.., with appropriate environmealal agencieshust..information :hot now requested under the FPC:,,, actively seek to &ermine whether ,i Orin%
procedures, including the preliminary identification...-. 'environmental values would beimpaired.F Aug,'of sitei and routes,planned for Use within the next the period of .sirsPensien,the site,majt be res itted:
five years, an .analysis Of efforts . to meet . and the .certifying Aigericy %must, Aiye .prelirtrinirY .envirOnmente Ortitection goals, anti ethert . -approve, pseliminary conditional approval, brrequirements ed In Section 4 of the Kat., -- disaplabval of :be site; or' - Os:

....
Each ceitifyirtiageriCY:lhall Itublish.by .(4) tlisap-prOvar a4.a site because the sonstmetidn .
September -1. of each year its..reView,.andcciminents any bulk ppwer-Jtibilitm, on, the

- on the annttal plans: Met ef:itk it by :theivreciding, impair '',.h4ottant /0ironnienta1 -tiraineS: Sych!.. April 1: The -intent orithis, publication is,- to . disahroval -shall oe. firtal and ot SAtjeet 0 ,tcu
'summarize \.the 104-range plans of !electric entities.. resubmiision -fn.; conSidetatiOn as a site unless there

. operating within its. jurittliction,7 their relation tO is clear, evidenee df changed conditions.'
adjoining jurisdictions, and to-evaluate the adequacy
of:these plans from the* point of -9ieit of prOviding
adequate . electric .+power.' while maintaining
environgtental values: The :publication and



SECTION 7 - CERTIFICATION Or FACILITIES!

For all .bulk poWer facilities covered by this 'Act, the
appropriate eflectric entity shall apply foyeertification
of site ahd facility at least.two years prior to pldnned
commencement of construction, as provided for in
Sections 6'arid 7 of the Act. In addition to any other
such information which the certifying agency may
require. the .'electric entity shall provide.frith its
application a %detailed statement on: ,

it The environmen tal impact of the
proposed facility.

'Any adverse environmental effect which
cannot; be avoided if the facility is
constructed and operated as proposed.

Alternative locations, measures, or other
actions. -

The relationship between the port-term
4 o----environmental impact . o.

facility and the maintit
enhancement of long-term pr

:Any ,,irreversible and irretrievable
,ConiMitents of resources if the

..x...:4,7'-' propcsed facility is constructed.
. ,

iP'''' ? .',i".....A
loW,Top'-lectipt of such application shall be made

,;,),%,;..'"ets provided in Section 8(d) of the Adt, and the
- tWolear period shall be considered to begin to run

from ale time of first publication; which shall in all
caseS occur within 30 days of the actual receipt of
a valid appliCation. Hearings to consider the proposed
certification shall commence within 6 months of
publication and to the extent possible a decision or
the certifying agency shall be reached and published
withie one year. FailM-e to reach such cqnclusion or
to indicate that a decision is imminent after a

"..,:b ill e at period has p4ssed from date of publication
, .-$147I1 .grOunds for ihe electric entity to petitionidgf

*4:i,4the eral certifying agency under Section 6(d) of
the.t..-.Actz Except whe"re, for good catiStiown, the
Site has not been drawn fipm the list:k app'roved
sites as provided for undeCSection 6(b) of the Act,

' the revieW Of th'e poWer plant site shall be limited
as described above in Section 6 of these Guidelines.

'
SECTION. §, - ONE-STOP PROCEDURE

...

a. State or Regional CertifyingAgency - The Act
Mr-intended, to provide .in i single procedure final
., decisions on all State andlocal government approvals

required for the construction and operation of bulk
power supply facilities. It also attempts to coordinate

: and integrate all ,.necessary. reviews:of enVirontnent 1
concerns.by Federal agencies so as to achieve as close
to .a complete- one-stop proeedure as is possible.

- r
'ection 7(a) of the Act Srates that the judgment of
the appropriate certifying, bodY shall,be cor1sive
on all questions of siting, land use, state'air an tvater
quality standards, public convenience and nec ssity,

sed
and

uctivity.

;;;;"

aesthetics, and any other State or local requirement.
,"Judgments ...Mall be conclush,e" means that the
$tate has.. provided through appropriate use of its
legislative attd/Or executive authority forahe issuance
of a Certificate of, Site a9d Facility by a qualified
State or regional certifying agency which shall certify
that all Federal permits, licenses, or standards have
been satisfied or obtained and which shall incorporate
or supersede any requirements for the issuance of any
permit, license, or certificate forthe facility involving
etwironmentalmond power supply concerns required
under la State'or local statute such that:

,-

(1) the requirements 'of such State or. local
permit, license, or tkertificate areJ
specifically consi,dered, in the laPplication
for and the issuance of the.eitetcate of
Site and Facility:

(2) the state or local agency.res
issuing any such permit.
certiircate participates ?
decisirm-making process as
Section 4(b) of these Guidelin

the facility is designed, buill;
Operated in accordance with * thc
specifications provided by, thea applicant
as vodified by any further conditions
iniposed by the certifying ageng in the
Certificate of Siteand

.4

Where standards of air or water quality established
or approved by a Federal agency are to be applied,
the determination of whether or not a proposed
facility will meet such standards shall be with the

-duly authorized State air or water pollutiqn,control
agency.In cases whereby under Federal or State laws
or regulations d. permit, license, /or certiOcate is
dependent upon the granting of another such permit,
license, Or certificate, the State certifying agency shall
provide or any necessary flow of information to
assure an orderly and timely certification process.

In order to facilitate efficient consideration' of
applications for certification, each %tate or regional
certifying agency shall 'develop a. consolidated

'application form which shall be thesde application
necessary for Il approvals of State and local
governments. All requests for further information and
all other correspondences related to the certification
shall be made only by or through brwith the prior
approval of the authorized ceritfying. agency.

'All Pederal agencies with statutOry luthority for
granting licenses, Certificates, or permits prior to the
co struction or operation of,a bulk power facility
sh ll, to the fullest extent possible, Coordinate their ,

ivities, including the tiMe and place:Of any public-A
he rings and related reviews, with the appropriate
St te or regional certifying agencY. Federal agencies

h -advisory authority shall suPply such advice
rectly to the certifying awncy in compliance with

its timetable. Federal' agencies shall reduce to an
absolUte minimum the information required of

180
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hplic
consol
Such ageii

mstatements

t already presented in ithe
n to ihe certifying agency.

requited threpge the detailed
nvir ,mental impact contemplated in

Section 10214)(er of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 where the certifYirig agency has,,,
followed a Substantiak,comparable firocedure.

facilities, the certifying agency qiall give
onsideration to the following factors wher,i

.0.30licable:

a. Electric Energy Needs
s4 (major emphasis of long-range plan

reviews)

b. Federal CertifOng Agency hi"those cA5k,i.,.
in which the Fedgral, certifying agency .ex ises-
jurisdiction either because of the a:flence, o a

'qualified State . certifying agency of' upon-;.a t'
pursuant to Section 6(d)- of thePAct, the Federal
certifying agency shall provide a one-stopprocedure
except for license applications before the Atomic
EnergPCommission which shall he coordinated with
the review of .the Federal certifying 'agency. Any
other Federal tscenses or permits or approvals which
may be required, shall be considered and decided as
an integral part of the review by the Federal
ctrtifyinkagency. The Federal celtifying agency, the
Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, and any affected Federal land
management agencies shall hold any hearirie on each
application jointly and shall fully coordinate reviews
and approvals required by their respective
responsibilites under Fekral law. Other Federal
agencies gull render written advice in their areas of
special competence with respect to environmental or
power supply aspects of the project and the,Federal.f

' certifying agency may depart front such advice in its
decision' only if it determines and can demonstrate

'that departure is necessary to accomplish thg amrall
objectives of the certification ess..

, The Federal rrtifying agency all -operate under
these quidelineis except where they are inapplicable
and shall develop a consolidated application form,
except for the AEC license application, to cover all
Federal statutory requirements. The decision of the
Federal certifying agency shall be rendered within the
one-year period' after receipt of an application and,'
if not, the agency will be required to issue a
statement explaining why it has failed tb, act. The,
Federal certifying agency shall promulgate procedures
and schedurP hearings to assure time for a., final
decision, within the two-year period contemplagd in

.the Aci. The Federal certifying,agency shall'have
exclusive jurisdictioç over the aPplication applying .

. Federal standards'e3 ly, as provided in. Section 5(c)
of the Att and suc1 certificate shall ,supersede any
requirements of Stats or local law.with respect to
permitS, licenses, o standards applicable to' ,the

project but such cettificate shall be issued only, if
'th-e Federal certifying,:agency has ascertained that all

eral permits, licenies, or standards have been
satisfied or obtained' as required by Section 7 of t
Act' Federal . standards mean standard.; established
or approved -by a Federal agency. '

e JSECTION; 9 - EVALUATIVE CRITERIA

In evaluating long-range 4 plans, conducting
preliminary reviews, and evaluating, the
application for certification, of-bulk-power 'supply

180
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(1)
.

(2)

b.

A

Gfowth in demand and frojection .
of need.

Avaaability and desirability -of
non-electric Ara-native sources of
energy.

Availability mid deniability of
alternative sovrAces of electric evier'
to this facility or 'to this Ape of
facility.

Promotional activities of the
electric 'entity which way- .have
given rise to--the- neeerfor this

. 1
Socially beneficial Uses of the
output of this facility, including its
use to protect or enhance
environmental qualityp

Conservation activities which could
-minimize the need for rhore power.

Research activities of the electric
ntity or new technology available
"to it which might minimize
environmental impact.

Land Use Impacts
(major emphasis of preliminary site
reviews)

(1) Area of land required and ultimate
use.

(2) ConsistenCY with any State and
regional land use plans.

Consistency' with existing and
projected area land use.

(4)
,

Alternative uses of the site.

(3)

(5) on population already in
the area: population attracted by

.4donstaction sir, operation of the,:
facility itself; impact of avail-

, bility of power from this faCility
on growth patterns and population
depersal. , ;

(6) Geologic suitability of the site or
route.

Seismologic characteristics.'(7)

3



(8)

(9) 'Extent of erosion, scouring, wasting
of landboth al site and as a result
of fossil fusl demands of *the
facility.'

(10); Corridor design and construction
precautions for transmission lines.

(11) Scenic impacts.

( 1 2)e Effects on natural systems, wildlife,
plant life.

(13) Impacts on important historic,
architectural, archeological, and
cultural areas and features.

(14)

Construction practices.

Extent of recreation opportunities
and related compatible uses.

(15) Public recreation plan for the
project.

(16) Public facilities and

(4.

a

(8) Effects on plant and animal life,
inc4.iding algae, macroinvertebrates, .

anØ fish population.

Effects on unique or otherwise
significant ecosystems;
wetlands.

1 (10) Monitoring programs.

d. Air Quality Impacts
(major emphasis during preliminary site
reviews and facility certification)

9) :

(1)

(2)''

MeterOlogywind direction and
velocity, ambient temperature
°ranges, preZfipitat ion 'values,
iñvcisiOn occu,rrence, other effects
on dispersion..

Topographylac tots effecting
dispersion.

Standards in effect and.Rifojected
fer emissions, designsapibility to
meet standards.

accommodation.

sources Impactsc. Watei. R
(major e

4 reviews an

'14

hasis during preliminary site
facility certification)*

. .

Hydrologic studips of adequacy of
water supply' and impact of facility
on stream flow,' estiiatine and
coastal waters, and lakes and
reservoirs.t 1-4;)
,

(2) Hydrologic studies or impact of
facilities

(3)

on ground water.

Cooling system evaluation including
consideration of alternativet.

hventor of effluents including
physical, chemical, biological, and

!. radiological characteristics.

4 (5) HYdrologic studies of effects of
effluents On receiving waters,
including mixing characteristics of
receiving , waters, changed
evaporation due to temperatu're
differentials, and effect of discharge
on bottoM Sediments:

Relationship to water quality
standards.

. :
Effects of changes in quantity and
quality on water use by others,
including both withdrawal and in
Situ uses; relatioushp to projected
uses; relationship to water rights.

(7')

.(18i
182

Emissians and cdntrols

. Stack design
": Particulates

. sox
. NOx

#

Relatthnship to preseill and
projected air quality of the area.

.
Monitoring program.

Solid Wastes Inipact
(major emphasis
certification)

(I)

(.2)

(3)

during: faci)

Solid wa.ste inventory.

Disposal program.

Relationship of disposal practices
to environmental quality standards.

(4) Capability of disposal sites to
accept projected waste loadings.

f. Radiation ImPacts
(major emphasii during preliminary site
review and facility certification)

(1) Land use Controls over
devlopment and population.

(2) , Wastes and associated disposal
program for solid liquid, and
gaseous wastescriteria set by AEC
and EPA.
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SECTION 10 - EVALUATION OF RELATIVE
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE
SITES ANb ROUTES ,.
To the extent possible, only those sites and routes
meeting acceptable' 'Standards in relation Co the
criteria outlined L in Section 9 of these Guidelines
should receive Certification from the appropriate
certifying agency. Regul'arly. hoWever, it .will be
necessary in oilief to mt.e`t recognized electric pdwer
needs that site or route bechosen from a ses of .

alternatives,. all Of which will ,presqnt some adverse .
environMental 'effects,: lir uch cases it , will be
necessary for: the tertifying age,nc.; tb.. establish

;priorities among fhe,e'valuative critetta employed. Vor
example, M the,case of trAsniission lines, the' priority
might- be assigned to 'tfit rand use critelia -outlined
in Section 9 abpve; it lie,ca-Se of fossil-fueled power
plants the airquality criteiiA'nfight previll;I:fid the
water quality criteria mightPrefail for nuclear pilants.
Assignment of such priorities is not intended to
eliminate full consideration of othet criteria listed in
Section 9, but merely provides guidance for the
resolutioh of difficult cases where a choice among
alternatives would otherwise be impossible.

,

Analyses and studies of the .
adequacy of engineering safeguards
and operati
proceduresdetermined by AEC.

Monitoringadequacy° of devices,
and sampling techniques.

Noiie Impticts
(major:, emPhasis during facility
certification')

(1) Construction period levels'.

(2) Operational levels.

(3) Relationship of present and.
prbjected noise levels to existing
and potential 'stricter noise
standards.

q

.
(4) Monitoring-klequacy

and methods.
of devices'

SECTIPoN 11 - FORMATION OF REGIONAL,
CERTIFYING AGENCY

0

At any time during the period" that this Act is in
force, including the two-year period during which
programs are being established under it;,two or more
States rnSy join together And apply for a Certificate
of Qualification for a regional certifying agency. Such -
a regional agency shall be subject to all provisions
of thesevidelines; except that in the case of facilities
located entirely within one State and withno impacts '
on other' member States, the participation requited.
under Section 5(a) of the Act may be linfited to
governmental convonents of that one State. It is the
intention of thiS? Section tp provide maximum,
flexibility to States in the formatiOn of multi-State
certifying agencies under the Act.

ACTION 12 - 'MULTI-STAtE IMPACTS

In those caseS; where the certifying agency authorized
to operate in a State or region believes that an .
application under consideration by the certifying
agency. of an adjacent State or region will have
potentially harmful effects on the environment
within its jurisdiction if granted, or potentially
harmful effects aon the power needs within jts
iurisdictiod if denied, it may in its own judgment
choose one of the following means of involvement:'

(IV

182

Where it considers the harm to be of a
major nature or conditional upon the
occurrence of eVents considered unlikely,
the certifying agency which believes its
jurisdictiod affected may send a letter of
cominent to the revietVing -certifying
agency_ of the adjacent jurisdictiom

Where it considers the harm to be
considerable and likely to occur, the
certifying agency may- enter as an
intervenor the proceedings of . the
reviewing certifying agency of the
adjacent jurisdiction.

s,

a
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'NUCLEAR POWER PLANT LICENSING
REGULATIONS , PERTAINING TO
ENVIRONMENTAL RADIOACTIVITY

4.

THE CALVERT CLIFFS DECISION

On July 23, 1970 the U.S. Court 'of Appeals
for the District df Columbia Circuit mkt; on the ore
of the Calvert Cliffs Coordinating Conimittee,
et al., petitioners, vs the United States AtonticInergy
Commission anti the United States of Americasiw
respondents. This appeal concerned an all4ed failure
of the AEC to implement the National Environmental
PrOtection 'Act. The .court found fault with the
Atomic Energy Commission on four counts:

,

1. The procedural rules , of the .Atomic
Energy Commission prohibit the raising
of non-radicdpgical environmental issues
at any h6ailig if the hearing - notice
appeared in The Federal Register beford"..,"
'March 4, 1971.

Iv

The Atomic Scsfety. arid Licensing 13daid
iS prohibited froin conducting an
independent evaluation and balancing.iof
certain environmental factors if , other
responsible agencies have already tertified
that: their owNenvironmental -stalidaids3
are satisfied. '

.e.

That the: Atomic Safe

4

and Licensing V..
Board hearine neect not cover %
environmental issues uffless wecifically
raised by4 outside loathes, or the Atomic

' Energy Commissir. ',:''
.5.

That the AEC rue-ph:41de thatohen a
' constructict -permit has been issued prior

4

0

to January 1, 1970, but an operating
license has yet to be issued, the AEC will
not formally consider environmental
factors or require modifigations ih the
proposed facility until the time pf
issuance of thenfoperatiAg license.

The Court held that:

I. Environmental issues must be considered
at ever9 stage fg decision making,
including ASLB Hearings. '

,

.2. The. AEC must 'consider environmental
issues in connectioti with all licensing
actions that took place after Januky 2,
197q.

3. The 41-EC mast evaluate and balance
environmenta) standards even if other
'federal or4§tate agencies have certified
that their own standards are satisfied.

t.
4. The AEC mint conduct a Natiohal

" Environmental Protection Act review and
take appropriate action for cases in which
congtuction permits have been issued
befdrJanuary 1, 1970, but for which
operating licenses have .,,not yet been
issued:

The Atomic Energy Commission did not -appeal
the Court decision and, in the Federal Register of
September 9, 1971, issued new guidelines and
regulations to meet all the demands *of the court.

A

18
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For your general background inforMation concerning
licensing of nuclear power plants, the following
section 6f the Federal Register is suggested:

FEDERAL REGISTER, Vol: 36',"No. 35-giturday,
February 20,.1971.

TITLf ATOMIC ENERGY

Chapter 1Atomic Energy Ccfn mission

PART 50--LICENISING OF PRODUCTION AND
LMLIZATION FACILITIES.

Section 50;34(a) of Part 50 requires that each'
aPplication _for a construction permit include the
preliminary, .desigh of the facility. The ..follAing
infikmation is specified for inclusion as part of the
preliminary design' .of the facility:.

11
TV principal 'Vesigni"criteria for the

he design basps Arl.ihe relation 43f the
Sign, bases to 'the 'principal design -

rtrzt itik;

in. Iiifb
,

the a
proyide''

deSig
IiiiseS with

%I
The"- "General Designc
Parts" added as Appc
tbe minimum requirem

'teria for water-coble,
esign and' location.

. 4

Gerival Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants

The Atomic -Energy CoMmissian has adopted
an.' amendment to its regnlationS, 10 C'FR.Pa 45p,
"Lice-wink-V. Production and .UtilizationFacil
which adds an Appendix A: "General Design Cr

Jor Nliclegn Power Plants.
A

a

4

i-nalif.ton relative ç, Materials .of
,ogener arfangernent d .

ate. di eftsioA sufficient- t,6,
e lisSuranqe 'that the

form tr.) ,ti)r design
argin fdr. safetj,..

elear ,tower,.
0'qS 151iSh

8ign
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2 3 6
A .

;z9:which , construction permits havoc),
heentasoed by the Commiselon. They also
001146, guidance in :establbhing 'the

o' -7...pr1ncipal design criteria for other tYpea
tie .nuielear power plants. Principal de-
'shin criteria established by an apPlicani
and accepted by the Commission e411 be's
Incorporated by reitience in the von-
etructlow-pennit, 7,nicinsidering the Is-

. Nuance of an operating) license. under
Part 60; the CommLssionftl require
surance that these criteria hive been
satiated in the detailed design-end con-
etruction or the facility :and that ...arty .

changes in such criteria are itmtitied
A proposed Appendix A, "General De-

SIMI Criteria for Nuclear. Power Plant
Construction Permits". to 10 CFR Part

,

1/4. .1* 7.:

Conaideration.bf redimdanep
dlvetajty requirements &Wilfrid aystemi
trn t lei-safety. A " Wm".. Id
c -of .asinumbeir 'of eachof whiCif iaserltely5
fooning the Specified syit safety Airier
tIon..The minimum ame table reduri-'

1and diVeraltri of ..inbeyeteins and.
PYOnents withln'a MitifiVetem Mad the";
:eed.interponitection and independ-

encep the subsysteme,' hays, not get),
been,develemed or,deilned. .

4'4ft:consideration of' tire type; size.'
and orientation of possible,breliks in the'
eomponentList We reactor ;coolant Pres-
ture4boundary In determining design re-
qrtirements to suitably, pratect, .agatnst
poetulated 'of cablant: act1dents.

50 was published in'the Forum. Return* .,Astitti Con eration of the pm:89lb a
cophnents end suggestions received in 4iree of itdundantelementaidgeNesign - serammuste
response to the. notice of proposed rule of the' piotection systerna and reaegvity Nuciicair power Tinp.mains andlubsequent developmenta in control ,epsteMs: Loma caotint Ammar&'technology and in the licensing proc- DIX Addition exacirsifah' , Molls PellOrtr.

132 P.R. 10213) on July 11, 1967. The Areltamatic, norifindOni: concur fall-

Criteria for //Wear Power Planta, atitab-
lithos minimum, requirements for.
principal deeigneriteria for Water-000k
nuclear P0Wer Plants similar in details',
and location to planta for which con.
iftrUetion permits hare Previously heen
Issued by the Dimlnimion and provides
Eildance to aPPlItantElor-construction
permits in ea*..r.'habinig,:principal design
,crttertit far other tives of 'nuclear power
Malta:

* .
nev! Aimendlit A ls added to read

:Oa
Iteemnint A,Owevesa nemori.. cattsam roe

Smoot PowsePrArrie
Table 0/ oontenti
' rarseseronow

. 5,

Me shave . been considered In develceping
".!_qtettelsed criteria which folloVi.

- The reVised.'criteriaestablish Minimum
.;requiremenia, for waterrcooled nuclear
power.plan ts :similar in design and Wee-

:. :tiori'..to 'plants for which ecinstruction
been issued by the Cortimts-

.%;; ()Ion., whereat the previousl* .proposed
::Criterra Would have .provided guldance

4..,for applicants for construction Permits
fOr 1,11 tyPes of nuclear power plants. The.
revised'Criteria :have been reduced to 55

nurritier, include definitiOns :of im-
%Portant:twins. and have been rearranged

: ä inAiiie theh ! usefulness in the If-
,. .Pentetng: process.' Additional criteria de-

." rgiecifie,requiVernents on matters
, , ..covered". in- 'More general- terms ip the

Proposed:criteria have been
'added .0' the criter)a.'The Categories A
?and 8 used to characteri2e the amount of

. information needed in gaiety- AnalySis
Rellorts coneerninif each criterion have.
been deleted since additional-guidance
on the amount and detra...of I ormation
required to be, submitterlby licant.s
rfor''facility licenses at the can tion
Permit ,stage is-now included' in 0.34

.:eif Part 50. The term "engineer Safety
features° has been. eliminated f m the
.revised criteria and the ;requirements
for "engineered safety fatal-es" Moor-.

V: anuemsted Operationalobnsideration te need for develorg
'pent' of criteria'. firting24.)proteet1 '
igalaret lindunrial sabotagb and protee-v.00r overeat Requirement*: 111k Nvegbef*.4..tion againat comMotianiode falittree. , Quauty miasmata:and Records_systems.' other than e prottion ind Bade for :Prigetiotk AigneireactIvitt eontrdl sysitesek 'butt am, . *natural PilinoMenii: ," 2.
POrtRnt 10 safety ..ind "haVe 'extremely 'Protection,
nigh trellability!retrireinents..4

it IN 'exprted t.ti these critEria
be sugmenWd or ehanged whej§ sneciflc ' onn
requireMents relsked these Ind bther
cchstderatier*Msul identified and:,41,-,7°tee,""

pursuwhe. Walk Atm*
/,4,. ,M;developecli2;

1954; Es amended, and ec
553 or title 5.o/ tie
the follotetnramen
.50. Publrshed as
codification ,ro be
publication in the Deem. Raczsma. The4 containment Design .
CoMmis3i0R/Inpitia!ailknintereated per.:etere Electrical Power Elpiternivi....7
sons who desire) bmit (Written corn- enspectiOn and T..."11,* of

n with Power Sys
. .to the Cootro

CoMmIg. Prefect ReecIfliti 1CA:I
tentioh: ctsrat y e

thin ProtecUon Ilysteni Pttactiontro_
uge Protection ardent'. ice linlirpit-triDW

- ,

*Cicskr0-3

{141r rl '

,

umentai ;aim -21siesite
.

Buntlines.. Bretems, mad
r

mots
irod:

. .4. ).I
Act f Reactor De$474-

552 and. Rlact;tionh"rirt."
tee Code; " guPP

. ',pond
FR Fin VP.instrameateemnsactOntr°1
b t to Atelietar 0:440t, koiraiInge BoundariF;

r . Reactor Coolai*Sysitas Deslin

ments or singe:54 in,connec
the amendment to send
Secretary, UM lc *le
SionLyVashifigte!n;16. C. 2054 ,
Chidlr, 'Public Proceed pran
45 daVe after public of
In the Fsemist REG f. tiuch submis- abilltY Aytteem unnsions Will be:given oonkideration'witlithe 'Pr°view to passible Murther atheadmen* PrPtilii:EaToitiinnoeFaltrioCopies of Comthents y exaotined "the Commission's P m tam 8at :1717 H W

12 Section 50. a) (3)
IMIn ''IReiintivitr.

t

ded itaaatilvtir
,';

Y . -

` 4:e
44..and ,p u

u
to read astolloWS. .,-.
§ 6034 . Contents a applicatlitm; 'teeli-, catfabiaiy :,..''' i

2s0nieslinfUi,mation. * ' Reactivtty Limits-,
I Preteetion Against A4ucfp Oper- a ._:. ,(a) Prefimteary soktezpnaleen recOrt.
. tionai Oecurrences 4 29Each:application for a 4AstrtMon per-

porated in the criteria for individual

Further revisions of thes'e General
'Design Criteria are to be expected. In the
course of the development of the revisell '
criteria, important safety considerations%
were identified, but specific requirements
related to some of these considerations
have not as yet been sufnciently de-
veloped and uniformly applied in the
licensing Process to warrant their in-
clusion in the criteria at this time. Their
omission does not' relieve any/applicant
from considering these matters in the
design of a specific faCility and satisfy-
ing the neceosary safety requirements.
These matters include.

(I) Cons$1ation of the neecrto design
against alstie failt/res of passive com-
ponents In Mud systems =Portant to
gaiety.

SIM

4.:

mit ahall include winellminery SWAY Fluid Sygtesu:
analysis report-The min/mum ins, Quality oU Reactor ttot
tton to .be included shalt corfstst Bo= 30

on of 'Rooter dom.:following; ", : . . i i i , !natureet 31
Inspection of Reactor Clool-antr graiieure

R,Oon antIdakeup 1r 13
32

(I) The prinCipal design 'criteriajor ''' -Ruldrou eons"' gr. Tu6ing ' 34
the facillty.'Appendix A, General Design of4t 33

1.1on Emergency pore Cooling
. ..

, Timm 4 , seOsmond design criteria for chemical .proc- Taming of mergspcy Core Cooling
37

. .

(3) The preiliwinary design of the fa-
cility including:

swing facilities are being developed. ' System
s ' '....

ft 4,
.,

NOIIAL egOISTIlt. VOL 3a, NO:r4sSatIrlteat FIIIMAMY 20, terl
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PART 50 - LICENSING OF PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION FACILITIES
. (3) *Consideration Of .the type. BIM, and

orientation of possible breaks in components
of .tbe reactor Coolant pressure boundary in
determining design requirements to suitably
protect against postulated loss-of-molant
accidents. (See Definition or loss of Coolant
'Accidenta)

(4) COmideration of the possibility of sys-
tematic, nonrandom, concurrent !allures of
redundant elements in the design 'of protec-
tion systems and reactivity control systems.
(See Criteria 32, 24. 26. and 29.)

It is Mpected. that the criteria will be
gugtbented and changed from time to time
49 Lo1Portent new requirements for these and
other features are developed.

Tbere will be some water-cooled
power pleats forothich the Gen
Criteria are not sufficient and
additional criteria must be !dentin d
tided in theJnterest of public safety. In par-
tinnier, It is expected that ackiltional or dif-
ferent criteria will be imolai to take into
account unusual sites and environmental
conditions, and for yater-cgoli'd nuclear
power units of advanced design. Alm, there
msy be water-cooled nuclear power unite foe
winch fulfillment of bome of the General
Design Criteria may not be necessary or ap-
propriate. For plants such as these, depar-
tures from tbe General Design Criteria must
be identified and justified.

Nuctear,, er unit. A nuclear power unit
4 AND ZIPLANATIONS

means nucleer power reactor and associ-
ated equipment necessary for electric power
generation and includes those strueinres.
systems. and components required to provide
reasonable assurance the facility can be oper-
ated without undue risk to the health and
safety of the public.

Loss of coolant accidents. toed coolant
accidents mean those postulated accidents
that result from the loss of reector coolant
at a rate in excess of the capability, of the
reactor coolant makeup system from breaks
in tbe reactor pociant pressure boundary, up
to and including a break equiveleneln sire,
to the doubirended rupture ok the largest
pipe of the reactor coolant system.'

Stnyte failure. single failure means an
occurrence which results in the loss of
capability of component to perform its
intended safety functions. Multiple failures
resulting from's single occurrence are con-
sidered to be single failure. Fluid and
electric systems am considered to be de-
signed against An assumed single failure- if
neither (1) 'nag* failure or any active
component. (samming passive component.
function properly) nor (2) single nature
of passim aoropment (assuming active
components function properly), resulte in *
Mee of the Mpability of the system to per-
form Its saety functions,'

Anticipated operational occurrences. Antic-
Mated oPerstional- occurreices mean those
conditions of normal operation which are
expected to occur one or more times during
the life in the nuclear ponet unit and include
but are not limited to loss of pinier to, all
recircqlation putops, tripping of5the turbine
generator set, Isolation of they, main con-
denser, end loss of all aline Obwp. -4

B. Fluid SystemsContinued Number
Containment Heat Removal - 3*
Inspection or Containment Heat Re-

movel Slate= 111

Testing o; Containmoni Beat ItemOval _

Systems
ContainOfflt Atmosphere Cleanup....,.. 41

Containment)4137iii opClean
at

up Systems .4T
Testing Containment AtMostshere

Cleanup tbstems
CoolingtWater
lnapebtiàn of Cooling Water Sistern__ 45
Testingof Cooling Water Systern.-...,- 46

It Reactor Containment:
containmeni Design Bans - 60
Fracture Prevention of Containment

Carnre Bounda ry SI
ty !Or Containnient LaMar'

1134 Testing
. Provisions for Contalmnent Inspection

and Testing '
Systems Penetrating Containment kft.

* Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
Penetrating Conteinment 66

Primary Containm t Isolation 56
s Closed Systems Isola 'Vele

VI, luel and Radloactivitg trol:
Control of Relabel of Railiiiittive Ma-

terials to the lintronment 60
Fuel Storage and Dandling indRadio-

activity 'Control 61
Prevention af Criticality In PUel Stor.

age and Handling 62
Monitoring Fuel end Waite Storage 63
Mostitoringeidloactlylty Rahman. 04

" appl
inciY. 9
lens
Won.

nenlootrnear
nt b.) ihe psi:wino= of 50.34, an
n for a conAtrimtion permit Must
Ise principal dingn criteria for
-facility, The principal design mi-

lish the necessary. design. fabrics-
n, Mating. and performance

gt tares, systems, and
itti safety; that is.

ystems, and components that
prO tole aasurance that the faculty
can be operated without undue risk to the
health and' safety of the public.

These General Design oCriterts establish
minInrunt requirements for the principal
design criteria for water-cooled nuclear
power plante similar in design and location
w.phmnts for which construction permits have
bgen Limed by the Commission. The General
Design Criteria-are also considered to belen-
erally applicable to Other types of nuciesr
power units and are Intended to provide
guidance in establishing the principal de-
sign criteria for such otter units.

The development or these General Design
Criteria Ls not yet complete. Poi =ample,
soros of the definitions need further ampli-
Scation. Also. some Of tbs.9Psoi6n design re-
qui:6=mM for struCtures, systems, and com-
ponents important to safety have not,se yet
been suitably ,defined. Their omission does
not relieve any ppplicant from considering
these matters !Atm design of a specific facili-
ty and satisfying the necessary misty re-
quirements. These mattem include:

(1) Consideration of the need to design
° egainst single failures of parte' components

.in Sum optima important to safety. (See
Definition of Single Failure.)

(2) Consideration of redundancy and di-
`yersity requItemente foefluld sister= impor-
tant to safety. A "system" could consist of

number of mbaystems each of which is
separately capable of performing the sped-
led sykteen safety. function. The minimum
acceptalRe redundancy and diversity of sub-
systems end components within a subeysWni.
and the required interconnection and inde-
pendence of the subsystems have not yet
been developed or defined. (lee Criteria 34,

5, 311, 41, and 44.)

july 15 , 1971
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Carniale
4. Outran Requirements

Criterion brgtislify Mendes& end recOrde.
Structure,: Systems. and components im-
portant go''.4afety Man be designed, febrt-
cated. emitted. iged Meted to quality stand-
lards cornmenetbate ielth the ImportanM of
the safetiiiunctions to be performed. Where
generaliy'recognized codes antlistanderds axe
used, they shalt be Mentiflectend evaluated
to determine their aptificebilfty, adequacy,
and sufficiency and shall be ruppiemented or
modified as necessary to ensure a ,quality
product in keeping with the required safety
function. A quality assurance program shall

established end implemented in order to
rovide adequate ae.uraflc.th$ these struc-

tures, systems, and Innis' will, satis-
factorily perform the safety functions.
Appropriate records of the design, fabrica-
tion, erection, and testin'k,of structures, sys-
tems, and oimponents important to safety

of the nuclear power unit lice throdghout
shall be maintained by or the control

the life of the unit.
Criterion 2Design bases /or protection

against naturel,phenomens. Structural, syr
terns.' and components Important to safety
shall be designed. to withstand the effects of
natural phenomena, such as earthquakes,
tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tsunami, and
seicheg without loss of capability- to perform
their s ety functions. ne deeign' bases for
these ructures, emteina, and components
shall r4flect: (1) Appropriate Consideration.
of the post severe of the natural phenomena
that have been historically reported for the
site: and surrounding area, with sufficient
Margin for the limited accuracy, quantity,
and period of time lo which the historical
data have been accumulated, (2) appropriate;
combinations of the effects of normal end
accident conditions with the effects of the
natural phenomena and (3) the importance
of the safety functions to be performed.

Criterion 3Fire protection. Structures,
systems, and components Important to safety
shall be designid end located to mbilmLe,
consistent with other safety requirements,
the probability and effect of tires and =-
plosions. Noncombuetible and hest resistant
materials .shall be used wherever practical
throughout the unit, particularly in loor
nom such as the containment and control
room. Pim detection end fighting systems
of appropriate copaZity .and capability shall
be prbvided and designed Os minimisethe ad-
verse effects Of fires on structure% sykartle,
and components important to safety. Me-
fighting systems shall be designed to assure
that their rupture or madvertent operation
does not significantly impair Me gaiety capa-
bility of thaw structures, eyetems, end
vomponenta.

Criterion eIrsteironmental end missile de-
sign bases. Stnictures, systems, Sind men-
*manta important to entety shell be designed
to moommodate the *Bette of end to be oten-
*aphis with the ennioninental conditions
associated with normal operation. mainte-

ance, testing, and pninulated aocidents, in-
luding loss-of-coolint accidente. 71sesse

seructurei, systems, and components shall be
approprtitely protected sgainst dynamic el- t
!mtg., including the efforts of missiles, pi
whipping, and discharging fluids, that
result from equipment failures and
events and conditions nutnde the n.
power unit.

Purther details relating to the type, aim,
and orientation of postulated breakein spe-
cific compdnents of the reactor coolant pres-
sure boundary am under development.

Single failures of passive oompmeenta In
eloctno, weans should be assumed in
desIgning against,a-sangle failure. The con-
ditions under which single failure of r
pensive component in fluid system should
be considered In designing the system against
a single failure, are under development.

/to
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT .EVALUATION OF THR PONT SITE .
, . .di' . -

. All power plants will have some effects upon the envirnment.6,These effects ay be both positive,ind
, .

,

negatime.
. . lh

. ID order, to evaluate this impact 6 new, plant vi ilti4 have on the immediate envronment, both short-terni
0

. '

and long-term, monitoring, programs should preced." nstatction by several years and continue through site
preparation, plant construction and operation. These monitor0 rams c a n be divided into the following.
categOries: r .

-

A. MEASUREMENT OF THE EXISTING CHARACTERISTICS (P RE-CONST RUCtI ON) '
.1

"

..

:ThiS prowm will establish a reference framework (ba`se-line) for assessing Subsequent environmeInt:41
effeCts on each activity. .

j.
1. Surface Waters

s.

physical and chemical parameter
sampling

b. ecological parameter sampling

Ground Water

physical and chemical parameter
pmpling
ground water modeling'b.

a.
b.

dispersion \of water vapor data 4

type and amount -of, dissolved solids
and particulates carried by droplets
general meteorologic data ,

,d. . meteorological modeling

Land

a.
.b.
c.
d.

geologic data collection
sail data collection
land use and demographiCsurveys
ecological surveys ° .te

5. Radi6logital Surveys.,

13

OPERATIONAL MONITORINGIROGRAMV.

I. Radiological" itionitpring

a. monitoring system
b. 4 environment monitoring

2. Chemical effluent monitoring

3. Thermal effluent monitoring

4. Meteorological monitOring ,

5. Ecological 'monitoring
lt ,

The initial monitoring programs provide the base-line data needed to prepare 'an I/environmental report".
required from any company pioposing a new plant. This requirement may be both"' federal or state or both.
Within 'the fe,deral government; the basic legislation is.in the National Envirimmental Policy Act of 4969. TOday,
-many interstate basin commaons and individual states also have laws and regulations that, demand envirpnmental
reports from companigt plyiping any new-facility that \ may have in Adverse effect on the cRiality ,of the
environment.

Of
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In Pennsylvania; for example, 'it would.be.virtually impossible for a new electr(cal generating:,plarit to be
, built without the preparation of such an environmental 'report and subsequent environmental impact statement. :1

,

After a cordpany subrints its environmental report, the requesting aukbority prepares an environmental iMpact '
statement: _In the' case of nuclear power plants, this statement is prepared by flip Directorate of tieensfrig of
t U4S. Atomic EnergY Commission, whereaa for othe,r types of power plants, the statement is weitteli by the

opriate basin 'commission m,,in some cases, by the company itself.

.!The folloWin subjects are ,always. addressed in agkenyiroinnental report and evaluaty in the "Environmental.
-

Tir, !ant

ExtettiO Appearahee;
4

The buildings profile. 'should: be illustrated. Efforts
should be made to make the structures and g ds
aesthetically pleasing. ;The location. and eleva
release points ,for riquid and gaseous wastes sh
be indicated.

'ImpaW'Statemeht EIS)." -

Existing Site Environment

Site Location

A detailed contour map showing otale, county, and
smaller \political subdivisions; pl5tnt perimeter:
excliision area boundary (nuclear plants): utility.
property; service area; water bodies; all towns and
cities and lize; public facilities; and, transportation
networks.

Regiiinal Historic and Natural. Landniarks

This shctuld include a brief diseussion of any historic
or natural sigrfificance of the site and suirounding
area, This would include any that are' mentioned in
the "National Register of Historic Places° and the
"National Registry of Natural Landmarks" : as well as
all state and local historical societies. All
archaeologically significant areas would also be
included.

Geology

Major geological aspects of the site and vicinity
should be described; should include: soil, rock types,
faults, seistnic history, regional radiological data.

Hydrology

Physical, chemical, and-hydrological characteristics of
surface and grOund waters; field tests on an adjacent
aika to the site; monthly and daily summaries of
impatant parameters such as temperature, floW rate,
water table height, chemical stratification, and

. circulation Patterns.

Meterology

Data on site must include: diur 'and Monthly
averages andreibtremes_of temperature and humidity,
wind characteristicsAlltcipitation, data, frequency

'and effects of high velocity wind storms.

/ Ecology
461A

Identify iMportant local flora and fauna, .their
habitats and. distribution,' and relationship between,
species. Pre-eXisting environmental stresses shoufil be
defined..

"-Plant Water Use

A- quantitative water-ae diagram should be;
presented, Total consamtive use should be shown.'

Radwaste, Sanitary, and Other Waste Systems

Include flow diagram of waste systems 'showing
origin, treatment, and disposal of all solid, liquid, and
gaseous wastes generated.

Chemical and Biocide Systerns

Describe chemical additives, corrosion products,
.waste streams or discharges from chemical processing
and water treatment that' may enter the' local
environment as a result of plant operation,

Transmission Facilities

A con-tour map or aerial photos should show
rbppsed rights-of-way and existing substations,

lengths and widths should be specified, aecess roads,.
land-use 'adjacent to right-of-way, cvstruction

changes to land needed, undergrpund contruction if.
any", and the type, color, and visibility of transmission
structures from frequently traveled public roads.
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Environmental Effects of'Site Preparation and Plant
Consimiction

10"
mr-

The 'construction of a power plant and related
facilities will inevitably effect the environment. Some
of these etfects will be adverse. This HO of the
"Environmental Report ".would include a description

,of the antfcipated effects. .

' . .

Effects of ite Prep and Construction on Land Use

This would include a description of how construction
aCtivities may diiturb. the existing-terrain and wildlife
habitats. Alv included are thoie effectsthat would

r be beneficial, as, for example, the use of Men soil
to create playgrounds and other recreat1onal

.._

Effects of Site Prep and Construction on Water Use
.0-

This should be a description of Oie impingenient.of
site preparation and construction activities on lakes,
rivers, and/ox groung water.

Transmissicin Faatities Construction

Inchicles th,e effects of ionstruction and installation

e eople.
of iransmiVn line towers arcd..facilities on the land
and on th

. -
Resources Committed `., ,
A discussion of any irieversible and irretrievable
commitments of lapd, flow and fauna which, are
expected, if constructio'n and OperatiOn of the Plant .

should become 'a reality. ' -

bso
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CHAPTER 9

ENERGY CONSERVATION

Winter and a dehumidifer -in the summer may help
.save energy in the long run. In the winter, the air
frbm an electric.clothes dryer'can'be vented into the
house to'add warmth and moisture:The proper use-Of
lined or insulated drapes can help control a home's
temperature. Oh sunny winter days, they should 'be
opened t6 kt the sun. help warm the house.
Otherwide, tny sill:A.11d be closed in.winter. On sunny ,
summer day:shthe drapeNsliould be closed to keep the
sun out. If pasible, unused rooms' of a home should

ucts have.`a not be heated o`f cooled. Air conditioner and heater

Until recen.yeatt,'. energy ,Was cheap and
abundant in the lithitedSlates and there seeme&no
need 'for conserntion. But matters have changed
draspcally; particularly since the Near Ejst embargo
on oil exports. conseniation of enggy reSources,
which means;making the best and wisest use of these
resources, ikas forced on the American public. We
are urged to conserve gasoline, natural gas, fuel 'oil
-and electricity:

'

Increases in tne price of these pr
helped promote coese ation, mid there have been4 vents or outlets should not be obstructed by furniture
sothe shortzterm sav in energy. Obvious measures, or, drapes. Heating and cooling equipniefit should b'e
such as :cutting.. down. on display lighting, redilcing Rept clean ánd properly adjusted to operate more
thermostat settings' ifk, winter and reducing driving, efficiently.
ha*.helped cut qp,ergicy use:

Heating . water usually' consumes "the .second,

We can consider two major thrusts in the area largest amount of energy in out homes There are
of energy conseqation. One is the research and
developMenr progiams -being 'carried out by
governtnent agencies, utilitiesand industries in an
effort to make 'better use of 'energy resources. The
bther is the awareness that each of us as consumers
should have of ways in which we can conserv'energy.

k

.

.A major eximple of research in conservation
technolou is that being carried out through 'the
National Cons-Ervation Research, Development and
Demonstration'. Programs funded /hough ERDA.
Some of the ainis 'of, these programs are as, follows:
improving reliability and cutting energy losses in
electrical distribution systems( developing methods
for energy storage; assisting industiy' in becoming
more efficient in their use of energy; developing uses
for , waste heat; developing economically feasible
methods of decreasing energy loss front existing
buildings; developing improved designs for new
buildings to seduce energy consumption;
disfeminating information on the energy efficiency of

several ways to reduce energy requirements in ,t1tis
area. In buying a water tieater, choose one with high

. efficiency arid gOod insulation. Get only the size
needed, since 1oo large a tank wastes energy. Try to

. place the water heater as near as possible to the major
areas of hot water use to minimize heat loss in the
pipes. Do not set the thermostat;, higher than
necessary and use hot water only, when necessary for
laundry and dishwashing-Cool or warm' water can
often be substituted. Eliminate leaks in faucets,
particularly hot et ter leaks.

Proper use of home appliances can further ,cut
energy use:For example, open and close refrigerator

. and freezer clOors only when necessary. Use .The
smaller burner and smaller oven in the, kitchen range
whenever possible.. Wash only 'full loads in
dishwashers and clothes wafflers. It may be possible
to eliminate the dryi,ng qicleon, the dishwasher by
simply opening the door when the wash cycle is

4finished 'anc1-1 letting the hot dishes air dry. Save
energy by alivays turning off lights shed leaving a

appliances; and encouraging industry to develop more room-even if only for -a few minutes. Use fluorescent
energy-efficipt products. , , lamps wherever possible, since they use much less

energy than ineandescent bulbs for the same amount,---' .

of light. ', ..There are many things we can do in our homes
e,ach day to reduce the use Of energy. Heating and As we have, seen, electricity cannot be
cooling systems are the'grealest energy users in our efficiently stored, bui must be geneeeted as needed.
homes. There are many ways 16 gave on energyin this
area. The first' is adequate insulation. Since . the
greatest amount of heat loss pr gain is usuallY throUgh
the roof, proper. attic' iNglation is a mug; So is
insulation in outside layall.and. in ,floors.Coxering
unheated areas: Weatherstripping, caulking and stor
doors'and kindows also help to keep heat loss a a
Enin,imum in.. winfer. winten a MAX'

e iempeiati.ire of 68 degreeS is reco ndel

Thus, utilities must be equipped to generate enough
electricity to meél peak demands ',eAn thotigh muCh
of the equipment is not needed at other times. So,
it is helpful to use electrical power when demand
,is low. The'peak times'are between 5 p.m. arid 8
p.m'''. in winter and .between 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. in
summer. There is .even° talk of. charging' less for
electricity ,used' tinting nonpeak hours, as is nowathe'St

case with long-distance phone calls.
shou1dbe sevetal degrees loiker at night rd;;;; .

78 degre% is a comfortable temperatpre. Since high home consnmption of 'energy could be.,reduced*
humidity plaices us feel warmer, a hingdifier in the 45 per cent 'by common-sense avoidance of waste':

.1

when you are away for a while. During the sum er, I, Various consumer,gitoups have. calcUlated that

'

L ,
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There is simPly not e duel energy to go around
at the rate we are now us g.R. We must find ways
to reduce constimption and ake the best use of the
resources we have. In doing.this, we must remernber
that we are not the last generati qp. of people on earth.

,
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EFFICIENCY OF ENERGY USE IN THE UNITED
'STATES, Eric Hirst and John Meyers, Science, March
,30, 1973.

Conflicts between the demand for energy and
environmental quality goals can be resqlved in seiveral
ways. The two most impcirtqnt are (0' develppment
and, use of pollution control technologier and of
improved energy-conversion technologies, and (ii) the .

improvement in efficiency of energy use. Increased
efficiency of energy use would help to slow, energy
growth rates, thereby relieving pressure- on scarce
energy resources and reducing environmental
problems associated wit? energy .production,
conversion, and use.

Between 1950 and19-7.0, consetion of
energy resources (coal; oil, natura) gas, fa ing water,
and uranium) doubled (1), with a average annual
growth rate of 3.5 per centmore than twice the
populition growth rate.

Energy resources are used for many purposes
in the United Stafes (2) (Table 1). In . 1970,
transportation of people and freight consumed, 25 per
cent of total energy, primarily as petroleum. Space
heating of homes and commercial establisfunents was
the second largest end-use, consuming an additional
18 per cent. Industrial usis of energy (process steam,
direct heat, electric drive, fuels used as. raw materials
(3), and electrolytic processes) accounted for 42 per
cent. The remaining 15 per cent was used by the
commerical and residential sectors kg water heating,
air conditioning, refrigeration, cooking, 'lighting,
operation of small appliances and other
miscellaneous purposes.

During the 1960's, the percentage of energy
consumed for electric drive, raw materials, air
conditioning, refrigeration and electrolytic processes
increased relative to the total. Air conditioning
showed the largest relative gowth, increasing its share
of total energy use by 81 per cent, while the other
uses noted increased their shares of the total by less,
than 10 per cent in this period.

The gowth in energy consumption by air
conditioners, refrigerators, electric drive, and
electrolytic processescoupled with the substitution'
of electricity for direct fossil fuel combustion for
some space and water heating, cooking, and industrial
heataccounts for the rapid growth in electricity
consumption. Between 1960 and 1970, while
consumption of primary energy (1) grew by 51 pet
cent, the use of electricity (4) grew by 104 per cent.
The increasing use of electricity rerative to the
primary fuels' is an important factor accounting for
energy gowth rates' because of the inherently lovi
efficiency aelectricity generation, transmission, and
distritrution which avetaged 30 per cent during' this
decade (1,4). In 1970, electrical generation (1)
accounted for 24 per cent of energy resource
consumption as compared to 49 per cent 110960.

Industry, the largest energy user, includes ,
manufacturing; mining; and agriculture, forestry, and
fisheries. Six manufactureisof primary metals; of
chemicals; rif petroleum and coal; of stone, clay, and
glass; of paper; and of foodaccount for half .of
industrial energy consiimption;.(5), equivalent to 20
per -cent of 'the total energy budget. \

Energy consumption is determined by at least
three factors: population, affluence, and. efficiency

, of use. In this article vie describe three areas in which -

energy-efficiency improvements (the third factor)
might be particularly important:. (i) transportation of
people and fre,ight, (ii) space heating, and (iii) space
cooling (air cdnditioning).

it -
Energy efficiency varies consillerably 'among

the different passenger and freight transport modes.
,Shifts from energy-iutensive modes (airplanes, trucks,
automobiles) to 'energy-efficient modes .(boats,
pipelines, trains, .-bUses) -could significantly reduce
energy consumption. Increasing the, amount of
building insulation could rb-duce both space-heating
and air-conditioning energy consuMption in homes
and save money for the homeolner: Energy
consumption of air conditioning 'could be greatly
reduced through the use of units that are mire energy
efficient. ,

Transportation

Transportation of people 'and goods consumed
16,500 trillion British thermal units (6) in 1970 (25
per cent of total energy consumption) (1). Energy
requireinents for transportation increased by 89 per
cent between 1950 and 1970, an average anmiakt
grdwth rate of 3.2 per Cent.

Incieases in transportation energy consumption '

(7) are due to (i) growth in traffic levels, (ii) shifts. .
toward the use of less energy-efficient transport
modes, and (iii) declines in energy ,effidency for -
individual modes. Enetgy intensiveness, the inverse of
energy efficiency, is expressed here as British thermal
units per ton-mile for freight and as British-iharmal
-units per p isenger-Mile for passenger traffic.

, Table howd approxijnate values (8) for
energy consiimption and .average revenue in 19.70 for
intercity freight modes; the large range in enargy' .
efficiency aMong modes is noteworthy. Pipelines and

°waterways. (barges 'and boats) are very .efficient;
however, they are limited in the kinds of Materials
they can transport and in the flexibility of their
pickup and delivery points. Railroads are slightly less'

' efficient than:pipelines. Trucks, whiCh are faster' and
mog flexible than the precedinithree Modes, are,
witlj respect to energy, ,only 'one-fourth as efficient
as (tãllloads. AirPlanes, the laitest mode,. ire only
1/60 as efficient as' trains: -

a .

. -The variation in,freight prices shown in' Table.
. 2 :closely "s parallels the variation, in' 'Onergy

.



' a

intensiveness. The increased prices of the leis efficient
modes reflect their greater speed, flexibility, and
reliability. '

, 1

Table 3 gives apprbximate 1970 energy and
'price data for various passenger modes (8). For
intercity passenger traffic, strains and buses are the
mosi efficient modes...Cars are less than onc-half.as
efficient as buses, and anplaneeare only onefifthas
efficient as buses. ,i .

..
.For urban passenger traffic,, mass- transit

systems (of which ahput 60 per cent are bus systems)
are more than &fee ai energy efficient as
automobiles. Wallcing and bicycling are an order of

., magnitude more efficient than autos, on the basii.of
energy consumption to produee food. Urban values .
of efficiency for cars and buses are much lower than
intercity v_alues because of " poorer vehiele
performance (fewer .miles per gallon) and poorea
utilization (fewer passengers per vehicle).I- . . . A

'Passenger transport prices are also shown in,
Tible 3. The correlation between energy intensivene
and Price, while phsitive, is not as strong as for freight
transpoitAgain, the differences in: price reflectAk
increased values of the more energy-intensive modes:

. ,

The transportation scenario for 1970 shown,in
Table 4 gives energy savings that may be possible
through increased use of more efficient modes. The
first calculation uses the, actual 1970 transportation
patterns. The scenaripentirely speculativeindicates
the potential energy savings that could have occurred
through shifts to more effiCient transport modes. In'
this -hypothetical scenario, halfi the freight traffic
carried by truck and by airplane is assumed to, have
been carried by rail; half the intercity passenger
traffic carried by airplane and one-third the traffic
carried by car are assumed to have been carried by
bus and train; and half the urban automobile traffi d
is assumed to have been carried by bus. The load
factors (percentaieof transport capacity utilized) and
prices are ,assumed to be .the same foi both
calculations. The'sceriario ignores several factors that4
mig
mod sht

ibit shifts te energy-efficient transport
uch as existing -lhand-use patterns, capital

costs, anges hi energy efficiency within e given
mode, substitutability among modes, new

ik ..
technologies, trarXraition ownership patterni, and
olher institution rraligemenis.0

. tk,The hypothetital scenario requires only 78 per
as Mitch energy to inove the same traffic as does, the actual calCulati' s savings of 2800 trillion

,13tu is equal to 4 pi t 14. 4.the total 1970 energy
udget. . The seen . : 0 results in a total

transportation 'Cost , dia $19 billion leis than the
acttial 1970 cosi (a 12 per cent reduction), The dollar
avings (which includes. the energy saved) must be

P alanced against any losses i speed, comfort, and
flexibility ..resulting from a s t to ealergy:effident
modes. -

To some extent, thieurrent mix of transport
modes is optimal, chosen in response top a variety of
factors; However, noninternalized social, costs, such
as noise ?psi air pollution and various government
activitiesf(tegulations, subsidization, resech); may .
tend to distort the mix, and, thetefUte, present modal
pltternspay not bg socially optimal.

Ali' Present trends in modil mix ire determined by'
personal 'Preference, 'private economics, convenience,
speed, reliability, and government policy: Emerging 7

factors such as fuel scarcities, rising energy prices,
'dependence on petroleuin imports, urban latici-itse
problems, and environmental quality consideraflons

`may
proVipatterns

toGyard greater ener efficiency.
de incentives t i hift transportation

Space Heating ,

The largest single energybonsuming function
in the home is space heating. In an average alf-electric
home in a mOderate,climate, spaceilleating uses over
half the- energy delivered to the home;' in gas- or

,:oil-heated homes, the fraction is probably latter
because the importanee of thermal insulation has not
eeri stressed where these fuels are used.

Thenearest approach to a.national standard foi
thermal insulation in residential construction is
"Minimum Propercy Standards (MPS) for One and

:=71vo Living Uniti issued by the Federal.-Housing
AdMinistration (FHA). In June 1971, FHA revised
the MPS torequire ,more insulatio,p, with the stated
objectives -.of reducing air poThition and fliel
consumption.

A recedt study (9) estiinatid the value, of
different amounts of thermal insulatiOn in terms both
of dollar savings to the homeowner and of reduction
in energy consumption. Hypothetical model hOmei
(1800 square feet) wcre placed in three climatic'
regions, each representing, one-third of the U.S.
population. The three regions were represented by
Atlanta, New York and Minneapolit.

As an example of the findings of the studY,
Table 5 presents the results applicable to a New York ,

resideve, including the insulation requirements of
the unm*ised and the revised MPS, the insulaticm that
yields , thti maximuM economic benefit to o , the

_homeowner, sand tiv Monetary and energy savings
that result in,Cach case: The net monetary savings'
are given afterlecovery of the cost of the insulation
initallation, and would be realized each year of the
lifetime of the home. A mortgage interest rate of, 7..:?
per cent was assumed.

The revised -MPS provide appreciable savings in
energy consumption .ind in'.the .cosVitoheating a
residence, although more insvlatiOn,4 'heeded. to.;
minimize the long-term cost to, tik hçowneiA

'further increase ,in insulation :feqitire nts would
increase both dollar and energY taith

',.o
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4ii,,,The total energy. consmiption .i-if the United

S. es'(1) in 1970 was 67,000 trillion Btu, and about
1 1er cent was devoted to residential space heating.,
and 7 per cent to commercial pace heating (2). Table
5 shoNksi reductions in energy required for space

_heating 049 per cent for gas-heated homes and 47
.. per cent fpt electric-heated homes in the New YOrk.
area' by gOing from the MPS-required insulation in
19.70 to, :the economically optimum amount .of
insulation. 'the nationwide average reductions are 43
per 'cent for gai-heated homes .and 41 per cent for
electriAeated homes.' An average savings of 42 per

. 1'cent, _applied to. the spice heating '-energy.
requirements for all residentiaLnhits (single family
and aPartment, ogas and . elearic), .. would have

, amount d to .3,100 trillion Btu i1i1970 (4.6 per cent
W totri1 energy 'consumption). The energy savings are
someyhat ,i4nderstatec14-as insulation is added, the
heat frOm ilights,,.steves, refrigerators; and other
Applianees becomes' a significant part of the total
.heat reqdred. Theuse of additional insulation also
ieduces the energy consumption for air conditioning
as oiscussed later. . i

.
1

.
Electrical 'resistance heating is more wasteful of

primary energy "than is direct ,cumbustiOn heating.
The 'averag6 efficiency for electric power plants, (1)
'in the United States is. about 33 per cent, and the
efficiency ,(4) of transinittiug , and distributing the
,power to the customer is about. 91 per dent. The
end-use efficiency of electrical resistance heating is
100 per cent.; so the f Overall. efficiency is
approxiinately. 30 per cent. Thus, for every unit of
heat delivered in the -hOme, 3 3:units of heat must
be extracted from the fuel at the pOwter plant.-
Conversely, the end-use effitiency of , \gag-;0,,
oil-burning home 'heating systemsfs about 60 per or
(claimed. values .range frorn 140 to 40 per -...0.(4.

meaning that1.70 units of heat must beextr I t

from the fuel for each unit cleliveied to the 11
.atea of the home. Therefore, the electrically -11 '0'1V

home requires about twice as mUchfuet per 6 eo f
' heat las the gas: or oil:healed home, ,ei Ming

.,equivalent insulation.. .

The debate about' whether zas, oil, or
electric7resistance 'space heating ,ibetter., from a
conservation point of view may' sopn be moot
because of tlie 5hortage of nat ral gat'and petroleum.
The use of, electricity generti d by nuclear plants for
this purpose -can be arsu e o be a more prudent
use of resources thSti is the ombustion-of natural
gas or oil for its energf conteni. Heating by
coal-generated electrieity ma also be pieferabIe to
heating .by gas or oil in that , a plentiful resource is
used and dwindling resourceg are conseriied..

.

. . The use a electrical'healt pumps could equalize
the positions of electric-, oil-, nd gas-heating systems

% from a fuel conseryation stan point. The heat:pump
delivers about 2 units of hea -energy for, each unit

:rtf electric energy thatit consumes. Therefore, onlY'

a 1.7 units of fuel energy Would be/ required at ,Itie'
power plant for each unit of delivered heat,
esSelitially the same as tlyt required for fue'eng
hQ1n furnace.

..,

Heat' pumps are not itigjally expensive w en.,
installed.in conjunction with Central air condition g;
the basic equipivent and air handling systerni ate the
sable for . both hatitig and cooling. A Major
impediment. to their widespread use has been.high
maintenance cost asseciated with equipment failure.
Several manufacturers of heat ppmp9 have carrienut
extensive,prograink. tO improve pb onent reliability

'that, if tuccessful, should irnpro acceptante by.,
, homeowners.

, Space Cooling

* In all-electric .-.-homes, air conditionine ranks ,
third as a' major energy-consurhing function, behind
space heating .and; water heating..Air conditioning ji
parti4larly iMportant because It contributes to or

°is the cause of t e. annual peak load thae.óccurs in
the. Summertime r many. utility systems.

In addition to:reducing the energY requited for
space heating, the arriPle use of thermal insulation -
reduces the energy required for air conditioning. In

, the New-York caSe, use oPthe economically optimum
. amount of insulation regitits in a reduction of the.

electricity consumed for afr;conditioning of 26 per
\ent for the gas home- or'18'per cent fôr the etectric

homew compared to the 1970 MPS=dompliance helmes.
: ., ,

The -popularity' of room air / Conditioners is
evidenced by an exponential -sateg gthwt,li with a
doubling tilne'of 5 years c4er the past decide; almost
6 million were sold in 1970. The stronglOwth in

. sales is expected to continue since 'industry statistics
show a market saturation oP only about 40:per cent.

.
,,, .

there are about 1,400 Models of rooM air
cOpditioners available on the maiiet today, sold'
under.52 different brand names (10). A charaoteristic

4 Of t e Machines that varies widely but it not
-).-uo advertised, is the efficiency with which
'IL:Vergy isconverted to cooling: Efficiency ranges-from

4.7 to 12.2 Btu per watt-hour:Thus the least efficient
rnIchine consumes 2.6 times as much electricity Per
unit of co ing- ag the mosifficient one. Figure 1
shows fhe fficiencies of all, nits having _ratings Up

. . 1

,
. tto 24,000. Iltu per him, .as listed in (10).

i ,

Fr mon economic Point of vie*, tbe purchaser
41 should select the particular Model of air conditioner

. ,that proeVides the needed cooling capacity and the
I lowest" total cost (capital, maintenance, Operation)

over the unit's lifetime! Because of the large number
of models al/tillable and the ieneral ignorance of the
fact that such a. range of efficiencies exists, protbst
economical choice is not likely to be' made. An
industry-sponsored ,--- tification program requir,es.
that the cooling ratinr and wattage input be listed-7-
on the namePlate of each unit, providing the bake
infot i4zi required for deteridining efficiency. ....
How* he nameplate is often hard to kocate and ...

. state the efficiencY exPlicitly.
,

,.. .

. The Magnitude of possible savings that Would
iestilt from buying. a more efficient Unit is illustrated
by. the following .dase. Of the 90 , Models :. with a



capacity X0090,000 Btu per hour, the': ).O40St
efficiency nitodel chavA 2100 :watts and the "highest
efficiency .model draws 880 watts. IA

the average room -lir cpnditione peratea., bout
. 800 hours per. year: The lo*-efflcieiy, unit .W,OitIC.

Use. 976 ki,loViatt-houra incireielectri year
the4. 'the *high-efficiency; ,unit-. At .1.8,, côflts per

-;$17.57 per. y. The sic Cotidiikmer,, old !e
kflletwatt-hour, would se IV

-fexPected to .ha..k a life of 10yearg).1: the nrchaier
operatet on a Credit Card ecOnOrily0Pith an 18 per.

..cent interest rate, he would be!CO24OrniCally. justified
in paying up to'$7.9 More fOr-thugpiefficiehcy unit.
If..his interest. rate Viere.t6 per Cent; in additional
purchase, price of. $130 woufd beAustified.

).7,

'In... the above e e,rthe 'two unit& were
"assunied...tki operate the, aifl,number of hours per

I0*-priced,
19W-efficiency; iMiti!;.' are k not equipped . with

.;-',.:therrnbatats...As a iekult, 'they May operate alinost
ContinuouslA .%;"With lower-thandesired room
tepiperature. -This CoMpounds the inefficiency and,
in Addiflon, shortens the lifetime of. the units.

-'-'-',Inachlition to the probable economic advantage
to the consumer, an improvement in the average

.',efficiency of room air tonditioners would Jesuit in
APPreciable 'reductions in the nation's energy
tonsumptiOn and required generating capacity. If the
sizedistribution Of all existing room dpits is that for
the 1970 sales', the average efficiency -(10).is 6 BM
per watt-hour, and the average annual operating time
is 886 hours per . year, then the nation:s robm 'air .

conditioners constimed 39.4 billion kilowatt-hours
'during 1970. OR the same basis, the connected lbad
was .44,500, megaWatts, and the annual equivalept
coal coniumption was 1§.9 million tons. If the
assuMed 'efficiency is panged to 10 Btii. per

--watt-hour, the annual power consumption would
have been 23.6 'billion kilowatt hours, a redUction

.` bf 15.8 bilhon. kilciwatt-hours. The connected load
would have , decreased . titi 26,700 megawatts, a
reduction ..of 17,800. megawatts. The annual coal,
.consumption for room 'air .conditioners would have
been 11.3 million _tont, a seduction of 7.6 million
ions, or ar-i .typical stlip'rnine yield of 5000 tons
per acre, a reduction in stripped' area of 1500 acres
in 4970.

Other 'Potential Energy Savings 4,

Energy-efficien4- iinprovements can be
. .

effecte& for other end uses of energy 7besides the
...three considered here. Improved appliance design.
kould increase the energy efficiency Of hot-water
heaters, stoves, and refrigerators: The use qf 'solar
'energy -.for residential space .and water heating is
technologiCally feasible and might some day be-
econOntically feasible. Alternatively, %Slate ,heat-from
6r conditioners could be -used for. water heating.
Improved design Or elimination of gas 'pilot lights.and

. elimination of kas yard lights would alao provide
.energy savings (11). Increased energy -efficiency'
within homes would. tend .tci reduce summer.
air-conditioning loada..,-. _ .

.77'. ';'. In the... cOmmercial settor, energy savings in
_

,

. tpac'e heating and cooling such as, those described
-

,
earlier are . possible.' In addition, the use of total .

energy systems (on-site generation of electricity and
-.., the, use of waste heat for space an water heating;

and absorptiOn air'conditioning) woild inerease the
.. . overall -, energy efficiency of commer ial operations.

- Commercial lighting accounts fo abotit 10:per
..,. cent of total -electricity consomptio (12). Some

architects claim, that currently recomm nded Bighting
leVels' can be reduced without dahger tb eyesight' or
wOrker performanee (1A.Such.reduction would save .
energy directly and by reducing air-Conditioning
loads:- AlternativelY, waste heat from lighting-can be
circillated iii winter for space heating, and shunted
outdoorsin summer, to reduce air-conclitioRingToads.

- Changes in building design practices might
. effect 'energy savings (13). Such changes 'Coeld

inclide.use of-less glass and of windows that open
for circUlatiOn.-. of outside air. .: \

. , \
Waste heat and foiny 'teiliperature steam, from

electric power.. plants may be useful for Certain.
industries and An space heating in uihan. diatticts

0. (14). This therinal energy'(about 8 per cent of e rgy
consumption in 1970) -(i5) could be used for-

.-*- industrial process steam; space heating, water heat ng,
and air conditioning in a carefolly planned urban

'
complex. ' ...

\,
The ' manufacture of a few basic maten

accounts for a 'large fraction of industrial en;
consumption. Increased recycle of energy;intens
materials such as aluminum, steel, and carper
save energy.. Saving could also come, from lo

' production of certain materials. For example,
production of packaging materials (paper, met
glass, plastic, wood) requires about 4 per cent of th

. totar energy Midget. In generaf, it may be possibl
to ?design produdts and choose materials to decte

. *the use cif tilickaiging and to reducewnergy costs pe
t uni( of 'produotion. )' ,

198.

Implementation

. Changepn energy prices, both levels and rate
structures, would influence decisions . concerning
capital versus life costs, and this would affect the
use of tinergy-cdnserving technologiet. Arbtie
education to .increase awareness 'of energy prbblema
might heighten ,consumer sensitivity toward personal.
energy consumption. Various local, state, and federal
gOvernment policies exist that,' directly and .

indirectly, influence the efficiency of energy nig.
These three reutes Ire not independent; in particular,
gPvernment poficies ,could affett prices or public
education (or both) on energy use.

One Ljor factor, that promotes energy'
consumption is the low price of energy ktypieal
family in the' united States spends 'about .5: per Cent
of its annual budget on. electricity, gas, and gasoline.
The cost -of fuels and electricity to manufers is
about 1.5 . Per cent of the value of

r



shipmepti. cause the prie of energy is low. relative 1 efficiency.
, to other , efficient us of energy has not been '

of great iniportanbe in ;the econoiny. Not only are Federal policies, reflected in research .

fuel.,prices low, but historically they have' declined eitpenditures, construction -rif facilities; ,taxes and ..

relative 'to other prices.. . subsidies, influence energy consumpticap. Cor,
,. example, the federal government spends several

The downward tren the relative price Of . billion dollars annually on. highway, airWay; ,und
- energy has began to reverie because 'of theegrowing 'airport eonstruction, but ncithipg is spent for railway,

scarcity of fuels, increasing tosts of both money and and . railroad construction: Until recently;;;fedaral..
energy-conversion facilitim(power plants, petroleum transportation research and development fiandS
refineries), apd 'the,..need to internalize social costs allocated almost exclusively to' iir and highwaylrivel .
of energy PrOduCtiPtianci use. The impact of rising Passage. Of the -Urban Mass TransportatiOn,',Xct,
energy prices on dernanct is . difficult to .assess. establishment of the National Railfoad Passenger

. .

Corporation (AMTRAK), plus increases in research
(4?'Th factots cited: above (fuel scarciti., rising funds f6r rail and mass transport may increase the:

'costs , ,environmental, .cfmstraints) are likely: to use of these ,energy-efficient ..travel modes. .;

influebce 'energy priCe Structuiet .1s well as levels: if # .

these factors tend to increastenergy prices uniformly Similarly through agencies such as the '
(per Btu,delivered), 'then enegy price structures Will . Tennessee Valley Authority; the .federal government
become flatter; thai is, the percentage difference in subsidizes the cost of electricity: 'The reduced price -4.,
price between the; first and last unit purchased by for public power customers increases electricity'

customer will he less than diat under existinurate :consuMption over what it' would otherwise be. .

structures. The impact of such rate structure, chvges ... . . . - .

on the demand for energy is unknown, and research Governments .' 'also. . . influence -energy..is needed. ' consumption direCtly,1,.and . indirectly through` 4 . ... allowances for., depletiOni of resources, purchase,:
Increases in' the iipics of energy shin" decrease specifiCatio,ns (to require recYclect Paper, 'for .

,the .quantity demarniedInd this is likely to entourage . example),;'Management of.. publia energy holdings,
more efficient' use of. energy. For example, *if the regulation of *gas rind Clectrid.litility rate levels and
price of gasOline rises, there will probably be a shift. structures, restrictions on, energy ; roinfOtion, and.
to / the use of smaller. cars atid perhaps to the use establishment of minimurr nçrgy,perfor,mance

. of public transpoktation systems. standards for- appliances and .houSirt

Public education piuiu s ma); Mow energy
r .,., - I , ,. ?!

. The : federal : iovernment..,;spends abouV , .

dethand. As . Americ understand better ' the \ ,, Whop...a year ,;On reseattly and developntenQflir ...:1
,T

environmental proble associates! with energy ', *civilian energy.,..cif which the yast majoritY'bt deVoted ..production and use, they may volifhtarily decrease to energy ,itupply technologies. (16): , -' ,.
.their personal energy-c nsumption groWth rates. -.' ' -
Experiences in New'Yor City and in Sweden with \ ...Until. resently only seveosklirifit ., ',Were
energy-conservation advert g programs showed that ;,:4,,att.ailable fOr developing a de4uled .undefStariding. of

least during. ihort-term emergencies.
the public is-willing and.able to energy, at !..2-ifip ways in whit* .the :4ration user...energy...The

.
. ... .

/..#recntly instituted Research Ap d. to National
...,,, .

1

-4, Needs IRANN) Directorate (or :National' Science -
- Constiners can be educated about th etgy 6...",,Fuundation...tuul been . strpporting research directed
consumption , of "- varions applianc e toward develoPhig a *ailed understanding of the
energy-efficiency data for air conditione ted way in, which -the country. Utilizes . enattgy. 1..This

;here are probably not fathiliar to mos ctive " program also seeks tb 'examine . the dptions for
buyers of air conditioners. If Consume totid meeting the needs of' society at reduced energy, ant)
energy and dollar costs of oW-efficienc units, , environmental costs.
perhaps they would. opt . or 'more, expensive,
high-efficiency units to save mo ey over the lifetime Perhaps, nei research on energyAise will reveal
.of the unitand'also to reduce en *ronmentalimpacts. additional ways ici reduce.:energy , ippwth rates.4 .
Recently, at least two air-conditioner manufacturers .. -

.., .
began marketing campaigns that stress energy SumMaty / , , i,

, efficienc . Some electric utilities have also begun to . ,

urge theIr customers' to use electricity tonservatively .; 'We described three uses of energy' for
14:' and efficiently. ' . : greater efficiency is feasible: transportation, s

. - t , ' 7, heating, and air conditioning.. Shifts: to less
,Publie education can be athieved thrOugh ,;, 7:energy-Intensive- transpurtation modelf; could

government Publications or governmeat regulations; .f.'' ,-.. substantially reduce energy cOnsumptisni; die'.
for example, by -requiting labels on appliances Which.' z".. Magnitude of 'such innings would, of course, depend
state the' energy efficiency and provide estimates:6f,', -on the extent of such shifti anrpoisible load factor
operating costs. Advertisements for energy7consuraing. changes., The hypothetical transportation scenaric
equipment might be 'required to state the *Orgy described here results in a 22 per 'cent savings ,in

..,
,

4
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. energy for transportation in 197d,.a savings of 28Q0
trillion Bty.

the homeowner, increasing the amount of
building insulation and, in some cases, adding stdtm
windows would reduce energy consumpiion and
'provide monetary savings. Wall hornes in 1970 had
the ."economic optimum" amount of insulation,
energy consumption for rdidential heating would
have been 42 per cen't less than if the homes were
insulated to meet the pre-1971 PHA Standards, a
saviegs of 3100 trillion' Btu.

Increased utilizatiOn .of energy-efficient' air
-conditioners and of buildins insulation would provide
significant euergy savings iarid.help to reduce peak
power demands during the summer< A 67 per cent
increase, in energy efficiency for foom air
conditioners would have saved 5.8 billion
kilowatt-hours tin 1970. -

e

In cori6usion, it is 'Opssible-from an
engineering point' of, view-to effect considerable
energy savings tn the United States. Increases in the .

efficiency of-energy,use would provide desired end
results with.smaller energy inputs. Such measures will
not reduce the level of energy consumption, butthey
could 'slow energy Rowth rates.
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Table I. End-uses of energy in the., United
Statei. ,

Item . 1960* . 1970t
(%)

Transportation %25.2 11124.7

Space heating )8.5 ,17.7
Precess steam. 3-7.8

Direct heat , 12.9'
Electric drive 0 7.4

ltaKmatelials 5.2 5 6

Water heating 4.0
Air conditioning 1.6 2.9
Refrigeraiion 2.1 I 1.3
Cooking -15 1.2
Elettrolytis,processes fl 1.2

Med% 2.7 4 9

Data for 140.obiaineti fixtm Stinford 'Research
Institute (SRI) (2). t Estimates for 1970 ob.
gained by extrapolating hanges in enerity.use
patterns from SRI dila. *Includes klothes
drying. small appliances, lighting. Ind other onus:
cellaneous energy uses.

.

' 4

, Table 2. Energy and ;Tice dais for intercity
freight transport.

t? Energy
' Mode (Btu/ , .. - (cents/ \

ton-mite )" n`_ tonnlile 1

Pipeline ) 450 7.0.27 ( ; .

Railroad . \ . , 670 1.4 ,

Waterway . 680 . 0.30

TruCle 2;800 7.5

Airplane 42,000 21.9

Ar'

Table 3. Enedy and price ata .for passenger
transport.

-.I -1 Energy. Price
Mode . (Blu/pas- (cents/pat-

: 4' Intercity*
-

senger-rnik )
;

1600

Automobile

, ...

. 6.0
4,0:

Mass fiansit 3800 - 1:3 ,,
-' Automobile 8100

. l.
,..,-,. Load (actors (percentage of transport capacity

utilized). fur intercley travel are about: bus, 45
. _

. . percinta railroad, .31 Percent; automobile. 41
percent; and airplane. 30 oerctiat. f Load
factors for urbap, travel are aboOtt mass transit.

., .... '20. percent: and automobile, 28 percent.
' ' 1. . 'AO .

, '

1.9 9
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Table 4. Actual and hypothetical energy consumption patterns for transPortation in 1970.

Total
traffic

Percentage of total trAffic

Waterway
q, Air Truck Rail and Auks Bus*

piline

Total Total
energy cost

(10" Btu) (10* $)" ,

'Intercity freight traffic * -.
'Actual r 2210t , 0.2 19 35 : 46- 2400 45
Hypothetical . 2210 , 0.1 - 9 44 . 46 1900 - 33 '

-Irttekcit) passenger traffic .

Actual. .1120* . 10 1 117 2. 4300 47

* .Hypothetical ° 1120 ,, 5 . , 12 SR 23 3500 , cr45

.. t . , -- Urban passenger traffic
. P. Actual 710t

Hypothetkal 710

Totals
Actual
Hypothetical

97
49

3 5700 68
51 4200 63

I "
12.400 160s

9600 141

Interchy bus or urban mail tronsit. t Billion pasaanter-milso.

9. 0

... .. .
Table 5. Comparison of insulation requirements And-monetary and energy savings for it''New YlYrk -residence........---

Insulation specikation

Wall insulation thickness Mahn)
Ceiling insulation thickness (inches)
floor insulation
Storm winr)ows
-Monetary iavings (S/yr)..
Reduction oflnergy consultiption (5(t)

Uwe vised MPS°

Gm Eleitric

0 116
11/4

No
No

No
No
0
0 o

Revised MPS* Eco optimum '

Gas Electric. Gas Electric

Mr . . 31/2: 31/2

31/2 31/2 ' .31/2 6 :

Yes Nes yes Yea
No N6 Yes Yes
28 75 32 155
29 19 "' 49 47 ;

Minimum lif01;tfif 'laniards MPS) for ono astd two. Using units.

9 ,
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ENERGY CONSERVATION PUT IN PERSPECTIVE

by: R. L. &inning, Manager, Energy Utilization
Project, Power Systems Planning Dept., Westinghouse

*. Electric Corp.4 pittsburgh, Pa.

In order to make energy conservation meaningful, the
various choices open fa the kublic must be
pinpointed, along wit1 their contribution toward a
goal. Onli in this way 'can intelligent choices be,
made.

The thee, crisisl..has generated 'a great deal of
information on how t lave energk.. Some of these
suggestions are good; Others are almost worthless.
And none of this infoimakon puts into perspective
the amont Of energy ;actually saved. For -efforts to
be meaningful, howevenit4important to know not
only how great a given erte* saving is, but its overall' contribution in terms cif the job that his to be done.
It makes no sense to expend a great deal of effort

r an insignificant return, while at the same time
(23verlooking a potentiall9 large area of! iavings.

With the :lifting of the oil embargo, the
immediate; gresaures to conserve ener6 are also
lifted. Biit this 4oes not mean that the need' to
conserve ergy in all segniertts of the
ecOnomyesPecially oil and gash b en eliminated.

ell

, Indeed, if we are to follow- o on President
Nixon's call for energy indepen nce fors the United'
States in the 1980s, conserv tion Must be a
continuing.effort for many years to come. Certainly, ,

the pressures fop conservation next winter Will be as
severe as thp 'Ost winter, if not more so.

' ;country, oil or gas is used to generate at,least ,a part
of the electricity produ'ced. So with the objactive in
mind of saving 450 /

than examination of so of e alternates available
year of oil per household,

and the kind of savings result in termro gallons
of oil are in or .

At. this point, thev.erage citizen ould be
prepare0 for a few disappointments-as well as for
some" pleaaant -surprises. Sortie of the
energy-conservation practices he, may be following so
religiously do not contribute much toward his 450-gal.,
goal. Switching to other alternatives 'would net much
.greater savings. Some of the things that have been
suggested as measures of seeiningly equal magnitude
May actually differ by a Actor of 10.

Areas of savings

As a generaLrule, the mc),st significant sources
of savings are the automobile, home heating, and the
persohal use of hot water. Of these, the biggest
rtergy econOmies can be realized by changing,the
tilization pattern of the family car.:fo demonstrate,
ata from the US. Statistical Abstract for '1971 show
hat. (1) car use averages 9,900 miles/year or 27

miles/day; (2)*in 1971', cars averaged 13.7 miles/gal
of gasollneA3) total gasoline use in r1971 was 72.)
821/car, or 2 gal/day; (4) in 1973, cars used 20%
mote fuel than in 1971, because of air-pollution.
controls; and (5) compact cars use bnly ,two-thirds
as Much fuel as ogular-size cars.

Because energy comes in 'several formsoil,
natural gas, coal, nuclearenergy discussions usually
contain a variety of terms and abbreviations, such
as Btu, My, kwhr, therm, .and bbl/day of Oil. It is,
therefore, helpfUl tO. put-the xarious.forins of energy
in commOn units. ThiP is easily idorte by atitrthe,!
equivalents: 1 gal of fuel oil contains 140,000 Btu.
This same heat content is contained in 140 cu ft of
natural gas, 11 lb of coal, or 41 kwhr of electricity
at the point of use. These Btu equivalentiite the
energy units available to the consumer: They do -not
include allowance tor the energy used in tha refming
and distribution or oil, the distributioi pf gas, or the,
generation and transmission of, electri

Pt.

-; Since conservation of oil is of most irnmediate
contern, all referenCes tp energy flirt* will be ift

.With these isiumptions, and the fact that one
gal of gasoline is equivalent to 1..24 gal of.erude oil
after allowances for transpOrtation and refinery

:losses, it 'is easy to see how'l bfg portion of. the
;450-gal saying can be realized by changing alitomobile
use patterns. .

. By reduCing: speed from 65 to 55 mph, a
1971,model car will save 30.6 gal of crude-Oil

equivalent 'in a year. If it's a 1973 model, the saving
will be greater-36.9 gal.

.
With 's- 1971. compact-car, 01 saving due .to

reduced 'speed-will .be 0.5 gal, and for a 1973
CoMpact, the. saving -is 24.5, gal, B not, driving the
family car One day a Week, following annual
savinga can .be realiaecl:.

terms of barrels or gallons Of oil (42 gal/bbl). 1971 big car
1973 big car

.Sirk:e 1.9-million bbl oftrude oil mustljap saved .41971 compact
altogethe by the,65-s1illitin householdvin ire US., 1973 ,compact
1.23 gal/day, or 450 gal/year, muit be saved by each
family if the U.S. is to meet the federal objective.
To Mr. and Mrs. Average American, that 450 gal of
crude .oil, works out to be 12% .of present energy

.. consumption-3,812 gal/year (2,297 for household
uses and 1,515 for autos): - .

,.

4. Generally; savingV energy in any form-can help
solve the oil shortage because, in most areas of the

145.0 gal
174.5 gal
96.5 gal .

116.5 gal

If a coMmuter wito normally drivet AG: work
. _five days a week joins a three-person car Pool, and

drives his car onlY once every three days, the- saving
. is remarkable in both dollars and gallons .of. cnule-

oil. Exactly how, big it is varies Widely, depending
on the size-and model, of car had the daily commuting
distance. But eiamination of thi chart mill shbr tbjt
a commuter driving a 1971 cOrtipact 10 miles
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'a

would save $40 and 100 gal/year of crude oil
equivalent. At the other extreme, a full-size 1972
model confmuting 30 miles would save $216 and 590
gal of crude oil. Any coMmuter can,estirnate his own
personal savings by using the chart.

1
The chart can also be used to estimate potential .

savings in cost of commuting by switching to a
different model or size of car. For example, if a
commuter who travels 20 miles a day using a 1973
full-size care switches to a 1973 compact, he would
save 130 gal of oil and $48/year in, his commuting.

r
For all driving, the saving would be .twice as much. .

. .

Coincidentally, savings realized by switching
.

forn a personal automobile to mass transit are .
identical to those gained by joining a three-person

'car pool.In.the case of mass transit, savings stem from
, its gfeater energy efficiency (3,80CI .Atu per
passenger-mile).cOmpared tothe automobile11,J40
Btu Per passenger mile for an average 197, P;carr
Thus, a commuter trying-to be more energy,e09,--,
has an equal choice 'of masilltransit oil, a,

. '..,; ;. ?-,:',

Savings in the home !
,

Around the house, there are even more choices ,

for savings, to lAelp add up to those 450 gtif/year.
For example, /lowering, the therpiostat lijt Tour ,
degrees resul t. in saving anywhere from 82 to 158
gal, depending on the type of heating system (see
Takle 1). The reason for the wide variation between
types of -heating systems is the difference ,in their
overall energy efficiency. Electric-space-hating
efficiencr4 about 32%, oil heating 36%, gas 41%;
and the electric heat pump 64% (EW, Feb. 1, 1974;
p.60). --"'',-'

. .

Adling storm wiikclows produces savings of185
gal/year for g gas-heated home, .alut. 209 gal for an

.. 'oil-heated home. Adding insulation to the attic floor
to retaM heat saves 217 gal/year for a gas-heated
home and 244 gal for an oil-heated home.

, Electrically heated hofhe§ axe presumed to be
adequately insulated, and provided with dual-pafie or
stosrn windows , thaf e time of Construction.,

.

Turning off a gas yard-light that consumes
18,000 xu ft/year of gas will save 159 gal/year of
crude-oil equivalent. But replacing that gat light with

.a 30-w .,electrie bulb will save 148 gal/year of oil,
while providing the same amount of illumination with..
no sacrifice in safety or aesthetics.

) On. an,j'a e Mes of energy conservation available So
most Americans, which n't received the attention

I, it perhaps deserves, is e y bath. If the published
statistics on the hi y personal. act of bathing are
accepted, it tan be seen diet a normal tub bath -,
requires 23 gal of water at 110F. A normal shower
of three or four minutes requires 12 gal of 100F.
(This is not to .be confused with the 10-todli6-minute
theiapeutid showers taken by 'some teenagers.)
Assuming one .bath or shower a, day`per person, the

family can save 39 gal/year. of oil equivalent per
person-156 garfor a family of foursimply by taking
showers 'instead of bathsif the house is heated by
resistance heating. .-

/ I ,

If' if is heated by a heat pomp and uses
resigtanee heating elements in th'e hot water tank, the
saving 'iv showering cbmpared to tubbing is 40 gal
of oil per pepon. With a gas or oil furnace and water
heater, the 'saving is 17 gal of oll per person. ,

One uniqureonservation rneasure=and certainly
one of the simplest-is the act of putting the stopper
in the vita-basin while shaving with. lather and 41b

blades, or while shampooi g. is saves between..2.1
and 5.7 "gal/year of oil,4er year for water heating
when compared to le ng the hot water, run. But '
switching tp an eleç4ric shaver' acdomplishes even
Moreitus& only 4 much energy, in a year as the
hot water for the ather-and-blade shaving -routine

. uses in two -or three days. .

One way or another, the, aveiage American
should have no 'trouble saving 450 gal/year of oilbut /
it will pay him.to fmd'out what he'ssaining in return
.for what he's skrificing. jn energy conservation, as
in 'many of- the developments of our times, things`
are not always What they seem.

Othef areas -cif savings

Based on what is gleaned from the newspaper,
television, and radio;it is possible to gain a false sense
of accomplishment from rigisl'adherence to *hat are
presented, as worthwhile conservation Measures..
Things like turning oft lights, cu,tting down on the
use of appliances and TV, the extension.of Daylight
Saving Time, .etc., would not, by themselves, even
come close to tile. kind 'ofavings our society must
achieve. In fact, many aiteetically negligible when
compared to the potential energy sayings discussed
so 'far.

For example, One conservation practice that has
been recommended, and is being followed ,irk many
homes, is turning off electric lights to save energy
and ,money. If enough lights are.turned off to achieve
a' reductiOn of 10% pf the average winter
consumption fin lighting, the net saving in oil
equivalent is disappointing..The reason is that lighting
simply doesn t use . that .much energyand.100% of
what it .does use is converted? to heats

If the home has an electric:resistance heating
system, there is no gain at all, sirIce the heat that
was supplied by the nowextinguished lights must be
made up by the heating system, and both operate
at the' sanie 100% efficiency. In the case of
incandescent lamps, 10% is radiated in the visible
specthiln, and'90% in the invisible infrared spectrum;
for fluorescent; 21% is visible and 79% in the
nonvisible spectrum. But for either type, whether the
radiation is visible Or not., it all' ends up as heat.

If the home is heated by heat pump, the 10%
.
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Jeduction fin lighting will save the equivaleift of 2.3
'gal .of oil Aiding the six winter Months (see Table
II). If, the home has a gas furnace, the saving 'will
be about .1 .gal..ef .oil -for" the 'same Period. If, the

',heating system is oil-fired, the saving will be only
!about 112 gal of oil. The difference& are due to the
variation 1 in. heating-system. efficiencies (for
calculation, see box).

In terms of money saved, 10% fewer lights will
not reducc the electiic bill at all with resistance
heating; it will reduce it by 41 0 'for the whole winter' with a heat pump; fiy 850- wit6 a gas fiirnaca, and
by 1only 1¢ with an oil furnace. These figures are
ba ed on oil at 39 it/gal, gas. at $1.16/Mcf, and
el tricity at I 1/2 awhr. . . i

-
. .

Thus, not more than 2.3 gal. of oil Ike saved
by turning off fO% of the lights. in (vinter. But,
turning off lighls in summer, Ili an ais,-conditioned
home, is slightly more important. Under, these
conditions, the air conditioner clods dot have -to work
sO hard.

Nevertheless, the difference is still very
littlebecause the air conditioner is quite an efficient
machine. In a home Mat is not air-conditioned, the
saving from turning off 10% of the 'lights for 'the
summer months is 2.2 gal of oil equivalent. If the
home is air-conditioned, Idle saving is 3.1 gal:

L
A total 'of about 5 gal of oil saved in a year

by turning off 10% of the lighting seems like the
hard way to build litoward that 450-gal val.

.

ContinaIng the paalysis, What is the effect of
f- cutting down on the if fe of toasters, mixers, blenders,

and other portable appliancesall by 10%? In the
summer months, the payoff is 4.-7. gal-from not using
the appliances, plus 1.5 gal fronia not forcing the

. air-conditioningivstem to remove the heat given off
by the appliances.

In win4 'the payoff is sm'J1er because, again,
the heating system must make u for the heat the
appliances formerly supplied; as with lighting, all the
electrie energy going into Ihe appliance ends up as
heat. So, with electric-resistance heat, there's again
no saving. With a heat pump, the saving is 2.3 gal
of oil. With a gas furnace, the saving is 1.1 gal, and
with an oil heating system, the saving drops tot.0.6
gal

. The potential 'saving by cutting back on
si)atching color television, or by switching from color
to your old black-ana-white set, is of the same order
of magnitude, and for the same reasons.

EquallyIisappintin wh it comes to saying
:energy is the switch to yea -round Daylight Saw
Time. Despite whdlt. may have appeared in so
media, the heating requirements are not affected at
,all by the 'shift in hours. There is some saving in
lighting, by going to bed earlier and getting up earlier,

even if some lights are still required in the morning
hours during winter. If we asstime that lighting used -07--c
in the added morning hour is half the amount saved
because of the extra hour of dayliiht in the evening, 1,
we find that Vie atage home produces oil-equivalent 41

savings of 0.6 gal for a resistance.heated home. 2.7
gal for a home with a heat pump, 1.3 gal for a
gas-heated home; and 1.4gal for an oil-lieated home.
Here the queition arises: Is it worth it; in view of .
the inconvenience and dislocatiop created-for families
and businessest

4

Andto compound the problem' of,Daylight
Saying Time and the 'danger of sending children to
school in the dark, it is being suggested Zat we
diminate half of the energy Used for street ind .
highway lighting. In return for this sacrifice of safety
and security, we will save. 20,000 bbl/day of oil.
While this may sound like a lot, it only adds up to
5 gal/year per family'-,not very much toward our
450-gal goal. ,

Nonog energy Sgll[ces '

In many 'Yareas of the countrywherever the
electficity is generated from coal, hydro, or nuclear
sourcessaiing electricity wi,4 not result in anct savirig -
of oil at all. As a matter of fact, over 60% of our
electricity is made from nonoil or gas sources, and
a distinction should be dtawn between electric energy
%ources. Right now, the problem is a shortage of oil,
not a shortage of coal, nuclear, or hyhiro energy. If'
our real objective is to save oil, then some of our
conservation pyagices can even backfire these

, 'areas. ,'
ple, in an area using cI forA

Upling OW 10% of the lights the
n an Oilheate'd home will save 52 lb of coal,

'11' muire ail extra 4.1 gal of oil in the home
to su ly die added heat load.

summary, Many conservation measures
prow minimal savings in ene,rgy, and at the same
time may even bp counterproductive when. itScomes
TO saving oil. Fortunately, there. are severalmeasures,
available that are far. more significant, almost all. of

/ which pertain either tb reducing home-heating
( requirements, to cutting consumption of hol water,

or to,changes in patterns of personal .transportation.
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Table I: Potential yearly ings from major
conservation measures. willons of.crude-oil equivalent

Type of heating system

Ciinservation Electric Electric Gas
measurA riesistani, heat pump furnace

Oil
furnace

Lower thermostat 4F 1581. 82 130 ' 147

Add 6.in. insulation . N.A. N.A. 217 /44in attic

Add storm windows N.A. N.A. 185 209

Turn off gas yard N.A. .
light

N.A. 159 M.A.

Replace gas yard N.A. N.A. 148 N.A.
. light wittr30w larr -

Shower s tublbath
1 P son 39
FarIiilyof4 156

ao
160

17
68

17
es

Lather & blade sha+ 5.4
with stopper in
lavatory, vs running water

Electric shaver 0.05

5.7

,

0.05

2.4

0.05

2.4$

10.05

' I

Table II: Potential yearly savings from riliGOr
conservaticin measures, gallons of crude-oil equivalent

. _

Type of heating system

Conservation Electric, Metric Gas. 011

1718111111111 resistance heat pump 'furnace furnace

Reduce lighting 10%
Winter - 0 I, 2.3 .1.1 as
Sumrferons A/C 2.2° N.A. .2.2 2.2
Sumrnei.with,A/C 3A -3.1 3.1_ 3.1

Extend daylight saving
time to full yelir

0.6 2.7 1.3 1.4

Reduce use of i5ortable'5
appliances by 10%

6.2
. -

8.5 , 7.3 6.8

Reduce color-TV use 110 . 2.8
by 10%

.2.3

. ,

Replace color TV witfi
black & White

4.9, 8.5 6.5 5.6

Energy savings calculation, lighting reduced 10%
The mathedatics by which t nergY equOlents aie determined is illust t -15;.

an analysis of tke, oil equ.ivalent saved by reducing home lighting by 10%.
Starting with the .asiuryption that average annual consymption for li hting is
816 kwhr, of which 544 kwhr are used during winter nionths arid 272 kwhr dur-
ing summer months, the saving from a 10% reduction in winter is equal to owe-
tenth of the winter kwhr cpriguiv,ption. minus the heat provided previously_by
the lighting &ystem, -

Mathematically, this1n ritiresented by the equation:

0. 1 x kwhr x 3,412 BA/kW1 0.lx kwhr x3,412 BtU/kwhy

Electric utility 140,000
system efficienc-i Bttiig

Furnace Fuel distribution k 140.000
efficience efficiency.. Btu/gal .

For a gas-heated home t s is illustrated by: . .

- 0.1 x544.x,3,412 0.1 x 544'x 3,412
0.313 x 140,000 0.45 x 0.9 x 140,000

= 1.0gal 6Y heating oil

- In the process of refining heating nil. 11% of the crude oil is lostjbus, to get
100 gal of heating oil would require 112t5 gal of crude oil. For this example, 4,
1 gal of heating oil requires 1.12 gal oicrude oil plus transportation loises.

' For summer months, the formula is similar. In'a. house without. air Condi-
tioning, electricity consumption is reduced to"272 kwher.. and only the first half /
of the'equation is used. For a house with a,r conditioning, the whole equation
is used.ut electricity consumption reduce3 to 272 kwhr, furnace efficiency is

emplaced with an Or-conditioner efficieri (COP) of 3. fuel-distribution effi-
, ciency is re2laced.by the electric-utility-system efficiency of b.313, and tha

,.
minus sign changes to a plus. r ' k.,

.

._.

1.

A

2°°

19 20
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distance per day, miles
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. we must keep blifore 'us the fact-that ah energy
sources havi 'tome-impact 'on.. the environment. Table
10 summatites.the effects discuised in thelopreceding
cliapters. It alan -suramaries fuel suppliet.

Tti:quote S. INVIrFreeinan, former Director
of the Energy policy Staff of the President's Office
of .SCience "'4rid Teclinelogy: "After man's lank
soukgle kit bare survival and simple "coinforts; the
stage has -been reached where most people in this .°

°country are trained and paid for thinking. An
abundant tupply of low-cost energy is essential to
continue this trend, freeing man from burdensome'
chores and enabling him to spend More and more
of his time enjoying the pleasures of affluence,
leisure, and education. It is for. these reasons that
national policy has lone been' to assure ast abundant,
supply of low Cott energy."

-

CHAPTER' 10

SUMMARY

To 'supply these -needs, we must be prepared
to make several vit4 decisious in the new future:

, .low can vie best produCe electrical
,.energy to meet increasing needs to maintain', our
quality of life and still maintain a quality
environment?, We want both.

2: What energy source, or combination of
energy 'sources, will produce the least detrimental
effects on the environment?

These are decisions which the American (niblic
-must nuke. They are extremely important decisions{
that will affect the lives of unborn generations.-'We
must weigh the availability .and importance:of fuels,
the impact on the environment and lnimari needs, .

keeping in mind that pollution is mere a by-product
of affluence than of poverty.

*Other 'the energy comes from fossi fuels,
nuclpat4eactorsor a variety .of sources is a decision
°which inust be made after.a careful weighing of the
facts. In the Words of Craig Hosier, formerly on' the
Joint COrnmittee on Atomic Energy, "Society must
balanci risk against potential benefits to the people;
the ultimate decision should be that which is the'
greatest good for the greatest number."

The- decision is yours.
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TABLE .10

Environmental Effects of, Electrical Power Generation '
I.

.

,
.

: Effects on Land

-
.

Effects on Water Effects on Air

- r

,

, Biological Effects

-

Supply

.

sturbed land

rge amounts q,f

solid waste '

Mine tailings

Chemical mine

drainage

Increased water

temperature

Sulfur oxides

Nitrogen oxides -

Particulates

Some radioactive gases

Respiratery .

problems, from ,air

pollutantr

Large

reserves

.
,

Wastes, in the form
of brine -
Pipeline construction

Jncreased water

temperature

Oil spills

Nitrogen oxides

Some sulfur oxides

, .

Respiratory .

problems from air
.pollutants

Limited

domestic

reserves. .

, Pipeline construction

.

Increased water

teinperature

,

, Some oxides of

nitrogen ..

, ,

None detectable'
.

.

.

Extiemely.

jimited
domestic

reserves
,

n Disposal of radioactive

wastes

Mine tailings

l

.
' Increased water

temperature

Some radioactive,

liquids

'

e

Some reliastof
radioactive gases

A

None tectable in

nor l operation

J

I

Large

i reserves if

P breeders are

developed
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dia ,APPENDIX I
t

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

The following terms are included to aid you rin your understanding of the material includeil in ,the text
- .

and of the terms you will encounter as you investigate the effects of power generation. Many .Of the nude
terms are excerpted'from the U.S. Atomic Energy CoMmission booklet Nuclear Terms: A Brief glasSai*. Man
other terms have been added by the committee in order to increase your understanding of the specift words .

relating -to power production. '

absorbed dose

absorber

'

. .

When ionizing radiation passes' through matter, some of its energy is imparted
to the matter. The amount absorbed per unit mass of irradiated material is ,called .

the absorbed dose, and is measured in rems and rads..# .

AnY- Material that absorbs or diminishes the intensity ot ionizing radiation..
Neutron' absorbers, like boron, hafnium and cadmium are used in control rods .

for reactors,. Concrete and steel absorb gamma rays and neutrons in reactor,shields,'
A thin* sheet of paper or metal will absorb or . attenuate alpha:15artiCles and all
except the most energetic beta particles.

absorption The proces by which the number of particles Or photons'.entering a body of -
- matter is reduced by interaction of the particles or radiation With the matter;

similarly, the reduction of the energy or particles or photons 'while traversing a
body of matter.

.

adtivation

acute radiation
sickness syndrome

air sampling

alpha particle

A
atom

atornic bomb

The .iirocess of making a material radioactive by bombardinent with neutrons,
protons, or other nuclear .particles or photons..

An acute organic disorder that follows exposure to relative1 y. severe doies of
ionizing radiation. It is characterized by nausea, vomiting,41arrhea, blood *cell
changes, and in later stages of hemorrhage and loss of Itair

:The collection and analysis of samples lair to measure it radioactivity or to
detect the presence of radioactive substances, particulate../matter or, chemical
pollutants

(SymboKA) A positively charged particle emitted by cbrtain radioactive Aitterials.
lit is made up of two neutrons and two protons bound toOther. Hence,it is identical
with the nucleus or a helium atom. It is the least penetratMg of the three common
types of decay radiation. -:.

A particle of matter. whose nucleus is indivisible by'..chemical.. means. It is .the
fundamental building block of the chemical elemente. ..

s:rA bOmb whose energy comes from the fission .pf heavy .elements ktich as
'1

uranium-235: and plutonium-239. .,./ , .

. . .

Atomic Energy
1.

Commission (Abbreviation - AEC) the federal agency whleh previously .had
.

statuatory
responsibilities for atomic energy, matters. Funothins taken over in 1974 by Energy
Research and Development Administration and..Nucleac Regulatory Commission.

, ..;',7

atomiC mass ,.. ir(see atomic weight, mass)
/

. atomic mass unit (Abbreviation ainu) One-twelfth the mass of:it neutral atom,,4 the most abundant
isotope of carbon,. carbon-12. . ,

,
- .

,,
atomic number" (Symbol ZI The number of protons in, ther;nucleus of an *tom, ana also its positive

. charge. Each ;chemical has its, characteristic atomic number, and the-numbers of\ the known elements form a complete aeries from .1, (hydrogen) to 105., .
atomic reactor

'atomic -weight

A mid* reactor. ,

The mass,of an atom relative to other atoms.: The proent-day basis of the _scale
'of atomic weights is carbon the / most comMon Asotope of this element has

.
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autoradiograph
9

. backgroiirld raction.

arbitray been assigned ,..t1 atomic Weight of 12. The . unit of the Scale is
one-tivelfih the weight of -the,"carbon-12 atom, oi roughly the mass Of 'one prOton -....
or One oeutron. The .atomic weight Of illy element is approximately equal-.to,
the total %number of protons and '...neutrons in its.. nueleus2: '.

, . .

.

A .pllotographic record of radiationliorn .t.adioactive material'irian object, glade ,
.by placing"..the object very elose to a photographic film pr emUlsiOn..Tht.p000:
is .'. called autoradiography4t, is used,',for irOance, to locate

,-- imitrai,in Metallic ,or biological- samplea., ,..,.::: ; k. .:-.4. . .,...,?P''' ':f'

il \ , '. -!..ii*,- '' 2.

The Iadiation \ in Man's natural.; environnienti .Inding: cosmic ray,nd .;i:itiMiPil -

fror the, patdrally .tadioactive .elements,' bóth.dtaide, and:.inside bodieai of
humans artil4imals. 'It is also called rratqral,.:" -41,atiOn.;,The termxitajr` abet,"
radiatioq- t14;it unielated to a .1specifie...,,experii ''k. . ..1 ..;4

. ., .:7'
. ,

. . ,. ... . , .
.... . .,

Wheil. tion. pf any 'kind strtkes matter..-4tdia ''....... d or lfquidY,some Of it
-,'may be reflected ,or 'scatter back in the gefieral 1cXion ,of thel,!source.. An .

. understanding . 'r .exact measurement of the aniount or bickscatter is important.
when beta . p icits. are.. being counted in an lonkittiOn. 'chamber, in medical
treatnient Wi Jadiation;or in the use of industrial radibisetvpic thickness gauges.

%;'....4,.. 4 'A- wall or enClosire shielding .the .operatOr from.an area where ridiOactive material
.; - .411.%.' Ai, being useots inpcessed by remote control eqUiptnent. .

.-,y A C
.1, ... .444 ri ' ./.,.',. . .. I

i : ..,:'..k.i ,1§,y T00 i.,:,' ) Arkelementary particle emitted fronia nucleus- during' radioactive
..-, rieciiy, 'With .a..iinZe.electriCal charge and a Mass equal to 1/1837 that of &proton.

..,':-%:..."1,,,,....'...i.:A negatively charged beta Particle is identical to an electron. A. positively charged .

\ r" ".,' .r:i '...;betalarticle . is called a positron. Beta radiation may cause skin burns, and
:

bttketfiltters. are harMful if theyonter the body:. Beta particles are easily stopped .'
- . v ,4.. ...%n sheet .of metal.

,....it; 't ..... .-.<,. :. S.

Symbol for a billion (109) electron volts. (See ..elec.trOn volt.)

backscatter;

The binding energy of a nucleus is the rilinimum enbrgy 'required to Msspciate
it into its component neutrons and prcitons.

biological' dose , The radiation.. dost absorbed' in biologica) material. Measured in rems.

biological half life -The time required f9s-l1telogical system, loch as a human or aoimal, to'elimilutte
by natural processel half .the amount ota substance (such as a radioactive Material)
that has entered it.

A mass oft absoibing material placed , around a reactor or radioactive source to
reduce the radiation to_ a level safe for humans.

- ,

body burden The amount of radioactive 'matehal present in the body,of ir human or an animal.

boiling water readtor A reactor in . which water, used as both coolant and moderator, is allowed _to
boil in the core. The resulting steam can be used directly to drive a turbine.

bone seeker A radioisotope that tends to accumulate in the bones when it is introduced into
the body. An example is strontium-90, which behaves -chemically like calcium.

, .

.

breeder reactor A reactor that produces more fislionable fuel than it consumes. The new fissionable
material is created by capture in fertile materials of neutrons from fiasion. The
process by which -this Occurs Is known as breeding.

BTU British. Thermal Unit. The. athount of heat required to change the temperature
Of one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit.

by-product material Any [radioactive material (except SOUrce material for fissionable material) obtained
dud* the production or use of Source material or fissionable. material. It iitcludes
fission products and- many other radioisotopes produced in nuclear reactors.

biological shield
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" ..
-cafOrie (large calorie) The

.

, .amount of heat re:wired to chang title temperature of one kilogram of water
' one degree Centigrade.',, t . t4

e
1

Compounds. of carbon and oxygen. produced when the carbon of Ossil fuels
- combines with oxygen during burning. The two most commOn such oxides are.

- t carbon monoxide, a very poisdnous gas, and' carbon dioxide.
-,

carbOn oxides

charged particle

chroMosome

dding

closed-cycle .
reactor system

coal gasification

COMMunity

.containment -

ccintainment vesse4 .

-
control rat-

coolant

cooling .tower
t

Core

wunter,

critical mass

-

A heavily shielded container used to;store and/or ship -radioactive materials.' \`''

A stream of eleitrons tinitted by did cathode, or n egative electrode, of a
gai-discharge tube or by a hot filament-in n vacuum tube, such as a television-
tube.

A reaction that. stimulates its own repetition. In a fission chain reaction, a
fissionable nucleus, absorbs a neutron and fissions, releasing adkthinal neutrons.
These in turn can be absorbed by, other fissionable nuclei, releasing Still more
neutrons. A fission chain reaction is self-sustaining when the number of neutrons
released in a given time equals or exceeds the nuniber of neutrons lost by
absorption in nonfissioning material or by escapt from .the systeni.

An ,ion; an elementary particle that carries apositive or negative electric charge .

flee determiner of heredity within a cell.

The outer jacket of nuclear fuel elements. -It prevents corrosion of the fuel by
the cOolant and the release of fission produCts into the coolant. Aluminum or
its alloys, stainless steel and zirconium alloys are common Cladding materials.

A ractor design in which the primary heat of fission is transferred outside the
reacter core to do useful work by means of a coolant circulating in a completelY
closed system that includes a hair, ger.

The process of obtaining me
the °heat of the gas to .generate e
steam cycle:

ther combustible from coal, using
city, then buming the gases to operate a

All the plant an4 anhnal species that live and interact in a particular environment..
'The provision of a gas-tight shell or other enclosure around a reactor to confine
fission products that otherwise might be released to the atmosphere in the .event
of an accident. '`

A gas-tight shell or other 'encloture around a reactor.

A rod, plate' or tube containing a material such as hafnium, boron, etc. used to
control the power of a nuglear reactor. By absorbing neutrons, a control rod
prevents' the neutrons fromv causing further fission.

A substance circulated through a nuclear reactor to remove or transfer lest.
Common coolants are water, heavy water, air, carbon dioxide, liquid sodium and
sodium-potassium alloy.

A. tower designed to aid in the cooling of water that Watt used to condense the
steam, after it left the turtjnes of a power plant.

e central portion of a nuclearreactor dontaining the fuel elements and usually
. .

. .

the moderator, but not the reflector. .

A general designation applied to radiation detection instmments or unity Indies
that detect and' measure adiation."

The smallest masa of fiallOnable niiterial that will support a self-sustaining chain
reaction under stated ,cOnditions.

'
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criticality

curie

.d daughter ,

. ,

- decay chain

c; decay heat

decay, Tadioactive,

'

N

The st e a nuclear reactorivhen it is just sustainIng a ehain

,(AbbreviatiOn Ci) The basic unit to deseribe the intensity of radioactivity in a
saMple of material. The Curie a equal to 37 billion disintegrations per second,

hich is ,approximatelY the rate Of decay of 1 gram of radium. 4 curie is also
a quantity of any Miclide having 1 curie of radioactiVity. Named by-Mahe and;
Pierre Curie, who discovered radium in 1E98;

A nuclide formed by the radioactive decay of another nuclide, Which in this
context is called /the parent. (See radioactive series)

A radioactive series.

The heat' produced by the decay .of radioactive nuclides,

The simptaneous tranitormation of one nuclide into a differei1 nuelide or into
a different enerry state of the same nuclide. The process results in a decrease,

.vViih. time; 'of the number of the original 'radioactive atoms in a sample. Itinvolves
the emission from the nucleus of alpha particles, beta particles (or electrons),
a; gamma rays; or the nuclear, capture or ejection of orbital electrons; or fission.
Also called radioactive disintegration.

The reMoyal. of radioactive contaminerlts from surfaces or equipment, .as by
cleaning or washing with chemicals.

Material or device that is sensitive to radiation and can produce a response signal
suitable for measurement or analysis. A radiation detection instrument.

(SYMbol 2H or D) An isotope of hYdrogen whose, nucleus contains one neutron
and One proton and is therefore about twice,akheavy as the nucleus, of'normal
hYdrogen, which is only a single proton. DeOttrn is often referred tals heavy-

hydrogen ; it,Occurs in natine as 1:atoin to atoms of normal hprogen. It
is nonradioactive: (See heavy water.)

deuteron 'The nueleus df deuterium:It contains one proton and one neutron.

dose (See absorbed dose, biological dose, miidrnum popnlisible dose threshold d

dose..equivalent,

11.

doSimeter

doubling dose

ecology

ecosystem

efficiency

A.' term used to express the amount of effective radiatiorkwhen
have been considered. The product of absorbed 'dose multiplied
multiplied by a distribution factor. it is exprwsed numeric

The radiation dose delivered per unit time: Measured, for instance
hour.

I 1

A.device that measures radiation dose, such as a film badge or ionizati chamber.

Radiation dose which Would, eventually' cause a doubling of gene mut ons, .*;
. 4. .

The science dealing' with thi relationship Of all living things:with 'each other
with.' their enVironment. ,

A complex of the community of living' things ands4he environinent farming a
ftin'ctioning whole. in nature.

That percentage of the total energy coritent of a power plant's fnel which is
converted into electricity. The remaining energy is lost to the edvironmeni, as

. heat. ,
.. k.

(Symbol ) Arf elementary particle witti a unit negative charge.and a mass 14837
that of the proton. Electrons surround the positiVely charged' ifficleus rd .
determine the chemical properties of the atom. Positive electrons, or positrons,
also 'exist for brief periods of time as the result of positron decay..

2
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'!.,electron volt (Abbreviation ev or eV) The aniount of kinetic energy gained by an electron when
it is accelerated through an electric potential of 1 volt. It is equivalent to 1.683
'x 10-12 erg. It is a unit Ot energy, or work, not of 'Yoltage.

1
element One of the 106 known chemical substances that cannot be divided into simpleD

sttbstances 'by Chemical means. A substance whose atorps all have the same atomic
number. 'Examples are hydrogen , lead, and uranium. Not y) be confused with
fuel element. .' . ..._,

energy . 4- The ability to do work. ...

.0
Energy Research and : .. (Abbreyiation .ERP,A1 The independent executive agency of the federal government

"'. Development Administration with responsibility for management of research and' deYelopment in all energy
. :

_ matteri. . .

enrichment. . (See isotoPic enrichnient)
.

environment "Ns, - The total surroundings of' an. organism which ..aet upori it: .,
exchision area An area hinnediately surrounding a nuclear reietOr where: human habitation is

prohibited to aSsure safety in the event of ,art aecident. '. ..
. . . . .

excursion A sudden, very rapid rise:in the power level oka'reactor caUsed by Supercriticality.

, Excursioni are usually, eptickly suppressed by the .negative temperature coefficient
of the reactor and/or by automatic control rodS.

fast breeder reactor

fast neutron

fast reactor

t4emtile material

film, badge

fissile material

A reactor that' p.ajes with fast neutrons, and produces More fissionable Material
than it consumei,

.

A neutron'with lemeticenergy greater than' apProximately .1,000,000. electron volts.

k reactor in whieh the fission.chaiii reaction is suttained.pTiMarily bY.fast neutrons
rather than by' sloW-moving. neutrons: Fast reactors centain liOle or no moderator .
to slow down the neutrons from the/peeds at which they arVected from
fissioning nuclei.

A material, not itself fissionable by. thermal neutrons,. ch can be conVerted
into a fissionable niaterial by irradiation in a reactor:The Are' two basic fertile
materials, uianium-238 and thorium.4232. .When these fertile materials capture
neutrons, they are partially cOnverted into' 'fissionable plutonium-239 and
uranium-233, respectively. -

A light-tight package of photographic fdm'wornlikes badge by workersin nuclear
industry or research, used to, measure exposure io ionizing radlatinn. The absorbed
dose can be 'calculated by the degree of fdm darkening caused:by the irradiation.,

While
.

sometimes used ,as a synonym for, fissionable material, ibis tetin,has alio .

acquired a more restricted meaning; naniely, any material fissionable bY,'neutrons
of all energies, including thermal (slow) neutrons as well 'as fiat neutrons:The .

three primarily fissile materials are uranium-233, uranium-235 an4Outonium-239.
A

fission :', The^ splitting of a heavy nucleus into twd approximately eitintl p`i(its (which are
nuclei of lighter elements), accompained by the release of a retativelYtlarge itmOunt

: of energy and generally, one of more nentrons, Fission can occur
' but usually is. caused by nuclear, abiorption of gamma:rays, neutr or other

. particles. :
, -4..

4.

The two or mom nuclei which are formtd by the fission of a nucleus:-
to ils' primary fission products. They are of medium orififidIveight;
radioactive. . - .

The riuclei (fitsion fragments) formed by the on of heavy elements,
nuclidet formed by the fusion fragments' dipactive decay. -
... . ,.....

flision fragments

. fission .products

2 12
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fissionable material
*

flux neutron)

' ...
fly ist '

the smoke stack and may be rried sortie distance before they settle to the earth.,
. ... ..

.

food chain . 'The pathways by which any' m terial (such as radioactive material from fallout).
o

--. passes from the first'absorbing rganism through plants and animalsto humans. . .. . . .
.

: .
fogssil fuel Naturally occurring substantes de d from plants and animals. which lived in

ages past..The bodies of these Ion ad organisms havirbecome ouc-recoverable
N fuels which can be burned, such lignite, coal,' oil and gas....

. : .
.. fuel (nuclear ) Fissionable material used or usable to. produce energy in a reactor. Also, applied

to a mixture, such as natural uraniuni, which only pail of the atoms are readily
fissionable, if the mixture can be mad to sustain, a vbain reaction. 0

...
. , , , , .

fuel cycle The series of steps involved in supplying fu for nuclear power reactors. It inclUdes
mining, refming, the original fabrication o uel elemnts, their use in..a reactor,....

chemical processing to recover the fissiona le material remaining in the spent
fuel, reetnithment of the fuel material, and refabrication* into new fuel elements..

.
fuel element A rod, tube, plate or other Mechanical- shape or forth into which nuclear. fuel

$ fabricated for use in a reactor., (Not to be ,confused, with element.) ,

. fuel' reprocessing The. processing of reactor fuel .tO rcover the Unused fissionable material.

fusicin

Commonly used as a synonym for fissile material. ibe meaning of this termfhas
also been extended to include material that can be fissioned by fast neutrons
only, such as uraniumL238. Used in reactor operations to mean fuel.

-A measure of the intensity of neutron radiation. It is the- number of neutrons
passing through-one square centimeter of a given target in one second. EXpriesse
as n x v, where n ..the number of:neutrons per cubic cenlimet and v -
velocity in centimeters per second.

.

Sitall particles of ash prodti ed by the 'burning of fuels'. They are dispersed Up

. gamma rays'

tThe formation of a heavier nucleus from two lighter ones (such as hydrogen
isotopes), with the attendant release of Term

(Symbol ) High energy, short wave length electromagnetic radiation originating
in the nucleus. Gamma radiation frequently accompanies alpha and beta emissions
and always accompanies fission. Gamma rays ateirery penetrating and4are best
stopped or shielded against by dense materials,' such as leid,pr depleted uranium.
Gamma rays are essentially similar to x-rays, but are usually more energetic.

gas Cooled reactor A nuclear reactor in which a gas is t1e coolant.

g.seous ailision A Method of isotopic separation based n the fact that gat atoms or molecules
(plant) with different Masses will diffuse throuh a porous barrier (or membrane ) at

different rates. The method is used by te AEC to separate uranium-235 from
uranium-238; it requires large gaseous dif sion plants and enormous amounts of. .

,
electric power. .

--,-, A
Geiger-Midler A radiation detection and measuring instrument. It consists of a gas-filled

counter Geiger-Muller tube- containing electrodes, between which there ii an electrical
voltage but, no current flowing. When ionizing radiation puses through the tube,
a short, intense pulse of current puma from the negative electrode to tke positive

! --, electrode" Ind is measured or counted. The number of pulses per second measures
Ihe intensity of radiation: It wits named for Hans Geiger and\ W. taller who
irkented it in the 1920s. It is sometimes called simply a Geiger Counter, or a
G-M counter.

.

Radiation effects that can be transferred from parent to Offspring. Any
radiation-catised changes in the ,genetic material of sex cells.

. .

A population-averaged dose which estimates the potential genetic effects of
radiation on future generations. It takes'into consideration the number of people
in various age grOups, the average dose to the reproduCtive organs to which people
in these groups are exposed, and their expected number of future children.

genetic effects of
radiation

genetically significant
* dose

2 13'
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graphite (reaCtor

#ade)

half life

half life,4
biological

half life, effective

half-thickness

health physics

heat exchanger

heat sink

heavy water.;

heavy water moderated
reactor

hydrocarbons

hydroeleCtricity

induced radioactivity

intensity

ion

iomzation

ionization chamber

ionization event

A very. Pure form of carbon used as a moderator in nuclear reactors.

The time in which half the atoms of-a- partiCitlar radioactive substance disintegrate
to another nuclear form. Measuredloll lives vary from millionths of a second
to billions, of_ years. Alio called phyticil half life. (See decay, radioactive)

,(See biological half. life.)
iti

The time requ4ed for a radionuclide contained in' a biologic/al 'system, such as
. a hUman or in animal, to reduce ;its activity by half as a combined result of

radioactive detay and biorogical elimination. (Compare biological half life anti half
life.) '

The thickness of any-given 'absorber that will reduce' the, intensity of a. beam
of radiation to one-tralf its initial vglue.

The-.-science 'concerned with recognition, elialuation.and control ,of -health hazards
froni inniag radiation. , ,

-Any device 'that transfers heat from one fluid (liquid or gis)sto another or to,
the environment. ,

Atiything that absorbs heat; ualially part of the environment, such as the air,
riyer Or outer space.

(Symbol 1)20) Water containing significantly 'more than 'the natural prc\sortions.
,

(one in 6500) of heavy hydrogen (deuterium) atoms td ordinary hydrogen, atoms.
Heavy water is Used as a moderator in some reactors because it slows doWn.
neutrons effectively and also has a low. cross Section foli absorption of neutrons.

A reactor that uses hetrYy water as its moderator. Heavy water is an excellent
moderato; and thus permits the uie Of inexpensive (unenricliid) uranium as a
fuel.-

CompoundssOmposed Of hydrogen and carbon. These occiar in petroleuin, natuial
gas and 'coal.

Electricity produced frbm the energY of falling water. Dammed,wate.r
turn turbines located below the-clam.... -' .

, .
Rad ioactivity that is created whew substanies are bombarded with neutrons as
from a nuclear exPlosion or in a. reactor, oi with.charged particles and photons

. produced by accelerators.
a. .

The energy or the number of photons, or particles of any radiation 'incident 'upon
a unit area or flowing through a unit re Solid material&er unit of .,0Me.o. In

. connection witkradioactivity, the number of atorits disinteting per unit of time. (--

.

An atiim or Molecule that has hist or . galueeone or More electrons. By..this
ionization it becomes electrically charged...Examples: an alpha pahicle,' which is
a helium..atom- minus two electrons; a proton, which is hydrogen atom minUs..:
its electron.

,

The process of adding one' or 1110rf electrons to, or,removing one or more electrOns
from, atoms or molecules, thereby creating. ions. High temperatures, electricsl

. discharges, or nuclear radiations can cause ionization. -

tr"Inn #1.1* niiingAn ins_ent t detecb an -measures lo radiation by measuring the
electrical current that flows, when ridlatianionizes gas'in ichamber, Raking the
gas a conductor of the electricity.

_
An occurrence ,in which an'Ion or group of ions is Produced; for example, by
passage of a charged particle through matter.



ionizing radiation 4 -

irradiation

isotope

, ., ......
Any radiation capable of dieplacing electrons from atoms or molecules, thereby
producing ions. .Examples: alpha, beta, gamma radiation, sluirt4ave ultraviOlet
light. Ionizing radjation may produce severe skin or tissue damage. .

. .

isotope separation

a isotopic enrichment

1*
kilowatt hour

. kilo-

lethal dose,
".\

Exposure to radiation; as in a nuclear reactor.
1.P

One of two or niore atoms with the same atOinic numbesk(the same chemical
Jelement) but with different atomic weights: An equivalent 'statement iS that the
nuclei of isotopes have the same number of prOtons, but rliffernt numbei s. of
neutrons. Thus carbon-12, carban-1 and'carbon414 are isotopes of the element,

.._ carbon, the numbers denoting the approximate atomic ,weights. Isotopekustially .

have verY nearly the same chemical.properties, but sometrhat ,different 131-iksica1
properties.

The process of separating:isotopes from one another, or. changing their 'relit
abundances, ai by gaseous diffusion Tor electromagnetic separation. Ho
Separation is a step in .thi isotopic enrichment process. ..

A process by 'which the relative!abundances o( the isotopes of a given element,
are altered, thus producing a form of the ,eleinent which has been enriched in
one particular isotope and depleted in its other isotopic forms.

One kilowatt of electricity expended for one hour.

A prefix that multiplies a basic Unit by 1030.
, ....., ,i,
kildise of ionizing radiation sufficient to cause death. Median lethal dose (MID' '.
OrAD75 ) is the dose required to kill withini specific period of time (usually

da half of the individuals in a large group of organismssimilarly exposed.
e L 50/30 for man is about 400,000 to .450,000 miem.

...aier of low` population density sometimes required around a nuclear
installation. The,number and density.of residents it of conceflvito providing, with
reasonable probability, thateffectivp,protection measures can bYtaken if a serious,
accidfnt should occur.

low population zone

magnetic bottle

magnetie: mirror

Mass

mass-energy equation .

Matter

maximum credible
accident,

4 : ...,

..,::,... . . .

.
A magnetic field Used to confine or contain a oplasma in controlled fusion
(thermonuclear) experiments. ..,

A Magnetic field used in 'controlled fusion experiments to reflect charged particles
back into the central region of a magnetic bottle.

The quantity of matter in a body. Often used as a synonym for weight, which,
strictly soaking, is the force exerted on a body by the earth.

. The statement developed 'by Albert Einstein, German-born American physicist,
that the mass of a body is a measure of its energy content, as an extension of
his 1905 special theory of relativity. The siatement was subsequently verified
experimentally by measurements of mass aml energy in nucleas reactions. The
equation, usually given is E = mc2, shows that when the energy of a body changes
by an amount E (no matter what form the energy takes), the mass, m, of the
bodY will change by in amount ecival to E/e2. The factor c2, the square of the
speed of light in a vacuum, May be regarded ai the conversion factor relating
units of mass and energy. The equation precricted the posaibility of releasing
enormous amounts of energy by the conversion of mass to energy. It is also called
the Einstein equation.

The substance of which a physical object is composed. All materiaLS in the universe
have the same inner nature, that is, they are composed of atOms, arranged in
different (and ofteh complex) ways; the specific atoms and: the specific
arrangements identify the yarious materials.

. .

The most serious reactor aCaident that can reasonably be .imagined from any
adverse combination Of equipment malfunction, operating errors *and 'other
foreseeable Causes. The teifi is used to analyze 'the safety characteristics Of
reactor. Reactors, are desi ed to be safe even if a maximum credible accident
should occtuj. - .

215.
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maxinism pirmissible
dose .. 4.

mean life

median lethal dose

mega-

. Mev

initli7

moderator

molecule

mutation

natural radiation or
natural raqioactiyity

natural uranium .

neutron

neutron captnie

nitrogen_ oxides

nudear energy

nuclear power plant

nuclear reaction

:nnclear reactor

a

,k

,

,!.;-.PeS

--. .1. . ... ,,
' .That dose of ionizing radiation established by competent authorities as an amount
:bellety, which there if no reasonable expectatim of risk" to human health, and

.../Iiiéh a the same time is somewfiat bel6W the lowest level at which a definite
hazard is believed' to eiiist. (See radiation protection guide)

$

- ..
Jhe average time during Which an atom, h excited nucleus, a radionuclide or
a particle exists in a °particular form. I

(See lethal crose.)

' A prefoi, that multiplies a basiè unit by 1,000,000.
5!.

One million (106) eleCtron volts. Also written as MeV.4

A" prefix .that nrItiOlies, a 'basic unit by 1/1000.

A materiel, such as. ofdinary water, heavy water, Or graphite, used in a reactor
.to sloW down high velocity neutrons, thus increasing 'the likelihood of further
fission.

A groap of atoms held together by chemical forces. The atoms in the molecule
may be identical, as in H2,52, and Sg, or different, as in H20 and CO2. A molecule
is the smallest unit of acOmpound which Can exist by itself .and retain all its
chemical properties. ,(Compare atom, ion.)

. - -
A permanent transmissible change in the characteristics of an offspring from those
of its parents.

.

Background radiation.

Uranium as found in nature. It contains 0.7 per Cent
cent of .uraniuni-238 and-a .trace of uranium-234. It is.

(Symbol .n) Anuncharged elementary particle *MP a

s

mass

I,-
1, 4

14
urapiuM.----

. greater than
the of the proton, and fot?nd in the nucleus of eiery atom heavier than
hydrogen-1. A free neutron is unstable.and decaYs with a half life of about 13
minutes into an electron, proton and neutron. Neutrons sustain the fission chain °
reaction in a nuclear reactor. .

The process in which an atomic nucleus absorbs oNcaptures a neutron.

Compounds of nitrogen and oxygen which may be produsosd by the burning of
fossil fuels. Verp harmful to health, and may be important in the formaticlp of
smogs.

The energy liberated by a nuclear,reaction (fission of fusion) or by radioactive
decay.

Any device, machine or assembly that converts nuclear energy into some form
of usend power, such as mechanical-or electrical power. In a nuclear electric power

. plant, heat produced by a reactor is generally used to make steam to
turbine that in turn drives an electric generator.

'A reaction involving a change in an atomic nucleus, such as fission, fusion, neutron '
capture, or radioactive. decay, as distinct from a chemical reaction, which is limited
to changes in the electron structure surrounding the nucleus.

A devise in which a fission chain reaction can be initiated, maintained and
controlled. Its essential component is a core with fissionable fuel. It usually has
a moderator, a reflector, shielding, coolant and control. mechanisms. SothetiMes
called an atoMic furnace, it Is the basic machine of nuclear energy. ,
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Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

nuclear luper-heating

nude

nucleonics

nucleus

nuclide

parents

Lparticillates

dr rMissible dose

personnel Monitoring

phOton

physical half life

pig

Plowshare

plutonium

pollution

pool reactor
.

population density

positron

(bbreviation NRC) The independent' fedetal commissibn which licensessand
P.

regulates nuclear facilities.
-

d in a reactor by Using additional heat from a el
only employed: recirculating the eam through
t produced (integral superheating) or passing the

steam through a second and separate ,_reactor.,
,

A constituent of an atomic nucleus, that 'is, a proton or a neutro

The science ind technology c.d. nuclear energy and its applications.

Superheating the steam Focht
reactor; Twp met ods art corn
the same core in which it. is,-fs

The small, positiVely charged cOre of an atom. It is only about 1/10,000 the
diametecof the atom, but contains nearly all the atom's mass. All nuclei Contain
both protons and neutrons, except the nuclêus of orciinary hydrogen, which'
consists of a single proton.

A general term applicable to all atomic forms of the elements. The term is 'often
erroneously used as a synonym for isotope, which properly has a more limited
defmition. Whereas isotopes are the various forms of a single element (hence are
a faMily of nuclides) and all have the same atomic number and number of protons,
npclides comprise all the isotopic forms of all' the elements. Nuclides are
distinguished by their ato'rnic number, atomic mass, and energy state.

A radionuclide that upon radioactive decay or aisintegration yields a speck
nuclide (the daughter), either directly or as a later member of a radioactive series.

Smal particles of solid material produced by burning of fuels.

(See maxinuim permissible dose.)

Determination by either physical or biological. measurement of the- amolt Of
ionizing radiation to which an individual has been/exposed, such as by measuring
the darkening of a film badge or performing a tadon breath analysis.

o .

44s

Electromagnetic radiation.

.(See half life.). ,

A heavy shieying contitmer (usually lead)Ased to ship or store radioactive
materials.

OM, term for nuclear reactor. This name was used because the 'first reactor was .
built by, piling up graphite blocks and natural' urItiium.

The Atomic Energy Commission program of research and development on peaceful
uses of nuclear, explosives. 'The possible uses include large-seale excavation, such
as for canals and harbOrs, crushing ore bodies and produôing heavy transuranic
isotopes. The term is based on a Biblical reference, Isaiah 2:4.

(Symbol Pu) A heavy, radioactive, man-made Metallic eleMent with atomic number
94. Its Most important isotope is fissionable plutonium-239, produced by neutron
irradiatiOn of- uranium-238: It is used foyFactor fuel and in, weapons.

The addition of any undesirable agent to an ecosystem.
1. .

A reactor in which the fuel elements are suspended in a pool of water that serves
as the reflector, moderator and coolant. Popularly called a swinuning pool reactor,
it is usually used for research and training. -

/
The number of persons per 'unit area (usry per squire mile) who inhabit an

A subatomic particle with thi Mass of an electron but having' a positive charge
of the same magnitude as.' the electron's negative charge.

2 1'7:
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power reactor

pressure vessel

prtssurited water
reactor

primary fission products

protection

quality 'factor

A reactor desiined to produce useful nuclear.power, as distinguished.fronaireactors
used prii*ilrfor research,, for producing radiation or fissionae matelials4or
for reactIr component testing.

A strong-wallid container housing theigore 'of mott types of-power reactors; it
usually ajso conlains moderator, reflectdf, thermal shield and control rods.

sA power rbiktor in which heat is transferred from the core to a heat exchanger
by water kept undeLhigh pressure to achieve high temperature withOut boiling
in the primary systerd. Steam issgenerated in a secondary circuit. Many reactors
producing electric power are pressurized water reactors.

Fission fragments. /IP

Provisiong to reduce exposure of persons to radiation. Fbr example, protectWe ;

barriers to reduce external radiation or measures to prevent inhalation of
radioactive materials.

lion billi9n Btu's of energy (1018. Btu),

e factor by(which 'absorbed dose is to be nuiltiplied it2 obtain a quasitity that
presses, on 'a cominon Scale of all ionizing radiations, the irradiation incurted

exposed persons. It is used because Some types of radiation SUch as alpha
rticles are More:biologically damaging than other types.

(Acronyni for.; radiation absorbed dose), The basic unit of absorbed dose of9

radiation. A, dose of one,rad means the absorption.of 100 ergs of radiation energy.
per graM of absorbing material.

The emission gndi propagation of energy through matter or space by means of
electromagnetic disturbincet. which display both wave-like and particle-like
behavior; in ,this context the particles are own as photons. Also, the energy
.so propagated. The term his been extend d include streams of fast-moving

; particles (alpha and beta:particles; free neu rons closmic radiation; etc.). Nuclear
radiation-is that ernitted "from atomic nuclei various nuclear'reactors; including
alpha, beta and gamma radiation and neutrons.

Any accesOle area in which the level of radiation i,s sUch that a majoriportion
of an indheidual's body copld receive in any one hour a dOse in excess Of 5 millirem,
or .in any five tOnsefutive days a dose in excess of 150 millirem.

Radiation damage to the skin.

1".N.
radiation area

radiatiori tijirn

radiation damage

radiation detection instrument

radiatiOn monitoring

. .

radiation proteCtion

radiation protection
guide

radiation shielding

radiation source

A general term for thc.,harmful effects of radiation on matter.

Devices that detect and record the characteristics of ionizing radiation.

Continuous 'or periodic' 'determination of the anlunt of radiation present in a
given area,

Legislation and regulations to prolEit the public and laboratory or industrial
workers against radiation. Also measures to reduce exposure to radiation.

,The officially determined radiation doses which should not be exceeded without
eareful consideration of the reasons for doing so. These are"equivalent to the
older term- maximum permiskible dose.

ReductiOn ofPradiation by interposing a shield of absorbing material 'etWeeit any
radioactiie source and a person, laboratory area .or radiationftehsitive device.

USually a man-made sealed sourcepf radioactivity used in 'teletherapy, radiography;
as a power source for battefies, or in various types of industrial gauges. Machines
such as accelerators and radioisotopic generators and natural radionuclides may
also be considered sources.

,
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radiation standards Exposure standards, permissible concentrations, rules for sa ndling, regulations
kir. transportation, regulations for industrial control of diation and control of
rOation by legislative means. (See radiation protection, radiation protection

- guide.)

tikiation sterilization Use of radiation to- cause a plant or animal to become sterile, 'that is, incapable
of reproduction. Also the use of radiation to kill all forms of life (especially

a IV, bacteria) in food, surgical sutures, etc. '

radiation warning symbol

radioactive

radioactive contamination

radioactive dating

radioactive isotope

radioactive series

s

radii:derive waste

oaCtivity

radioecology

radioisotope

radioisotopic generator

a

An officially prescribed symbol (a magenta trefoil on a yellow background) which
should be displaysd when a radiation hazard exists. - I

Exhibiting radioactivity or pertaining to radioactivity.

Deposition of rddioactive material in' any place where it may harm.personsi spoil
experiments or make products or equipment unsuitable t unsafe for sothe specific
use. The presence of unWanted radioactive material fo d on pie walls of vessels
in used-fuel processing plants, or radioactive material tha has leaked into a reactor
coolant. Often referred to only as, contamination.

A technique, for measuring the age of an object or 'sample. of material by
determining the ratios of various radioisotopes or ,products" of radioactive decay
it contains. For example, the ratio of carbon-14 to carbon-12 reveals the
approxiate age Of bones, pieces of wood, or other archaeological specimen that
contain carbon extracted (rom the air at the time of their origin.

A radio' tope.

A succession of nuclides, each of which transforms by radioactive disintegration
into the next until a stable nuclide. results. The first Member is called the parent,
the intermediate members are called daughters, and the fmal stable member is
called the end product.

(See waste, radioactive.)

The spontaneous decay or disintegration of an unstable atomic nucleus, usually
accompanied by the emission of ionizing radiation. (Often shortened etlifictivity.)

The body of knowledge and the study of the effects of radiation on species of
plants and animals in natural communities. a

A radioaCtive iiotope. An unstable isotope of an element that decays or
disintegrates spontaneously; emitting radiation. More than '1300, 'natural and
aartificial radioisotopes have been identified.

A small power generator that converts 'the heat released dining radioactir decay
directly into electricity; These generators generally produce only a few watts of
electricity and use thermoelectric or thermionic converters. &line also .function
as electrostatic converters to produce a small voltage. Sometimes called an atomic
battery.

radiology the Science which deals with the use a: all forms of ionizing '.radiption in the .

diagnosis and treatment of disease..

radiomutation A permanent transmissible change in form; quality or other characteristic of a
cell or offspring from the characteristica of its parent, due to radiation eiposure.
(See genetic effects of radiation, . mutation.)

radioresistance A relative resistance to cells, tissues., organs, or organisms to the injuriOui action
of radiation. (Compare radioresistance.)

radium (Symbol Ra) A radioactive metsll,ic element With atomic number 88. As found
in nature, the most common isottipe has an atomic weight of 226. It occurs in
minute quantities associated with uranium in pitchblende, carnotite and other
minerals.

A relative susceptibility of cells, tissues, organs 'to' the injurio
action of radiation. (Compare radioresistance)

radiosensitivity

1
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radon (Symbol Rn) A radioactive element, one of the hejviest gases known. Its atomic,
number is 86, and its atomic weight is 222. a daughter of radium in. the .

- uranium radioactive series.

reactor (See nuclear reactor.)

recycling The reuse of fissionable material, after it has been recovered by chemical processing
from spent 6r depleted reactor fuel; reenriched and then refabricated into new
fuel elements.

reflector A layer of material immediately surrounding a reactor core which scatters back
or reflects into the core many neutrons that would otherwise escape. The retunied
neutrons can then cause more fissions and improve the neutron economy of the
reactor. Common reflector materials are graphite, beryllium and natural uranium.

A reactor control rod used for making frequent fine adjustment in reactivity.

A factor used to compare- the biological effectiveness of different types of ionizing
radiation. It is the, inverse ratio of the amount of. absorbed radiation, required
to produce a given effectl to a standard or reference radiation required to produce
the same effect.

rem (cfl of roentgen equivalent man.) The unit of dose of any ionizing radiation
whiCh Produces the same biological effect as a unit of absorbed dose or ordinary
ett-rays. The RBE dose (in reins) = RBE x absorbed dose (in rads).

rep (Acronym for roentgen eoitivalent physical)An obsolete unit of absorbed dose
of any ionizing radiation, with a magnitude of 93 ergs, per gram. -It has been
superseded by the rad.

Fuel reprocessing..

(Abbreviation r) A unit of exposure to ionizing radiation. It is tha ount of
gamma or x-rays required to produce ions carrying 1 electrostatic unit electrical
charge (either positive or negative) in 1 cubic centimeter of dry air under standard
conditions. Namedgter Wilhelm Roentgen, German scientist who discovered x-rays
in 1895. A

6

regulating rod

relative biological
effectiveness (-RBE)

reprocessing

roentgen

!" 1
roentgen ItreiiiivaleV, man .

roentgen raw

safety rod

(See rem.)

X-rays. -

A standby control rod used to shut down a npclear reactor rapidly in emergencies.

scaler An electronic instrument for rapid counting of radiatOn-induced pulses froiii
Geiger counters oj other radiation detectors. It pnnits rapid counting by redwing
by a .definite sc ing factor the number of pulses entering .the counter.

scram The sudden shu down of a' nuclear reactor,,usually by rapid insertion of the safety
rods. Emergenc s or deviations from normal reactor operation cause the reactor
operator or aut matic control equipment to scram the reactor.

shield (shielding) A body of material used to reilice the passage of radiation.

smog A mixture of smoke and fog. A fog made heavier and usually darker by smoke
and chemical fumes.

smoke Suspension of small particles in a gas.

life energy produCed by 'the fusioh reaction Occurring on the sun, which reaches
the earth as radiant tnergy. This energy may be converted into heat or electricity

solar energy
,

. by physical devices.
. . .

somatic effects 6j .' Effects of radiation limited to the exposed individual, as distinguished-from genetic
radiation ' '1,\., _effects, which also affect subsequent unexposed generations. Large radiation doses.\, 4
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can be fatal. Smaller doses may make the individual noticeably ill, may metely
produce temporary changes in blood-cell levels detectable Only in the laboratory,
or, may produce, no detectable effects whatever. Also called physiological effects
Of radiation. (Compare genetic effects of radiation.)

spent (depleted) fuel Nuclear reactor fuel that has been itradiated (used) to the extent that it can no
longer effectively sustain a chitin reaction.

spill The accidental re-1;\ of radioactive material

stable Incapable of spontaneous change. Not radioactive.

/table isotope An islotope that 'does not undergo radioactive decay.

1subcritical assembly A, reacfor ronsisting of a mass of fissionable material and moderator which cannot
sustain a chain reaction. Usesi primarily for educational purposes.

subcritical mass 'An amount of fissionable material insufficient in quantity or of improper geometry
to sustain a fission -chain reaction. .

a.
supercritical rea ctor A reactor in which the pOwer level is increasing. If, uncqntiolleal, a supercritical

reactor would :undergo an excursion.
4

The heating of a vapor, particularly steam, to a temperature much higher than
the boiling poirit at the existing pressure. This is done in power plants to improve
efficiency and to reduce condensation in the turbines.

:ftny portable radiation detection instrument especially adapted for surveying or
inspecting an area to establish the existence and amount of radioactive material
,present.

Compounds composed of sulfur and oxygen produced by the burning of sulfur
and its compounds in coal, oil and gas. Harmful to tile helath of man, plants
acid animals, and may cause damage to materials.

.

A breeder reactor in which the fission chain reactor is sustained by thermal
neutrons.

Raising the temperature of a body of water such as a lake *or stream to an
undesirable level by the addition of heat. This heat may change the ecological
balance of-that body. Of water, making it impossible for some types of life to
survive, or it may favor the. survival of other organisms, such as algae.

superheating

survey meter

sulfur oxides

thermal breeder reactor

thermal pollution

thermal reactor

thermal shield

thernionuclear reaction

threshold dose

traeer, isotopic

,
A reactor in which the fission chain reaction is sustained primarily by thermal
neutrons. Most, current reactors are thermal reactois.

A-layer or layers of high density material located,Within a reactoi pressure vessel
or between the vessel and the biolOgical shield to reduce radiation heating in the
vessel and the biological shield.

A .reaction in which very high temperature Slim the fusion of two light nuclei
to form the nucleus, of a heavier atom, releafing a. large amount of energy. In
a hydrogen bdmb, the high Aemperature to initiate the thermonuclear reaction
is produced by a preliminary fission reaction. .

Tbe minimum dose of radiation that will produce i detectable biological effect.

An isotope of an element, a small amount of which may be incorporated into
a sample. of material (the carrier) in order to follow-, (trace). the course of that
element through a chemical, biological or physical process, and thus, also follow
the larger..sample. The tracer may be radioactive, in which case okservati,ps are
made °by measuring the :tadioactiVity. If the fraCer h stable, mass /spectrometers
or neutrOns activation analysis may' be employed to determine isotopic

'composition. Tracers also, are called labels or tags, and materials arn said to be
labeled or tagged when radioactive tracers are incorporited in them.



turbin,

-

unstable isotolie

uranium

uranium enrichment

waste, radioactive'

watt

whole. body counter

x-ray \

1

A-rotary engine made with a series of curved vanes on a rotating spindle. May
be actuated by a. current of fluid such as water or steam.

A radioiscitope:
4

(Symbol Uj.- A radioactive_element with the atomic number 92, and is foudd
in natural ores, an average atomic weight of appraximately 238. The two principal
natural.' isotopes are uranium-233 (0.7 per cent of natural uranium), which is
fissionable, and uraniuin-238 (99.3 per cent of natural uraniuni), whic)i is fertile.
Natural' uranium- also includes a minute amount of uranium-234. Uranium is the
basiC raw material of nuclear energy.

, -..(See isotopic enrichmen5)

Equipment and materials from nuclear operations which are radioactive and for
which:there is nO further use. Wastes are generally classified as high-level (having
radioactivity concentrations of hundreds of thousands of curies per gallon or
cubic foot), low-level (in the range of f microcurie per gallon or cubic foot),
or intermediate-level (between these extremes.) .

A unit of power equal to one joule' per second.

° A device used to identify and measure the radiation in -the body (body burden)
of human beings and animals; it uses heavy shielding to keep out background
radiation and ultrasensitive scintillation detectors and electronic equipment..

A penetrating form' of electrgmagnetic radiation emitted either when the inner
orbital electrons of an eicitPd atom return to their normal state (these are
characteristic x-rays), or when a metal target is bombarded with high speed
.electrons (these are bremsstrahlung). X-rays are always nonnuclear in origin.
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APPENDIII
A DECISION MAKING MODEL

The reader has been confronted with
numerous issues regarding the coriflict between
enjoying the supposed benefits of a technological
society and reducing the quality of our envirinment
to intolerable levels. Decisions to resolve the conflict
muit be made; they will be made. If knowledgeable
.pepple refuse to make these ° .decisions, less
knowledgeable persons will. The attitude of letting
George do it is a gross shirking Of responsibility.

1,

But how does w person with a tiste:'of
knowledge about the problem (such as that aóqurred
thbaught this minicourse) make such decisions? How
does he evaluate the available data? How does he
know when 'he has surveYed all the data? How does
he test for logical inconsistencies within the reports?
The problem of. analyzing large sets of information
and formulating workable solutions to problems
perceived is one of the most mind-boggling and
difficult endeavors of the human mind; it is also one
of the most rewarding!

,
A model or guide to ,this decision-making

process is' inesented in Figure 25. This model is
presented in the form of an instructional flowchart
and suggests things to do (rectangles) and'. indudes
crucial questions (diarnonds) which help pinpoint
errors in interpretation of the data and conclusions.
The rectangles and diamonds are logically
interconnected by arrows which suggest which Way ta
proceed.

Each of the main points in the flowchart,
requires a brief explanation. First, one enters 'the

. intellectual process with an awarenesS of
. environmental problems of electrical generaiion and
*an interest in the identification of solutions to thbse
.problems.
. .

:......Staw 1. Survey your knowledge of power sources and
the environment to acquire factual information and
'the underitanding of the basic issues involved.
Completion of the minicourse is useful .here.

Stage 2. Identify questions you may have aboutethe
issues for further refmement and analysis. 4 I

Stage 3. -Have others raised similar .questions?
Answerin.g this question can provide access to
discussions of the issue which have alreoly been
completed and tends to reduce the phenomenon of
re-inventing the wheel. In addition, the knowledge
that you may be raising a relatively new question
can Be an enlightening and rewarding experience.

Note: Diamonds represent decision in the form of
questions which lend themselves, to Yes, Nci,or ?
answers. The path one takes thrOugh the flowchart

. is *determined Iv the answer tO the question.

$tage 4. Have solutions been posed? If Stage 3 has
been ansvered in the affirmative, we now begin to

. 4

invektigate the merits of the solutions.

Stage 5. Are solutions based on solid evidence? If
Stage 4 has been answered in the affirmative, we Can
now ask if there is substantial and logical evidence'
to support the solution Under question.

Stages 6-9. A negative response in either Stage 3, 4
or 5 directs . the decision-maker into the key branch
of the flowchart. Stage 6 directs the learner to survey
information related to the problenr (or solution), or
to examine specific Is'sues which relate to the problem
under consideratAx Caution must be used here to
avoid the tenition of switching to a related e,
problem. Stick to the issue at hand! In stage 7, list
alternative solutions to the ' problem. That is,
determine, without excessiv'e evaluation at this point,
if there are other possible solutions to the problem.
In Stage 8, start the process of evaluating the main
and alternative solutions from Stage 7 by listing
advantage's and Adv'antages of each, solution.

Now that you have examined the evidence and
tabulated the pros and cons of the problem or
solution, evaluate each as to its practicability and
feasibility. Then rank solutions from best to poorest.
(Stage 9) In ranking, one arranges the solutions from
the best to the poorest. ,

After Stage 9, the flow iS cycled hack -)to Stage
10.

Stage 10. Are there unsolved problems? Presuming
affirmative answers to Stages 3, 4 and 5, we now
are st 'the Point ivhere We see if all important
questions haveabeen asked. While it is recognized that

-:the words, iniportant questions obviously involve
value (subjective) judgments, such Nue judgments in
technological applications are unav.oidable.

#
A negative answer to Stage 10 recycles the flow

back to Stage 2, and a positive responsE sends ape
to the exit of the decision-making ,prograrn:

Two additional icomments regarding this
decision-making flowoh*t are in ordef. First, it
represents a series of intellectual processei and' You
must try to understand it, A,

;

Second, the flowchart is only a.. first
approximation (onlygrepresentative) or the complex
mental process involved In human problem-solving.

At is hoped that it will be most valuable wheti
\-cOnsidered in its present , form whiCh is neither,
exceedingly simple nor excessively complicated.
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Flowchart of Basic Decision-Making
Model for Resolittion of Environmental Pyoblems

FIGURE 25
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APPENDIX- IV

LICENSING OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS'.

The Ts:Wowing is a brief outline of the
procedures which must be followed by a utility in
order to construct and operate a.nucjear power plant.

Before formally filing an application for
construction and operation of a nuclear reactor, the
company must select. w Site for the planned facilitY
according to the criteria spooified by the U.S. Nuelear
Regulatory Cominission: 'Then two specific permits

. must be obtained by the utility company: a
. ,conttniction permit and an operating license.

N

A. Steps in Obtiining a Construction rennit.

1. The : utility company must subniit a
. formaLIPOlication tolithe Dkectorate of

Licensing of the U.S. NucligrRegOlatorp.
Commission. Thq applicaliCei* must
,contaiii detailed information.4eferiiing:

a. besign nit location . of the
pro;posed plant:

* .

b. Safeguardi,* be provided.
..-

c. .COMprehive", data on the
; pr46sed site 'and itstwironment.

A reviewiof the apPlication tis made by
the NRC. Directorate of Licensing:. An
analysis of the, application. is prepared.

Copies of the.. applicatibn are made
. available to the public; and to the NRC

Advisory Committee 'on . Reactor
Safeguards'. Thii cOMmittee reviews the

. application and holds conferences with
the applicant and the Directorate of
Licensing. staff.

.
4. A public hearing is held, usually near the

proposed site, by ant.NRC-appointed
Atomic Safety and J.Acensing Board.
Testimony may be given by private
citizens, state and local officials and,

' community groups.
. .

The Atomic $afety anti Licensing' Board
reviews the testimony presented 4t the

.public hearing and the findings (if the.'
DirectOrate of Licensing . and Advisory .

'Committee .on Reactor Safeguards and
"the :decision fbmadé for or against
granting a construttion permit.

6. The decision of :Me Atomic' Safety. . and
Licensing . Board is subject to relliew, by
the five-member Nuclear . Regulatory
Commission.

7.- A. ciinttruction permifis iranted Of
denied,. and piiblic notiCe is givenof the
action... .

If a .4construction tgranted,
Construction of the olant iiiay begin,

.

under constant inspection of, the NRC
Division of. Compliance.

9.. As construction progresses, the company
applies to the NRC for." an Operating
license.

Steps in Obtaining an Operating , License

'construction of the reactor proceeds`,
C inspections assure that the

-retiuiremIts of the ionitniction Permit - ,

1

are met;-.4

2. When final*. deSign is cornpleted, 'the
applicant submits a fmal Safety analysis
report. in aupport Of an "apPlication for
kn operating license, The safpty analysis
reptirt must Ma*:

g..*,- ?.:'

a. i 0.411tris for operation.

\Siib. F
..

rocedurea r. coping With
4. emergency situa ions.

'
.

c. Final details on reactor design such
ai containment, core design aod

waste handling systems. .
. a

3. The Directorate of Licensing prepare& a
detailed evaluation of the information
submitted and presents this evaluation to
the Advisory Committee . on Reactor

,SafegUards.

The Advisory Committee on Reactor'
Safeguards prepares . an independent
evaluation and reports its opinion to the
gommission: 'This is made public.

5. The NRC may then:

a. hiblish a .30-day public notice of
the proposed issuance of a
provisional operating license.

Schedu1 6 4 public hearing on .the
apPlicatioN.

NorMally a hearing will noibe held
at this stage tulle*:

There-is a difficult safety
problem of 'public importance.



Substantial 'public interest
warrants a hearing.

d, If a public hearing is held; the
decision of the licensing board 'is
Subject to Commission review. '

6. Any operating license may be provisional
for an initial period of operation, at the
end of which time a review is made to
determine conditions for a full term
license of not more than 40\ years.

a. The license sets forth the particular
conditions which are to be met in
order to assure protection of the
health and safety of the .public.

ti
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b. Reactor operators must be
individually licensed by the
Cammission.

7. All licensed reactors are inspected
periodically by meMbers of the NRC
Division \ of Compliance to asture that
they are operated in accqrthince with the

,, terms of their licenses.

An Environmental Report must be
submitted as part of the applications for
both the Construction PErmit and the
Operating License.

A
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